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Sutidog Systems proudly presents [ht first S12K arcade game
available for your CoCo lit! It you don't have 512K, you will

want to get It just for litis game! The evil Sinistaars have in-

vaded trie galaxy and ii falls to you to destroy them, These
hends will attempt to hold you with a constant barrage ol

drone ships while ihey muster their strength, MO eventually

tind and obliterate you. Your mission Is to mine the myriad

asteroids In search of the precious ore which can be refined

into sinlbombs, your only weapon against the Sinistaars.

Many surprises await as you advance through the increasing-

ly difficult stages. Experience the fast-paced action of 512K
packed with spectacular graphics, sound effects, and voices!

Dozens of stages will keep you

coming back tor more Req. $0^
5)2K CcCo III and disk drive.

Paladins legacy

. . the Paladin disap-

peared, loathsome creatures, spawned from the bowels ol the
planet, have overrun the land of Tarlnth and captured (he
king. The situation is grave, tor without the king's influence.

the three nations will not unite against the growing evil, Only
one pure of heart can master the five magics and thereby
fulfill the Paladin's legacy and savB the realm Adventure into

this vast land of lantasy. Interact with its Inhabitants, explore

the ruinous mines
,
and do battle with supernatural forces . Ex-

perience the magic of the quest In this fast-paced role-playing

adventure, all In the familiar quick scrolling, bird's eye play

formal, You will lava the lesllfig ol playing an action game
with great graphics, animation, and sound effects, but all ihe
while solving one of the most involved

awaits lis savior! Available for

all CoCo models! Req. 64K
CoCo and disk drive.

Visa, Mastercard, Check, Money Order, and COO
(USA only, please) accepted. All foreign orders

must be sent In LIS currency Money Orders Include

52.50 for shipping in USA and Canada. $5.00
Foreign. $3.00 extra for COD orders. PA residents
add 6% sales tax. Dealer Inquiries welcome.
Authors: we're looking lor new software'
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Something is killing off the members of the legendary order ol

Kyum-Gai. In desperation, its leaders have called upon the

powers of the llle stone to resurrect you, Iheir greatest hero:

ihe NINJA EAI-DAN Now, you must find and destroy the evil

forces behind this dark plot Use a multitude ol martial arts

moves to defeat your enemies, obtain treasure and weapons,
and evade obstacles. Kyum-Gai: to he Ninja uses the must
detailed 320x200 resolution, 16 color graphics, the highest
quality digital sound effects, and spectacular animation to

bring you the greatest martial arts game your CoCo III has
ever seen. Created by the author of Warrior King, ihis incredi-

ble arcade game Is a definite must tor your CoCo III software

collection, Join the ranks of the Kyum-Gal and find out whal it

means to be Ninja! fteq, 128K
CoCo 111, disk drive, and
joystick (2-button joystick

supported).

SounctTrax is an unprecedented sound sequencing system for

the CoCo III. It requires no ears hardware (i.e. midi

keyboards, cables, etc.). Ail of It is contained in your CoCo.
This amazing program will read in a digitized sound and play

back all of the notes In the octave in which ii was recorded.
And It's POLYPHONIC! You can sequence up to four voices at

one time, and not only the same sound! With as many voices
as can be held in your memory, depending on the song, you
can create a score ol up to THREE DAYS in length using
drums, hums, strings, even your own voice! Ann you can
Play them all together! Using Ihe bulll-ln windowing point-

and click editor, you can cut, paste, even synchronize the
score to just the way you like Ii. Use the pre-sampled sounds
trom (he disk included, or make your own by importing them
trom some of Ihe mora popular digitizers available, Also,
Call tor the availability of extra sound sample disks! Get it

today; you won't believe your

ears! fleq. 128K CoCo III.

mouse/Joystick, and disk
drive.

Hall ol the King I, Nor III

$29.95 each

Hill of the King TrUo""

$74.95

Champion

S19.95

Oregon aiatfe

£19.95

E lH|"LJ
' t 11*""""""""M

White Fire el Eternity

$19.95.

*AH require B4K CoCo.

f

1 Edinburg Drt 412/372-5674



From Computer Pius to YOU

JliUfflJIl after

Color Computer 3
W/128K Ext. Basic $115* Tandy 1000 SL $529*

Tandy1000TL/2$819*

DMP-132 $199*
Color Computer Disk Drive

Drive $179* Drive 1 $149 TandyFax $929

BIG SAVINGS ON A FULL
COMPUTERS
Tandy 1000 HX 1 DrlTO 256K 349.00"

Tandy 1000 TX1 Drive 640K 719.00"

Tandy 3000 NL1 Drive 5t2K 1279.00

Tandy 4000 1 Drive 1 Meg.Ram 2089.00
Tandy 5000 MC 2 Meg. Ram 3799.00

PRINTERS
Radio Shack DMP-107 120 CPS 219.00

Radio Shock DMP-1 32 1 20 CPS 1 99.00*

Radio Shack DM P-l 33 1 60 CPS 239.00"

Radio Shack DWP-230 Daisy Wheel 269.00'

Tandy LP-1000 Laser Printer 1899.00

Star Micronics NX-1000 144 CPS 199.00

Star Micronics NX-1000 Rainbow 269.00

Panasonic KXP 1 180 192 CPS 219.00*

Panasonic KXP 1 191 240 CPS 259 00*

Panasonic KXP 1124 192 CPS 369.00"

Okldata320 300 CPS 369.00

Okldata 390 270 CPS 24 Wire Hd 515.00

NEC Pinwriter P-2200 170 CPS 399.00

MODEMS
Radio Shack DCM4 29.95*
Radio Shack DCM-7 65.00

Practical Peripheral 2400 Baud 229.00

Practical Peripheral 1200 Baud 149,00

COMPLEMENT OF RADIO SHACK COMPUTER PRODUCTS
COLOR COMPUTER MISC.

Radio Shack Drive Controller

Extended Basic Rom Kit (26 pin)

99.00

14.95

39.00

24.95

8.95

44.00

14.95
89.95

59 95

26.95

299.00

64K Ram Upgrade Kit (2 or 8 chip)

Radio Shack Deluxe Keyboard Kit

HI-RES Joystick Interface

Color Computer Deluxe Mouse
Multi Pak Pal Chip for COCO 3
Multi-Pak Interface

Serial to Parallel Converter

Radio Shack Deluxe Joystick

Magnavox 8515 RGB Monitor
Magnavox Green or Amber Monltor99.00

Radio Shack CM-8 RGB Monitor 210.00'

Radto Shack VM-4 Green Monitor 99.00
PBJ OK COCO 3 Upgrade Board CALL

PBJ 51 2K COCO 3 Upgrade CALL
Tandy OK COCO 3 Upgrade Board 29.95
Tandy 51 2K COCO 3 Upgrade 149.00

COLOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE
TAPE DISK

The Wild West <CoCo3) 25.95

Worlds Of Flight 34,95 34.95

Mustang P-51 Flight Simul. 34.95 34.95

Flight 16 Flight Simul. 34,95 34.95

COCO U1il II by Mark Data 39.95

COCO Max III by Colorware 79.95

Max 10 by Colorware 79.95

AutoTerm by PXE Computing 29.95 39.95

TW-80 by Spectrum (CoCo3) 39.95

Te leWrlter 64 49 .95 59.95

Telewriter 128 79.95

Elite Word 80 79.95

Elite Calc 3.0 69,95

CoCo 3 512K super Ram Disk 1 9.95

Home Publisher by Tandy (CoCo3) 35.95

Sub Battle Sim. by Epyx (CoCo3) 26.95

Thexder by Siefra (COC03) 22.45

Kings Quest III by Sierra (CoCo3) 31 .45

Flight Slm.ll by SubLoglc (CoCo3) 31 .45

OS-9 Level II by Tandy 71 .95

OS-9 Development System 89.95

Multi-View by Tandy 44.95

VIP Writer (disk only) 69.95

VIP Integrated Library (disk) 149.95

Price* are subject to change without notice.

Please call for shipping charges, Prices in our re-

tail store may be higher. Send for complete
catalog

"Sale prices through 12/31/69

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-343-8124

• LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES

• BEST POSSIBLE WARRANTY
• KNOWLEDGEABLE SALES STAFF

• TIMELY DELIVERY

• SHOPPING CONVENIENCE

com
P.O. Box 1094
480 King Street
Littleton, MA 01460 SINCE 1973
IN MASSACHUSETTS CALL (508) 486-3193

THS-80 is a registered trademark of Tandy Corp.
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Why Not OS-9?

Editor:

Over the years in THE rainbow I have

noticed articles concerning the OS-9 oper-

ating system. Now that I am somewhat

involved with this system, 1 think I can

explain why it took me over five years to

discover it.

A large part of the problem is the fact

that there is such excellent RS-DOS soft-

ware available and, on the whole, it is

cheaper. Products like VIP, TeteWriter8D.fi

Simply Better provide incredible features.

While OS-9 is a flexible system and highly

configurable, these products are largely

configurable too. Most software bought for

the CoCo is not transportable into an OS-9
environment, and most people simply say

"why bother'?" My conclusion is that there

is not a real reluctance to get into OS-9, but

rather, most users are not compelled to get

into it.

Many arguments have been put forth

regarding why one should seriously con-

sider OS-9, but to that end the obvious

multitasking, file security and system flexi-

bility falls on deaf ears. From opposite

sides RS-DOS seems archaic and OS-9
seems complicated.

I became involved with OS-9 when I

purchased a second set of disk drives from

someone who was selling his CoCo 3.

Included with the purchase was OS-9 Level

2 Version 2.01 and some Tandy OS-9 soft-

ware. I never would have bothered with

OS-9 if not for this. Now I can't get enough

of OS-9. The best advice I have for anyone

even remotely interested in this software is

to try it.

Looking back now, 1 can see why my
attitude regarding the OS-9 articles was

hostile. I had no relationship with the sys-

tem. I would encounter an article about the

shell or pipes or forking processes and say

"No way am I even getting close to that.

Who needs all this new terminology?"

Recently rainbow published a few very

informative and easy-to-understand articles

about the history of OS-9 as well as an

overview of the system. Coincidentally I

had my new disk drives and OS-9 ready to

go at the time. Until I had a system to play

with, the articles in "KISSable OS 9" were

very esoteric. What is missing in THE RAIN-

BOW is a series of articles on OS-9 similar

to the assembly language tutorials.

I ant still an OS-9 neophyte after a

month of hacking for two to three hours a

day. 1 consider alt the time 1 have spent on

OS-9 to be an investment. I believe my
experiences are typical and a lot of OS-9
hostility is caused by a lack of knowledge.

What I would like to accomplish with this

letter is to offer your magazine a compel-

ling reason to write a series of articles

dealing with OS-9 basics.

Wayne Montague

Mississauga , Ontario

Dear Jeff Byers,

Editor:

The letter to RAINBOW from Jeff Byers

of East Peoria, Illinois asked for some

modem light definitions. My modem is an

Everex Evercom 24e.

RI=Ring Indicator

TR=Terminal Ready

AN=Auto Answer

OH=Modcm Off-hook

RD=Receive Data

SD=Send Data

Andrew Clark

Memphis. Tennessee

Too Big For Its Business

Editor;

I have a small business with a mailing

list of about 500 names. Up till now I've

been using Elite File forthe mailing list and

to print labels. It's getting to the point

where it takes 1 minutes to add or subtract

each name! Can you please recommend a

more effective program forthe CoCo 3 for

up to 1000 names and addresses. Can I

move all the current information to the new
program?

J,K. Sinrod

J6 Scranton Avenue

Lynbrook, NY. 11563

In Search of Celestial Software

Editor:

I am having trouble locating astronomy

packages of the same sophistication as

average astronomy packages for MS-DOS
machines. Are you aware of any out of this

world software for the CoCo?
Lynnde! Humphreys

5121 Mortier Avenue

Orlando, FL 32812

Special Thanks
Editor:

Your magazine has many fine advertis-

ers that support the CoCo and I have met

many of them at the Chicago RAIN-
BOWfest. I would, however, like to give a

special thanks to two of them: T&D Soft-

ware in Holland. Michigan and Microcom

Software in Rochester, New York. Thanks

for your friendly help, understanding and

great interest in the CoCo.

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year

to all of you.

Charley Urbane

k

Milton, Ontario

It's More Than Just a Hobby
Editor:

I am convinced that the CoCo is the best

little computer available, and the biggest

reason that the CoCo is Number I is the

RAINBOW. The programs and advertising

allow the subscriber to build a really good

software library in a fairly short time, Your
magazine has taught so many of us how to

program.

A couple of years ago, my CoCo hobby

grew into a small mail order software husi-

THE RAINBOW December! 989



M/crocom Wishes its Customers

a Merrv ChristmasI (See Details on Page 17)

jffiE-
Cl " Pages

by Walter Bayer "f^*^ *KW^ ^"^
The uftfmate desktop publishing program for the CoCo 3. Allows COMPLETE CONTROL of all the elements in the
page! Features pull-down menus, icons & dialog boxes, drawing tools (create boxes, polygons, rays, circles, elipses, brush
shapes), cut, copy, stamp, paste, zoom, flip horizontal/vertical, enlarge/reduce, rotate at 45 & 90 degrees, stretch, undo, im-
port any ASCII text (even CoCo Max 1/2 Creations & Fonts!), create 2/3 columns, change fonts/invert text & page preview.
Includes 1 4 fonts & 60 pieces of clip art. No other desktop program comes even cJose. Req. CoCo 3, RGB/ Monochrome
Monitor, Min 1 drive, Tandy Hi-Res Interface, Joystick/mouse & DMP 105/106 or Epson/Gemini & Compatible Printer. Only
$49.95, w / Hires Inteface Only $59.95. w/ Hires Interface & Mouse: $79.95

4>LT
(J)" Color Schematic Designer Ver 2.0 "€

The best Circuit Designer for the CoCo 3. Pull Down Menus, hi-resolution symbol sets, Keyboard / Mouse / Joystick (with

proportional cursor speed system), lightning fast multiple UNDOs, Symbol Add / Modify /Rotate/Line/Box Draw, Hi-res Fonts,
workspace of 64U x 1000 pixels, 3 layers, font styles (fancy, italic, block, computer, etc). Supports DMP/ EPSON / GEMINI
& compatible printers. Supports near laser quality printouts on almost ail EPSON Compatibles! Only $39.95. CSD 1.1 j\

1 .2 owners can upgrade to version 2.0 by sending $10 with proof of purchase. (See Review in September 1989 Rainbow)

m music^
Musica II: Best Music Composition program
for the CoCo 1 ,2 & 3. Disk Only $29.95

Lyra: MIDI Based Music Composition

program for the CoCo 1.2 & 3. Disk Only

$49.95

The Lyra Companion (Book): $9.95

CoCo Midi 3 Hardware: Sophisticated

MIDI sequencer / recorder. Only $99.95

CoCo Midi 3 Software: $59.95

fMax 10: $39.95 ~\/"
Spelling Checker for Max 10;$29.95

Max 10 Fonts (36 fonts): $29.95

CoCo Max III: $49.95

CoCo Max III Fonts (95 fonts): $49.95

Max Edit (Font Editor): $19.95

NX1000 Rainbow Driver: $19.95

CGP 220 Driver: $1 9.95 /£
CoCo Max II: $69.95 (&.

CoCo Max I (Tape): $59.95

MAXPATCH:Run CoCo Max 2 on CoCo 3

$19.95

VIP CALC HI
Best Spreadsheet for CoCo 3. Only

$69.95

VTP DATABASE HI
The Best Database for the CoCo 3.

Only $69.95

File System Repack
A must utility for every OS9 owner.

Unfragments your hard/floppy disk to

speed up disk operation & reduce

wear on drive heads. Only $29.95

CEBBS
By Kevin Berner

Best BBS for CoCo 3. Features Xmodem
Up/Downloading, unlimited menus, fogin,

message base, built-in clock/calendar, ex-

ecution of external programs. Sysop has

full control of user's access to menus, time

on system & remote system access. Full

Error Trapping. Even HYPERIO Com
patible. Req. $59,95. Intro. Special. Only

$49.95. Min Req. CoCo 3. 1 Drive, & RS232
Pack.

J
DOS

ADOS 3: Advanced

Operating System for the

CoCo 3. Epromable.

Only $34,95 ADOS
{CoCo 1,2): $27.95(Ex

tended ADOS Might Be Avail by

the time you read this!)

RGB DOS: Supports

double sided drives, up

to 2 hard drives & more.

Epromable. Only $29.95

CoCoUtilll """*
Transfer Programs between CoCo & IBM. Will

Transfer Basic Programs & ASCII Files. Req
DOS 3.2 or lower. Req. IBM Compatible with 2

drives Only $39.95

Xenocopy
An amazingly versatile program that allows

you to format/ duplicate / read/write disks be-

tween 300 different computers. For ex. you
could transfer files between CoCo, IBM, NEC,

Model 3, etc. Requires an IBM Compatible

with 2 drives. Only $79.95

jftjf MICROCOM SOFTWARI
To Order and info on free gift: Refer to Page 1 7 of our 6-page series (Pgs 7-1 7). \

Credit Card Toll Free Orderline 1-800-654-5244
(9AM - 8PM 7 DAYS/WEEK)

Tech. Info (Between 4-8pm), Order Status, Info: 716-383-8830. Fax: 716-383-0026.



ness. This software business has made it

possible forme to "meet" CoCo users from

all over the U.S., Canada and other coun-

tries. If s a fantastic experience!

Jim Bennett

Paughkeepsie, New York

I've Got the Goods
Editor:

I have recently completed work on three

arcade type games for the Color Computer

series. All programs are written in 100

percent assembly language with sound

effects, demo modes and joystick options.

They are integrated with attractive fire-

works on the main menu, which is some-

thing to see in and of itself. I believe these

products would go over well with your

RAINBOW ON DISK subscribers. Is RAINBOW
interested?

Patrick D, Grengs U
Rocheslerm, Minnesota

We would like to consider your pro-

gramsfor publication. However, we must

see them to make a proper evaluation. We
welcome all submissions.

Running Out of Paper!

Editor:

I am developing a series of programs for

my work and am using more and more
paper. I need a better base of sources for

paper and other materials, but THE RAIN-

BOW tends to carry only ads from software

companies — probably by choice of the

companies.

Therefore I appeal to the readers and to

supply companies for addresses and cata-

logs of materials. If I can get a substantial

list of such suppliers, I'll certainly be will-

ing to share this list for an SASE.

David B. Smith

P.O. Box 307
Grand Portage. MN 55605

Greek Listings

Editor:

I am a big fan ofTHE rainbow and look

forward to each issue. I use the CoCo 3

mostly for word processing with Word
Power 3.2 and sign/card-making with CoCo
Graphics Designer Plus.

I wish more of the magazine was de-

voted to reviews of equipment and soft-

ware, rather than so many programs and

games, I know that is why so many read the

magazine but not me. I don't know where

to begin with a page of printing that looks

like this: 900 POKE 65496,0 :HSCREEN0:

RGB: END???

I really enjoyed the review of the Star

NX- 1000 printer in the April '89 issue. It

was a real bonus, however, I wish there

were many more reviews of printers so

some ofus could make better choices. I also

like the recent reviews ofthe word process-

ing and graphics programs. They explained

how each system worked so the consumer

could make a better decision.

Kenneth C. Brownson

Newark. Delaware

Looking for MIDI
Editor:

I am looking for a MIDI program to run

on the Color Computer 2 (by Tandy). I have

a program called Musica II and am looking

for the program called CoCo MIDI, which

uses Musica II files to play a MIDI key

board.

Ifyou know of a source fortius program,

please write me.

Daniel Gutwein

105 Baltimore St.

Dayton, OH 45404

Refer to Page 74 of this issue for a

detailed discussion of MIDI software for

the Color Computer,

End This Myth!

Editor:

I don't understand. THE RAINBOW has

printed requests for OS-9 articles. In a

BITNET CoCo mailing list message, I saw
a report from someone who called the
Rainbow and was told the magazine was
desperate for OS-9 articles. Then your

magazine puts a title on a very good over-

view of OS-9 that continues its tradition of

titles that pander to what Dale Puckett calls

"(he myth of OS-9 user hostility."

"OS-9 Survival Training?" Does some-

one at rainbow liken OS-9 something to a

hurricane, war or other disaster, to the

extent that it should require survival train-

ing? All software requires a learning pe-

riod, and OS-9 is no exception. A potential

user, though, could be persuaded that it's

not worth irying if he hears the Big Lie

often enough, and I'm ashamed of THE
rainbow for perpetuating the myth with

its choice of titles.

How does the rainbow expect to

encourage would-be writers and program-

mers on OS-9 topics?

James Jones

West Des Moines, Iowa

We see OS-9 as an area ofgreat paten-

lialfor Color Computer users. And wefeel
the chosen title accurately reflects the feel-

ings offrustration and confusion reported

by many OS-9 beginners and would-be

users. When these people see a title such as

"OS-9 Survival Training," they know they

can expect an understanding source of
guidance. And unless we missed the mark,

that is exactly what the article represents.

Moving Right Along

Editor:

Every month I look forward to reading a

new issue of your magazine because of its

quality and content. The advertisers in the
Rainbow are helpful and provide quick

service, and like many readers find out,

back issues are indispensable. Without them

I would be lost. And last but not least, I used

to be afraid of getting into OS-9. but the

August '8,9 issue changed alt of that thanks

to the feature article written by Jeffrey S.

Parker "OS 9 Survival Training" (pages

66-80). I went out and bought OS-9 Level

11, The Rainbow Guide to OS-9, The Rain-

bow Guide to OS-9 Level II, and The Official

KAStcm Tour Guide. 1 am currently learning

BASIC09 and plan to teach myself C using

the OS-9 C Compiler and then buy the OS
9 Level II Development System. Without

THE Rainbow I would not be this faralong.

Thanks!

Perry M. Dueck

Rosenon, Manitoba

THE RAINBOW welcomes letters to

the editor. Mail should be addressed to:

Letters to Rainbow, The Falsoft Building,

P.O. Box MS, Prospect, KV 40059. Lef
ters should include the writer's full name
and address. Letters may be edited for

purposes of clarity or to conserve space.

Letters to the editor may also be sent to

us through our Delphi CoCo SIG. From
the CoCo SIG> prompt* type RAI to take

you into the Rainbow Magazine Services

area or the SIG- At the RAINBOW>
prompt, type LET to reach the LET-
TERS> prompt and then select Letters

for Publication. Be sure to include your
complete name and address.

THE RAINBOW December"! 989



"... Just ihink of any word
processing feature—chances
arc very likely that Word Power
has it ... packs a lot of features

... excellent word processor.,." -

-- Rainbow's Word Processor

Comparison Article "Deciding
What's Right For You" April

1989 Rainbow: Page 26.

Word
Power 3.2

More Versatile • More Powerful With
Spooler • Calculator • Split-Screen • 2-Column Printing

"... friendly,..amazing execu-

tion speed...much easierto use

than VIP software & 2 other

word processing systems I've

tried...very u$er-friendly...mas-

sive text storage capacity

...highest among word proces-

sors..." - Rainbow Oct. 88

Review for Word Power

Unparalleled Power packed in this 100% ML Word Processor

written from scratch for the CoCo 3! No other word processor

offers such a wide array of features that are easy to learn & use.

n r,r,..,..
t

i

it-J^

DISPLAY & SPEED
Word Power 3.2 runs at double-clock speed

Iand uses the true 80-column display with

lowercase instead of the graphics screen. The
result is lightning fast screen reformatting and

added speed! All prompts are displayed in

plain English in neat colored windows. The current column num-
ber, line number, page number, percentage of free memory is dis-

played at all times. Even the page break is displayed so you know
where one page ends and the other begins. The Setup program

allows you to change fore/background colors as well as (in)visible

carriage returns. Word Power 3.2 can be used with RGB/Com-
posite/Monochrome monitors as well as TV,

MAXIMUM MEMORY
Word Power 3.2 gives you over72Kon 128K and over

450K on 512K CoCo 3 for Text Storage - more
memory than any other CoCo word-processor.

Period.

EFFORTLESS EDITING
Word Power 3.2 has one of the most powerful and user-friendly

full-screen editor with word-wrap. All you do is type. Word
Power takes care of the text arrangement. The unique Auto-Save

feature saves text to disk at regular intervals for peace of mind,

Insert/Overstrike Mode (Cursor Style Changes to indicate mode);OOPS Recall

during delete;Type-ahead Buffer for fast type re;Key-Repeat (adjustable); Key-

Click; 4-way cursor and scrolling; Cursor to beginning/end of text, beginning/end

of line, top/bottom of screen, next/previous word; Page up/down; Delete charac-

ter, previous/next word, tobeginning/end of line, complete line, text before/after

cursor, Locate/Replace with Wild Card Search with auto/manual replace; Block

Mark, Unmark, Copy, Move & Delete; Line Positioning (Center/Right Jus-

tified); Set/Reset 120 programmable tab stops; Word-Count; Define Top/Bot-

tom/Left/Righl margins & page length. You can also highlight text

(uriderline-with on-screen underlining, bold, italics, superscripts, etc.). Word

Power even has a HELP screen which an be accessed any time during edit.

SPLIT-SCREEN EDITING
Splits the screen in half so you can view one portion of your text

while you edit another. You'll love itl

MAIL-MERGE
Ever try mailing out the same letter to 50 different

people? Could be quite a chore. Not with Word
Power 3,21 Using this feature, you can type a letter,

follow it with a list ofaddresses and have Word Power
print out personalized letters. It's that easy!

jur

CALCULATOR f
:!

tiil

Pop-up a 4-function calculator while you edit! Great for tables!

SAVING/LOADING TEXT
Word Power 3.2 creates ASCII format files which are compatible

with almost all terminal/spell-checking& other word-processing

programs. Allows you to Display Free Space, Load, Save, Ap-

pend & Kill Files. The ARE YOU SURE? prompt prevents ac-

cidental overwriting & deletion. You can select files by simply

cursoring through the disk directory. Supports double-sided

drives &. step-rates.

DDIMTIMr
Word Power 3.2 drives almost any printer (DMP, EPSON,
GEMINI, OKIDATA, etc). Allows options such as baud rates,

line spacing, page/print pause, partial print, page number-

ing/placement, linefeeds, multi-line headers/footers, right jus-

tification & number of copies, The values of these parameters &
margins can be changed anytime in the text byembedding Printer

Option Codes The WHATYOU SEE IS WHATYOU GET fea-

ture allows you to preview the text on the screen as it will appear

in print. You can view margins, page breaks, justification & more.

PRINT SPOOLER
Why buy a hardware Print Spooler? Word Power 3.2 has a built-

in Spooler which allowsyou to simultaneously edit one document

& print another.

TWO-COLUMN PRINTING
This unique feature allows you to print all or portion of your text

in two columns! Create professional documents without hours

of aligning text.

SPELLING HHFr.KFR :

, Word Power 3,2 comes with spelling checker/dic-

tionary which finds & corrects mistakes in your

text. You can add words to /delete words from

dictionary.

PUNCTUATION CHECKER
This checker will proofread your text for punctuation errors such

as capitalization, double-words, spaces after periods/commas,

and more. Its the perfect addition to any word processor.

DOCUMENTATION
Word Power 3.2 comes with a well-written instruction manual&

%- reference card which makes writing with Word
Power a piece of cake! Word Power 3.2 comes on an

UNPROTECTED disk and is compatible with

RSDOS, Only $79,95

Free T-Shirt with every

Word Power 3.2 order till Dec 31,89,

M ICROCOM SOFTWARE, 2900 Monroe Ave, Rochester.NY 14618 QE3
til Word Power 3.2 orders shipped by UPS 2nd DayAir at No Extra Charge in Continental US.

For Detailed Order Information, refer to Page 17 of our G-jtave Ad series(Pgs 7-17).

To Place Credit Card Orders Call Toll Free 1 -800-654-5244 (9am-8pm 7 days/week)
Technical Support (4-8pm), Order Status, Info, Technical Info; 716-383-8830

-SB**"



Canadian Future II

Tandy's
Director of Market Plan-

ning, Ed Juge, was by our office

the other day for a visit and, as

always, it was a pleasure having

him. That evening Ed and I went

out for some informal talk and a good meal.

Other than store personnel, Ed is the

first person from Radio Shack/Tandy that I

met in person. We used to chat about the

Color Computer, its future, what Tandy
was doing about it; and so forth. Things
have not changed a great deal in that regard.

The $64,000 question, as always, is,

"What is being done about the CoCo?" Ed.

the major domo of public relations for

Tandy, confirms what other sources have

been tellfng me for some time.

Despite what you may or may not hear,

the status of our favorite computer is very

much the same as it has been throughout its

existence; if it sells, Tandy will continue to

manufacture it. Interestingly, there has never

been a holiday season in which the CoCo
has not sold well.

I tell you this now because I believe, as

I have for many years, that you can com-
fortably encourage your friends and associ-

ates to buy a CoCo this holiday season.

Actually I encourage you to do so. The
reason is that I expect the Color Computer
to be with us for quite a while. Even when
it is no longer formally sold, you will be

able to get hardware, software, repairs and
support from Tandy as well as the many
third-party suppliers whoadvertise in these

pages.

The CoCo is still a powerful machine
today. No, you cannot do aH the things on
a Color Computer that you can do on, say,

a MicroChannel. 80386-based Tandy 5000.

But you do not have to shell out $9,000
either. Heck, I walked into a "wholesale"

office supply in Louisville this last week-

end and saw a personal word processor for

$800. It was nice but frankly, why buy one

when you can have a computer instead? It

just doesn't make sense to me.

The other aspect of the CoCo market I

think we need to consider is something

ment ioned now and again (although not too

forcefully), by Tandy: Ninetendo games on

cartridges for the Color Computer are show-

ing up in Radio Shack's line for this fall.

My sources say that what you see in the

catalog is not all there is.

A game machine? Perish the thought!

But games have, in my opinion, interested

more people in computers than anything

else.

Yes. Apple Computer Company made
giant strides when it developed ads that

showed something new — an electronic

spreadsheet named VisiCalc — to attract

business clients. Rut for every business

person VisiCak'mg away, there were proba-

bly 10 (including that same person) playing

Space Invaders, Because Tandy is looking

at a line of such programs on ROM paks, I

believe there are plans for the CoCo.

By the way, never doubt the power of

the consumer. There is an interesting story

I picked up on the InterTAN/Canada deci-

sion to drop the CoCo (this, by the way,
does not come from Juge),

When we learned about InterTAN's
plans, we urged all our Canadian subscrib-

ers to write InterTAN and give their ad-

dresses. Many of you did. From outward

appearances InterTAN didn't do anything

about it— but that is not the case.

So overwhelming was the reaction in

Canada that InterTAN went to the factory

where the Color Computers are produced

and ordered more with the intention of re-

introducing them into the line this fall.

The problem was by that time the fac-

tory had finished its production run for the

other markets. The relatively small number
InterTAN needed would have made the

cost prohibitive to sell at retail, especially

compared with the cost of the same com-
puter in the United States,

That, plus the fact that InterTAN's order

came while RAM cost was at one of its

highest points, forced the company not to

re-establish the CoCo.
But here is an idea: When the order goes

in to build more CoCos for next year,

InterTAN can piggyback that order If you
wrote them before, why not do it again? If

you did not write before, now may be a

good time. Here's the address: 279 Bayview
Drive, Barrie, ON, L4M 4W5, Canada.

Our rainbow family will be enjoying

the holidays with you again this year. We
look forward to many long years of work-

ing with you and our favorite computer.

With that in mind, from our house in Pros

peel to yours, let me wish you a happy
holiday.

— I .on iik FaJk
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Programming Secrets Galore
Pnkes, Peeks and Execs

r
arc your guides into the jungle of computer programming. These commands give you the power of

Machine Language without leaving the security of BASIC. Each book is a collection of "inside" information, with explanations

and examples to help you immediately put it lo use. Everyone from the novice to the professional will find these handy hooks a

wealth of information.
'

100 POKES,
PEEKS, N EXECS
for COCO III

•40/80 column Screen Texl liump
"Save Text/Graphics Screen lo Disk
(Vimm A n<V Functions T~)kahle£

•Erthanecmenis for CoCo3 RASIC
*128K/512K RAM Test Program
'IIPRINT Character Modifier

Only $19.95

iOO POKES
PEEKS/N EXECS

$2qS^

•Autosiariyour BASIC programs
Disable Color FiASIC/ECB/Disli BASICl
commands
'Disable Break Key/ ClearKcy/ Reset Button
'Generate a Repeat-key
•Transfer ROMPAKs to tape

•Set 23 different GRAPHIC modes
'Merge two BASJC programs
•And much much more!!!

kFor CoCo 1
:
2 and 3. Only $16. 95

ALL 3 BOOKS for: $29.'

SUPPLEMENT TO 500

POKES,PEEKS, 'N EXECS

200 additional Pokes,Pecks and Hxccs

(500 Pokes Peeks 'N Execs is a prerequisite)

*ROMPAK transfer to disk

TAINT with 65000 styles

"Use of 40 track single/dciuhle sided drives

*High-specd Cassette Operation
"Telewriter, Coflo Max enhancements
* Graphics Dump (for DMP printers)

/Text Screen Dump
For CoCo 1,2 or 3, Only $9.95

*•£%£ UNRAVELLED SERIES

An invaluable aid For Basic and Machine Language programmers, these

hooks provide a complete disassembly and annotated listing of the

BASIC/ECB and Disk ROMs. These listings give complete, unintcraplcd

memory maps of the four ROMs. Gain complete control overall versions of

the color computer.

EXTENDED COLOR BASIC UNRAVELLED: COLOR
BASIC and EXTENDED BASIC ROM Disassembly: $39.95

DISK BASIC UNRAVELLED: DISK BASIC ROM 1.1 and
1.0 Disassembly: $19.95

BOTH ECB AND DISK BASIC UNRAVELLED: $49.95

SUPER EXTENDED KASiC UNRAVELLED: SUPER EX-
TENDED BASIC ROM Disassembly for CoCo 3. $24.95

COMPLETE UNRAVELLED SERIES (all 3 books): $59,95

COCO LIBRARY

CoCo 3 Service Manual: $39.95

CoCo 2 Service Manual: $29.95

Start OS9 Book + Disk: $32.99

Inside OS9 Level II: $19.95

Rainbow Guide To OS9 Level II: $19.95

Rainbow Guide To OS9 Level II Disk: $19.95

Complete Rainbow Guide To OS9: $19.95

Complete Rainbow Guide to OS9 2 Disks: $29.95

Assembly Language Programming(icpco): $1J*
Addendum For CoCo3 (tepcoj: $12

Cokn Computet Disk Manual. $29.95

Basic Programming Tricks: $5!

CoCo 3Secrels Revealed: $9!

GAMES (CoCo 1,2,3 Disk unless otherwise specified; min 32K)

See***8

$9

Warrior King (CoCo 3): $29.95

1 1 wkwt 1 1 [ ihl Si J a 1 f It

HaJl or the King 1,2,3: $29.95 ea Trilogy: $74.95 *

Rung Fu Dude: $24,95

Dragon Blade: $19.95 Champion: $19.95 '

White Fife of Eternity: $19.95 1
Quest for the Spirit Stone (CoCo 3): $18

Sinistaar: $34.95 Kyum-Gai: $29.95
™%>

Paladin's Legacy: $24.95 Soundtrax: $34.95 fM3 fH{
Slots & Cards (CoCo 3): $39.95

{

m |*$ \jm
Leisure Suit Larry: $49.95 I v*i IV^ I <?*

TREASURY PACK #1: Lunar Rover Patrol, Cubix,

Declathon, Qix, Keys of Wizard & more. Only $29.95

TREASURY PACK #2: Lancer, Ms. Gobbler, Froggie, Mad-
ness & Minotaur, Ice Castles, Galagon, Devious, Only $29,95

SPACE PAC: Color Zap, Invaders, Planet Invasion, Space

WIZARD'S CASTLE: A hi-res graphics adventure game filled

with tricks, traps and treasures. Min 64K. Only $19.95

mwmMEilreM
Caladuril 2: Weatherstone's End: $54

Speed Racer. Buckle your seatbelt and get ready to race in

this Pole Position® type game. Only $34.95

Pinball Factory; Design, Build, Edit and Play the classic game
of Pinball. Min 64K. Only $34.95

Demon Seed: Battle the diving & bloodthirsty bats. $19.95

Cashman: Explosive color, fast-moving animation and amaz-
ing sound-effects! Has over 40 levels! $29.95

Fury: An action packed airborne dogfight simulation. $29.95

1 1 1 1
1
M i J LLL* LI •BLUJ J !ll"l*l •AV^^^Tf' I ('It'llKU^ 1 9 L*imwi I II

1

1 IV] IKwTfc"

more. Full animation & over 300 screens. $29.95

Rommel 3D. Exciting3-D Tank Combat Game. CoCo 2.$34.95

Space Sentry & Storm Arrows. Only $29.95*""~ } ~ "~ ""* J " Mudpies: Crazy circus fun! Only $29,95

MICROCOM SOFTWARE 2900 Monroe Ave. Rochester, NY 14618._
To Order and info on free gift: Refer to Page 1 7 of our 6-page series (Pgs 7-17).

^>Sa

Credit Card Toll Free Orderline 1-800-654-5244
(9AM - 8PM 7 DAYS/WEEK)

Tech. Info (Between 4-8pm). Order Status, Info: 716-333-8830. Fax: 716-383-0026.



Feature

m

Let it snow, let it snow, let it snow

<p

fm /m ani'PeoP'ewhotype ina-/ / program that makes

ji^^y I / f snow often find that all

\^^^^ V I they get is a screen slowly

\ filling up with dots,

That's why I wrote Winter Magic for the

CoCo3.
Type in Listing 3 and save it to disk or

cassette before running it. After you run the

program, the computer asks whether you
are using a composite or RGB monitor.

Then a scene with clouds, trees and a stream

forms. After about ten seconds snow starts

to fall. The snow looks quite realistic be-

cause different snowflakes are designed to

fall at different speeds.

How It Works
Listing 1 is the machine language sub-

routine that actually makes the snow fall. It

reads values from a table (located from

$ 1 000 to $ 1 4FF), sets the background color

(erases a flake), updates the table and sets

the snowflake at its new location. Listing 2

is a subroutine to store the background
colors in the table the first time. You have
to execute this subroutine only once before

making snow.

The start, end and execute addresses for

Listing 1 are S0F00, $0F.% and $0FO0,
respectively. For Listing 2 they are $0FS0,

$$$;£$ $ $ $ 3$ $ $ $

John Mosley attends PorttandHigh School
and enjoys music andprogramming on the

CoCo 3. He can be contacted at 420 Main
Street, Portland, CT 06480.

* $$

by John H. Mosley

$0FBB and $OF80. The table is located

from address $1000 to $14FF. It is incre-

mented in steps of four, starting from $1000:

The first value is the vertical position of the

snowflake (x); the second value (x+
1
) is the

horizontal position; the third (x+2) is the

increment; and the fourth is the background
color (x+3). Look at lines 160 to 260 of

Listing 3 to see what I mean. Horizontal

values from 80 to 1 75 are invalid. Values of
to 79 correspond to columns to 79,

while values 176 to 255 correspond to

columns 80 to 159.

This program creates snowflakes two
pixels (dots) wide so you don't have to

break bytes down into bits. This results in

160 columns across the screen. You can
create snow on any of the HSCREEN graphics

screens (HSCREEN I through 4), but the

snowflake size remains about the same
width because even though you double the

resolution, you also double the number of
pixels stored in one byte.

You can use any value from to 255 for

the vertical position because the subroutine

doesn't check to see ifthe snow has reached

the bottom of the screen (past Line 191).

The result is smoother and faster falling

snow, but you can't HGET or H PUT anything
because the snow runs over into the HGET/

HPUT buffer area— not a major problem
since HPUTting anything on top of falling

snow looks strange anyway. Listing 1 can

be altered to test the vertical position and

change it to if it goes past Line 191.

There are a few things to know if you
customize your snowfall by editing lines

160 through 260. If you have two snow-

flakes in the same vertical line, and they

have different increments, you will proba-

bly get a streak, (A streak is a vertical line

of snow constantly building upon itselfand
getting longer.) You can have two or more
snowflakes lined up vertically {Winter

Magic does just this) if you keep them
separated by one more than their increment

and give both of them the same increment.

Line 180 ensures that they have the same
increment, and lines 200 and 240 keep
them separated.

If you decide to customize the snowfall,

don't forget to EXEC &HFS0 before starting

the snowfall (Line 270). This stores the

background colors in the table. More ad~

venturous people may want to change the

table length (and the number of flakes), but

this is really tricky and requires a lot of

experimenting. The end-table address is

stored at $0F13/$0F14 and $0F93/$0F94.
If all you want is full-screen snow, it is

probably easiest to leave lines 160 through

260 the way they arc and just delete lines

300 through 480. Then put in whatever you
want to create your own scene.

If you install your own scene, you may
want to put in the following line:

FORT-0 TO 15:PALETTE T.0:NEXT T

This hangs all the colors so you can't see
the scene being drawn. Line 280 restores

the colors before making the snow. The
snow is always Color 0, and the color

values are stored in Line 590 (the first 16

are composite, the second 16 are RGB).
Since the twoML subroutines and table are
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COCO UTILITIES GALORE
(For CoCo 1,2,3 RSDOS; Mm 32K Unless Otherwise Specified)

OS9

Super Tape/disk

Transfer

Transfers Tape-To-Disk, Disk-

to-Tape,Disk-to-Disk
f
Tape-To-

Tape. Only $24.95 $19.95

Add, Edit, View, Print

(Select/All), Sort Mailing

Labels. Only $19.95 $14.95

Computerized
Checkbook

Add, View, Search & Print

Checkbook Entries for savings/

checking & other accounts.

Only $19.95 $14.95

I CoCo 3 Screen Dumi
SI™:™:-:-:-- ::::.;;:::-..::: J:.:-;s::::-:-x-:-!:¥:

32/40/80 column, PMODE 3/4

dump. Allows you to take snap-

shots of screens while program
is running! For DMP & Epson/
Gemini/ Star & Compatibles.

Only $19.95 $14.95 (CoCo 2

compatible)
: ':-*>sr:-35S®555B&SSBS5&&

RGB Patch

Displays most graphics in Color

on RGB Monitors. For CoCo
3.Qnly $24.95 $19.95

FKEYS III

Vcr Tape Orgranizer 1

Organize your videotapes.Only

$19.95 $14.95
;;:-.-

- ;::;; :::< ..........

Illonie Bill Manager

Organize your Bills.Only $12.95

Calendar Maker
:::^-:-:-:::^::.>>:-:-:::™x::::™-^:::^>:--::;:>:^

Calendr & Appts, Only $12.95
wmmms&isffssMs&ismsmsmts

From Cer-com

Window Masten Windowing En-

vironment tor (JoCo 3. $69.95 w/
HiRes: $79.95

Window Writer: $59.95

Window Basic Compiler: $99

Window ED/TASM: $49.95

Font/Icon Editors: $19.95

Advanced Prog. Guide: $24.95

CBASIC:Basie Compiler. Specify

CoCo 1,2 or 3. Only $149.95

The Source: Besl Disassembler.

Specify CoCo 1,2 or 3. $49.95

EDT/ASM: Best Assembler. Specify

CoCo 1,2,3, $59.95

Create up to 20 function Keys.

EPROMable. For CoCo 3,Only

$19.95

Sixdrivc

Allows use of 3 double-sided

drives from RSDOS or ADOS.
Disk Only $16.95

:.:•:.;. ..:
:

:

:
:.

:
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:
..::.:. :.;::i.

:
: .._::::.:.;;:.;.. ...¥.;;;

Disk Label Maker
Design Professional labels. Al-

lows expanded, normal, con-

densed text w/ Double-Strike &
Borders. Supports DMP, Star,

Gemini, Epson &. Comp.
Printers. Only $19.95 $14.95

Disk Utility"ajf
The best disk management
program for the CoCo 2 & 3.

Only $19.95 $9.95

I Bowling Score Keeper
T H II ' IWIMi'in I—iP^—^anTW-vmwM
For Team & Individuals. $19.95

Telewriter 64

Best Word Processor for CoCo
2. Disk: $57.95 Cas: $47.95

Autoterm

Best Terminal Software. Disk:

$39-95 Cas; $29.95

Basic Freedom: $24.95

Vocal Freedom: $34.95

Mental Freedom: $24.95

Hacker's Pac; $14.95

Disk Utilities

Use all 360K from your double

sided drive & more. $17.95

MEMORY MASTER
Run 2 programs at once, fix

disks, scan, edit memory on

CoCo 2. Only $24.95

Terminal Software w/ VT
Emulations and much more.

CoCo 3 Only. Only $39.95

Basic Windows

By Kevin Bemer

Run 6 Basic Programs at the

same time! Req. 512K. $39.95

RSB
The revolutionary program that

allows you to use Basic under

OS9 Level II to take advantage
of features such as iio-halt flop-

pics, hard disks, 2 Mhx opera-

tion and more. Only $39.95

Slurl O.S!>

An excellent hands-on guide to

OS9 Level II for the beginner.

Req 512K> 2 Drives & Monitor.

Book & Disk Only $32.95
::: ::;;:: : -; ^:-y.

:
:-;y.-:-:-:-: ;:;;-;-:-:;-• -:-;-;::

:
;-:-x

More Good Stuff... i

OS9 Level II BBS V3.0: The ab-

solute best BBS program for

OS9. Even comes with its own
terminal Program. Req. 512K &
RS232 Pack. Only $29.95

Level II Tools: 25 utilities such

as windowing, wildcards, tree

and more. Only $24.95

Disk Manager Tree: Change,
copy, view,create directories

with ease. Req 512K. $29.95

Warp One: Complete Level II

WindowingTerminal. Req 512K
& RS232 Pack. Only $34.95

The Zapper: Patch Disk Errors.

Disk Only $19.95

Multi-Menu: Create your own
pop-down windows, Req 512K
and Multi-Vuc. Only $19.95

Presto Partner: Have a notepad,

calculator, calendar, phone
book,RT clock & more at your

fingertips. 512K Req. $29.95

Transfer Utilities

GSC File Transfer* Transfer

files from MSDOS / OS9/
RSDOS& Flex. Req OS9 (Level

II for Multivue Ver,),2 drives,

SDISK7SDISK3. Standard Ver-
sion: $44.95. Multivue Version:

$54.95

SD1SK3: Standard drive re-

placement module allows use of

40/80 DS/DD drives. Req. OS9
Level II. $29.95 SDISK: $29.95

PC-XFer Utilities: Programs to

format/transfer files to/from

MSDOS disks to CoCo under

Level 1/2. Req SDISK(3) : $44.95

OS9 Level II RaindSTI
nwHiiHtwvi.

ln-memory disk drive! Req
512K. Disk Only $29.95

Goldberg Utilities

Power-packed utilities with 15

useful commands such as sort,

base conversion, lost file loca-

tion, disk pack & much more.

Only $24.95

from Burke & Burke®.

J

Wild & MV Version 2.1: Use
"wildcards" with OS9 & re-ar-

range directory tree. $19.95

EZGen Version L04: Powerful

OS9 bootfile editor. Changes

names, add/dclclc modules,

patch bytes, etc. $19.95

XWord: Best OS9 Word Proces-

sor with True character oriented

& more. $69.95

X Merge: Mail Merge for

XWord. Only $24.95

XSpell: 40000 word spelling

checker. Only $39.95

XED: OS9 Full Screen Editor.

Only $39.95

XDIS: OS9 Disassembler,

$34,95

XTerm; OS9 Communications

Program. Only $49.95

XDir& XCah Hierarchial direc-

tory, OS9 calculator. $24,95

I From Frank Hope®...

Dynastar: Most Popular OS9
Word Processor. Only $99.95

Dynaspell: Spelling Checker.

Only $74.95

Both Dynastar & Spell: $124.95

Wiz: Communications Program.

Req RS232 Pack. $59,95

Inside OS9 Level 11:$ 19.95

1 From Sugar Software® |
lim |hi '

i' iiiiii
|
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OS9 Calligraphen Turn your

printer into a calligrapher's quill

& make beautiful flyers, invita-

tions, etc. Includes 3 fonts. Only
$24.95

Window Writer

Powerful OS9 word processor

with multi-tasking, pull down
menus & much more. Only $59

Create, Edit Application Infor-

mation Files & Icons for Multi-

Vue. Only $24.95

JUJF MICROCOM SOFTWARE 2900 Monroe Ave, Rochester, NY 14618.

To Order and info on free gift: Refer to Page 17 of our 6-page series (Pgs 7-17).

Credit Card Toll Free Orderline 1-800-654-5244
(9AM - 8PM 7 DAYS/WEEK)

Tech. Info (Between 4-8pm), Order Status. Info: 716-333-8830. Fax: 716-383-0026.



stored in Lo-Res graphics memory, you
can't use the PMODE graphics screens.

This program is useful for creating snow
on CoCo Max IU pictures too. (Color on

CoCo Max III is white.) Or you can insert

your own graphics. So whether it snows or
not. you can still have a white Christmas!

CoCo 3

Listing I: snow

00100 START
00110 L00P1
00120
00130
00140
00150
00160
00170
00160
00190
00200
00210
00220
00230
00240
00270
00280
00290
00300
00310
00320
00330
00340
00350
00360
00370
00380
00390
00400 ADJUST
00410 L0OP2
00420
00430
00440
00450
00460 RETURN
00470
00500 STOP
00510
00520 END
00530

COPYRIGHT 1989 FALSOFT, IMC
LOX #$1000 START OF TABLE
LDB #160 NUMBER OF VERTICAL LINES
LDA ,X GET VERTICAL POSITION
MUL MULTIPLY THEM
TFR O.Y TRANSFER TO Y REGISTER
LEAY +$4000, Y ADD &H4000 TO GET SCREEN ADDRESS
LDA +1.X GET HORIZONTAL POSITION
LEAY A,Y ADD HORIZONTAL POSITION
CMPX #$1500 AT END OF TABLE?
BED STOP BRANCH TO END ROUTINE IF AT END
BSR ADJUST ADJUST Y REGISTER TO ACCESS SCREEN
LDA +3.X LOAD BACKGROUND COLOR
STA ,Y SET BACKGROUND COLOR OH SCREEN
LDA .X LOAD VERTICAL POSITION
ADDA +2.X ADD INCREMENT TO VERTICAL POSITION
STA ,X STORE UPDATED VERTICAL POSITION
LDB #160 LOAD NUMBER OF VERTICAL LINES
MUL MULTIPLY BY VERTICAL POSITION
TFR D,Y TRANSFER TO Y REGISTER
I FAY +t4000,Y ADD SH4000 TO GET ADDRESS
LDA +1.X LOAD HORIZONTAL POSITION
LEAY A,Y ADD TO ADDRESS
6SR ADJUST BRANCH TO ADDRESS ADJUSTMENT ROUTINE
LDA .Y LOAD BACKGROUND COLOR FROM SCREEN
STA +3.X STORE BACKGROUND COLOR IN TABLE
CLR ,Y CLEAR POSITION TO COLOR
LEAX +4.X INCREMENT TABLE POINTER
BRA L00P1 GO BACK AND DO NEXT ELEMENT IN TABLF
LOB #130 FIRST GRAPHICS PAGE
CUPY #$6000 IS Y ADDRESS PAST END OF PAGE?
BMI RETURN IF NOT RETURN TO MAIN PART OF PROGRAM
INCB INCREMENT TO NEXT PAGE
LEAY -$2000, Y DECREASE Y ADDRESS BY &H2000
BRA L00P2 LOOP BACK AND TEST FOR PAST AGAIN
STB JFFA2 STORE PAGE IN ADDRESS &HFFA2
RTS RETURN TO MAIN PART OF PROGRAM
LDA fr$7A LOAD A WITH PROPER PAGE TO RESTORE
STA JFFA2 STORE PAGE IN ADDRESS &HFFA2
fiTS RETURN TO BASTC
ENO END OF PROGRAM

Listing 2: backgrnd

00100 START LDX #$1000
00110 LOOP LDB #160
00120 LDA ,x
00130 MUL
00140 TFR D,Y
00150 LEAY +$4000
00160 LDA +1.X
00170 LEAY A.Y
00180 CMP J #$1500
00190 BEQ STOP
00200 BSR ADJUST
00210 LDA .Y

00220 STA +3.X
00230 LEAX +4.X
00240 BRA LOOP
00250 ADJUST LDB #$30
00260 LOOP2 CMPY #$6000
00270 BMI RETURN
00280 INCB
00290 LEAY $2000
00300 BRA L00P2
00310 RETURN STB IFFA2
00320 RTS
00330 STOP LDA #$7A
00340 STA $FFA2
00350 END RTS
00360 END

COPYRIGHT 1989 FALSOFT. INC
LOAD START OF TABLE
NUMBER OF VERTICAL LINES
LOAD VERTICAL POSITION
MULTIPLY 160 X VERTICAL POSITION
TRANSFER ANSWER TO Y REGISTER

.Y ADO &H4000 TO ANSWER
LOAD HORIZONTAL POSITION
ADD TO ADDRESS (Y REGISTER)
AT END OF TABLE?
BRANCH TO ENDING ROUTINE IF SO
BRANCH TO ADJUST SUBROUTINE
GET BACKGROUND COLOR
STORE IN TABLE
INCREMENT TABLE
GO BACK AND DO AGAIN
LOAD SCREEN PAGE
AT END OF PAGE?
IF NOT GO BACK TO MAIN PROGRAM
INCREMENT PAGE

.Y DECREASE ADDRESS
BRANCH BACK AND TEST AGAIN
STORE PAGE AT ADDRESS RHFFA2
GO BACK TO MAIN BODY OF PROGRAM
LOAD OLD PAGE NUMBER
STORE IT AT ADDRESS &HFFA2
RETURN TO BASIC
END OF PROGRAM

90 73
170 24
250 2T4
320 73
360 .......... 200
400 ........ 137
440 199
480... 49
END 186

Listing 3t MAGIC

' COPYRIGHT 1989 FALSOFT, INC
10 ' WINTER MAGIC
20 ' COPYRIGHT 1989
30 BY JOHN H. MOSLEY
40 P0KE65497 ,0 ; PCLEAR4 : C LEAR3000
50 PALETTE12.0:PALETTE13.18
60 FORT-&HF00 TO &HF56:READ A$:A
t-"&H ,,+A$iPOKET.VAL(A$): NEXTT"
70 DATA 8E,10,00,C6,A0,A6,84.3D.
1FJ32, 31, A9. 40,00, A6, 01.31 r A6, 8C;

,lfi,00-,27,38,8D,23.A6.03,A7,A4,-A
6.84,AB,02,A7.84,C6.A0.3D.1F.02.
31,A9.40,00.A6,01.31,A6.8D,0A.A6
,A4,A7,03,GF,A4
80 DATA 30.04.20.C7.U.30.10.8C.
60,00,2B.07.5C.3T,A9.E0,00,20,F3
.F7,.FF,A2.39,86,7A.B7.FF,A2,39.0
0.00
90 FQRT-SHF80 TO &HF8B:REAE) At; A
t-"&H"+A$ : POKE f . VAL(A$ ) : NEXTT
100 DATA 8E,10.00.C6.A0,A6,84,3D
.1F,02;31,A9,40.00.A6,01,31.A6,8
C 1 16 J 08.Z7.1D.8O,B8,A6 ( A4'.A7.B3.
30.04,20.E2.C6.30.10.8C,60,00,2B
,07 1 5C,31.A9,£0,00,20,F3 ? F7,FF,A
2,39,86,7A,B7.FF,A2,39,00,00
110 CLS; INPUT'* -HONE OR TYPE;

(U-CQMPOSIT
E (2>-RGB

---> ";AJ
120 IF A$«"l" THEN M-0
130 IF A$-"2" THEN M-l
140 IF A$<>"1" AND A$<>"2" THEM
$OUND100,3:GOT<3 110.

150 GOSUB 580:FGRT-0 TO 15:PALET
TET,CCT):NEXTT:GOSUB300
160 X-0:FORT~&H1000 TO &H113C ST
EP 4:P0KET.RND(2SSM:P0KET+1.X:
X-X+l: NEXTT
170 X-176:FORT«&H1140 TO &H127C
STEP 4:P0KET,RN0<256M;POKET+l.
X: X-X+l: NEXTT
180 FQRT-&H1002 TO &H127E STEP 2

: POKET. 2 ; FOKET+&H280 , 2 : PGKET+4

,

4 : P0KET+&H284 , 4 : POKET+8 , 1 : POKET+
&H288 . 1 : POKET+1.2 , 3 ; PQKET+XH28C ,3

:PQKET+16,5:POKET+&H290,5:NEXTT
190 X-0:FORT-&H1280 TO &H13BC ST
EP 4:P0KET+1,X
200 D-PEEK(T-&H288h-E-D+i28:IFE>
255 THEN E-E-256
210 POKET'.E
220 X-X+l :NEXTT
230 X-i76:FORT»&H13C0 TO &H14FC
STEP 4tP0KET+l..-.X-

14 THE RAINBOW December 1989



DISTO PRODUCTS
All Disto Products now carry a 1-Ycar Warranty and are

shipped 2nd Day Air (at no extra charge!) within Continental

US. All Disto Add-Ons (& Super Controller II) include OS9
Drivers, unless otherwise specified.

Disto Mini Controller (with RSDOS or CDOS) : $74.95

Disto Super Controller (with RSDOS or CDOS): $99.95

Disto Super Controller II (with RSDOS or CDOS): $129.95

• Mini Eprum Programmer Add On: $54.95

• Hard Disk Adapter: $39.95 w/ RS232: $(19.95

• RT Clock & Printer Interface: $34.95 (OS9 Driver: $19.95)

• 3-in-l Multiboard Adapter: Parallel Port, RT Clock &
RS232 Port. $74.95

• MED Adapter: $34.95

• 4-in-l Board: Parallel Port, RT Clock, RS232 & Hard Disk

Interface: $114,95

RS232 Super Pack: True RS232 Port for your CoCo! Com-
patible with Tandy® RS232 Pack. Includes DB25 Cable. 100%
Compatible with OS9 ACIA Software. Req. Multipak. Only

$54.95

$199 j DRIVES

HARD DRIVES, Etc.
Systems w/ Seagate Hard Drive, Controller, Cables, CoCo XT
Interface, Cables, Case (with fan & Power Supply), Software

(OS'J Software & HYPERIO Software!) & Instruction Manuals.

Assembled/Tested/Formatted. Just Plug'N'Run. Req. Mukinak.

TIik Best Haid Drive Deal for the CoCn. SH?±M
40 Meg Syste

Seagate 20 Meg System: $509 ffi S&iQ&K^ $569
Seagate 30 Meg System: $539

CoCoXT:Usc2 5-120 Meg Drives with your CoCo. Only$69.95

w/ Real Time Clock: $99.95

CoCo XT ROM: BooLs OS9 from hard/floppy. Only $19.95

HYPERIO: Allows Hard Drive use with RSDOS. Only $29.95.

HYPERIO Disto Version (for Disto Hard Drive Interface

users).

HYPER] 1 1: Adds RAM Disk & Spooler to CoCo 3 HYPER I/O.

Only $12.95

HYPERIO Utilities fhv Kevin Berner)

Hard Drive Utilities: MSA Backup, Copy/Kill/Rename, Hard
Disk Backup to Floppies (vica versa) & more. Only $21.95

Disk Doctor: Checks/locks out bad sectors, only $17.95

Hard Drive Zap: View tracks, sectors, modify data on your hard

disk. Only $21.95

There are a lot of dealers selling disk drives for the CoCo. Why buy from us? First,
|

all our drives are BRAND NEW Fujitsu DOUBLE SIDED Drives. They are sleek,

fast (6ms!

)

(
quiet and have a reputation ofsuperb performance and reliability. Second, I

our Drive & 2 Drive Systems come with the acclaimed DISTO Controller - with gold

plated contacts& built-in ROM which allows you to access BOTH sides ofour drives!

.

Third, our Drive & 2 Drive Systems come with the Official 200 page Radio Shack I

Disk Manual. Fourth, you get $50 worth of our utility software (Disk Ulil 2.1A &.
\

Super Tape/Disk Transfer). Our drive systems are head & shoulders above the rest!

Drive (with Disto Controller, Case, Power Supply, 1 Drive Cable, Manual, Software): $199

Drive 1 (with Case, Power Supply & Software): $129 Bare 5 1/4" Drive: $S9

2 Drive System (with Disto Controller, Case, Power Supply, 2 Drive Cable, Manual & Software):
|

$299

1 Drive Cable: $16.95 2 Drive Cable: $22.95 4 Drive Cable: $34.95

FDS01 Upgrade Kit: Bare Drive, 2 Drive Cable & Instructions: $109

FD502 Upgrade Kit: Bare Drive, 2 Drive Cable, Power Cable & Instructions: $119

More Good Stuff...

DS69B Digitizer: Use your CoCo to display pictures from your VCR. Comes complete wi th CSEE
Software Only $149.95. CoCo 2 Version: $99.95

MAGNAVOX 8CM515 RGB
Monitor

I
Razor Sharp picture quality

j

for your CoCo! Has 14'7

Screen, Analog/TTL RGB^
& Composite Inputs for

CoCo 2/3, SpcakerText Display Switch,

Till Stand &. 2 Year Warranty. Compatible

with CoCo, IBM & many other computers!

Only $259 (add $12 S&H/$40 in Canada)

I

Lowest Price in the Rainbow !

I
Magnavox RGB Cable for CoCo 3 and

|

Composite Video / Audio Cable Set with

Purchase of Monitor: $19-95

B2&Q

r^P^W ! ™
i

Advanced Gravis Joystick: Features tension, rotary-centering, free floating controls with 3 buttons.

Only $59.95

RS Speech & Sound Cartridge: $39.95 (limit

MP1 Locking Plate (Specify 26-3024/3124): $8

5 1/4" DS/DD Disks: $.40 each

5 1/4" Colored DS/DD Disks: $.89 each

3 1/2" DS/DD Disks: $1.49 each

5 1/4" Disk Case (for 70 disks): $9.95

3 1/2" Disk Case (for 40 disks): $7.50

Rascan Video
Digitizer

NX1000 Color Ribbon:$12.95

NX 1 000 Black Ribbon: $8.50

Seikosha, EPSON, DMPanasonic, Okidat

Gemini Ribbons; Only $8.50 each

State-of-the art video
|

digitizer for the CoCo 3.

fJ40x300 & 320x200 work
area in color! Includes I

pop-up menu system,

driver software &. print
|

driver disk.

Only $159

Hardware Hackers: We
are interested in your

projects. Excellent royal-

ties. Call 716-383-0026.

jfiJr MICROCOM 5Uh I WAHt 2900 Monroe Ave, Rochester, NY 14618. •

To Order and info on free gift: Refer to Page 17 of our 6-page series (Pgs 7-1 7).

Credit Card Toil Free Orderline 1-800-654-5244
(9AM - 8PM 7 DAYS/WEEK)

Tech. Info (Between 4-Bpm), Order Status, Info: 716-333-8830. Fax: 716-383-0026.

&»>"



Submitting
Material

To Rainbow

Contributions to Tin: rainbow are wel-

come from everyone. We like to run a

variety ofprograms that are useful, help-

ful and fun for other CoCo owners.

WHAT TO WRITE: We are inter-

ested in what you want to tell our read-

ers. We accept for consideration any-

thing that is well-written and has a prac-

tical application for the Tandy Color
Computer. If it interests you, it will proba-

bly interest lots of others. However, we
vastly prefer articles with accompany-
ing programs that am he entered and

run. The more unique the idea, the more
the appeal. We have a continuing need

for short articles with short listings. These

are especially appealing to our many
beginners.

FORMAT: Program submissions

must be on tape or disk, and it is best to

make several saves, at least one of them
in ASCII formal. We're sorry, but we do
not have time to key in programs and
debug our typing errors. All programs
should be supported by some editorial

commentary explaining how the pro-

gram works. Wealsopreferthateditorial

copy be included in ASCII format on the

tape or disk, using any of the word proc-

essors currently available for the Color

Computer. Also, please include a double-

spaced printout of your editorial mate-

rial and program listing. Do not send text

in all capital letters; use upper- and
lowercase.

COMPENSATION: We do pay for

submissions, based on a number ofcrite-

ria. Those wishing remuneration should

so state when making submissions.

For the benefit of those wanting more
detaiied information on making submis-

sions, please send a self-addressed,

stamped envelope (SASE) to: Submis-
sion Guidelines, tiil rainbow, The Fal-

soft Building. P.O. Box 385, Prospect,

KY 40059. We will send you compre-
hensive guidelines.

Please do not submit material cur-

rently submitted to another publication.

240 D-PEEKCT-&H280) :E-D+128: I FE>
255 THEN E=E-256
250 POKET.E
260 X-X+1:NEXTT
270 EXEC&HF80
280 FORT-0 TO 15: PALETTET.C(T) :N
EXTT
290 EXECSHF00:GDTQ 290
300 HSCREENZiHCLS &:GQSJB b00:HD
RAW"C0BM0,84R9ER9ER15ER33FR29FR9
FR12FR9FR16FR15FR2 5FR10ER16ER19E
R9ER16ER12ER21ER40":HPAINT{300,I
91). 0,0
310 C$-"C13U4RD4RU4RND4UC7RER6ER
3ERER2EH6LH3LH3UDF3NL6RFR4ER2E2L
2HLH2LHUH2L2HL2lirft2rR4ERE3LHGUrlU
NH5R3EH5LHUH2UH2UHGDGDG5LG3LGLGR
2FRF2R4NEL4HG4LG3FR3FR3NE4DG5LG2
L2F2R2FR3FR2FR2L2HL2GDG2LGLGLGLG
L2FRFRFRFR2FR2FR3FR9BU5BL17RE2UE
UE"
320 E$-"L2H3LHUr!2UBU3BL3E2U2EU3E
U2BR5BDH2UHJHUHU2BU4BLE2UEU2":HD
RAW"BM234.162;"+C$:HDRAW"BM244.1
51;"+E$:HPAINT(240.120).8.7:HDRA
W"C14;BM242,166LH2BL2BD4L6BH2RE2
BR3D2'

,

:HDKAW,

aM169.124RE3BR9FRFR
BG2BDL3GL5HLBE2UBE2BR2FDFBD20BRL
3GL2GEGLG2EGLGLG2LG3LG5"
330 HDRAW"BM139.113l4GL2GLGL5GLG
LGLG2LG4LGDBU26BL13LGL2G2LG2LGLG
IG2LG":HDRAW"8M75,144R9FR3FR2FR4
FR4FR3BD23BL10R9FR3FR2FR5FR4FR2"
:HDRAW"BM12.89D7BR31BDEUE3UB025B
R7LGLGLGLG2LG3D":HDRAW"BM15,I15U
2EL/EUE2"

340 HDRAWBM0.99R37FR3FRF2RFRFRF
R2FR3FRFR2FRFR2FRFRFRF2RFRFRFRFR
FRFRFRF2RFR2F2R2FRFRFRF2RFRF4RF4
0F5RF20F9D2FDF3RFRFRFRF4RF3RF9RF
9"

350 HDRAW"BM0,102R15FR12FR4FRF2R
FR2F2R3FRFR3FRFR3F2RFR2FRFRFRFRF
R2F2R2F2RFR2F3RF2RFRFRF3RFRFD2F2
DF4DF4RF4DF5DF4DF2DF3DF3DF30F4DF
9":HPAINT(1. 100), 3,14
360 HDRAWC12BH175

, 120R5U17EU5EU
2EU3EUEUE2UE4RER6FR3F6LU2EUL2II2E
R3UL7HL2UE5UG5UGDL2GL3GL2U2LD2GD
G3DGDGD2L2U30EU4EUE6REUE2RERER2E
R2ER2ER16ER4FHL8HL13GL2GL2GL2GLG
LU3GD2LDGLDGLG4DGLJ22E2U3E6LGL2D
RGLDLDLHU2HU7HLJ2LD11L3FRDFD27LH2
JH4LHL2FR2"
370 HDRAW"BM168,41QRDRDRDRD2FDFD
FD4FD30U3LHUH2UH4UHUHGH2LHL9GL5G
2LG3DGRURURURUR3ULER6UNR11DR11D2
LDR2F4DFDF2DFDFD2FD2FD27":HPAINT
(178,110) ,12,12
380 HDRAW"C4eM20,101;R8BR7R2FRFR
FR2FBD4BR6R2FR2FRFBR5R2FRF2RBD2R
FRFR2FBD3BR8RF2RFR2F2RBR11BD9F3R
F7BU3BR3FDFRF8DF2DFDBL4BD4F10DF4
BU4BR3RF11DF4"
390 H$-"C14E2BR5RFBL4BDU2BU2BL2C
13U3RD3RU3RND3JC7R7ER5ER2H2LH2LH
7UFRFR2FR3H8UHU2NL4RFR4H6UHUH2U2
HGDG3DG6LG2DNLR7EREGLGLG2DG6LGFR
5NE3G6L2GR3F2R3FR18";HDRAW"BH284
, 100; "+HS: DS-"OFOF8D7BL3DGDG0GDB
R58UDFDF2RF38L9BU2DG3BU68L4DG2LG

400 HDRAW"C12BM189,74;U5HUH2F2DF

RL6EGD11U3E3U3E2G2D2R2ER":HDRAW"
BM206,62;D4GD3ER3E":HDRAW"8M210

1

76;E2JEU2EUEU6EU3D3Ga5EUE6":HDRA
W"BM210.78;R3HR10FRFHLHL8UR£R2E1
0REGLG7R2ER4ER2"iHDRAU'*BM210,81:
DRDR6EGl_6DF4DF":HDRAW"BM209,86D4
GD3U3EU4RF3DF2DFDF"
410 HDRAW"BM30.1&0:"+Ht:HDRAW"BM
80 , 180; "+c$ ; HDRAWBM34 .112: "+U% :

HQRAWBM90 . 169 : "+E$ : HPAI NT( 36 . 12
0),8,7:HPAINT(86,]50),8,7;HDRAW"
BM288.62:"+D$:HPAINT(290.70).8.7
:HDRAW"C14BH78,182;G2LR8F2LR7BE2
BRZLH2BL4D2"
420 HDRAWBM90 , 95 ; "+H$ : HDRAWBM9
4,57r"+0$:HPAINT(96

1 65),a,7:HDRA
W" BM296

, 146 ; "+H$ : HD RAWBM300 . 1 08
:"+D$:HPAINT(302.116).8.7
430 HDRAWC12BM190.44R3UR6UR4EGL
4DFR2F";HDRAW"BM192.36J2RU9EU2D2
GD5RU2EJEUER5FHL4E2RE":HDRAW"BM2
04.34RUF1JEUEJEUEU3EU3D3GRE2R3L3G
2LD5UERERER2 ,

':HDRAW"BM207,29R2ER
2ER2E" :HQRAW

,, BM216 , 33R3UR6FRFRLH
LHL3URE3":HDRAW"BM217,37R3FRFDF3
H3UMJNL3R3F2R3NF3E3U"
440 HORAWBM205 , 29U2HUH" : HDRAW'8
M207.37R3FRFD4FD4U4NU4F6R2FR5L5H
L2FDFDF";HFJRAW"BM189,16NLNHU3EU3
ENU6E2RERE":rlDRAW"BH189,15;R6DNR
5UERERE4J"
450 HDRAVTBM183, 1 7U4H2 F2RE2UE" ; H

DRAH"BM179.10J2EU2NE3DR2F2":HDRA
W"BM177,6U5E":HDRAW"BM175,6UH2LH
-:HDRAW"BM17fl,5D5F02FD3RLHL2UL4G
ER4JN2U2HNU3L2G2":HORAW"BM175,39
UHNU5H2LH"
460 r)DRAW

,,

BM164,41L2GLDN.L.4G3DG M
:

HDRAW"BM17l.47L3GL2":HDRAW"BM169
.40li2HU9EUELDGDGLDLIHUH2U ,,

:HDRAW"
BM165.39LULULULDU3HU5EUEGDGD3LIJH
U7EGD6H3LHL":HDRAW"BM161.36L2HL3
GL2G3DG2E2UE3R2E2RL6HUHUHUHF0FDF
DL5UH2UHUHFDFDF2DL3GL2G2"
470 HDRAWBM166.70ULU2LU15EGD11L
U2H2UH2U":HDRAW"BM161,73L3GLGNL4
DG2L":HDRAW ,,

BM160.68H4NU5H3UH2":
HDRAW"BM154,68L7EL3EML10L3ULH4UD
F4RFENU5U2H2U2HU2H"
480 HDRAW"BM139,75L12GL2GER2ER6U
H3UH2F2DF3D2EGL2G2" :HDRAW"BM145
74D4LD2GD3U3EU2RF03FD2":HDRAW"BM
138.78D2GDGDFDUHUEUEUG4NL5G2D2G"
490 RETURN
500 HC0L0R6: FORT-0 TO 90 STEP .4

5:A-900-T*10
510 X-RND(640+A)-(160+A/2):Y-RND
(640+A)-(160+A72)
520 IF X<0 THEN X-0
530 IF X>319 THEN X-319
540 IF Y<0 THEN Y-0
550 IF Y>319 THEN Y-319
560 HLINECX,T)-(Y,T),PSET:NEXTT
570 RETURN
580 DIMCC32) : FORT-0 TO 31:READ C
(T):NEXTT
590 DATA 63,7,9,11,28,60.32.1,17
.33,37,52,5.20.16.0.63.36.45.9,2
5, 59, 56. 2. lfi. 18, 52. 54. 34. 48, 7,0
600 FORT-0 TO 15:C(T)-C(T+M*16):
NEXTT
610 RETURN

/?&
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BIG BASIC
Full Power for your CoCo 3!

(From Danosoft)

Gives up to 92K User Memory in 1 28K CoCo and 476K in 51 2K|

CoCofrom BASIC with any mix of program/variables. You canl

have one BIG program or 58 Separate ones running at oncel

from computer memory in multiple windows! Big Basic alsol

allows you to Disk Chain any size program. Step up to the|

full potential of your CoCo 3 with Big Basic. Only $39.95

512K

KEYBOARDS, ETC...
Keyboard Extension Cable allows you

to move your keyboard away from the

computer & type with ease. Use your ex-

isting keyboard or leave your present

keyboard intact and use a second

keyboard. Only $39.95

CoCo 3 Keyboard: $39.95 w/ Exten

sion Cable: $69.95

CoCo 2 Keyboard: $19-95 w/ Extension Cable: $49.95

(CoCo 3 Keyboard includes free Function Keys Software)

Fully assembled, tested arid ready to be shipped NOW! Our

design allows mounting chips on top to prevent any heating I

problems. No soldering; Easy instructions for 2 minute instal-|

lation! Comes with following software (value $100):

• 512KRamtest
• 512K Backup Lightning

• 512K Print Spooler

• 5l2KRamdisk
• OS9 Level II Ramdisk

The absolute best 51 2K Upgrade Package Available!

90 day warranty! New LOW Price tftog

OK Upgrade Board (with 512K Ramtest/Ramdisk/Spooler): $39.95

Upgrades for CoCo 2

64K Upgrade (8 chip) for CoCo I, CoCo It's with Cat # 26-

3026/3027/3134/3136: $29-95

64K Upgrade (2 chip) for 26 3134 A/B CoCo II: $39.95

(Free 64K Software included with 64K Upgrades)

EPROM ..' liifitUfffiifii

IMTRONICS EPROM PROGRAMMER: Programs 2516 tol

27010 & more! includes software & complete documentation.

Latest version. Lowest Price Anywhere. CoCo 1,2,3. Only|

$137.95

DATARASE Eprom Eraser: For 24/28 pin E proms. Erases up|

to 4 EPROMs at a time. Only $49.95

Both Eprom Programmer & Eraser: $179.95 A***™" K
j

2764 Eprom: $8 27128 Eprom: $9 i ..««.„

ROMPAK (w/ Blank PC Board, 27xx Series): $12.95

BLANK CARTRIDGE (Disk Controller Size): $10.95

COMMUNICATIONS |

EXTRAVAGANZA
(1) Avatex 1200© Modem: Fully Hayes Compatible 300/1 200

1

w speaker, Auto Dial/Answer/Redial.

(2) MODEM CABLE (4pin to DB25; Reg $19.95)

(3) Autoterm Software (Reg $39.95)

(4) Free CompuServe Offer & Access Time^,

(5) UPS 2nd Day Air Shipping

Only $129.95
Avatex 1200e Modem Only : $85
zoom 2400 Modem Only: $149
Communications Extravaganza 2400: includes]

Zoom 2400 baud modem, cable, software & 2nd Day Air Ship-

1

ping. Only $189.95
All our modems carry a 2 Year Warranty!

CABLES, Etc.
Magnavox 8505/851 5/8CM 643 Analog RGB Cable: $24.95

1

Serial-to-Parallel Interface: Use your parallel printer at high|

speed (300-9600 baud) with the CoCo. Comes with all cables.

No software compatibility problems. Only $44.95

15" Shielded Multipak Extension Cable: $36.95

Y Cable: Use your disk system with Speech/RS232 Pack,

DS69 Digitizer, etc. Only $27.95 /j

RGB Analog Extender Cable: $19.95

SONY Monitor Cable: $29.95

MODEM Cable: 4 pin to DB25. Only $19.95

2 Position Switcher: Hook 2 devices to serial port. $29.95

HIRES Joystick Interface: $1 1.99

CHIPS, Etc. %^H
Genuine RS Disk Rom 1.1 (Needed for CoCo 3): $29.95

ECBRom 1.1: $29.95

68B09E Chip: $14.95 68B21 Chip: $5.95

GIME Chip for CoCo 3:$39.95

Genuine RS Multipak PAL Chip (specify 26-3024 / 26-3124):

$19-95

PAL Switcher: Allows you to switch between CoCo 2 & 3

1

modes when using the Multipak. You need the OLDER &

NEW PAL Chip for the 26-3024 Multipak. Only $39-95. With

|

NEW PAL Chip Only $49.95

MICRO .0 Monroe Ave, Rochester.NY i46ia
,

charge in Continental US. All orders $1 50 or above and Word Power 3.2 orders will receive a free T-Shirt till Dec3l, 1989.1

We accept Visa, MC. Amex, Discover, Check, MO & School PO's. Please add $3.00 S&H ($10 for Drives) in Continental US;

all others add 10% S&H (Min $5). NYS Residents please add sales tax. Our Australian Agent: Australian Peripheral Develop

ment. Ph; 07-341-9061.

Crcdil Card Toll Free OrJerlinc: 1-800-654-5244 (9AM-8PM 7Days/wcck)

b. [nfo(Bctwecn 4-8pm Enid: 716-383-8830. Fax 1026.



Simply the Best

Alone, they're simply amazing. Together used to draw so many pictures in Rainbow
these two make an unbeatable team. CoCo magazine that we've lost count of them all.

Max III and Max-10: there's strength in And Max-10 is just the tool to write the
numbers. Thousands of Color Computer thousand words that you know your CoCo
enthusiasts the world over agree: this must Max picture is worth,
be seen to be believed. CoCo Max has been



Have a Super CoCo Christmas

!

The Dazzling Word Processor

79 39

The Famous Graphics Creator

<£-7/\ 95
1 ^ 49

Save $70

BOTH
CoCo Max III and Max-10 for

149

With these great bargains:

Max-1 0:the Rolls-Royce of word processors. The only one with true

graphic capability and dozens of type styles. Using your dot matrix printer

you get from unyfMtnot« (6 point) to big titles (24 point).

The Rainbow review (1/89) said: "An Incredible Job of providing

power, flexibility and speed In a program that is as easy to use as It Is

to pronounce! ... Max-10 takes a back seat to none, and is beyond
comparison with most." Max-1 0, the only word processor with "What

You See Is What You Get". A word processor you will love at first sight.

CoCo Max lli:,iow a classic and probably the most popular CoCo pro-

gram ever. If the price was the reason that stopped you before, this spec/a/

will delight you. Listen {Rainbow 3/88): "There are no limits to what you

can do with this fabulous program. Speed, ease, animation, power and

color, all in one package. CoCo Max III Is the ultimate program for the

CoCo 3." Check any Rainbow (up to 4/89) for complete info on CoCo Max.

To top it off. we include a free Demo Disk plus the super CoCo Show
program, which lets you make your own "slide shows".

Desktop Publishing together. CoCo Max 111 and Max-10 form an

unbeatable system for reports, flyers, invitations, greeting cards, signs,

newsletters, etc. It's far beyond anything you've ever seen on a CoCo.

Here is one of the hundreds of unsolicited letters we got: "Max-10

and CoCo Max III are wonderful. They are the first Color Computer

products I have purchased that were even better than I hoped for."

At Colorware. we all work hard to make you feel that way and we
thrive on your appreciation.

O FREE CHRISTMAS BONUS ^
Get any one of the "Add-Ons" below free with CoCo Max III or Max 1 0.

Select one of these: Max Fonts. Max Edit, the Color Drivers, the Spellchecker, the Max-1 Fonts, or the Hi-Res

Pack. If you get both Max-10 and CoCo Max III. select any two free add-ons!

About Max-10
What the CoCo Community needs is a word
processor that's rock solid, blindingly fast,

feels like a Macintosh, makes all the others

look boring, and does not cost $80.

Max-10 is just that and more, it allows on
screen mixing of graphics and text, large

headlines, multiple columns and full page
preview (with graphics).

We swear that Max-10 wit) add excitement

to your word processing, and that's no small

task!
PRINTERS SUPPOHTED: EPSON fx.mx.rx.lx

AND COMPATIBLES: DMP 105.106.1 10.130: CGP220
(B&W1; OKI 132,32.192: STAn NX 10, NX 1000,

Max-10 Add-ons
- Max-10 Fonts. 36 super fonts on 2 disks.

Send for list. Order #c-23 $29.95
NOTE: Max-10 and CoCo Max Fonti Bien't intorchangable.

- Spell Checker 50000 word dictionary for

online spell checking and dictionary lookup.

Perfect seamless Integration with Max-10.
Order #C-24 $29,95

System Requirements
Max-10 and CoCo Max III Require: any
CoCo 3; 1 or more disk drives; joystick or

mouse: Radio Shack Hi Resolution joystick

interface; a video or RGB monitor or a TV.

About CoCo Max 111

Whether you doodle lor tun or do graphics
for a living, CoCo Max will amaze you. It's a
promise.
Its major features Include: Huge picture

area (2 full hi-res 320x192 screens). Large
editing window. Zoom mode for detail work.

28 point and ciick drawing tools. Shrink and
stretch. Rotallon at any angle (1.5° steps).

51 2K memory support (all features work
with !2SKtoo). Undo (Oops) feature to fix

mistakes. Animation. Special effects. Color
sequencing (B colors, variable speed). 13
fonts (more available). Each font has 8 sizes

and 5 styles for thousands of possible
combinations. Translate program to convert

most types of pictures. CoCo Show "slide

show" program. Miniload program to help

use pictures with your software. Color edit-

ing of patterns. Prints in single or double
size. Select 16 of 64 available colors, all 64
colors are shown at once for easy selection.

Pull-down menus. 40 paint brush shapes.
Two color lettering. Spray can. Amazing
"flowbrush". RGB and composite monitor

support. Colors print in 5 shades of gray,

PRINTERS SUPPORTED: EPSOM RX.fx.mx.lx

AND COMPATIBLES: STAfWEMINI NX-10,NX-1«X3:
MP1O0.1O5.1OS.1 10.120,130,200: OKI 8aA,l&2.1B2;

CGP-220<B&W)
Color Drivers available. See next column.

CoCo Max III Add-ons
- Max Fonts disks. 95 fonts on 4 disks.

Order #C-73 $49.95
- Max Edit Create new fonts or edit existing

ones. Order #C 16..... , $19.95
- Color Printer drivers NX-1000 Rainbow,
CGP-220 and Okimafe 20. #C-2 $19.95

CoCo Max I and II

- CoCo Max I on tape. See previous ads or

write lor info. For CoCo t or 2.

Order #C-7 $59.95
- CoCo Max II. For all disk Cocos. Multi-

pak or Y-Cable required, #C-85 $69.95

Digitizers
Digitize any picture from any video source
(VCR. camera. ..) for use with CoCo Max III

and Max-10.
DS-69. Requires Multipak, 2 pictures per
second. Order #C-18 $99.95
DS-69B Faster: 8 pix/sec. #C-92... $149.95

Call or Write Now
(203) 348-9436M
Weekdays 9-5 EST V****?

Ordering information: We accept Visa, Mastercard, Checks and M.O COD. is $4 extra

Purchase orders are subject to credit approval. Connecticut residents add 8% sates tax.

Shipping- $4 per order (usually UPS ground). UPS 2nd Day Mr: $4 extra. Next Day service

available Canada: $6 per order (Airmail). Outside U.S. A Canada: Add 10%. of order total.

Colorware

[COLORWARE 242~w West Ave -

Darien, CT 06820



Feature

He's Just a Snowman

by Ruth E. Golias

Frosty,
clad in a lime green scarf

and a black silk hat, has a twinkle

in his eyes as someone's play-

ing his song, the words stream-

ing one line at a time across the

screen beneath him. Behind him hangs a

gold crescent moon as he stands frozen,

watching you listening to the tune of "Frosty

the Snowman" sifting through the walls of

your CoCo. The snow has already melted
and the children have gone, takina his

broomstick and corn coh pipe with them.

Someone's even traded his button nose for

a carrot.

Poor Frosty missed his train northward
as the moon changes shifts with the hot

sun. And he quickly dissolves into a heap
of vintage clothing and a puddie of water.

But he'll be back again some day.

This traditional holiday favorite is pre-

sented as a sing-along for the enjoyment of

the kids (of all ages) in your home.

CoCo3

\r\ 40
J 340 ...

530 ...

780 ...

970 ,„

1200,
1380 .

1S60 ,

END ...

229
. 39
. 65
226
197

. 60

. 76

. 45
241

The listing: frosty

COPYRIGHT 1989 FALSOFT, TNC

* FROSTY THE SNOW HAN *
* BY *

RUTH £. GOLIAS *
* 2826 PACIFIC COAST HWY. *
* TORRANCE. CALIF. D0S05 *
***********++**+**++********
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A-BUS *

NEW: REMOTE A-BUS! Use the new Serial (RS-232) Adapter or

Processor io control any A-BUS system. Cards can be up to 600 ft

away using phone type cable, of off premises using a modem. Call or

send for the new A-BUS Catalog which covers all the products.

Important

Ail A-BUS Systems: Come assembled and tested * Include detailed manuals with schematics

and programming examples Can be used with almost any language (BASIC. Pascal. C,

assemble, etc.) using simple "IN
-

and "OUT commands (PEEK and poke on some computers)

Can grow to 25 cards (in any combination) per adapter * Provide jumper selectable addressing

en each card t Require a single tow cost unregulated 12V power supply * Are usually shipped

from stock. (Overnight service is Hvatobte.)

Classroom to advancedindustrial applications.

Be a Wizard In your Lab, Factory, College, Home...

It used to be difficult and costly to do process control, robotics, data

acquisition, monitoring and sensing with your computer. Now the

low-cost A-BUS system makes it easy to do almost any project you

can imagine.

Versatility. A-BUS cards handle most interfacing, from on/off

switching, to reading temperatures, to moving robot arms, to

counting events, to sensing switches...

Adaptability. The A-BUS is modular, allowing expansion well

beyond your needs. It works with almost any computer, or even as a

remote data station with the new serial adapters.

Simplicity. You can start using the A-BUS in minutes. It's

easy to connect, and software is a breeze to write in any language.

Reliability. Careful design and rugged construction make the

A-BUS the first choice in specialized I/O.

An A-BUS system consists of:
u An A-BUS adapter plugged

into your computer - A cable to connect the adapter to 1 or 2

A-BUS function cards. The same cable will also fit an A-BUS
Motherboard for expansion to up to 25 cards in any combination.

About Alpha Products
Founded in 1976 (or the purpose of developing low cost I/O devices for personal computers. Alpha

has grown to serve over 70000 customers in over 60 countries, A-BUS users include many of iha

Fortune 500 (IBM, Hewlett-Packard. Tandy, Bell Labs. GM...J as well as most major universities.

A-BUS products are U.S. designed, U.S. built, and serviced worldwide,

Overseas distrib utors: England: Ceicry Science Assoc. Ltd.. Merseyside, 051 342 7033.

Australia: Brumby Technologies Ply. Ltd,. NSW. 759 1638, France: Cosem Rungis, 46 66 64 75

Inputs, Outputs, etc.

Analog Input: 9 analog inputs. 0-3.1 V in 20mV steps (8 bits),

0-100V range possible. 7500 converstans/second, AD-142: hu
12 Bit A to D: Analog to digital converter. Input range -4V to

+4V, expandable to loov. On-beard amplifier. Resolution imV.

Conversion time 130ms. 1 channel. (Expand to 8 Channels with the

R£-I56card.) AH-1tt:t153

Relay Card: 8 individually controlled industrial relays each with

status LEO'S (3A at 120VAC contacts. SPST). RE-nMH*

Reed Relay Card: 8 reed relays (20mA at eovoc. SPST).

HidMdimy controlled and latched, with status U£0sJtE-l5t: $109

D/A converter: 4 Channel 8 Bit D/A converter with output

amplifiers and separate adjustable references, DA-147:t14l

24 line TTL I/O: Connect 24 input or output signals (TTL0/5V

levels or switches). Variety of modes. {Uses82SSA} DG-t*B: $72

Digital Input: 8 optically isolated inputs, Input can be 5 to 100V

voltage levels or switch closures, IK-HI : $65

Digital Output Driver: B outputs: 25QmAat 12V. Drive relays,

solenoids, stepper motors, lamps, etc. ST-1 43; $75

Clock with Alarm: Powerful clock/caiendar. Battety backup.

Timing to 1/1 00 sec, Alarm relay, LED and bmzer. CL-144;$98

Touch Tone Decoder: Each tore is converted Into a number

which Is stored on the board. PH-1 IS: $87

A-BUS Prototyping card: 4*4.5" card,m accept uptoio

I.C.s. With power & ground bus PH- 1Si $lf

Counter Timer: Three 16 bit counters/timers. Use seperalety or

cascaded long (48 bit) counts, CT-iSfctiK

Call our appfcafai engineer to feuss your project

Motion Control

Smart Quad Stepper Controller: The world's finest

On board microprocessor controls four motors simultaneously.

Uses simple English commands like 'MOVE ARM 10.2 (INCHES)

LEFT. For each axis, you control coordinates (absolute or rela-

tive), ramping, speed, units, scale Mors. etc. Many inputs for limit

switches, etc. On the fly reporting of speed, position... Built in

drivers for small motors (such as MQ-103 or i05), sc-149: $299

Options: »> 6 amp/phase power booster for 1 motor; PD-123: $49

* Remote teach" keypad for direct motor control: RC-121: $54

A large A-BUS system with two Mothertjoards

Adapter in the foreground plugs into POXLAT type slot

Stepper Driver Kit; For experimenting with stepper motors,

includes 2 MQ-1Q3 motors and a.ST-143 dual driver PA-ttl: $»

Stepper Motors: (4 phase, unipolar)

MO-103: 2W' dia,W shaft, 7.57step. 12V. 5 oi-m torque. $1

5

UO-104: 2" dia, 14" shaft, tJfjfetep, 5V. SO oi-in torque. W5
UO-105: 1.7* square. ,2" shaft, 3.75*/step. 12V. 6oi-in. $15

A-BUS Adapters
Can address S4 ports and control up to 25 A-BUS cards.

* Require one cable. Motherboard requited lor more than 2 cards.

A-BUS Parallel Adapters for:

IBM PC/XT/AT J compatibles, u»m tortonmiu AS-113:W
AppttllJI+JlePtagmwiqiioiinUL AR-134: $52

ComrrxKto*64,128Piu9ik*l Ei(p«i»,fwQnb«*. AR-139:$4fl

TflS-flOModel1C£200ktai*i*^*iitijr, AH-136: $76

M,L>dK!IOOrjajidytX)llable)imii[to»tteiM6Bito(iL AFI-135:$75

TRS-80Model3A4Dv-C*bit*«U*i«»pi!>t«iiuts4 AR-132: »S4

TRS-6Q Model I Pu^ ^n p. Hwwtw
Tandy Cok>rCompiiteRr%rBMi(*Uu(iifi«knv-cito AR-i3B:$49

A-BUS Cable: Necessary to connect any parallel adapter to

one A-BUS card or to first motherboard, 50 pin, 3 ft CA-1S3:$24

Special Cable ror two A-BUS cards CA-1S2:$34

Serial Adapter: connect A-BUS systems to any RS-232 port

ABowsupto500ttfromcompUteftoA-BUS. SA-129:$149

Serial Node: to connect additional SA-129W-BUS systems io

a single RS232senal pon (men 15 nodes). SN-120: t49

Serial Processor: same as above plus built in BASIC tor off-

line monitoring, logging, decision making, etc. SP-127: $169

Use SA- 1 29 or SP-1 27 with modems for remote data acquisition.

Motherboard: Holds up to 5 A-BUS cards in sturdy aluminum

frame with card guides. A sbrth connector allows (using cables CA-

161 : *12) additional Mcuherrxwrds to tw added. MB-120:$1M

Power Supply: power pack for up to 4 cards. PS-12S:$t2

Complete Catalog Available

For Orders and Into call (203) &56-1806

Weekdays from 9 to 5 EST or FAX 203 656-0756

Ordering Informattofl: We accept Vsa. Mastercard. Checks, and MO. C.O.D. is $4 extra.

Purchase orders are subject to credit approval, CT residents add 7.5% sales tax,

Shipping: $4 per order (usually UPS ground). UPS 2nd Day Air: $4 extra. Next Day service

available. Canada: $6 per order (Airmail] . Outside US a/Kf Canada; Arid 10% of order total.

j%ft alpha m?©^m
£ £.r)rtl4 JflflVSrVr*:! C-bflifltftr 242-W West Avenue, Darien, CT 06820



5 .63: PALETTE 6.46:PALETTE 7.62:P
ALETTE 9.45:PALETTE 9,38:PALETTE
10.32:HCLS0
30 HCOLOR 5

40 HPRlNTdl, 2). "FROSTY THE SNOW
MAN"

50 HCOLOR 1

60 HLINE<0.U2)-(320.192),PSET,B
F

70 HCIRCLE<50,42),ia,4.1,,25..70
60 HCIRCLE(5e.40>. 20.4.1, .30. .66
90 HPAINT(38.42).4.4
100 HCOLOR 2

110 HClRCLEd74.76).16.2,.7,_44,
.m
120 HCIRCLEd74,72).21.2..6
130 HPAINT(160.70) ,2,2
140 HCIRCLE(174,6B),20,2,,6..46.
.06

150 HPAINT£174.72),5.2
160 HPAINT(174.60) .3.2
170 HCIRCLEd74,59},22,2,.6..42,
.08

180 HPAINTd74.56),2.2
190 HDRAW"BM168,73:U2R2D2L2"
200 HPAINTU69.723.2.2
210 HDRAW"BM179,73:U2R2D2L2"
220 HPAINT(180.72J.2,2
230 HDRAW"BMI74,73:F3G1L2U3"
240 HPAINTC175,75 ) ,9.2
250 HDRAW"BM171.79;FR5E"
260 HDRAW"BM189.B0;R1F1R2FIR2F1L
1G1L1G1L3G1L2G1L3G1L14H4E1"
270 HDRAW"BM159.79:L2G1L2G1L2D2R
3D2R3D2E4BD5BR7D28ND4L3ND4L3ND4L
3ND4UZ9H1"
280 HPAINT<180.84).3.2
290 HDRAWBM156 .86 : L1D20ND4H3ND4
H3ND4U18E2"
300 HPAINT£154,86).3.2
310 HCIRCLEd74,122).37.2,l, .03
.48

320 HCIRCLEd83.110).32.2,l,,78.
.10

330 HDRAW n
BM?10.126;GlL2GlL3HlL2

H2U5NR13U4NR15H2U4H2U4H2U4H1"
340 HPAINT<208.124).2.2
350 HPA1NT<20B.11Q),3,2
360 HCIRCLE<164.110).32.2.1..42.
-70

370 HDRAW"BMI37.126:F1R2F1R3E1R2
E2U5NL13U4NL15E2U4"
380 HPAINTtl43.124),2,2
390 HPAINT(143.118).3.2
400 8J-"U4E1R4F1D4G1L4H1"
410 HDRAW"BM172,95iXBt:"
420 HPAINTd73,93).2.2
430 HDRAW"BM172,108:XB$;"
440 HPAINTC 173, 107) ,2,2
450 HDRAW"BM172,121;XB$;"
460 HPAINTd73,120) ,2,2
470 HPAINTU58.L113.5.2
480 FOR K-l TO 50
490 Bl-RND(320):B2-RNDd00)
500 HSETCB1.B2.5)
510 HSETd68,72,5):HSET(169.72.5
>

520 HSETC 179 , 72 , 5 ) : HSET £180.72.5
J

530 HSET(168,7 2.2):HSET(169.72.2
)

540 HSET(179,72,2):HSETd80,72.2
)

550 NEXT X

560 FOR 0-1 TO 500: NEXT D

570 PLAY"T4:V31:02L2GL4.EL8FL4GO
3L2C"
580 HPAINTtl.lfiflJ .1.5
590 HPRINT( 1.21). "WAS A JOLLY HA
PRY SOUL."
600 PLAY-O2L8B03CL4DC02BAL2.G"
610 HPAINTd. 168). 1,5
620 HPfUNTd,21)."WITH A CORN CO
B PIPE- AND A BUTTON NOSE"
630 PLAY"L8B03CL4DC02BL8AAL4G03C
02E"
640 HPAINTd. 168), 1.5
650 HPRINTd,21)."AND TWO EYES M

ADE OUT OF COAL,"
660 PLAY"L8GAL4GFEFL2.G"
670 HPAINTd. 168). 1,5
680 HPRINT( 1,21). "FROSTY THE SNO
W MAN IS A FAIRY TALE"
690 HPRINTd.22)."THEY SAY."
700 PLAY-L2GL4.EL8FL4G03L2C02L8B
03CL4DC02BALZ.G"
710 HPAINTd, 168), 1.5
720 HPAINTC1.176) ,1.5
730 HPRINT£1.21)."HE WAS MADE OF
SNOU,"

740 HPRINT(10,22>."BJT THE CHILD
REN KNOW"
750 PLAY"L8B03CL4DC02L4BL8AAL4G0
3C02E"
760 HPAINTd. 1661,1,

5

770 HPAINTd, 176), 1,5
780 HPR1NT£1,21),"H0W HE CAME TO
LIFE ONE DAY."

790 PLAY"L8GAL4GFEDL2.C"
800 HPAINTd. 168), 1.5
810 HPRINTC1.21) ."THERE MUST HAV
E BEEN SOME MAGIC IN"
820 HPRINTd,22),"THAl OLD SILK
HAT THEY FOUND."
830 PLAY"L4CAA03CC02BAGEFAGFL2.E

840 HPAINTd. 168), 1.5
850 HPAINTd, 176). 1.5
860 HPRINT(1.2l),"F0R WHEN THEY
PLACED IT ON HIS HEAD"
870 HPRINTd,22)."HE BEGAN TO DA
NCE AROUND."
880 PLAY"L4EDDGG8B03DL8D02B03L4D
C02BAL2G"
890 HPAINTd, 168), 1,5
900 HPAINTd. 176). 1,6
910 HPRINTd.21),"GH! FROSTY THE
SNOW MAN WAS ALIVE"

920 HPRINTd.223.-AS HE COULD BE

930 PLAY"L4,GP8L2GL4.ELBFL4G03L2
C02L8BO3CL4DC02BAL2.G"
940 HPAINTd. 168). 1.5
950 HPAINTd. 176), 1,

5

960 HPftINT(1.21)."AND THE CHILDR
EN SAY HE COULD"
970 HPRTNTd. 22), "LAUGH AND PLAY

980 PLAY"L8B03CL4DC02BL8AAL4G03C
02E."

990 HPAINTd. 168), 1.5
1000 HPAINTd. 175). 1.5
1010 HPRINTd.21)."JUST THE SAME
AS YOU AND ME."
1020 PLAY"L8GAL4GFEDL2.C"
1030 HPAINTd. 168) .1,5
1040 PALETTE 0.45
1050 FOR D-l TO 500:NEXT D

1060 PALETTE 0,62
1070 FOR D-l TO 500: NEXT D

1080 HPAINTC2.1) ,7,8
1090 HC1RCLE£50,4?).20.9
1100 HPAINT(50,42).9,9
1110 FOR 0-1 TO 500;NEXT D

1120 HCOLOR 2

1130 HPR1NT(10. 2), "FROSTY THE SN
OW MAN"
1140 PLAY"02L2GL4 . EL8FL4G03L2C"
1150 HPRINT(10.3),"KNEW THE SUN
WAS HOT THAT DAY,"
1160 PLAY"02L6B03CL4DC02BAL2.G"
1170 HPRINT(10.4)."SO HE SAID "+

CHRi(34)+"LET -

S RUN AND"
1180 PLAY"L8B03CL4DC02BL8A"
1190 HPRINTd0.5)."WE'LL HAVE SO
ME FUN NOW"
1200 PLAY"AL4G03C02EL8G"
1210 HPRINTdB, 6). "BEFORE I MELT
AWAY."+CHR$(34)
1220 PLAY"AL4GFEFL2.GP8"
1230 HPRINTd0.7),"DOWN TO THE V

ILLAGE.WITH"
1240 PLAY"L2GL4.EL8FL4G03L2C02L8
B"

1250 HPRINT(10.8)."A BROOMSTICK
IN HIS HAND."

1260 PLAY"03CL4DC028AL2.G"
1270 HPRINT£1.9). "RUNNING HERE A
ND THERE ALL AROUND THE"
12B0 PLAY"L8B03CL4DC02BL8AAL4G03
C"
1290 HPRINTd. 10), "SQUARE SAYlir
"+CHR$(34)+"CATCH ME IF YOU CAN
,"+CHRi(3d)
1300 PLAY"02EL8GAL4GFEDL2,C"
1310 HPRINT(1.11),"HE LED THEM D

OWN THE STREETS OF TOWN"
1320 PLAY"L4CAA03CC02BAG"
1330 HPR1NT£1.L2). "RIGHT TO THE
TRAFFIC COP."
1340 PLAY"EFAGFL2.E"
1350 HPRINTd.l3)."AND HE ONLY P
AUSED A MOMENT WHEN-"
1360 PLAY"L4E0DGGGB03DL8D"
1370 HPRINTC1.143 ."HE HEARD HIM
HOLLER "+CHRi(34j+"ST0P!"+CHRS<3
4)

1383 PLAV02B03L4DC02BAL2G"
1390 HPRINTd,lS)."FOR FROSTY TH
E SNOW MAN"
1400 PLAY"GGL4.EL8FL4G03L2C"
1410 HPRINTC1,16)."HAD TO HURRY
ON HIS WAY"
1420 PLAY"02L8B03CL4DC02BAL2.G"
1430 HPRINT(1.17)."BUT HE WAVED
GOODBYE SAYIN 1 ."

1440 PLAY"L8B03CL4DC02BL8AA"
1450 HPRIHTd,ia).+r.HRi(.14)+"00N
'T YOU CRY,"+CHRt£34)
1460 PLAY"L4G03C02E"
1470 HPRINTd,19),+CHR*£34)+"I ,

L

L BE BACK AGAIN SOME DAY."+CHRt(
34)

1480 PLAY"L8GAL4GFEDL2.C"
1490 FOR D-l TO 500;NEXT D

1500 HSCREEN2; HCOLOR 1

1510 HLINE(0.112)-(320,192),P5ET
.BE

1520 HCIRCLE(50.42).20.S
1530 HPAINT(50.421,9.9
1540 HDRAWBM189 , 149 :C2 : R2F1R2F1
G1L1G1L3G1L2GH3G1L12H2"
1550 HDRAW"BM159,148;L2G1L2G1L2D
2R3D2R3D2E4BD5BR7D18ND4L3ND4L3ND
4L3ND4U19H2"
1560 HDRAW"BM1S6,166;L1D10NO4H3N
D4H3ND4U8E2"
1570 HCIRCLE(174.146).21,2,,3
1580 HCIRCLE<174.142).20.2..4..4
6. .05

1590 HCIRCLE(174.139).20,2,.4,.4
5. .05

1600 HC1RCLE(174.133).22,2..6.,4
2, .08
1610 HPAINTU74.130) .2.2
1620 HPAINT(174.134) ,3,2
1630 HPAINTd74,136).2.2
1640 HPAINT(174,144),10,2
1650 HPAl«Td74.152),3,2
1660 HPAINT(154,157},3,2
1670 HDRAW"BM210,170;G1L2G1L3H1L
2H2U5NR13U4R15D2L1D2L1D5"
1680 HPAINT£208.168).2.2
1690 HPAINT£208.161),3,2
1700 HDRAW"BM130.164:F1R2F1R3E1R
2E2U5NL13U4L15D2R1D2R1D5"
1710 HPAINTC132,162),2.2
1720 HPAINTd32.1&6).3.2
1730 HDRAW"BM140,175:XBt;"
1740 HPAINTd42,l76),2.2
1750 HDRAW"BM190.178:XB$;"
1760 HPAINTd92,176).2.2
1770 HDRAW"BM176.180:XB$;"
1780 HPAINT(178.178).2.2
1790 HDRAW"8M179,162:U2R2D2L2"
1B00 HPAINT(180.161),2,2
1810 HDRAW"BM186.167;U2R2D2L2"
1820 HPAINT(lfi7,166).2.2
1830 HPRINTdB. 2). "I'LL BE BACK
AGAIN SOME DAY,"
1840 PLAY"O2L8GAL4GFE0L2.C"
1850 GOTO1850
1860 PALETTE CMP:HSCREEN 0:W1DTH
32:CLS /Rt
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XTEAM .&. OS-9

XTERM
Menu oriented

UplaadVduwnload Ascii

or XMODEM protocol

Execute OS-9 commands
I'nirn within VIT.KVl

OS-9 Communications program
• Definable macro keys
• Works wllh standard svriai port, RS231
Pak, or PBJ 2SP Pack, Includes all drivers

Work* with standard screen, Kscreen

WOKDPAK or DISTO 80 column board

$49.95 with source $89.95

yUWHiMWiirilUiUUWM

ECONOMIST
Perform economic analysis to compare differ-

ent cost and income alternatives! Compute
present and future Life Cycle Worths for var-

ious combinations of single, scries and gradi-

ent dollar amounts. Quickly edit and recom-
pute for sensitivity analysis! Display line

graphs. Printout data and results. Pull-down
menus, windows and prompts. Requires os 9
level II and Basic09.

$39.95 WTTII SOURCE $79.95

_ii__ vr-m-

^iiii^^i^jjjjiiit^iit^tdtuM*

XWORD
OS-9 word processing system

Works with standard text screen, XSCHEEN, WORDPAK, or DISTO
• True character oriented full screen editing

Full block commands
Kind and Replace commands

* Proportional spacing supported

Full printer control, character size, emphasized, Italics, nvc-rslrikc,

underline, supcr/suh-scripts

- II) hcidrr'lisiiltrx

- Margins and headers can be set different for even and odd pages

$69.95 with source $124.95

Xlvl ERG E Mall merge capabilities for XWORD

$24.95 with source $49.9 5

XoPLzLL OS-9 spelling checker, wilh 400OO word dictionaries

$39.95

XTRIO XWORD/XMERGE/XSPELL
$114.95 with source $199.95

XED OS-9 full screen editor

HARDWARE
512k memory upgrade
Ram Software

Ram Disk
Print Spooler

Quick Backup

$99.95

AH three for only

$19.95

+Softw«T by CnloFVeritnie

THE DIRECTOR
Produces hires picture sound and color animation shows. Completely menu

driven with full editing. Great for presentations and vcr's. Requires COCOm
only, $39.95

jANDi;FOB::RE:D©E
smaTl business accouting

This sales-based accounting package Is de-
signed For the non-accountant oriented busi-

nessman. It also contains the flexibility for
the accounting oriented user la set up a double
entry journal with an almost unlimited chart
of account*. Includes Sales Entry, transaction
driven Account* Receivable and Accounts Pay-
able, Journal Entry, Payroll Disbursement,
and Record Maintenance programs. System
output!; include Balance Sheet, Income State-
ment, Customer and Vender status Reports,
Accounts Receivable and Payable Aging Re-
ports, Check Register, Sates Reports, Account
Status Lists, and a Journal Posting List.

$79.95
INVENTORY CONTROL/SALES ANALYSIS

This module Is designed to handle Inventory
control, wllh user defined product codes, and
produce a detailed analysis of the business*
sales and the sales force. One may enter/update
inventory data, enter sales, run five sales anal-

ysis reports, run 1'ivs- inventory reports, set up
product codes, enler/update salesman records,
and update the SDAP Inventory.

$59.95

PAYROLL
Designed Tor maintaining personnel and

payroll data for up to 200 hourty and salar-

ied employees with 8 deductions each. Cal-

culates payroll and tax amounts, prints

checks and maintains year-lu-dale totals

which can be automatically transferred to

the SUA package. Computes each pay peri
od's totals Tor straight lime, overtime and
bonus pay and determines (axes to be with-
held. Adilional outputs include mailing list,

listing of employees, year-lo-dale Federal

and/or slate lax listing, and a listing of cur-

rent misc. deductions. Suited for use In all

states except Oklahoma and Delaware

$59.95

PERSONAL BOOKKEEPING 2000
Handles AS accounts. Knlers cash expenses as

easily as checks. Handles 2i expense calego-
ricsK. Menu driven and user friendly.

$39.95

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

Includes detailed audit trails and history

reports Tor each customer, perpares in-

voices and monthly statements, mailing la-

bels, aging lists, and an alphabetized cus-
tomer listing. The user can define net

terms Tor commercial accounts or finance

charges for revolving accounts. This pack-
age functions as a standalone A.'R system or
Integrates wllh the Small business Aiding
package.

$59.95

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
Designed for the maintenance or vendor

and A/P invoice Tiles. The system prints

checks, voids checks, cancels checks, de-
letes cancelled checks, and deletes paid A/P
Invoices. The user can run a Vendor List,

Vendor Slatus report, Vendor Aged reporl,

aod an A/P Check Register. This package
can he used cither as a standalone A/P sys-
tem or can be integrated with the Small
Business Accounting Package.

$59.95

$39.95 with source S79 95

XDIS OS-» disassembler

$34.95 with suurce $54 95

XDIR & XCAL Hierarchial directory, OS-9 calculator

$24.95 with source $49.95

MICROTECH
CONSULTANTS
INC. 1906 Jen-old Avenue

St. Paul, MN 551 12

Ordering Information
Add £3.00 shipping & handling, MN residents add 6*5 salts tai.

Visa. Mastercard. COO (add ('} SO), perennal check*

Dealer JKauirics Invited

Author Submission!, accepted

OS-9 in s trademark of. .MicrAwrt.

(612) 633-6161



BASICally Speaking

Curious Chris
by Larry Boeldt

Dear Larry:

I got myfirst CoCo (a 64KECB CoCo 2
to be exact) about one year ago. I've been
a subscriber to the RAINBOW since July

1988. and recently I bought a CoCo 3. I

would like to know about OS-9— what are
its advantages and disadvantages? How is

it used? Is it like RS-DOS?
Also, what is ail the talk aboutADOS 3 ?

Chris Tracy

Mt. Pulaski, Illinois

Let me start withADOS 3 and move up
from there. ,4005 3 is an addition to RS-

DOS that can be burned into an EPROM.
You can set ADOS to start up on an 80-

column screen with the colors of your choice

and a personal start-up message. ADOS
allows for double-speed printing and disk

r/0. It has some added commands and nice

features. For a further review ofADOS see

the July '87 issue of the rainbow. A new
product that works with ADOS 3, called

EXTENDED ADOS 3, is reviewed in the

October 1989 issue.

All of your Disk basic programs work
w ith ADOS 3 in theory. There may be a few
that are not compatible because they oc-

cupy the same memory area. OS-9, on the

other hand, is a totally different story.

OS 9 is not very similartoRS-DOS. It is

a complete, stand-alone operating system
that is more powerful and (in my opinion)

a generally better operating system than

RS-DOS or ADOS, Because of its

environment RS-DOS software does not

work on OS-9. One big plus for OS-9 is its

multitasking environment thai allows many
programs to run simultaneously in separate

windows or screens.

OS-9 is not that hard to learn. Once a

user grasps the basic concepts of the oper-

Larry Boeldt has programmed on the Color
Computer for five years. He has experi-

ence with BASIC, Pascal and FORTRAN IV.

He runs a software customizing business

for the CoCo market.

ating system, it is a lot of fun. OS-9 Level

II comes with BASiCtw so you have all you
need to get started with the package.

The operating system you are likely to

purchase depends on your wants and needs.

If you have a large library of software al-

ready under RS-DOS and do not want to

purchase more forOS -9 , 1 suggest ADOS3

.

If you don't have much RS-DOS software

and would like to have a full-blown multi-

tasking operating system, go for OS-9. It is

worth the money. There are a large number
ofbooks to help you learn OS-9, in addition

to articles in the rainbow.

Drawing Printouts

Dear Larry:

I have a 128K CoCo 3. FD-502 disk drive.

DMP-105 printer, Color Computer Artist,

and OS-9 Level II. How do i get Color
Computer Artist and OS-9 Level II working
so that I can print drawings?

Michael E. Sterbaak

Erie, Pennsylvania

The back cover of Color Computer Art-

ist's manual states that it supports a serial

printer. There should be instructions in the

book that supply the proper information to

make the printouts. Your DMP- 105 should

be supported since it is such a popular

printer and is sold by Radio Shack. If you
have problems, write back to me with a

more specific description. Include your

phone number so I can reply more quickly.

Rounding Things Up
Dear Larry:

How do I round real numbers to tenths,

hundredths, etc.?

Rick Thorngrove

Pittsburgh

The following formula rounds numbers
to hundredths (two decimal places):

10 A-10.436

20 R-INT((A+100)+.5)/100

30 PRINT R

To round numbers to the thousandths,

simply change the 100s to 1000s. To round

to the ten-thousandths place, change the

100s to 10000s, and so on.

Clarifying CLEAR
Dear Larry:

Can you clarify the CLEAR commandfor
me? I can only deduce that the command
reserves bytes ofsiring space and specifies

the highest basic address.

I use my CoCo 2 to tune and adjust

digital altimeters and variometers for hang
glider pilots. The programs are so long that

they almost occupy every nook and cranny

of the 64K memory. Am I right in picking

the first embedded MIL programs as the

highest BASIC address? How do I estimate

how many string storage bytes need to be

reserved?

What happens ifyou leave toofewor too

many string storage bytes? Or ifyou don't

specify them at all?

Gilbert Roberts

Santa Barbara. California

You are correct in your deductions about

-String space and BASIC address. To start, if

you need more memory, use the following

commands before running your program:
POKE 25.X ; NEW where X is 14 for disk

systems and 6 for cassette systems. This

clears the CoCo 2 graphics screen area if it

is not being used.

If you do not use the Cl far com-
mand in the beginning of a program. ECB
defaults to 200 bytes, which is not very

much. To find out the minimum amount of
string space to allocate, count up all the

string variables you use in the program. To
be totally safe, assume a maximum string

length of 255 for each string. Try 80 or 1 00
ifyou fowvi'they will be much smaller. Add
five to whatever value you decide upon,

and multiply that times the number of string

variables you have. Then add the total size

of your M/L programs to this value, and
you have the best value for your CLEAR
statement. Why add five to your string
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length? basic uses five bytes for every

variable as a variable pointer so it knows

where to find the information later.

If you specify a number too large, you

waste valuable memory. If you specify a

number too small, either your M/L pro-

grams are overwritten or you get an OS
(Out of String Space) Error, In either event

your program crashes or stops executing.

To the Rescue

Dear Larry:

A letterfrom Cart Fraser, ofKingston,

Ontario, in the September issue asks about

a problem with the HGET and HPUT com-

mands. You asked for help so here is the

answer:

First, the effect is not canned by a hug in

the CoCo 3 software. It might be called a

user-unfriendly version «/GET/ PUT. On the

CoCo 1 and 2, the commands have a G
option. This is usedto store the rectangle's

contents with full graphic detail. What The

G option actually does is allowthe SET/PUT

buffer to startami end at any pixel. When G

Is not used, the buffer starts and ends at

byte boundaries.

Tandy states in great detail on pages

174 and 175 in my version of the owners

manual that in HSCREEN 1 , ifyou tell BASIC

to HGETU0.5)-(3Q,15), it will actually

HG ET ( 8 . 5 ) - i 28 , 1

5

) . This happens since

HSCREEN l has four dots per byte, with 8

and 28 being byte boundaries.

It is surprising that Carl's program

worked at all. The HGET boundaries are in

the middle ofthe bytes. HSCREEN 4 hasfour

dotsper byte: I0f4=2 .5 2014-5for two and
one-half bytes. Note the HPUTs that work

start in the middle ofa byte ; the ones that do

not work start on a byte: 26/4=6.5, 570/

4=142.5 works; 28/4=7, 400/4=100 and
540/4=142 are garbage. That is to say that

even though the HGET is incorrect, at least

a corresponding HPUT works. The answer is

to follow Tandy's instructions; start and

end evenly at bytes.

Ideally 1 would like to see someone
patch the software to use the G option, but

considering the difficulty, that's too much

to ask. I am sure all CoCo users would

prefer the extra code to the silly picture of

the programmers in ROM.
Robert Gault

Grosse Pointe Woods, Michigan

Thank you, Robert, for clearing up this

problem. I agree with you about the extra

code. The 6K ofmemory could be used for

HSCREEN saving routines, the HPUT fix, or

perhaps a better BASIC program editor.

Qiiest \itn-- about specific BASIC programming
|i

j-
uli icms can be addressed to BASICallv Speaking,

THE RAINBOW, P. Q, B<w 585, Pr*sp«f", KY 4005?.

We reserve th* rtjilil li>|'nj!ilKh<!f[h qucutiriiisof

i;Micf:i[ inliTMt ililll In I'dit fitf hrei iU mi{] Clriiil.v

.

Rue 10 tfte.large volume of mail we receive, we are

unable Hi answer letters individually.

Questions e in ils.i be sent to\.*try ihnmga the

Delphi CoCe SHI. From the CoCo S1G> prompt,
pick Rainbow magazine Services, Then at th«

RAIMJOVW prompt , type ASK {for Ask the Ex-

perts) lo arrive at the KXfSiftTS^.Bronipt , where
you can select the " BASIcally Speaking" online,

vihkh has complete instructions*

COMPUTER ISLAND EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE »
$15 each -tape or disk

Money pack

Math Invaders

First Games (Ages 3-6)

Arrow Games (Ages 3-6)

Cocowheel of Fortune (for Coco 2)

Cocowheel of Fortune (Coeo3/KGr3)

Spanish Baseball

French Baseball

OMPUTER IsiWNB
Hampton <3reen '

an Istand,NY 16312

WIS) 948*2748

postage NY res, add tax

Send for free catalog

:3li?lS-tS

VIP Software for the CoCo 3
VIP Writer 111 includes VIP Speller $79.95
VIP Calc III $69.95
VIP Database III $69.95
VIP Library A/VDCE..... $179.95
Upgrade Writer to Writer III $49.95
Upgrade Calc to Calc III $29.95
Upgrade Database to Database III.. ..$39.95

Upgrade Library to Library A/VDCE....$99 .95

VIP Software for ALL CoCos
VIP Writer includes VIP Speller* $69.95
VIP Calc $59.95
VIP Database.. $49.95
VIP Speller ...$34.95

VIP Disk-Zap $29.95
VIP Integrated Library $149,95
Upgrade any VIP pgm to VIP Library $99.95

Upgrading? Send disk only + amount + $3 S/H
|

See our July ads for more information

VISA 1-800-322-9873 M/C
SD Enterprises info line (805) 5664317
P. O. Box 621 Carpinteria Ca 93013

VIP Library orders add $4 S/H USA, $5 Canada & $10 Foreign
Other orders add $3 S/H in USA, $4 Canada, $6 Foreign. COO orders add an
additional {2.75. Chocks allow 3 weeks for delivery Calif, res. add 6% tax.
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by George Qaellhorst

I-Q is a game that has at one

time or another both frustrated

and entertained just about every

person in the civilized world.

Well, thanks to the miracle of

computers, the frustration has

been taken out of this game and all that

is left is. pure unadulterated entertainment.

CoCoQ is the computerized version of this

liadilional game.

CoCo-Q works only on the Color

Computer 3, in conjunction with either an

RGB or composite monitor. The game can

be played on a regular color television, but

the quality of the picture obtained is totally

unpredictable and varies in accordance with

the age, quality and characteristics of the

particular television set you're using. The

bottom line is that a regular TV is not

capable ofreproducing the high-resolution

George Queilhorsl has owned a CoCo since

they were first introduced. He lives in

Painesvilfe, Ohio, where he enjoys writing

programs on his rwo CoCo 2s andCoCo 3.

He can he contacted at 1572 Mentor Ave.,

Painesviile. OH 44077; (216) 352-2977.

graphics created by the Color Computer 3.

Ifyou are using such aTV as a monitor with

your computer, type in WI DTH80 and press

ENTER. The readability of the text on your

80-wide screen is a good indication of the

results you can expect when running any

program that uses either Hi-Res text or

graphics screens.

Toward the end of this article I supply

you with a few hints to improve the quality

of your display. Meanwhile, if you are

using an RGB monitor, leave the program

as is. However, ifyou are using acomposite

monitor or regular TV, remove the REM

from Line 3 and insert a REM in Line 2.

The original game board consists of 33

holes arranged in the form of a cross. With

the exception of the one in the center, each

hole contains a peg or game piece. The

game is played by removing a single peg

from its hole and jumping with this peg

over an adjacent peg into an empty hole. At

the same time the jumped-over peg is

removed from the game board. The game is

over when no more jumps are possible.

When only one peg remains at the end of

the game, the game has been won. You may
consider yourself an expert when this last

peg happens to be the one in the center of

your game board.

In this computerized version the blue-

colored squares are the holes still contain-

ing a peg, while the white-colored squares

represent holes that no longer contain a peg

(empty holes). Once the program is loaded

and the game board is displayed on the

screen, you have several options. We will

discuss these one at a time.

Press the space bar, and the computer

configures itself to let you play a regular

game. The cursor is located in the center

square. By using the arrow keys, move the

cursor on top of the peg you want to use as

yourjumping peg, then press ENTER, Now
move the cursor to the empty hole that you

want to jump to and press ENTER once

more. The computer places the peg you

jumped with into the empty hole and re-

moves the jumped-over peg. Repeat this

procedure until no more moves are pos-

sible. The idea is to have only one peg

remaining at game's end. The single peg

left over has to be in the center square, of

course.

After each move, the computer checks

for any moves remaining on the game board.

However, since you must make at least six

moves before this is possible, this feature is

not activated (see Line 32) until you have

made six moves. At the end of the game the

computer informs you that the game is over

and tells you how many pegs remain on the

board. The negative effect of this feature is

a noticeable increase in response time

because it takes the computer about one

and half seconds to check your board. If

you would rather have the decreased re-

sponse time, simply replace Line 32 with a
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return statement by typing 32 RETURN and

pressing ENTER.

If at any time during the game you want

to start over, press the space bar and a new
game is set up. Pressing Fi returns the

program to the main menu or the start-up

screen. At the. end of each game the board

remains unchanged until the space bar or Fi

is pressed. This enables you to prove to

your friends that yes, you had indeed only

one peg remaining.

Pressing any number between one and

five triggers the computer to play one of the

five demonstration games I have incorpo-

rated into this program. Demo Game 1 is

the one and only true winning game — a

game with one peg left in the center square

— just to prove that it can indeed be done.

The remaining demos demonstrate four

otherending combinations you might want

to give a try.

Of course there are other combinations

of moves that lead to the same end results

as the ones presented in the five demo
games. The demo games were included

mainly because the data necessary to pre-

sent them was already present in the pro-

gram for the Teaching mode.

The Teaching mode feature was added

to give younger hackers a chance to show
off their capabilities. After pressing the

letter T at the main menu, the computer
prompts you for the number of the game
you wantto leam. The numbers correspond
to those in the demonstration games. For

example, Game 1 in the Teaching mode is

the same one as Demo Game 1 . After you
press the desired number, the board is set

up to play a normal game with the excep-

tion that the computer does not allow you to

make a wrong move. When enter is pressed

for the second time on the empty hole, a

beep sounds and the move is not com
pleted. The computer allows you a total of

three wrong moves. After the third incor-

rect move, a small square cursor is drawn
on top of the peg you should use to jump
with. Another small cursor is drawn on top

of the empty hole, and the game cursor is

positioned on top of the first cursor. All you

have to do is complete the move.

The program counts every wrong move
you make while learning, and the total

number of wrong moves is printed on the

screen at the end ofeach game. My twelve-

year-old daughter, Heidi, played Game 1 in

the Teaching mode until she had the whole

thing memorized.

Pressing the space bar while playing a

teaching game starts the same teaching

game over from the beginning, with the

mistake counter reset to zero. Press Ft to

return to the title screen and to escape from

the Teaching mode.

Although this game is mainly designed

for younger computer hackers, I find that

many adults young at heart derive pleasure

from playing. Besides, we need more intel-

lectual computer games that we can let our

youngsters play. Not counting the ever-

popular solitaire game, CoCo-Q is by far

the game most played in my family's house

hold.

For those of you who use a regular color

TV with the CoCo 3, the following hints

may help you obtain a better quality picture

when you play this game. First of all, to

compensate for the horizontal overscan

encountered in most color TVs, I have left

considerable margins on both sides of the

game board. Therefore you should be able

to view the entire game board on any regu-

lar television set.

I find that the colors reproduced by a TV
set are usually not the ones specified in the

program. Therefore changing the PALETTE

colors in the program usually gives you a

more pleasing picture. Take a look at Line

3— this is where the colors for a composite

monitor are defined. A color TV uses a

composite video signal, as does a compos-
ite monitor. The palette l , 59 controls the

background color and should be light blue.

PALETTE 2 . 1 1 is the color of the pegs on the

game board and should be very dark blue.

PALETTE 4.36 controls the color of the

letters on the game board while you are

playing a game. They should be yellow.

And the last one, PALETTE 8,63, produces

white and is the color ofan empty hole after

a peg is removed during play. The statement

BP-59 at the end of Line 3 is the border

color. This number should be the same as

the number specified for palette Slot 1 if

you want the border color to be the same
color as that of the background.

By substituting different values for these

four palette slots, you may be able to im-

prove the quality of your picture. For ex-

ample, the numbers 8, 9, 10 and 1 1 each

produce some sort of blue, at least on the

TV set I used. By changing the number in

palette Slot 11 you're able to change the

color of the pegs. Q

CoCo3

9 ee
15....... 243
25 120
33 215
44 65
55 201
67 206
76 119
84 13
END 162

The listing: COCO-Q

' COPYRIGHT 1989 FALSOFT, INC
1 CLEAR2000:POKE65497,0:POKE4401
4.71:POKE44015,81:PQKE41598.255:
POKE&HF80F,0:POKE&HF84F.0:PQKE&H
FS9C

F 0:POKE140.180:EXEC43350:OIM
H(49).A(5,31).B(5,31).K(33).L(3

3).GC49):QNBRKG0T089
2 RGB : PALETTE1 ,25: PALETTE2 . 9 : PAL

ETTE4 , 54 : PALETTES , 63 : BP-25
3 'CMP:PALETTE1.59:PALETTE2,11:P
ALETTE4 ,36 : PALETTE8 . 63 : BP-59
4 WIDTH40:CLS2:ATTR3.1:POKE65434
,BP:GuSLIB7a:GOSU&S0:GOSLtB78:PuKE
59063.57:HSCREEN2:PQKE59063.32-H
CLS1:HCOLOR2,0:GOSIB69
5 AS-"RaD8L8U8BR12" : B$-AJ+A$+A$

:

F0RT-1T07 : CJ-C$+A$ : NEXT : H0RAWC3
BM126, 15S8" 10$ ; I IDRAW" BM12G . 39"-i-B

S:H0RAW"BM78,63"+C$:HDRAW"BM78.8
7"+C$;HDRAW"BM78.111"+C$:HDRAW"B
M126,135"+B$:HDRAW"BH126.159"+B$
6 F0RT-1T033:HPAINT(K(T)+4,L(T)-
4).2.3:NEXTT:HPAINTU5B,95),8,3:
V-l : U-0 : I FDS-1THENDS=0 ; RETURN
7 IFTM-0 THENHCOLOR8,0:GOSUB73
8 IFDD-0THENPQKE59108.230:HSCREE
N2:POKE59108.231:PuKE65434,BP:GO
T048ELSE U-0 : X-154 : Y-99 : CC$-"R4

J

4L4D4":HCuLOR8,0:GOSUB70
9 P$-INKEY$:1FP$»" "THENV-1 :MI-0
rG0T06
10 IFPEEK(343)-191THENTM-0:DD-1:
D5-1;HCOLOR1.0:GOSUB70:GOSJB74:G

OSUB75:GOSUB76:HCOLQRS,0:GOSUB73
:GOSUB6:GOT048
11 IFPEEK(344)-247THEN X-X+24:G0
SUBS7 ELSEIFPEEK(343)-?47T,HEN X-
X-24;G0SUB67 ELSE I FP EEK C 341 3-247
THEN Y-Y-24:GQSUB67 ELSEIFPEEKO
423-247THEN Y-Y+24;G0SUB67
12 IFY-195THENY-171ELSEIFY-3THEN
Y-27ELSEIFX-58THENX-82ELSEIFX-25
0THENX-226ELSEIFX<130ANDY-51THEN
X-130ELSEIFXM78ANDY-51THENX-178
ELSEIFX-106ANDY-27THENX-130
13 IFX-202ANDY-27THENX-178ELSEIF
X-<130ANDY-147THENX-130ELSEIFX>1
78ANDY-147THENX-178ELSEIFX=106AN
DY-171THENX-130ELSEIFX-202ANDY-1
71THENX-178
14 IFHP01NTCX+2.Y-3)-2 THENHDRAW
"S8C8BM"+STRtCX)+ ,,

,"+STR$(Y)+CC$
ELSE HDRAWC2BM"+STRI ( X )+"

,

"+ST
R$CY)+CCt
15 F0RT-lT025:NEXTT:IFHP0TNT{X+2
,Y-3)-2THENHDRAW ,, C2BM"+STR$(X)-r
1 "+STRt(YHCC$ELSEHDRAW ,, C8BH"+ST
Rim+"."+STRS(Y)+CC$
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BEST PUBLIC DOMAIN PROGRAMS
FROM T&D SUBSCRIPTION SOFTWARE

T&D SUBSCRIPTION SOFTWARE HAS ACCUMULATED OVER 1.000 PUBLIC DOMAk "

PROGRAMS FOR THE COLOR COMPUTER.
WEARE SELLING 630 OF THE BEST. JUST THE GOOD STUFF I

Music 1-7

Ml - e Utilities & 8 Songs
M2 - 17 Musica Files

M3 - 16 Musica Files

M4 - 16 Musica Files

M5 - 2G Orchestra Files

M6 - 23 .Bin Files Ready To Bun
M 7 - 23 .Bin Files Ready To Run

ADVENTURES 1,2
Each DiskTape Contains
9 Great Adventures
Ready To Run S-Jt^T-i

1

Order A1 Or A2

EDUCATION 1-4

El - 12 Programs For Young Kids

E2 - 12 Programs For High School Kids
E3 - 11 Programs Teaching The Coco's Commands
E1 - 5 Graphics Programs About Australia

TELECOMMUNICATIONS 1-3

T1 -Haysae, Kerrnit, Mterm T( ^O
T2 -Cobber Terminal Package
T3 - Mikeyter Terminal Package

GRAPHICS 1-4

12 Basic Graphic Programs
12 Basic Graphic Programs
9 Coco 3 Graphic Programs
22 Coco Max Pictures

22 Coco Max Pictures

22 Coco Max Pictures
15 Coco Max Pictures

22 .Bin Pictures

22. Bin Pictures
- 14 Large .Bin Pictures

-S Mge Pictures
- Coco Max 3 Pictures
• Maepainl Graphic Editor
- 5 Macintosh Pictures

HOME MANAGEMENT 1-4
• 12 Programs Each Disk/Tape •

H1 -Checkbook, Database, Word Processor, +
H2 -Cash Journal, Investments, Mail List, 4
H3 • Finance, Int. Rates, Stocks, +
H4 • Spelling Fix, Spelling Checker, 4

*
UTILITIES 1-8
- 1Z Programs Each, 1-4 Require Dbk

^D

U1
U2
U3
U4
US
US
U7
us

Backup35, Diskzapr, Romcopy, Timer, +

Customize, Diskfix, Disktest, Muttback, +

Diskaid, Dsklibry, Mldata, Playrnae, +

Macphc, Stat-Log, Unare, Unmasier, +
Assemblr, Nlebase, Squeezw, Writer, *
Chr-Ed3, Hgrcolor, Minidos, Updnlist, +
Haari Print With 30 Mini Pictures
Fig Forth Language WithTutiorial

GAMES Ml
• Each DiskTape Contains 12 Programs •

GA1 - SDtictac, Missle, Poker, Tycoon, 4
GA2 - Chess, Motojump, Rider, Slots, +
GAS - Batlship. Golf, Lander, Robots, +
GA4 - Abm, Cartel, Subchase, Trek, +
GAS ' Blackjack, Laser, Raceway, Utopian, *
GA6 - Kings, Navyguns, Poolgame, Subship, +.

GA7- Connscl4, F-16, Life, Mazetand, 4
GA3 - Chute, Football, CMhelio, Slither, 4
GA9 - Civilwar, Flight, Prix, Stock, + —

—

GA10 - Cava, Fly, Pedro, Scramble, 4
GA1 1 - Bunkers, Craps, Gunner, Nukaattk, 4 V-o— o

IIIIV ALL 53
IMXKX/I AITS KOIt
OJKLY W145.1HI !

MAIL TO:

T&D Subscription Software
* 2490 Miles Standish Drive

Holland, Michigan 49424
(616)399-9648

Caff or write fora FREE catalog I

PRICES:
1- 5 disks/tapes.. ..$6.00 each
6 or more $5.00 each
All 53 disks/tapes $145.00

Name.
CIRCLE ISSUES DESIRED

Matt*rC ard

Address^

City . State. Zip-

V.

WE SEND 1 ST CLASS - NO CHARGE .

PERSONAL CHECKS WELCOME •

Credit Card i_

Expires

Mi
U2
M3m
M5
MS
M7

A1
A2

T1
T2
T3

GR1
GR2
GR3
GFH
GR5
GR6
GR7
GRfl
QR9
GR10
GR11
GR12
GR13
GR14

El
E2
E3
E4

hi
H2
H3
H*

U1

ua
un
U4
U5
US
U7
US

GA1
GA2
GAa
GA4
GAS
GAG
GA7
GA6
GA9
GAtO
GA11

TOTAL AMOUNT $_

PLEASE CIRCLE

TAPE DISK

Piease turn to pages 83 & 49 for our Subscription Software!



16 IFP$-CHR$(13)ANDHP01NT(X+2.Y-
3)-2THEMX1-X:Y1-Yj I FHPOINTCXl .Yl

J-2THENG0SUB6B
17 IF P$-GHR$(13) AMD HPQINTCX1.
Yl)-2 AND HPOINT<X ,Y)-BTHENGOSUB
19

IB G0T09
19 1FX-X1 THEN21ELSEIFY-Y1 THEN2
5ELSERETURN
20 ' Down move,
21 IF X-Xl AND YKY THEN 23 ELSE
IF Yl-Y-48 AND HPOINTCX1 . Yl )-2A

ND HP0lNTU,Y+24)-2 AND HPOINKX
,V)-fl THEN GOSUB60:HPAINT(X1,Y1)
,8.3:G0SUB67:HPAINT(Xl,Yt24) ,8,3
:GOSUB67:HPAINT(X,Y),2.3:GOSUB67
:U-U+1:IFDG-0THENGOSU632
22 ' Up move.
23 IF X-Xl AND Y1>Y THEM 25 ELSE
IF Y-Yl-48 ANDHPOINTCX1.YD-Z A

ND HPOINT(X.Yl+24)=2 AND HPOINTC
X,Y)-S THEN GOSUB60:HPAIMT(X1.Y1
) 1 S i 3:G0SUB67:HPAINTCXl,Yl+24).8
,3:G0SUB67:HPAINT(X,Y) ,2,3:G0SUB
67 : U-U+l : I FDG-0THENGOSU832
24 ' Right move.
25 IF X1>X AND Yl-Y THEN 27 ELSE
IF X-Xl-48 ANDHP01NTCX1.YD-2 A

ND HP0INT(Xl+24.Y)-2 AND HPOlNT(
X.Y)«8 THEN GQSUB60:HPAINT (Xl.Y
l).8.3:G0$UB67:HPAINTtXl+24.Y),8
,3:G0SUB67:HPAINT(X.Y).2.3:GQSUB
67 : U-U+l : I FDG-0THENGOSUB32
26 ' Left move.
27 IFX1-X-48 ANDY1-Y AND HPGlNTf
Xl,Yl)-2 ANDHPOINT(Xl-24.Y)-2 AN
D HPOINTCX,Y)-8 THEN GOSUB60;HPA
IMT(X1,Y1),8.3:G0SUB67:HPAINT{X+
24,Y),8,3:G0SUB67:HPAINT(X,Y),2,
3 : G05UB67 : U-U+l : I FDG-0THENGOSUB3
2

28 IFU-31 THEN U-0: F0RT-1T05;S0U
ND100.1:SOUND150.1:SOUND180.1:NE
XTT ELSE IFU-31 THEN RETURN
29 IF VOR THEN RETURN ELSE IFHI
<10 THEN MII-RIGHTt(STRttMI).l):
MI$- M 0"+MI$ ELSE MI$-RIGHTJ(STR$
(MI), 2)

30 HCOLQR1,0:GOSUB70:HCQLOR2.0:G
OSUB72:FORT-1TQ3000: NEXTT ;HCOLOR
1,0:GOSUB72:MI-0:MIS-"":GOSUB66:
HCOLOR8,0:GOSUB70:RETURN
31 " Check if there are any jump
s left.

32 IFU<6 QRU-31THENRETURN
33 A-0:FORT-28TO172STEP24:FQRF-8
2T0226STEP24:A-A+l:M(A)-HPOfNT(F
,T):NEXTF,T
34 FORT-lT09rIFH(GtT))-a THEN35
ELSEI FHtGCTHl 1-2 ANDH(G(T)+2)-8
THENRETURN ELSEI FH (GtT) - 1 >-2 AN

DH(G(T)-2)-S THENRETURN ELSEIFHC
G(T)+7)-2 ANDH(G(T)+14)«8 THENRE
TURN ELSEIFH(G(T)-7)-2 ANDH(GU)
-14)~8 THENRETURN
35 NEXTT
36 FORT-10TO19;IFHCG(T))-8 THEN3
7 ELSEIFH(G(T)+l)-2 ANDH(G(T)+2)
-8 THENRETURN
37 NEXTT
38 FORT-20TO29:IFH(G(T))-8 THEN3
9 ELSEIFHtGCT)-l)-2 ANDH(G(T)-2)
-8 THENRETURN
39 NEXTT
40 FORT-30TQ39; IFH(G(T))-8 THEN4
1 EL5EIFH(G(T)+?)-2 ANDH(G(T)+14

)-8 THENRETURN
41 NEXTT
42 FORT-40TO49:IFH(G(T))-8 THEN4
3 ELSEIFH(G(T)-7)-2 ANDH(G(T}-14
)-8 THENRETURN
43 NEXTT
44 X-154:Y-99:HCOLOR1,0:GOSUB70:
GOSUB66:HCOLOR2,0rL=32-U:IFL<10T
HENL$-RIGHT$CSTRStL},l):L$-"0"+L
J:GOSUB71 ELSE L$-RIGHT$

(

STRICL)
,2):G0SUB71
45 FORT-1TO3000:NEXTT:GOSUB67:HC
QLOR1,0:GQSUB71:HCOLOR8,0:GO5UB7

46 P$-INKEY$:IFP$-""THEN46 ELSEI
FPt-" "THENG0SUB67:G0T06 ELSE IF
PEEKC343W91 THENG0SUB67 :GOTOl
ELSE46

47 " Title screen inkey function
s.

48 DG-0:TM-0:P$-INKEY$:IFP$-" "T
HENHCOLQR1,0:GOSUB69:HCOLOR4,0:G
0SUB76:DD-1:GGT06
49 IFPS>"0"ANDP$<"6"THEN54
50 HCOLQR7,0:GOSUB69
51 IFP$-"T"THENDG=1:HCOLOR1.0:GO
SUB69:G0T057
52 HCOLQR2,0:GOSUB69:GOTO48
53 ' Demonstration games.
54 DG-1:U-0:DS-1:HCOLOR1.0:GOSUB
69:HCaLOR8.0:GOSUB75:GOSUB6:GOSU
B66 : P-VAL( P$ ) : FORD=1TOZ( P ) r Xl-KC
A<P.D)):Y1-LCA(P,D)):X-K(B(P,D))
:Y-L(B(P.D)>
55 FORT-1TO50: NEXTT ;G0SUBl9: NEXT
D:GOSUB66:FORT~1TO3000:NEXT:DS-1
:GOSUB6:GOSUB66:DG-0:HCQLOR1,0:G
0SUB75:G0T048
56 ' Teaching mode.
5/ V-l : HCOLOR2 , 0: G0SUB77
58 N$-INKEY$:N=VAL(N$):IFN$-""OR
N<1 0RN>5 THEN58ELSE R-Z(N)+1
59 HCOLOR1,0:GOSLB77:GOSUB73:GOS
UB69:HCOLOR2.0:GOSUB74:HCOLOR4,0
: GOSUB76 : OS-1 : G0SUB6: DD-1 ; TM-1 :

G

0T08
60 EF TM=0 THENRETURN
61 ' Check 1f correct move.
62 HCQLOR2,0:IFX1-K(A(N.V)> AND
Y1=L(A(N.V)) AND X-K(B(N,V)1 AND
Y-LCB(N.V)) THEN V-V+l :W-0:RETU

RN

63 W 1=M T+l : W-W+-1 : X 1-0 : 1 FW-3 THEN
BCOLOR8.0:HLINE(K(A(N,Vn+3.L(At
H.V))-5}-(K<A(N.V))+5,LCA(N,V})-
3).PSET,B:HCOLOR2,0:RLINE(K(B(N,
V))+3.LCBCN.V))-5)-(K(B(N.V))+5,
L(B(N,V))-3)

1 PSET,a:X-KCA<N,V)):
Y=L(A(N.V)):W-0
64 GOSUB66:GOT09
65 ' Gosubs, Go3ub3, Gosubs,
66 POKE140.5:FORG-1TO2:FORK-1TO1
0:EXEC:NEXTK:FORL-1TO20:NEXTL.G:
RETURN
67 POKE140, 200 :F0RT-1T04: EXEC :NE
XTT;RETURN
68 POKE140,9:FORT-1TO4:EXEC:NEXT
: RETURN
69 HPRINT[26,3)."PRESS SPACEBAR"
:HPRINT(26,5),"T0 PLAY A GAHE";H
PRINTC 1,3), "PLEASE MAKE" :HPRINT
(0,5), "YOUR SELECTION" :HPK1N 1(1,
18),"PRESS [T] FQR":HPRINTO,20)
."TEACHING MQDE":HPRINT(26,18),"
NUMBERS: 1 5":HPRINT(26,20) ,"F
OR DEMO GAMES":RETURN

70 HPR1NTC3, 23), "PRESS Fl AT ANY
TIME FOR MAIN MENU":RETURN

71 HPRINT(4,23),"N0 MORE MOVES,"
: HPRI NT( 19, 23 ).L$:HPRINT( 22, 23),
"PEGS REMAINING":RETURN
72 V-1:HPRINT(3.23)."GAME IS DON
E. YOU MADE":HPRINT(26.23).MI$:H
PRINK 29. 23), "MI STAKES"; RETURN
73 HPRINTC 17. 0)."COCO-Q": RETURN
74 HPRINTC2.0). "LET'S LEARN HOW
TO PLAY GAME NUMBER" : HPRI NT( 37 ,0

).STR$(N):RETURN
75 HPRINT(9.23)."NOW PLAYING DEM

GAME ":HPRINTC31,23).P$:RETURN
76 HPRINT(0.3)."USE ARROW KEYS":
HPRINT(0.5)."TO MOVE CUR5ER";HPR
INT(26.3)."PRESS: [ENTER]"; HPRI

N

T(26.5). ,,

ON JUMPING PEG":HPRINT(
1,18). "PRESS [ENTER]"; HPRINTC 1.2
0),"ON EMPTY HOLE":HPRINT(26,18)
."PRESS SPACEBAR"; HPRINTC 26. 20),
"FOR A NEW GAME": RETURN
77 HPRINT(8, 23). "PRESS 1-5 TO SE
LECT GAME": RETURN
78 LOCATES. 12: PRINT'*PLEASE WAIT
LOADING DATA"; : RETURN
79 " Read data for demo & teachl
ng games
80 F0RM-1T05:Z(M)-VAL(MID$("3128
302924".M*2-1.2)):FORD-1TOZ(M):R
EADA(M.D).B(M.D):NEXTD.M: FORM-IT
049:READG(M);NEXTM
81 C-0:FQRT-130TO178STEP24:C-C+1
:K(C)-T:L(C)-27:K(C+3)-T:L(C+3)-
51:K(C+27)-T:L(C+27)-147;K(C+30)
-T:L(C+30)-171;NEXT
82 C-6:FORT-82T0226STEP24:C=C+l:
K(C}-T:L(C)-75:K(C+7)-T:LCC+7)-9
9:K(C+14)-T:L(C+14)-123:NEXT:RET
URN
83 DATA 19.17,16,18,28.16.25.23.
33.25,18,30,31,33,33.25,26.24,29
.17,6,18,13.11,10,12.27.13.13,11
,18,6,8.10.1,9,16,4,3.1,1.9.10,8
.7.9,6,4,21,7.22.24,24,10.10.8,7
84 DATA 9.4.16.15.17.15.17,4,16.
17.15,14,16,7,9,16,4,1.9,10.8,3.
1,6,4,1,9,8.10.11.9,13.11.18,6.2
7.13,26.12.13.11.6.18,25,11,33,2
5. 24,26. 31, 33, 28. 30. 33. 25 .26, 24
85 DATA 23.25.21,23,19.17,30,18.
17.19.20.18.27.25,18,30,33,25.24
,26,31,33,28.30.33,25,26,24,6.18
,13.11.18,6,3,11.10.12.1,3,4,6.3
,11.12.10.16.28.21,23.28,16.7.21
86 DATA 8.22.21,23,24,22,9,23,22
,24.5,17,12,10,17.5.2,10,3.11.10
.12.13.11.18.6.27,13,26,12,13,11
.6.18,25.11.33.25.24,26,31,33.28
.30.33.25,26,24,8.10,1,9.10,8.16
.28.21.23.28.16,7,21,8,22,21,23.
23,9
87 DATA 15,17,18,16.5.17,12.10.3
.11.10,12.8,10,1,9.10.8,7.9.18,1
8,29,17,28.16,21,23,16.28.31.23,
25,11,12,10.10.24.27.25.24.26.33
.25.26.12,13.11
88 DATA 17.18.19,24,25.26.31,32.
33,3,10,15,16,22.23.29.30.38.45,
5.12.20.21,27.28.34,35.40,47.3.4
,5,10,11.12,15,16.20,21,29,30,34
.35.38,39,40.45.46,47
89 WIDTH80:CLS3:ATTR3.2;POKE4159
8,3:POKE65496,0;STOP
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«< GJMMESOFT>»
A new generation of Color Computer products

V-Term Terminal
Vox, Unix, Mainframe* and BBS systems
-Vt-100, Vt-52, Vidtejc, and Ascii emulations

-Works with EMAC8 and VI full screen editors

-Full 28x80 screen, 128 ASCII characters

-High-Res graphics* Monochrome support

Serial port to 2400, RS-232 to 19,200 baud
-DCModem Pak and Disto controller support

XModem. XModem-CRC. YModem. & ASCII
-File transfers direct to disk or memory
-15 entry autodial, 10 programmable macros,

.35/40/80 Tracks, Hyper I/O & RGRDOS
Disk (128k or 512k CoCo 3 only) .... $39.95

Telepak II
A Truly Compatible RS-232 Inter-
face! Telepak II answers the
demand for an RS-232 inter-

face. It comes with a 3 foot DB25
cable, gold edge contacts and
is built with low power drain (5v)

components. Works on all CoCo
1,2, or 3. A Multi-Pak or Y-Cable
required on disk drive systems.

V-TERM + Telepak ..179 Telepak & Manual $49,95

Turbo 512kRam
-Fully assembled and tested board
-Premium 120ns 256x1 memory chips

-Easy to follow instructions

-Fast and easy Installation

-Complete with 512k software

-RamDlsk, RamTest, & Print Spooler

512k board w/software

0k board w/software
$108.95
$34.95 512k + Studio Works $155

Studio Works
A digital audio sampler second
to nonel Full point & click.

Includes reverse, delete, copy,

volume control, play block,

sequencer, envelope shape, key
play, play thru, looping & file

compression. Samples 17k/sec.
Works with Maxsound cable!

W/O cable - 538.95 W/ cable • $53.95

Warrior King $29.95

Kung-Fu Dude $24.95

In Quest of the Starlord $34.95

Hint sheet for Starlord $3.95

Pyramix $19.95

Hall of the King 1 2 or 3 $29.95

Dragon Blade ... $19.95

Yfhite Fire of Eternity , $19.95

Paladin's Legacy $24.95
* CoCo 3 only

Multi-Labelm Version 2.00
This latest version of Multi-Label III

now prints labels one, two or three
across! Comes configured for most
Tandy and Epson printers .. $16.95
Upgrades to Version 2.00 .. $6.95

Fkeys JH (CoCo 1,2. 3, $19.95
Easy to use, DOS mods, 20 function keys

Sixdrive <coc* ia sj $16.95
Use up to 3 d/s drives as 0,1 2,3 4,5.

Toll Free

Free 2ND AIR from Midwest to California

Orders; 9am to 9pm Eastern time

On-line orders: Delphi's CoCo Slg

Inquiries & technical assistance: 7pm to 9pm;

Games Kyum-Gai: to be Ninja
As the Ninja Gai-Dan, you must
find and destroy evil forces, use
a multitude of martial arts moves
to defeat your enemies, obtain

treasures & weapons, and evade
obstacles! Kyum-Gai: to be Ninja
uses the most detailed 320x200,
16 color graphics, the highest

quality digital sound effects and
spectacular animation!

CoCo 3, disk, & joystick .. $29.95

MPI-CoCo Locking Plates
This money saving device is now
available for the CoCo 2 and 3!

It is important when ordering to

specify CoCo 2 or 3 and MPI
263024 or 26-3124. Only $7.95

Suprfile HI <coCo 3 omyj $29.95
Easy to use, multi-purpose database.

BidWriter (pc/xt/at only) $49.95
Create & print professional proposals.

1-80O441-GIME Order line
G1MMESOFT
P.O. Box 421

Perry Hall, MD 21123
301-256-7558

Add $3.00 for shipping and handling

Add $3.00 for COD (USA only)

MD residents add 5% sales tax

VISA/MC/Check/Money Order/COD



Education Notes

To Rhyme Or Not To

Rhyme
by Steve Blyn

Contributing Editor

This month's article concerns a

sometimes misunderstood area

of language arts — poetry.

Children and adults often think

of it as dull. 1 often find that

boys in particular cringe when poetry is

mentioned. As usual, I have found success

with this problem by presenting it as an

enjoyable project,

Poetry presents a silly poem and gives

users an opportunity to create similar poems

of their own. My poem rhymes, but of

course this is not a criterion for a poem. Tn

fact, many of the best do not rhyme. How-
ever, I enjoy those that rhyme and have

found most children appreciate them too.

Steve Blyn teaches both exceptional and

gifted children, holds two master's de-

grees , and has won awardsfor the design of

programs to aid the handicapped. He on 'tis

Computer Islandand lives in Staten Island.

New York.

After the program's five-line limerick is

presented, two questions are asked about

the words that rhyme. This exercise is for

tlrose who need practical help with rhym-

ing words, and it focuses the student's full

attention on the program. Now. the real fun

begins.

The students are prompted by the pro-

gram to create their own five-line poems
similar in format to the original. Twoques-
tinns for each of the students' poems are

generated by the program. Students may
use this program to generate any numberof
their own poems.

The program begins by reading and

printing the original poem. Line 30 sends

the program to lines 370 through 430 to get

the given lines and rhyme words. Line 60

prints the poem and lines 70 through 130

ask two questions about the rhymes. The
student may now end the program or create

another poem.

Each line of the child's new poem is

prompted by (he computer. The new line

I

The listing: POETRY

10 REM'TREATING FUN POETRY"
20 REM"STEVE BLYN. COMPUTER ISLAN
D, STATEN ISLAND t NY,1989"
30 CLEAR 200B:GOSUB 380
40 CLS5:PLAY"L50CEG£CCC"
50 PRINTSll. "POETRY"; :PRINT@64,"

60 PRINT A$:PRINT BS

:

PRINT C$:PR
INT DS:PRINT E*

70 PRINTS320. "WHICH WORD RHYMES
WITH "::PRINT Dl $

: "7"
: LI NEI NPUT

AN$
80 IF AN$-C1$ THEN PRINT@362 , "CO
RRECT" : PLAY"L70CDEFGGGG"
90 IF ANIOCl* THEN PRINT@362,"S
ORRY. ";Clt:PLAY"L4D-"
100 PRINT@352,"":PRINT@320."WHIC
H WORD RHYMES WITH "AH"
110 PRINT"AND ";Elt;"? ";:LINEIN
PUT "AN!

120 IF ANt-Blt THEN PRINT@372."C
ORRECT":PLAY"L70CEDFGGG"

130 IF ANSOB1S THEN PRINT@372,B
1$:PLAY"L4D-"
140 PRINT@416,"PRESS C TO CREATE
YOUR OWN POEM OR E TO END THE P

ROGRAM"
150 ENt-INKEYt
160 IF ENJ-"C" THEN 170 ELSE IF

ENt-"E" THEN 440 ELSE 150
170 PRINT@320,STRING$U60,207);
180 GOSUB 340:LINEINPUT A$

190 PRINT@64.At
200 GOSUB 350;LINEINPUT Alt
210 GOSUB 340:LINEINPUT BS

220 PRINT@96.B$
230 GOSUB 350: LINEINPUT Bit
240 GOSUB 340:LINEINPUT Ct

250 PRINT@128,C$
260 GOSUB 350:LINEINPUT CIS
270 GOSUB 340:LINEINPUT 0$

280 PRINT@160,D$
290 GOSUB 350:LINEINPUT Dlt
300 GOSUB 340:LINEINPUT Et

310 PRINT@192.E$
320 GOSUB 350:LINEINPUT Elt

replaces the corresponding line from the

previous poem on the screen as well as in

the computer program. Lines 180 through

320 do the prompting for the child's origi-

nal five-line poem and the rhyming words.

When the poem is completed, the program

runs itself once again with the new poem.

The original poem is read only on the

initial running. Line 330 sends the program

to Line 40 rather than to Line 50 every other

time a poem is created. This ensures thai

the poem just created, rather than the origi-

nal, is the one that ts used by the computer.

It is fairly easy to modify the program to

meet your child's needs. After studying it

you may want to write a similar one with a

different rhyme pattern or a different number
of lines. My method of organization in-

cludes having one string stand for one line

of poetry. For example. At represents the

first line, and E$ represents the fifth line. Be
careful to remove or add more strings to the

program accordingly ifthe number of lines

is altered, Q

•
•

330 GOTO 40

340 PRINTS320. STRING JU28.207);:
PR1NT@320. "WRITE A LINE OF POETR
Y": RETURN
350 PRINT@384,STRINGt(64,207);:P
RINT@384."WHAT ,

S THE LAST WORD
N THE LINE"; :RETURN
360 REM** THE ORIGINAL POEM ONLY
GETS READ ON THE INITIAL RUN OF
THE PROGRAM

370 REM**** THESE ARE ORIGINAL
POEM LINES AND RHYMES
380 At-" I WENT TO SEA IN A BOAT"
: Alt-" BOAT"
390 Bt-"WITH ALL THAT I COULD TO
TE":B1$-"T0TE"
400 Ct-"WITH BAGGAGE AND BOXES";
C1$-"BQXES"
410 D$-"AND EVEN TWO PAIR OF FOX

ES":D1$-"FQXES"
420 E$-"S00N.I HAD NO ROOM LEFT
TO FLOAT": E1$-"FL0AT"
430 RETURN
440 END ^
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Radio Shack Welcomes You to

COCO LAND
Here's your ticket to a fun, fabulous world of adventure,
thrills and intrigue! Come to Radio Shack for the best in

games for your Color Computer. It's as much fun as an
amusement park—and no waiting in lines!

TETRIS
Experience the ultimate

Soviet challenge by dis-

covering the mystery of

the four squares! 29-95

StLPHEED
Take control of a Super
Dogfighter to keep the

galaxy free! 29.95

THEXDER
Command a Robot-Jet Assault Vehicle
and destroy enemy creatures! 24.95

PREDATOR
It's a life or-death strug-

gle with an alien that

shows no mercy! 34.95

SOKO-BAN
Fifty levels of challenging
puzzlers! 29.95

BUY NOW FOR
CHRISTMAS!

Radio/hack
The Technology Store*

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION



CoCo Gallery

I st Place

SHOWCASE YOUR BEST!

You are invited to nominate original work for

inclusion in upcoming showings of "CoCo Gal-

lery." Share your creations with the CoCo Com-
munity! Be sure to send a cover letter with your

name, address and phone number, detailing how
you created your picture (what programs you

Used, etc.) and how to display it. Also please

include a tew facts about yourself.

Don't send us anything owned by someone

else; this means no game screens, digitized

images from TV programs or material that's al-

ready been submitted elsewhere. A digitized copy

01 a picture that appears in a book or magazine is

not an original work.

We will award one first prize of $25. one

second prize of Si 5 and one third prize of $10.

Please send your entry on either tape or disk

totheCoCoGallery.THE RAINBOW. P.O. BOX385.

Prospect, KY 4UU69. Remember, this is a contest

and your entry will not be returned.

—Tony Olive, Curator

,nd Place

Sunset Wally Mayer
Wally, of Hamilton. Ohio, produced this tranquil scene using ColorMax 3. In

addition to creating graphics, his many hobbies include archery, horseshoes,
leather tooling, oil painting, guitars and country music.

3rd Place

The Lins Cathedral
Leighton L. Verkist

Designed and created by Leighton tor his two friends

Teresa and Marcia Lins, using a Color Computers, Star

SG 10 printer and the Color Max program. He is a
master's degree candidate at Western Washington Uni-

versity in theater lighting and lives in Ferndale, Washing-
ton.

/\mC

©s<3H
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Steamer
Jim Noah

Jim is a recently retired

firefighter with the Fort

Worth lire department. His

hobby B.C.fBelorg CoCo)
was art. Now. with the

CoCo 3 and CoCo Max III,

he has drawn over 80 old

and new fire stations, plus

several pictures of

apparatus.
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Delphi Bureau

The World's First

by Don Hutchison

Contributing Editor

Forum Message 53775, posted on

the ] 8th of September in the CoCo
SIG. announced that the world's

first fully functional 1-Meg CoCo
3 booted into OS-9 Level II, run-

ning perfectly at 10:15 p.m.!

Using custom hardware built by Tony
DiStefano (disto) and standard OS-9 Level

II with two minor changes to 0S9pl and

GrfDrv by Kevin Darling (OS9UGPRES),

the entire project only took about a dozen

hours to complete, from design to debug-

ging (over the phone).

The hardware implements an external

DAT (Dynamic Address Translator) ex-

tension, with video addressing available

throughout the 1-Meg addressing range.

Naturally it's all invisible to the OS-9 user

except that free memory is much larger. A
2-Meg design might be available in the

future if there is a demand for it.

The software requires a few simple

patches in OS-9. Kevin and Tony admit to

being just a little surprised that the modifi

cations were not too difficult. The first

attempt didn't use a patched GrfDrv, and

windows were functional when this was

corrected.

This first version requires a person to

solder a daughterboard on top of the 6809
CPU. Your original 512K upgrade plugs

into a custom 5 12K replacement board, so

that part is easy. Cost figures are not yet

available, but look for MegaCoCo at the

Somerset RAINBOWfest.
Congratulations to SIG members DISTO

and OS9LGPRES.

Don Hutchison is an electrical engineer

and lives in Birmingham, Alabama. He
works as a senior project engineer in-

volved in the design of industrial control

systems. .On Delphi , Don is the Database

Manager of the RAINBOW CoCo SIG. His

Delphi usemame is DONHUTCHISON.

Database Graphics
Interest in the graphics and pictures

available in our databases has always been

high. It's only natural for questions to arise

from time to time. As one SIG member
asked recently, "I am exposed to all kinds

of graphics fonnats on Delphi and T'd like

to understand RLE, MGE. CM3 and VEF.

Being a CoCo 1 owner. 1 understand PMOOE

4, but have no where to go to get informa-

tion on the other formats. Can you help?"

Sure. The various graphics formats are

produced by whichever graphics editor is

being used. Color Max 3, for example,

produces files with an MGE extension,

while CoCo Max III produces files with a

CM3 extension. RLE-formatted files are

specially-encoded files that can be used to

recreate a PWODE 4 picture, while VEF
pictures are image files used with OS-9
Level II on a CoCo 3.

Additional utilities for viewing such

pictures are available in the databases of

the OS-9 Online and CoCo SIGs. A utility

called RLEBIN, for example, can be used on

your CoCo 1 to view (and convert to binary

format) any pictures in the RLE format.

I suspect the main difficulty is that all of

the various graphics on Delphi simply can't

be displayed on the CoCo 1 . It just doesn't

Database Report
by Gregory A. Law
OS-9 SIGop

GeneralInformation: Chris Burke

... (COCOXT) posted a brief article discuss-

ing hard disk fragmentation and some of

the ways that it can be reduced.

Applications; Mike Atwood (OR

angecrush) contributed Version 2,2 of

the popular Sled text editor including

documentation and source code. Mike
Sweet (DODQECOLT) submitted Version

1 ,5 of the Ed word processor that adds

formatting, pop-up menus and onscreen
file picking. Zack Sessions (zackses-

SIGNS) posted Version 2.0 of Banner

Maker, which uses internal font

definitions. Kevin Donnelly (KDOisr-

NELl.Y) contributed Version 1,3 of

Envelope Primer to print envelopes for

CoCo 3 Graphics Designer.

Utilities: ,lay Truesdale (jaytrues

dale) submitted a utility to recursively

scan a device or directory structure chang-

ing all filenames to lowercase and direc-

tory names to uppercase. Roger Krupski

(hardwarlhack) posted an enhanced
version of Kevin Darling's (kdarung)
dmode utility. Mike Atwood contributed

the mrof f text formatter that works with

virtually all printers and word proces-

sors. Kevin Darting submitted wdir,

which gives detailed information on each

ofthe windows that are being used, and

gpraap, which gives detailed informa-

tion on each ofthe get/put buffers in use.

Dennis Skaia (DENNYSKala) posted a

Shfl./+ subrnurine to get the name of the

next available window into a Sheil+

variable.
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have the ability todispJuy an MGE picture,

for example, because that format requires

the additional hardware of a CoCo 3.

Guide to Delphi

Have you ordered your Delphi guide

yet? Delphi: The Official Guide, by Mi-

chael A. Banks (Kzin) is a 500-page book
designed to get you up and running on
Delphi and serve as a continuing reference.

In its pages you' 1 1 find everything you need

to know to get the most from your time on
Delphi. It is a complete resource to Delphi

services. The manual includes descriptions

of menus, time-saving tips for the advanced

user, an index ofDelphi services, a dial-up

guide, technical reference section, trou

bleshooting guide, glossary of terms, and a

command reference card,

From the main menu you can order

Delphi: The Official Guide for $ 1 9.95 plus

$3 for shipping and handling. You may
also purchase the guide at many fine book-

stores, including B. Dalton, Coles and

Waldenbooks.

New Payment Plan

Coming soon is EasyPay. Delphi's new
payment plan. A member may now pay his

or her Delphi bill directly from his check-

ing account without ever writing a check.

In order for you to participate in EasyPay,

you must have a checking account in a bank
that is a member of an automated clearing

house (ACH). Most banks in the United

States are members of an ACH. If you're

unsure, check with your bank.

There are no start-up or annual fees.

However, in any month that you owe from
one to 99 cents, Delphi debits your account

for a minimum of $1 . If you owe nothing,

no withdrawals are made.

Your checking account is debited for

online usage on the fifth business day of

each month and two weeks thereafter. You
may review all debit activity online by
typing GO EASY from almost any prompt.

This area is also available under the Using
Delphi menu. Introductory infomrcation, the

agreement, and how to request an agree-

ment arc in this area.

:

Zaek Sessions contributed a utility to

delete all files in a directory without de-

leting the directory itself. Mike Sweet
submitted a print spooler that will print

multiple files as specified on the com-
mand line, Ezra Story (EZY) posted a

utility to strip Xmodem pad characters

from PAK archive files. Tim Koonce
(TiMKOONCE) has been a busy little bee

this month uploading several commands
that have been ported from UNIX sys-

tems by Simmuie Turner. These include

sha r, a utility used for merging text files

for transmission through electronic mail;

tar, which archives any number of files

including entire directory trees for easy

transfer to other systems; and compress,

which compresses single files.

Patches: Mike Sweet posted a patch

for the
:

Disto SCSI driver to operate two

hard drives on the same cable and a patch
to fix a bug in Ed Version 1 .5 in which a

line disappears ifyou delete the last linem

a file. Jim Hickle (jimhickle) contrib-

uted a patch to allow Home Publisher to

print to a disk file,

Telcom: Phil Zeigter (philzeigler)

submitted Version 2,8 ofOSTertn written

by Vaughn Cato. This version fixes a

coupleofminor problems that were found
in the previous version.

Graphics & Music: Jim Buck (co-

COROGue) has posted a total of 1 1 musi-

cal scores For Uln'MusE III, including

such favorites as "A Horse With No
Name," "Heart of Gold." "Sundown/'
and "Take it tothe Limit." Zack Sessions

contributed a two-dimensional Rithik's

Cube puzzle, Pete Kllisson {pbteelLIS-

SON) submitted a viewer for Rascan images,

Mike Schneider (mschneider) posted 10
Macintosh sound files irom Star Trek,

Casablanca, ET and Bugs Bunny: John
Kou (BAMBOO) contributed 10 more IJb

tiMusElII scores, including "Let There Be
Praise," "Lift UpThe Lord," and "America

Medley." Brian Wright (POLTERGEIST)

submitted GIF images of a girl in a bikini,

a Klingon cruiser,. and an. image from the

movie Rlamp it on Rio.

Programmers Den; Mike Sweet con-

tributed a cgfx compatible library with

new functions for onscreen file selection

and menu selection. Mark Farrell (XLIONX)

submitted an update to his concurrent

compiler executive for the Microware C
Compiler and a patch to fix a bug in it.

CoCo SIG

General Information; Jeff Shearman
(A I RBORNE) posted a patch forWordPower
Version 3,2 so that it will work with 40-

track drives. Chris Burke contributed a

bulletin describing how to ustHYPER-lfO
Version 2.6B with the new model hard disk

controller (WD XT-GEN) and also giving

an example of how to determine which

MSA is assigned to a disk handle.

CoCo 3 Graphics: Donald Rieketts

(STEVEPDX) has uploaded 12 DS-69B dig-

itized images from the International Swim-
suit Edition. Richard Trasborg (tras)

contributed some scenes from the tennis

courts in 640 format, including a viewer for

the pictures. Tommie Taylor (TOMMiE-
TAYLOR) submitted several GIF images for

use with the CC3.GI P.81N viewer.

Utilities & Applications; James
Wilcox (2USEK} uploadedRecord Keeper
Version 5.03 for the CoCo 3, including a

ledger, phonebook andjournal with pass-

word protection- Fred McDonald
(fredmcd) posted a program that wili

copy, kill, list and backup files from one

disk to another with a single keystroke.

Kenneth Wuelzer (wuelzerken)
contributed KLOCK II, which will pass-

word encrypt and decrypt disks for data

security. Eric Stringer (kes) submitted

an electronics calculator that can calcu-

late such formulas as resistance, induc-

tance, capacitance (RLC), Delta to Y and
others. John Mai on (johncm) uploaded

a new version ofTestMatenh&t works on
the CoCo 3.

Classic Graphics: Frances Caleraft

(FRANCALCRAFT) posted a patch for Ricker

and Smith's Atari Koala picture viewer

for use with a CoCo 3 and RGB monitor.

Music & Sound: Mike Carey
(SPOOLFRAME) contributed a program that

will convert Muska format files to Lyra

format.

Archives: Jeffrey Parker
(jeffparker) uploaded the transcript of

the CoCo Publisher conference held on

August 17th.

Telecommunications: Eric Bursley

(bacchanalian) posted detailed infor-

mation on the Zmodem transfer protocol

.
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Forum Tip

A SIG member asks, "I haven't read my
messages in the CoCo SIG for a while and

now I have several hundred new messages

I want to read. I usually use the READ NEW NS

command to read my messages, but the

buffer in my terminal program doesn't have

the capacity to hold several hundred mes-

sages. Is there a way for me to read only a

limited number of messages'?"

Yes, there is! The command:

READ xxxx.yyy>y NS

worksin Forum to ullow you to read a block

of messages nonstop. Just set axv.v to the

starting message number and vvvv to the

ending message number. (The NS means

nonstop.)

CoCo Conferences

Joining the lineup in the CoCo SIG's

regularly scheduled conferences is Jeffrey

S. Parker, whose monthly topic is "The

CoCo Publ isher." Jeffrey focuses on CoCo
desktop publishing and writing for RAlN-

bow Magazine. He is a freelance writer

who has been working with computers

since 1975 and with the Color Computer
since 1981. Currently he is Director of

Computer Education at the Parker Acad

emy in Sudbury. Massachusetts, as well as

a lecturer in technical communications at

Northeastern University.

The Delphi
guide serves as
a continuing
reference and
helps you get
the most from
your time online.

Jeffrey has written more than a hundred

reviews and articles on the Color Com-
puter, so if you've been considering the

potential of desktop publishing with the

CoCo, or if you have an idea for an article

for RAINBOW magazine, join Jeffrey and

others on the third Wednesday of each

month in CoCo Conference!

RAINBOW Staff Change
A familiar figure among Color Com-

puter users has a new title. Greg Law. who
has been the SIGop and database manager

of our OS 9 SIG on Delphi for more than

two years, is now technical editor for rain

bow Magazine!

Greg beaan work at the rainbow on

August 1 4 and the magazine's new manag-

ing editor, Cray Augsburg, says, ''I'm ab-

solutely delighted that Greg agreed to join

our full time staff here in Prospect, Ken
tucky. He's a veteran CoCo user and well-

known in the CoCo Community, particu-

larly among telecommunicators."

Prior to joining Falsoft, Greg was a

computer technician in Georgia, and his

background includes a fanatical interest in

both programming and hardware, with

particular interest inthe 6809 microproces-

sor. He programs primarily in C and assem-

bly, and his hardware background ranges

from the Color Computer to mainframes

and networking systems.

Look for Greg on Delphi's OS-9 SIG
almost any evening.

— Don Hutchison

METRIC INDUSTRIES, INC.
Model 101
Serial to Parallel Printer Interface
A Works with any COCO
A Compatible with "Centronics" Parallel Input Printers

* Just turn the knob to select any one of 6 baud rates 300-9600

* Conies complete with cables to connect to your printer

and computer

* Can be powered by most printers

Model 104 Deluxe Interface

with "Modem Switch"
* Same Features as 101 Plus

* Built in Serial Port for your Modem or other serial device

* Switch between Serial Output and Parallel Output

* Comes with cables to connect to your computer and printer

* Can be powered by most printers

Model 105 Serial Switch
* Connects to your COCO to give you 2 switch selectable

Serial Ports

+ Comes with a 3 foot cable lo connect to your computer
+ Now you can connect your Printer (or printer interface)

and yourModem [Of other serial device) to yourCOCO
and flip the switch lo use either device

A Does not require power

Cassette Label Printing Program
* New Version 2.1 prints 7 lines ot information

on Cassette labels

* Comeson Tape with instructionstotransferto disk

+ Menu driven, very easy to use

A Save and Load Labels from Tape and D i sk

* Uses the features of your printer to print standard,

expanded, and condensed characters

* Automatically Centers Eac h Line of Text

* Allows editing ot label before priming

+ Program comes with 24 labels to get you started

* 16KECB required

Some of the Printers

That Can -
Supply power for (he 101 and

104 are Radio Shack. Star.

Okidata, Brother, Juki, and

Smith Corona

Some otthe Printers

That Cannot -

Supply power fgrthe interfaces

are Epson, Seikosha,

Panasonic, Silver Reed and

NEC. If your printer cannot

supply power lo the interface

you can order your interface

with the "P" option or you can

supply your own AC adapter,

We recommend the Radio

Shack 273- 1 431 AC adapter

with a 274-328 connector

adapter

Write or call for more
Information or for technical

assistance.

Price List
Model 101 35.95

Model 1 01

P

41.95

Model 104 44 95

Model t04P 51.95

ModeMOB 14.95

Cassette Label Program 6.95

Pin Feed Cassette Labels:

White 3.00/100

4 Pin Din Serial

COCO Cable*:

Male/Male $foot

Male/Female 6 foot

Female/Female 6 foot

Other Lengths Available,

All items covered by a

1 year warranty

4.49

4 49
4.49

Ordering Info

Free Shipping in the

U.S.A. (except AK and HI]

on all orders over £50
On orders under $50
please add $2 50 tor

shipping and handling

On orders outside the

U.S.A. please write or call

for shipping charges

You Can Pay By:

A VISA or MasterCard
* Or send check or money

order payable in U.S. funds

Metric Industries Inc.

P.O. Box 42396
Cincinnati, OH 45242

(513) 677-0796
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Feature
:

Tandy addresses Multi-Vue's average end-user

Multi-Vue And Pre-existing

Applications

by Tandy Home Computer Software Group

Inasmuch as the documentation for

Multi-Vue has been written in a

reference style more suited to the

needs of a programmer than lo (he

needs of the average end-user, we
have prepared the following article to help

this type of user obtain greater usefulness

and pleasure from Muiti Vue.

Basically the things a person needs to

know in order to make use of Mitlti-Vue for

pre-existing software are as follows:

• The basics of OS-9 windows
• How to design an AIF (Application Infor-

mation File)

• How to design an icon file and set its

attributes

A little about BAS1C09 to help facilitate

Step 3 above

OS-9 Window Basics

There are six types of OS-9 windows
with which we need toconcernourselvesin

our excursion into the world of Multi-Vue.

They are (and this is taken straight from
Page 9-34 of the BASlCtw reference section

of the OS-9 Level II documentation):

• A40-by-24, 1 6 colortexl window requir-

ing 1.6K of memory
• An 80-by-24, 16-COlor text window re-

quiring 4K
• An 80-by-24, 2-color graphics window
requiring 16K
• A 40-by-24, 4-color graphics window

requiring 16K
• An 80-by-24, 4-color graphics window
requiring 32K
• A 40-by-24, 16-color graphics window
requiring 32K

The 40-by-24 graphics windows have a

320-by-l92 dot resolution for graphics

purposes and a 40-by-24 character resolu-

tion for text purposes. The 80-by-24 graph-

ics windows, similarly, have 640 by 192

and 80-by-24 resolutions for graphics and
text, respectively.

Two things need to be kept in mind
when selecting a window foran application

under Mitlti-Vue, First, text windows can-

not be sized by an AIF. That is, a text

window always takes up a full screen, no
matter what size you specify for it. Sec-

ondly, while graphics windows may be
sized to fit on screen with several other

windows at the same time, some applica-

tions may have a required minimum size

and might not function properly in a smaller

window. So be aware of this when we
construct an AIF in the next section.

Application Information Files

An AIF is a short text file (nine lines, to

be exact) that tells Multi-Vue to associate

an icon with a particular application, how
much memory is required to run the appli-

cation, and the type and size of window to

display the output in.

To create an AIF, use the sdi t command

under OS-9. AlFs should be in the same
directory from which your program may
take data, if any. If the program does not

need to input data from any particular

directory, then the AIF may be in any
directory.

At the OS-9 prompt use the chd com-
mand to change your data directory to the

one in which you want the AIF to appear.

Then type edit aif.xxx, where xxx stands

for any legal triplet of characters that can be

used in an OS-9 filename. When the E:

prompt appears, the computer is waiting

for input to tell it what to put in the AIF.

Each AIF requires the following infor-

mation in this order:

Line 1: contains the name of the command
or program you want to call.

Line 2; lists any parameters you may need

to pass for the application to run properly.

Line 3: is the pathlist to the icon file to be

displayed by the AIF. If you do not specify

a full pathlist including the device name
from which to call the icon, Multi-Vue

considers the pathlist as being inthe current

execution directory, wherever that may be— usually /dO/cmds.

Line 4: tells Muhi-Vue how many pages of

memory to allocate for the application you
are calling. There are four pages per IK of

memory. For most programs the standard
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32 pages (8K). which OS 9 allocates by

default, is more than sufficient. However,

large programs such as Rogue, DynaCalc
or 8ASIC09 require considerably more. A
value of allocates the default amount of

memory.

Line 5: letis MultiVue the type ofwindow
in which to display the program. This number

is the same as that given in the - s- specifi-

cation of the OS-9 wcreate command.

Line 6: specifies the minimum width ofthe

window for your program in character units.

There are two types of window, test and

graphics. Text windows always take up a

full screen, whereas you can use lines 6 and

7 of the AIF to tell Muhi-Vue to start

graphics windows at a smaller size and

later make them larger if you want.

Line 7: gives the minimum length of the

window for your application in screen tines,

with the same notes as for Line 6,

Line 8: selects the palette slot for the win-

dow to use for the background color.

Line 9: selects the palette slot to use for the

foreground color. The default colors are:

Slot Color

White

1 Blue

2 Black

3 Green

and they can be changed by using the

display command.
When you see the E; prompt in edit,

press the space bar to insert a line, followed

by the information you need on each line.

Then press enter. For example:

E: dynacalc ENTER

E: ENTER

E: /dl/cmds/i cons/i con. calc ENTER

E:

E:

E:

E:

E:

E:

100 ENTER
7 ENTER
39 ENTER

11 ENTER
2 ENTER

ENTER

When you have entered all nine lines,

press Q and ENTER to leave edi t and save

the file.

Having edited an AIF, you now create

an icon file to display so Mulli-Vue will let

you have access to your program.

Icons

The following information is included

for those who are interested in some of the

technical aspects of graphics display. This

information is necessary to know in order

to write a program like the edi c procedure

presented here. It is not necessary to know
these things in order to use the program.

If you read Page 9-22 of the Mulii Vue

documentation, you see that an icon file

contains a 24-by-24 pixel four-color bit

map. What that means is that the file con-

tains data to create a picture that is 24 dots

high by 24 dots wide in a four-color display

mode. To accomplish this, the computer

handles the information contained in a byte

in adifferent fashion than normal. A byte in

the computer's memory contains eight units

of information called bits. Usually the byte

is treated as a unit. That is, it is considered

by the operating system as a single group of

eight bits.

Each bit is either on or off, correspond-

ing to a 1 orO, respectively. A single bit by

itself can only represent two possibilities.

Therefore, by grouping them together in

eights (to form bytes) you can get two

raised to the eighth power, or 256 different

states. Now, what the computer docs— in

the case of graphics data — is break the

bytes in the data into smaller groups of bits.

In a two-color mode the byte is broken

intoeight groups ofone bit each. Forafour-

color mode the byte is broken into four

groups of two bits each, and in a 16-color

mode the byte contains two groups of four

bits each. Each group of bits in the byte

controls a single dot (pixel) on the screen.

Therefore in a four-color mode with which

we are concerned, note there are two bits in

each group. This means that each group can
represent two raised to the second power,

or four different states, (ie. a choice of four

colors may be assigned to any given dot

position.)

The computerchecks the group in a byte

that corresponds to a certain dot on the

screen to see which state (0-3) is repre-

sented there. Then it goes to the palette

register in memory with the same number,

obtains the color data stored there and sets

the dot to that color.

To draw an icon properly, it is necessary

to know how many bytes we need to calcu-

late and how to assign the number to each

byte in order to create the proper pattern of

colors.

First, our picture is 24 dots wide. In the

four-color mode we are using, each byte

controls four dots; therefore, we need 24/4,

or six bytes to depict each row. Since there

are 24 rows, it requires a total of 6-by-

24=144 bytes to create the entire icon. To
assign the correct number to the bytes in-

volved, first make a plot or sketch of your

icon on graph paper, noting which dots are

to be which color. Suppose you had, for

example, a pattern of four dots controlled

by the same byte with colors as follows: 1-

0-3-2. The possible bit setting in our two-

bit groups are as follows:

Binary Value Decimal Value

00

01 i

10 2

11 3

Now let's put our four groups together

into a byte of data. The first group is 1

,

S'S IPS S^IffS ^W&

THE BEST COCO ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING BOOKS IN 'PRINT
"Assembly Language Programming for the CoCo" (The Book) and the CoCo 3 (The Addendum).
Professionally produced (not just skimpy technical specifications). THE CoCo reference books.

THE BOOK - 289 pages of teaching

assembly language for the CoCo 1 Si 2,

It's used as a school text and is an
intro to Computer Science. It describes

the 6809E instructions, subroutines,

interrupts, stacks, programming
philosophy, and many examples. Also

covered are PIAa, VDG, SAM, kybd,

jyatk, sound, serial port, and using

cassette and disk. $18.00 + $1.50 a/h.

THE ADDENDUM Picks up
where the BOOK left off. Describes

ALL the CoCo 3 enhancements Si how
to use them with assembly language.

The most complete GIME spec.

WOW - Super-Res Graphics,

Virtual Memory, New Interrupts,

and more information not available

elsewhere. Find out what the CoCo 3

can really do. $12.00 + $1.00 s/h.

COCO 3 SPECIAL
Start your CoCo
library right.

See what the CoCo
can really do and
save money - buy
the BOOK and
ADDENDUM
for only $57.00 +

$2.00 s/h.

US check or money
order. RI orders
add 6% sates tax

TEPCO
68 James Court

Portsmouth, RI 02871

See US On DELPHI
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which corresponds to a group of 01. The
next group is 0, a 00. Combining, we obtain

100. The next group is 3. or 1 1 . Combined
with the previous two groups, this gives

01001 1. The final group is 2 or 10, which
when combined yields 01001 110. For

computational purposes, the values of the

bits in a byte from left to right are: 1 28, 64.

32, 16,8,4, 2 and 1 , respectively. To obtain

the value to put into the byte to create the

pattern of colors we mentioned previously,

add the values fnrtlie bits that are turned on.

The bits in the byte we just constructed,

which arc turned on ( 1 ), correspond to the

values 64, 8, 4 and 2, Adding these gives

64+8+4+2=78. Therefore, we need to make
the value of the byte 78 to control the four

dots we want. Repeal this procedure for the

other 143 dot sections of your icon.

This is actually very simple once you
have done it a few times, but it is also very

time-consuming. To that effect, and in

accord with the promise to make the pack-

age more user-friendly, we have included

ihe listing of edic.

The Icon Editor

The edi c program is intended to speed

the editing of graphics icon files for Multi-

Vue. To use the program, type the listing

into the editor in BASIC09 by entering edi t

ed1 c at the B: prompt. When the E: prompt
appears, type in each line of the program,

making sure to press the space bar for the

first character on each line and pressing

ENTER after each line. When you have
finished entering the listing, the next step is

tosave and pack the program. Type q to exit

the basiccw editor to the B: prompt. Type:

save edic enter

pack edic enter

Put the 0S-9 system master disk back into

/dO and type:

chx /dO/cmds ENTER
load merge ENTER

Put your Boot/Config/BASlCoy disk back in

/dO and type:

merge /dO/cmds/edic /dO/cmds/'runb /

dO/cmds/inkey /d0/cmds/gfx2 >/dO/cmds/

edic.file ENTER

(Note: This is one entire command and

when typed will wrap around to the follow-

ing line. Do not enter it as separate lines of

text.)

If you are using an RGB monitor, type

montype r and press enter to get a

representation of the colors as they will

appear under Muffl-Vue. To run the pro-

gram, boot OS-9. At the OS9: prompt type:

iniz wl ENTER
merge sys/stdfonts >/wl ENTER
wcreate fwi -s-6 00 00 40 24 02 00 00

ENTER
shell i-/w1 RENTER

Now press the CLEAR key to see the new
window. Put the edi c . f i 1 e disk in /dO and

type:

chx /d0/cmds; load edic.fi le ENTER.

edic ENTER

You arc prompted for the background

color for your icon. Your choice of re-

sponses is 0, 1 , 2 or 3, which corresponds to

the palette slots available in a four-color

mode, into which the icons are intended to

be mapped. Zero is white, 1 is blue, 2 is

black and 3 is green. Type in the number
corresponding to the color that will be the

main color of your icon. This fills in the

rectangle with that color. You can then

begin editing individual pixels. A blinking

dot appears in the upper-left corner of the

icon image area. This can be positioned by

using the I, comma, J and L keys to move
up. down, left and right, respectively. To
change the color of a pixel, position the

cursor (blinking dot) in that location and

press D, followed by the number of the

palette slot containing the color you want to

appear there. These numbers are the same
ones used to select a background color.

When the image appears as you would
like, press F to let edic know you are

finished. After a few seconds you are

prompted for the pathlist where the icon

information will be filed. Type in the path-

list and press ENTER. After the fi le has been

written, the OS9: prompt returns. You now
need to use the attr command to turn on
the execute and public execute attributes of

the icon file so Multi-Vue will recognize it

as a valid icon.

Foi example, suppose you stored your
icon as /d0/cmds/i cons/ icon, rogue. Load
the attr command by typing 1 oad attr at

the QS9: prompt. Place the disk with the

icon file in /dO and type:

attr/dO/cmds/icons/icon .rogue e

pe

and press the ENTER key. When the OS 9:

prompt returns, the icon file is ready to use.

Now. if you haven't done so already, all

you need to do is edit an AIF to call the icon

so it will appear on the screen. You can then

use the icon lo call the program associated

with it.

51 2K OS-9 Level 2

The listing: edic

PROCEDURE edic
0000 DIM i,ic,q.r,s.path,x,y:INTEGER
0023 DIM icar(6,24),p(24,24).c:BYTE
0044 DIM ch:STRINGm
0050 DIM fnaraeiSTRINGCefl]
005C INPUT "Background color'?".

c

0075 FOR q-1 TO 24
0085 FOR i— 1 TO 24
0095 p(q.r)-c
00A4 NEXT r

00AF NEXT q
00BA RUN gfx2("curoff")
00C8 RUN gfx2("clear")
00D5 RUN gfx2("defcol")
00E3 RUN gfx2("color",l)
00F3 RUN gfx2("box". 159. 0,401. 191)
010B RUN gfx2("color" ,e)

811D FOR x-160 TO 390 STEP 10
0133 FOR y-0 TO 184 STEP 8
0148 RUN gfx2("bar",x.y,x+7,y+7)
016B NEXT y
0176 NEXT x

0181 x-160 \y-0
018F 1 ch=""
0199 WHILE cri="" DO
01A5 run mkey(ch)
01AF RUN gfx2C"curhome")
01BE RUN gfx2("color",2)
01CE RUN gfx2("bar".x,y.x+7.y+7)
01F1 RUN gfx2("color".0)
0201 RUN gfx2("bar",x,y.x+7,y+7)
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0224 RUN gfx2("co1or".p((x-l50)/l0. (y+8)/8))
0248 RUN gfx2["bar",x,y r x+7 fy+7)
026B ENDWHILE
026F IF ch-"j" OR ch-"J" THEN
0284 x-x-10
028F IF x<160 THEN
029B x-x+240
02A6 ENDIF S
02AS ELSE

El

02AC IF ch-"l" OR Ch-"L" THEN
02C1 x-X+10
02CC IF x>390 THEN
02D9 x-x-240
02E4 ENDIF
02E6 ELSE
02EA IF ch-"," OR ch-"<" THEN
02FF y-y+8
030A IF y>184 THEN
0316 y-y-192
0321 ENDIF
0323 ELSE
0327 IF ch-"i" OR ch-'T' THEN
033C y-y-s
0347 IF y<0 THEN
0353 y-y+192
035E ENDIF
0360 ENDIF
0362 ENDIF
0364 CHDIF
0366 ENDIF
0368 IF Ch-"f" OR Ch-"F" THEN

037 D GOTO 3
0381 ENDIF
0383 IF ch-"d" OR ch-"D" THEN
0398 GOTO 2

039C ELSE

03A0 GOTO 1

03A4 ENDIF
03A6 2 ch-""
03B0 WHILE ch-"" UO

03BC RUN 1nkey(ch)
03C6 RUN gf x2("curhome")
03D5 ENDWHILE
03D9 IF ch<"0" OR ch>"3" THEN
03EE GOTO 2

03F2 ENDIF
03 F4 e-VAL(ch)
03FE RUN gfx2("color",c)
0410 p(Cx-150)/10.ly+8)/8)-c
042B RUN gfx2("bar".x.y.x+7.y+7)
044E c-0
0455 GOTO 1

0459 3 FOR q-1 TO 24
046C FOR r-1 TO 6

047C icar(r,q)-0
048A FOR s-1 TO 4

049A 1-1

04A1 IF s-4 THEN
04AD GOTO 4

04B1 ENDIF
04B3 FOR ic-1 10 4-S
04C7 i-1*4
04D2 NEXT ic

04DD 4 icar(r,q)-icar(r,q)+p( [r-l)*4+s,q}*i
050D NEXT s

0518 NEXT r

0523 NEXT q
052E path=l
0535 RUN gfx2("color",2)
0545 RUN gfx2<"curon")
0552 INPUT "PathUst for icon file" .fname
0570 CREATE #patn,fname:WRITE+DIR
057C FOR q-1 TO 24
058C FOR r-1 TO 6

059C SEEK #path.(q-l)*6+r-l
05B3 PUT #path,icar{r,q)
05C4 NEXT r

IRS05CF NEXT q

LOOK NO FURTHER
THE BEST VALUES ARE RIGHT HERE!
THE SUPER DISK
14 separate disk utilities on 1 disk and a 30 plus page manual! Learn the

secrets of copy protection. Utilities to help you create your own unique

protection schemes and examine other. Read & write entire tracks, including

the unseen secret information between sectors. There's never been anything

like it! SALE PRICED NOW AT JUST $39

WARGAME DESIGNER II

It's the conflict simulation creation system that destroyed the competition

"It's sure to become a standard..." JC, CO You get 4 ready to play scenarios.

Easily create your own. units, maps, complete scenarios. JUST $24

Get the WGD II ICON DISK too with over 500 ready to use icons. ONLY $15

WEEKLY WINNER 3
Due to many changes in lottos, we had to update Weekly Winner. It now
will allow you to play 3,4,5,6 and 7 digit lottos. It also is easier to edit your

database and gives more info when you do a printout. We hit 4 out of 6 in

the Ohio Super Lotto the first time we tried the new version! Don't play the

Lotto without it! STILL ONLY $15 or upgrade for just 59,

GRIDIRON STRATEGY
This is PRIME football time. Get a friend over and enjoy some pig skin fun

of your own. GS is still the best strategy football game for the COCO 3 and

is SALE PRICED at JUST $18

CCS FLAGS
The BEST "Risk" play alike available for the COCO 3. ONE SALE NOW
for $18.

AIR WARS PLUS
Challenge a friend to a dog fight in mid air or in space with AIR

WARS PLUS. 3 exciting, easy to play arcade style games for 2
***s players. A BARGAIN AT $15

ELDUS
flffl Explore the multi level world of ELDUS in this 100 4 screen, all

Si joys''** graphical adventure. STEAL THIS GAME FOR ONLY $1 6.

RORKES DRIFT
A FAST action simulation of one of Britain's most famous battles.

No need lor a game save feature, the ZULUs come at you from all

wwi sides, Can you survive until reinforcements arrive? ONLY $15

2 FOR 1 SALE
Historic buffs will appreciate this one. Buy PENINSULAR WAR and get THE
RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN FREE! Both are strategic level military campaigns
of the Napoleonic era, One on the plains of Spain, one in the Russian steppes.

You could lose playing but you can't lose buying! BOTH for ONLY $15,

MORE 2 FOR 1

Buy MASTER DIR. the fastest disk cataloging program around and get

CC3CRAM, a picture compression utility. FREE A $30 value for JUST $1 B.

EVEN MORE 2 FOR 1

Buy the ever popular COCO 3 WHEEL and get BLACK GRID FREE! WHEEL
is the word game that could make you a fortune, recently updated too. BLACK
GRID is a mind wrenching graphic puzzle guaranteed to have you pulling

your hair out! Great multi player fun for the holidays! A $38 value for ONLY $19

VOCAB
SCRABBLE fans, get ready! This play alike is for 1 to 6 players and is great

party fun. Beautifully executed by R. Cooper. You can even take on the

computer opponent, Mr. Vocabt IT'S NEW, IT'S FUN, IT'S ON SALE FOR $19

Our CATALOG ON DISK is still JUST $3. See before you buy. If you order

from the CATALOG ON DISK, deduct $3 from your order & recover the cost!

NOT TO WORRY! AH orders are shipped within 24 hours of receipt by FIRST
CLASS mail FREE anywhere on this planet! You'll have it in time for the

holidays. But, don't delay. ORDER NOW!

We accept mail 4 phone orders with payment by check, money order. VISA

and MASTER CARD. COD's add $3.

SPORTSware
1251 South Reynolds Road), Suite 414, Toledo, Ohio 43615

(419) 389-1515
All SPORTSware products are available ONLY tram SPORTSware
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CoCo Consultations

Need a Little Support?
by Marty Goodman
Contributing Editor

/have a DMP 120 printer and it does
not seem to he supported by any
graphics screen dumps in the soft-

ware I have, including screen dumps
that are supposed to work with a

variety of other Tandy printers. Can you
help.1'

David B. Smith

Grand Portage, Minnesota

The DMP- 120 is incompatible with

Tandy's own standard for graphics prim-

ers. The only sensible thing to do is buy a

new printer. 1 recommend the Panasonic

line. In the $180 to $350 price range are

three excellent models: the 1 180, the 1 190

and the 1 124. They all offer outstanding

value and their Epson compatibility makes
them useable with most commercial soft-

ware packages for the CoCo and MS-DOS
machines. Also worth considering may be

a new Epson printer in the under-$200
price range. Many CoCo owners report

good experiences with the Star Micron ix

NX-IOOOprinlerasweil.

Shocking Experiences

Some time ago you recommended thai

those who handle ICs in a high-static envi-

ronment ground themselves to a water pipe.

You neglected to mention that such ground-

ing should he done via afairly high ( i 0,000
to 100,000 ohms) resistance to avoid po-

tential shock hazard.

Martin H. Goodman. M.D., a physician

trained in anesthesiology, is a longtime
electronics tinkerer and outspoken com-
mentator— sort of the Howard Cosell of
the CoCo world. On Delphi. Marty is the

SJGop of rainbow's CoCo SIC and data-

base manager of OS 9 Online. His non-
computerpassions include running, moun-
taineering and outdoor photography. Marty
lives in San Pablo. California.

Can the ancient Disk! Video Interface

Tandy soldfor the Model 100 be used with

other computers?

D.G, Smith

Johnstown . Pennsylvania

Thanks for the correction. It should be

mentioned that most commercial static kits

use a one-megohm resistor.

It's not worth trying to change the Disk/

Video Interface for use with other ma-
chines. Although it has an FD-501 type

disk drive in it that can be used to add a

second drive to an existing CoCo drive

system. Ifyou are adept ai desolderingJGs,

it might be worth desoldering theWD 1 793
chip on the motherboard of the unit. It

would make a valuable spare for the sec-

ond-release Tandy disk controller (Cat. No.
26-3029). The case and power supply might
be suitable for another drive system.

What Drives With the CoCo?
WhatS'A-inchdn'ves can be usedwith the

CoCo? Can the 1 44-Meg. 3%-imh drives

be used with a CoCo?
Arturo Noguera
Tlapan. Mexico

The L44-Mcg, 3'/2-inch drives can be

used with the CoCo but only ifjumpered to

force operation in the 720K-only mode. All

ordinary CoCo floppy disk controllers can
support only the 250K-bps (bits per sec-

ond) data transfer rate of 360K and 720K
5!4-inch drives and 720K, 3/a-inch drives—
not the SOOK-bpsdatatransferrate required

by 1.2-Meg, 5\4-inch drives and 1 .44-Meg.
3'^-inch drives.

Note that when jumpered properly, a

1.44-Meg, 3V£-inch drive will work per-

fectly as a 720K drive, but a 1 .2-Meg, 514-

inch drive cannot be properly used as either

a 360K or 720K drive. Note, too, that in

order to fully use 360K or 720K drives, you
need a modi tied disk ROM (ADOS, ADOS

JorRGBDOS) under Disk BASic.oryou'H
need OS-9.

Atari Hook-up
How can I hook up a 300-haud Atari

modem (of the sort used with an Atari ST)

to a CoCo 3?

Robert '/'. Wise

San Francisco

Don't bother trying! The serial port for

the Atari is different from that of the CoCo
and other standard RS-232 ports. It is not

worth the time and effort to try to adapt a

300-baud modem when 1200-baud mo-
dems are available for $20 to $45 used or

for $50 to $65 new.

Faulty Buffer?

/ have a Blue Streak serial-to-parallel

converter that worksfine when hooked di-

rectly between my printer and CoCo's se-

rial port, but when I put a parattel-to-

parallel buffer between the converter and
the printer port, (he printer will not print.

What's going on here?

Doug Fischer

Hempstead. Maryland

Sounds like your Blue Streak converter

was set up to be powered from Pin 1 8 of the

printer's 36-pin connector. Many (but not

all) printers provide a small amount of

current at 5 volts for this purpose. The
buffer does not provide 5 volts on Pin 18,

and so your converter is not getting power.
You have two ways to fix matters: Ar

range to supply power externally to the

Blue Streak converter (your instructions

should tell you how to do this), or modify
the parallel -to-parallel buffer so that it puts

+5 volts on Pin 1 8 of the side that connects

to the Blue Streak. If doing the latter (the

more difficult but more elegant fix), find

out if Pin 1 8 of the buffer is grounded first.

If it is, you must disconnect it from ground
before putting +5 volts on it. You can find
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a source of regulated +5 volts at Pin 14 of

most 14-pin, or on Pin 16 of most 16-pin,

74-series chips.

I advise you to put a current limiting

resistor (a 100-ohm, W-watt resistor, for

example) between the source of +5 volts

and Pin 1 8 to prevent damage if the buffer

is plugged into a device that grounds Pin 1 8.

The Blue Streak converier is designed with

low-power CMOS chips and draws only a

few milliamps. This is true of most other

serial-to-parallel converters, too.

Is It True?

Is it true that the largest program you

can write under OS-9 is 64K in size?

Tom A. Bauer

Hermosa Beach, California

No, there are a number of techniques for

getting around the 64K barrier under OS-9.

A feature article may soon appear in the

RAINBOW that explains some of the tech-

niques. To get around the 64K barrier for

programs and data structures, one approach

is to swap in and out segments of data and

program code,

RGB CGA Monitors

/ am lookingfor a good buy on a Color

Computer 3 monitor. I've seen ads for

inexpensive RGB CGA monitors . Can I use

them with the CoCo 3' s 80-cohunn text and

graphics displays?

George Eastland, Jr.

Saginaw, Michigan

CGA RGB describes a monitor that

accepts a video signal protocol rather dif-

ferent from (though in some ways similar

to) the RGB protocol the Color Computer

3 uses. Monitors with only CGA type in-

puts are designed to receive the video via

four digital luminance lines (R,G,B and I)

and two sync lines (H and V sync). The

CGA sync protocol is exactly the same as

that put out by the CoCo 3 's RGB port. But

the luminance lines arc quite different. The

CoCo puts out a signal at levels varying

continuously between and .9 volts on its

R,G and B Sines. The CGA monitor is

expecting a signal at a level under .4 orover

3.5 volts on its luminance lines.

With some CGA monitors, you can hook

up R to R, B to B ,G to G, and H and V sync

to H and V sync (ignoring the I line) and

actually get a creditable picture and even

view 80-column text just fine with the

CoCo 3. But with this setup, even if it

works, you get only six colors plus black

and white, not the full 64-co1ot set the

CoCo 3 offers. This is adequate for text but

worthless for most graphics applications.

What you need is a monitor that has

Analog RGB inputs. The Magnavox
8CM5 15 remains the best price-performer

among new monitors. It is sold by several

RAINBOW advertisers, including Miciocom

and Howard Medical. An experienced

hacker, especially if in possession of a

schematic diagram, can often convert a

CGA monitor into one that accepts analog

Overlord Newi
Peace through superior Grepiwur is 1 he Catch phr^c- in ihis

si iphiai kmi l-0 wjirRStme simulator, Victory shall not fall to he whet is

the mighiiesi, oh no, but lo he who can pi™ ahead and develop fh<?

tietrersirate©1

. You musi ensure thai all your iroops sre drought

into rattle at the rijtfit moment, nftJ for thai you must Ml your most

indusireilucd cities to producing troop transporters. Other cities will

build Aircraft carriers, fighter jets, par&troop regiments, submarines,

spy planes, hatrleships, destroyers, and cruisers. Up to InrM people

can plav the game simultaneously, each starting out ill his own base

ciry, each knowins nothing about ihe sirenphts and locations of his enemies' Forces. Thisplayer's own
combat troops will head out, exploring [he world as they go, capturing towns thai liewaitina. or

snjpiging the enemy face to face. You can sel any or all of the three players to b* Operated by Ihe

sinister silicon brain ofynur CoCo X and battle against ihem or lei them battle each other.

Price: $?9 US/ $34 Cdn.
Overlord requires: 1 26k. CoCo ?, 1 drive and 3 mouse or joystick.

Defend ro id
A classic returns! Arcade realism for the Coco 3 is

brought one sicp closer with ihis outstanding
action game. Sinister aliens are appearing in Ihe

skies over /.abburuiTh, arid you and your
Turbo-Flier arc all that stand in their way! Use
lasers and smart-bombs, fuel depots and your
astronaut-tractor to save ihe hapless, inhabitants

from certain stir-frying as hideous alien cuisine!

This program contains a graphics manipulation routine so advanced, we
registered a copyright for it alone. See what a threefold increase in software

speed and memory efficiency can do for your CoCo 3!

Price $29 US/ $34 Cdn New!
Defcndroid requires: 12&k CoCo 3. 1 drive, ijuvsui-L

New! Those Darn Marbles
Dedicates, program ko Ilk rcLicrtinci only, and all sons of new

thinpare possible. Those darn Marbles is the first CoCogame to

use the built-in hardware screen scrolling features, of the CoCo 3.

This means thai all the computer's time en be dedicated to

controlling the game itself (sound effect* oiovina objects around,

etcetera) rather than ihe time-intensive chore of scrolling an entire

.*2fc screen around. You M/i 1 1 he amazed to see how smoothly 3

HARDWARE-scrolled screen can move. Compare Those Dam
Marbles with any other .'D nwrHe type jtarne on anv computer, and

vouwill be convinced thai your CoCo 3 really can stand with the

best of them. (One ofour pkiytcslers remarked, upon seeing the pre release version of TOM: "My
Arni&'< EtttnMbal smoothl")

is'ot convinced? TDM is so chock-full of graphics lhat it comes on [count 'em) six discs!

It's been said manyiimes. but this time it's true: Your CoCo 3 gjme library is not complete
without a copy of Those Darn Marbles.

Price $32 US / $38 Cdn. Requires: 51 2k CoCo 3,1 drive,joysiick.

lurfe
We've sa id ii before a nd we'll say

II again: This is the hest fantasy

role-playtng adventure the CpCO

has ever seen, bw none A full 3

discs are filled with worlds, towns

castles, arid dungeons. trie dungeons nre spectacular 3D creations, filled tuitb full colour, bi-res

monsters, ladders, doors and pita, chests, pools, lava and flooded rooms. You would not believe thai

a CoCo 3 could produce such high-speed detailed graphics, The dungeons are only pari of the story.

however. In the wild lands above, you'll find monsters, towns and castles. The towns will reveal

merchants, learned locals, even a friend or twowho will join your quest. Maybe you will Find band of

pirates as you tread the windswept shores. Could vou and your com panions defeat them'.' Test your

mettle during Ihe hundreds of hours of play rime 'llic Seventh Link will bring you.

$38 US/ $48 Cdn. Req: CoCo3. 40 track drive (RS drive is OK if it's white)

CaladuriJ 11: Wealhentlone'.i End
'Some of the besL _ _ uaai
graphics to be seen on
a CoCo 3" will lead

you through a land of

mystery, asyou
attempt Lo discover

the fate of the
Weathcrstone.

Smooth scrolling l(i

olour graphics and a
sophisticated command interpreter lend realism

and enjoyment to one of the most extensive

adventures in he l'ound on a CoCo. Package

includes 1 discs, an 1 1x17" map, ;i velvet pouch of

powentones and a 20 page booeJcL a
Price: $32 US/ S38 Cdn ^
Requires: 1^ C'oCfi.V 1 drive

~

Hint Books!
Finally, help is here! Calduril 1 and 2 books are

IS pages and $3.50 each. The Seventh link

books are '10 pages ( lots of maps) and S?,50,

Studio^
Works ms
The mosl
extensive,

powerful and
easy-to-use
digital

sampling
system
available! An
audio signal is captured (dicjiliMd)with the

supplied cable, (or make your own, or use a

MaxSound cabfe|, and recorded in CoCo's
rnernyiy. Yctu mgiy then iiianitjulate the

sounds with Ihe audio clipboards, reverse,

combine, etc. You may also include the

sounds in your own BASIC programs.
S54 US/S64 Cdn wilh Cable S39/S49 '.TO

Requires: 128k Coeo3,drive, mouse/joystick

Sound Effects Packs
Load these sound effects into Studio Works'

FX1: General [4 discs, U smpls) S14 512k
FX2: Animate (3 discs, 11 smpls) 414 ree'd

Oblique €riab
32 Church St., Georgetown, Ontario, CANADA, L7G 2A7

(416) S77-8149
We accept: MasterCard, Amex, Personal cheques and Money Orders.

COD in Canada only. Please add $2.50 shipping to all software orders,

$1 to all book-only orders. Ontario residents please add 8% lax.

Call or write for a free catalogue.
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signals. This typically involves removing a

chip or at least tapping in to the luminance

circuitry beyond the digital input section of

the circuit. I've done this on two or three

CGA monitors, with great success. It takes

a couple of hours to do a good job, and you
really have to know what you are doing.

Price Hike
In the J 990 Radio Shack catalog, the

pricefor a 512K upgradefor the CoCo 3 is

$340 ($40for the boardplus $150 eachfor
two sets of 256K DRAMs). This is $150
higher than in the previous catalog. What's

going on here?

Bryan Clingman
Lubbock, Texas

The price on 256K. DRAMs fluctuated

greatly last year— from a low of $ 1 ,50 per

chip to a high of $ 15 per chip. Tandy was
burned, 1 suspect, by being forced to de-

liver those chips at prices below wholesale.

When the 1990 catalog prices were pre-

pared, the price for256K DRAMs was still

high, and Tandy no doubt wanted to cover
itself. While the price of such chips still

fluctuates, as I write this, 120 nanosecond,

256K DRAMs are available at computer
shows for $3.50 to $4 per chip. The price

seems to be drifting downward. Also check
out the 5 1 2K upgrades available from third

parly vendors in THE rainbow, such as

Microcom or Howard Medical.

No Artifact Colors

/ purchased a Magnavox 8CM515
monitor to use with my CoCo I F-board
computer, I bought a VA-I video amplifier

from Howard Medical in order to produce
a color composite video signal for it.

However, while I get norma! colors in text

and PMODEsO through 3. in PMODE Mget no
artifact colors, only black and white stripes.

When I hook the RF output to a television,

the artifact colors arefine. Can you help?

Thomas Chikott

Philadelphia

It sounds as if you are the victim of a

combination of circumstances: The CoCo
I F-board computer has by far the touchiest

of all the video circuitry when it comes to

PM0DE4 artifact colors. The resistor, capaci-

tor and inductor soldered in (after the fact)

by Tandy represents an attempt to fix the

problems it has rendering artifact colors.

Worse, while in most respects the Magna-
vox 8CM515 is an exceptionally fine

monitor, its composite video input is just a

tad touchy, too, when it conies to its ability

to render artifact colors. Finally, rendering

artifact colors is something that often pre-

sents problems for video amplifiers like the

VA-1. Apparently, due to marginal per-

formance in the area ofartifact colors by all

three of these things, you arc unable to get

artifact colors to appear on your monitor.

When you use the RF output, you are

o,'ne possible
solution to

problems posed
by running
Extended ADOS
3 with Ultimaterm
isto strap the
interrupt fines.

dealing only with the CoCo's video, not

with the problems caused by the video amp
or the Magnavox monitor's input.

There is no simple fix for this problem,

apart from buying another Color Com-
puter. CoCo Is and 2s are often available in

my area at flea markets for between $5 and
$20, depending on the condition. Unfortu-

nately, if you do not have access to such
flea markets, they might be hard to get. The
D or E board CoCo 1 is by far the best in

terms of stable artifact colors. But almost

any other CoCo 1 or 2 provides more stable

artifact video than the CoCo 1 F-board,

Ultimaterm Under ADOS 3
I'm working on a problem involving

using Ultimaterm with Extended ADOS 3

and would like some clarification. I was
under the impression the RS-232 Pak. with

an AC!A chip addressed via complete de-

coding to $PF68 through $FF6B {outside

of the $FF40 through $FF5F range con-

trolled by the. *SCS line), should operate

totally independent ofthe slot in which it is

placed in theMulti-Pakinterface. Yet some
software (Ultimaterm,/(jr example) seems
to need to point the Multi-Pak at the slot

with the RS-232 Pak. Why is this?

Art Flexser

Miami

You've uncovered a rather subtle aspect

of the RS-232 Pak: Some Disk Basic soft-

ware (and all OS-9 software) uses the IRQ
line generated by the RS-232 Pak. You are

correct in assuming the actual port ad-

dresses for the ACIA chip in the RS-232
Pak are totally "slot independent." How-
ever, software such as Ultimaterm uses the

interrupt generated by the RS-232 Pak and
forces it to be slot-dependent because the

*CART interrupt is selected (along with

the *CTS ROM decode line) via the Multi-

Pak software and hardware to come from
only one Multi-Pak slot at a time.

If you are not using auto-start ROM
packs with your Multi-Pak, one possible

solution to problems posed by running

Extended ADOS 3 with Ultimaterm is to

strap the interrupt lines of the Multi-Pak as

described by Tony DiStefano in "Turn of

the Screw" (September 1988 RAINBOW,
Page 140). Once the Mulli-Pak's interrupt

pins have been strapped, the RS-232 Pak is

totally slot-independent, regardless of

whether or not the software that addresses

it uses the interrupt capability. For more
information see my article. "The OS-9
*CART Interrupt Fix," in the November
1989 issue of the RAINBOW (Page 50).

A Drive Test

Can you recommend a good disk drive

testing program for the Color Computer?
Perry Davis

Swansboro, North Carolina

There is only one decent disk drive-

testing program available for the CoCo,
and that one runs on all models of the

CoCo. It is excellent except for a mediocre
and sometimes confusing user interface.

This is the Memory Minder program of-

fered by J&M Systems. Its address and
phone number is: J&M Systems, 15I0OA
Central SE, Albuquerque, NM 87123; (505)

292-4182. The price is about $79, includ-

ing a professional digital alignment disk.

Year technical questions are wel-
comed. Please address them to CoCo
Consultations, THE RAINBOW, P. O.
Box 3*5, Prospect, KY 40059.

We reserve t|ie right in publish only
questions of general interest and to edit

for.brevity and clarity. Due to the large

volumeofmail we redeye, we a re unable
to answer letters individually.

Questions can also he sent to Mart v

through the Delphi GoCo SIG* From
the CoCo SIG> prompt, pick Rainbow
Magazine Services, then , at the RAIN-
BOW* prompt , type ASK {for Ask the

Experts) to arrive at the EXPERTS*
prompt , where you can select the "CoCo
Consultations"on line form which has
complete instructions.
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Color Computer I, II, III

Free Software for Drive Systems
Coco Checker...Teat roms, rams, disk drives and ft controller printer, keyboard cassette ft i

T»pem»!r urHity...Tran*fer* disk to tape and tape to disk.

1 CO 95 1 7Q 95 OCQ 95
I J? DriveO I t *7 Driven £.\JZf DriveO&l

• Full Ht Drive • Double Sided Slim Line Drive » 2 Double Sided Slim Line Drive

Single Case * Case t10lds 2 slirn lirie drives • Case Holds 2 slim line drives

» Heavy Duty Power Supply • Heavy Duty Power Supply . Heavy Duty Power Supply

• 2 Drive Cable * 2 Drive Gable • 2 Drive Cable

• Gold plated contacts • Gold plated contacts • Gold plated contacts

• Controller & manuals * Controller & Manuals • Controller & Manuals

Other Drive Specials

Full Ht Drive 89 95

1 9 Full Ht Drive Ps/Case 1 29 95

2nd Drive . . QQ95
for new Radio Shack Sl,m Line Dr,ve «
includes: sHm Line Drive Ps/Case..139 95

• Slim Line DS/DD Drive aaa 95
• Cabling & Instructions 2 Slim Drives Ps/Case £49
• Mounting Hardware ^ Contro||er $Q 95

Single Ps & Case 4495

Dual Yeht Ps & Case ...............54
95

Dual Full Ht. Ps & Case 79 95

Disk Controller 59 95

10 Diskettes a 95
with free library case 9

Quality Add-On's for Tandy 1000, SX, TX, SL, TL, 3000, 4000

HARD CARDS

;".. .'
.

'

10 meg 259.95 40 meg 399.95

20 meg 299.95 49 meg 499.95

30 meg 349.95 64 meg 599.95

HARD DRIVE KITS
10 meg kit 249.95 40 meg kit 399.95

20 meg kit 299.95 60 meg kit . . 539.95

30 meg kit 339.95

1000, 1000A,

Memory Cards

Zucker Memory
• DMAS, 512K CALL
Zucker Multifunction
• Serial

• Real Time Clock

• 512K DMA
• Software CALL

TANDY 1000
1000, SX, TX, 3000, 4000

2nd Floppy

360K TEAC $119.95

720K Mitsubishi $99.95

31/2" Mitsubishi $119.95

1000, 1000A, SX, TX, SL. TL

Hard Drive

Controller
Will run 1 or 2

Hard Drives

Supports drives up to 120 megabytes

$99.95

QUALrrY
CUSTOMER SERVICE

S0fr27S-8SS5

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
508-278-6556

TOLL FREE ORDER LINE

1-800-635-0300

TRUE DATA PRODUCTS
115 MAIN ST., P.O. BOX 347

UXBRIDGE, MA 01 569

508-278-6555

HOURS: MON-FR1. 9-6, SAT 10-4 |EST>

CORPORATE P.O/S WELCOMED

ALL PACKAGES SHIPPED UPS
EXCEPT CANADA AND A.P.O.s
COD S ADD $2.30
MASTER CHARGE/VISA ADD 3%
1 YEAR WARRANTY UNLESS
OTHERWISE NOTED
PRICES TERMS CONDITIONS
SUBJECT TO CHANGE WfTHOUT
NOTICE



Feature

In search of the wondrous energy star

A Mazing

Adventure
by Joel Ifegberg

Are you ready for your CoCo to

take you into an enchanted world

filled with castles and dragons?

If you are, this program's for

you. The Quest is an adventure

that takes you through many perils in your
quest for the evil dragon!

There are 13 rooms filled with various

obstacles in this adventure. There are three

differently colored castles. The blue castle

is yours and the white one belongs to the

evil dragon. (You must discover the purple

castle for yourself.) To enter these castles

you must first unlock the gates with spe-

cific keys.

The evil dragon has stolen the energy

star that empowers your kingdom and has

hidden it somewhere in the enchanted land.

Your uneasy task is to find the energy star

and bring it back to your kingdom. The evil

dragon has created two mazes to slow you
down. The first maze is fairly simple since

Joel Hegberg has been programming for
about seven years. He likes using (he

Commodore and Color Computers. He is a

senior in high school and hopes to make a

career of his programming skills. He ran
be contacted at 936 N. 12th St.. DeKalb. 1L

60115.

you can see where you are going. The
second maze is almost impossible to get

through— it is invisible and you can't see

the walls of the maze.

The dragon can appearanywhere, in any
room. It has a slight advantage since it can

move diagonally while you can only move
up, down, left and right (using the arrow
keys). Neither of you can move through

solid ohjeefs. You can kill the dragon

(temporarily) if you touch it while holding

the sword.

You can move by using the arrow keys
and stop by pressing any other key that

doesn't affect the game (the Enter key, for

example). To pick up an object, simply
touch it. The object you're currently hold-

ing appears at the bottom left ofyour screen.

To drop the object, press the space bar. If

you want to return to your castle, you can
press R, Any object you are holding at the

time you press Ris dropped in the room you
were in. The same happens if you are eaten

by the evil dragon.

To win the game, you must drop the

energy star inside the blue castle. Your
score is based on the amount of time it takes

you to complete the adventure. You can
quit a game at any time by pressing Q.

This game is sure to keep you busy for a

while, especially the invisible maze, As
many adventurers already know, never rule
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out the possibility of a hidden room to

make life in an enchanted world a little

easier (hint. hint!).

The Quest runs on ali CoCos with at

least 32K of memory. If you are using

anything other than a CoCo 3 and want

your copy of the program to be compatible

with the CoCo 3, make sure you save the

program in ASCII format by entering (C)

SAVE"THEQJEST",A. If you are using aCoCo
3, you are asked if you are using a compos-

ite or RGB monitor when you run (lie

program. (A television set is considered to

be a composite monitor as far as colors are

concerned,) This question is not asked if

the program is run on the CoCo 1 or 2.

Finally you are asked whether you want

to use the high-speed poke. This makes the

program run at twice the normal speed—
without it, the game is not very responsive.

I must caution all CoCo E and 2 users that

the high-speed poke may cause compo-

nents to overheat, which can damage the

computer. However, I also have a CoCo 2

and always run it in high-speed mode with

no problems whatsoever.

32K EC8

170 49

300... 227

440 236
600 68
700 119

840 145
950 150
1080... 18
1240 89

1370 239
1470 48

1560 .10
END 202

The listing: THFQllFST

COPYRIGHT 1989 FALSOFT, INC

10 '

28 'THE QUEST
30 'BY JOEL MATHEW HEGBERG

40 '.936 NORTH TWELFTH STREET
50 'DE KALB, ILLINOIS 60115

60 '

70
'

80 CLEAR1000:DIM M2$C 1 . 12) :G0T01

€10
90 CLS;PRINT' , PLEASE WAIT...": RES

TORE: Bf-CHRt { 191 )
-; FGRM-0TO1 ; I FN-

1THENB*-CHR$(143)
100 PORY=0TO1.2:REAOA$:FbRX-lTO29
:lFMlD$(A$,X.l)-"l"THEWnB$XAS,X
,i)'-B$:ELS-E-MID$(A$Xl)-"

"

110 NEXIX:MZ$(M,.Y1-A$.:NEXTY,M
120 CLS;PRINT"the quest" :PR1NT"{

C) DECEMBER 23. 1988 BY"; PR'IMT"J

DEL MATHEW HEGBERG .": PRTNT@4&0
,

"

PRESS ANY KEY';'": :'OEFFNLC(Z)-PEEK
(1024+Y*32+K):At-IHKEY$
130 IF1NKEYW"THEN130: ELSF.R-RNtl

(-lIMfcR):TlMER»0:CK-0
140 CL$;GOSliBil30
150 B$-"

,

':ftM-PR:-GQSUB8-88:P0KE182

4+Y*32+X ,175: GOSU-B122-0: FQRT-338T
D345: P-OKET . 255 rNEXTTfCK-CK+TIMER

NO SOFTWARE PATCHES NEEDED!!!!!!

The ONLY joystick adapter you will

ever need !

Replaces TANDY Hi-Res adapter!
Replaces COLORWARE Hi-Res adapter!

Acts as a LORES (no) adapter!
All at the flick of a switch!!

All this for only . , , $40

HAWSSoft keyboard extend cable $25
DOMINATION "risk

-
-like war game |18

MYDOS the extended DOS for you! $15

SASE for more info and price list.

HAWESoft P.O. Box 7112

Elgin, 11, 60121-7112

. (312)742-3081 eves a ends
S/H ( US & CAN ) always Included

EXTENDED*
ADOS-3

* Built-in RAMdisk * Point-and-pick file select menu *

Not a new version ol ADOS-3, but a new product that shares space with ADOS-3 in

a 16K EPROM. Arrow-key selection of files to execute, LOAD, COPY. KILL or

SCAN, The BACKUP command is doubled in speed for full disks, proportionately

faster for partly full disks. (BACKUPS to or from trie RAMdisk typically take 5 to 20

sec ]
* BACKUP-with-format * Wild-card COPY and KILL, with optional prompting

for individual files • Date (or date/time with hardware clock) displayed for files in

the directory, printed on LLISTingS • DATES function * Key repeat • Block

move/copy of BASIC program lines • Text screen printer dump Auto-reboot of a

BASIC program or the DOS command » Parallel printing * Read/write/lormat 'J5HV

tracks on BO-track drives • Supports 3 double-sided drives plus 2 RAMrJriues •

Allows different numbers of tracks on different drives • Shares the original's excel-

lent compatibility with commercial software. For 128K CoCo 3 with ADOS-3 (RAM-
dish use requires 512K). Includes information on having an EPROM burned (cost is

$15} after configuring Extended ADOS-3 Disk, $39,95. Extended ADOS-3 plus

ADOS-3, $64.95, Driver for Disto real-time dock, $5- Adapter lor controllers lacking

28-pin socket, SID. SmartWatch real-time clock (Tandy 25-1033 equiv.). S35 (Driver

included; for 26-pin socketed controllers only).

"...will blow your *cchs off— impossible to give Extended ADOS-3
anything Other then a rave review."

— Rainbow, October 1 bbb.

FlawlfBs, eoinpatiblo operation with |u>t about everything under
Hie sun...by far th» mast USEFUL product ever dovitod for the

Color Computer.
— CoCo Clipboard, Sept/ Oct I9B9.

ADOS-3 {reviewed Juty 1987)

Customize default startup message, colors, screen width, baud rate, step rates,

processor speed, number ol tracks (35, 40, or 80), Disk I/O and printing are reliable

at double CPU speed Extra commands such as FAST, SLOW, AUTO. RUIMM,

SCAN, CAT, PAT ON/OFF. Keystroke macros, arrow-key scroll Ihrough BASIC
programs, edit/repeat of lasl command, auto-edit of error line. ML monitor, lots

more Usable ss a disk ulility or in EPROM 12BK Coco 3. EPROM-buming (cost is

S1S-20) information provided, Disk. S34.9S.

ADOS for Coco 1 and 2 (reviewed June 1987) Disk S27.95

11111 N. Kendall Dr.

Suite A1 OS

Miami, FL 33176

(305) 274-3899

PLEASE ADD S2 SHIPPING • NO DELAY ON PEFtSONAL CHECKS
WE CANNOT ACCEPT CREDIT CARDS

SPECTROSYSTEMS
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:TIMER=0
160 '

170 A$-INKEY$:IFA$=""THENA$-B$:E
LSEBI-AS
180 XI—"X : Yl-Y : I FA$-CMR$( 94 )THENY
=Y-1:ELSEIFA$-CHR*U0>TH£NY-Y+1;
ELSEIFA$-CHRJC8)THENX-X-1:ELSEIF
AJ,~CHR$(3)THCNX-X+1;ELSEIFA$-" "

THEN680:ELSE20fl
190 P-FNLC(Z):IFPO96THEN390:E'LS
EPGKE1024+Y1*32+X1.96:POKE1024+Y
*32+.X,175
200 IFX<10R X>30OR Y<10R Y>13THE
N600
.210 I-FMRC03-PR THEN320:£ISEGO$UB
240
220 I FA$-"R'THEN-570 : ELSE I FAt»"0"
THEN120
230 GOTO160
240 IFMR<0)— lTHEN280':ELStIFRND<
999)>980THEN MR(0)-fiND{13) :GOSUB
260:IFMR<0)-PR THENXX-MX(0) : YY-M
Y(0):GOSUB1310:MX(0)-XX:MY(0)-YY
:POKE1024+MY(0)*3.2+MX(0>,102:CK-
C.K+TIMER:TIMER-0
250' RETURN
26-0 IFMR(0)-8THENMR{0)-RNDC13j-g'
OTO260
270 RETURN
Zm MT-MT-1:IFMT>0THENRETURN
290 MR{0)-13
300 IFBR(0)-PR THENMR<0i=RND(l3l
;GOTO300
310 RETURN
320 POKE1024+Y*32+X.96:POKE1024+
MY(0)*32+MX(0),96rMl=MX<0):M2=flY
(0)
330 IFX<M1 THENH1-M1-1:ELSE1FX>M
1 THENM1-M1+1
340 IFPEEKU024+M2*32'+M1K>96TH-E
N Ml-MX(fl)

350 IFY<H2 THENM2-M2-r:ELSEIFY>M
2 THENM2-M2+1
360 IFPEEKU024+M2*32+M1)O96THF
N M2-HY{0)
370 P.OKE1K4+Y*32+X-.175:HX(0)--M1
:MY{0)-M2:POKE1024+M2*32+Mi.l02
380 IFMX(0)-X ANDMY(0)-Y THEN530
:ELSE220
390 IFP»102THEN530:ELS'£IFP-144TH
EN490rELSEIFP-233ORP-217ORP~201A
ND HL>0AND HK4THEN450
400 1FP-106ORP-95ORP-214ORP-230O
RP-198THEN420
410 X=X1:Y-Y1;GOTO200
420 IFHLO0THEN410
430 IFP-214THENHL«1:KR(0)— 1:ELS
EIFP=.230THENHL-2:KR(-n«-l;ELSEIF
P-198THENHL-3;KR(2)— 1:ELSE1FP-1
06AND TR-PR THENHL-4;TR— 1:ELSEI
FP-95THENHL-5:SW— 1:ELSE410
440 SOUNOl5B.l:POKE10Z4+Vl*32+Xl
.9fi:POKE1024+Y*32+X,l75:POKE1504
,P;GOTQ200.
450 IFHL-1ANDP-217THENCC-0:GQTO4
80:ELS£IFHL-2ANDP-233THENPC-0:6D
TO480:ELSElFHL-3ANDP-201THENWC-0
:GOTO460:ELSE410
460 P0KE1295,144:P0KE1296.144
470 GOTO410
480 P0KE1231.144:POKE1232,144rGO
TO470.

490 IFPR-20R PR-6THENPR-PR -l'-Y-l
3:'GOTO150
500 'IFPR-13THENPR-12:X-30;GOTO15

510 IFPR-10THEKPR-11:GOTO150
520 GOTO410
530 IFHL-5THENPOKE1024+32*MY(0)+
MX(0).96:MR(0)~-1:MT-100:GQTO?20
540 PLAY-V31T8L602CADEGC"
550 PRINT@480. "PRESS ANY KEY TO
CONTINUE PLAY.";
560 TFINKEYtO""THENFOKI-0IU100:
NEXTT:GOTO560:ELSE590
570 CL5:MR(0)-13:iFHL<4ANO HL>0T
HENKR(HL~1)-PR:ELSEIFHL-4THENTR=
PR:ELSE1FHL-5THENSW-PR
580 X-15.:Y-ll:PR-2:HL-0:GOTO150
590 F F I NKEY$-""THEN590 : ELSE570
600 IFX<1THENMV-1:X-30:ELSEIFX>3
0THENMV-2:X»l:ELSEIFY<lTHENMV-3:
Y-13:ELSE1FY>13THENHV-4;Y-1;ELSE
210
610 IFPR-1THENPR-2:Y-7:SOTO3 50:E
LSEIFPR-5THENPR»6:Y-10:GOTO150:E
LSEIFPR-11THENPR-10:Y-4:GOTO150
620 IFPR-20R PR-6TH£NPR-PR-H:G0T
0150 : FLSE3 FPR-3ANDHV-2THENPR«-4 : G
OTO150:.ELSEIFPR-3THENPR-2;GGTQ15

'

S30 IFPR-4ANDMV-1THENPR-3:GQT015
0;ELSEIFPR-4THENPR-7:GQTO150:ELS
EEFPR-7ANDMV-1THENPR=4:GQTG150;E
I.SFTFPfi-7ANDMV-2THENPR-8:GOTO150
:ELSEI FPR-7 IHENPR-6 :GOTO150
640 3 FPR-8ANDMV-1THENPR-7 :G0T015
0:ELSEJFPR«8THENPR-9;GOTO1-50;ELS
EIFPR»13THENPR=9:GOTQ150

'

650 I'FPR-9ANDMV=lfHENPR-8:G0TQlb
0:ELSEIFPR-9ANDMV-2THENPR=13:GOT
0150: ELSE! FPR-9THENPR=10:GOTG150
660 IFPR-10ANDMV=3THENPR=9:GOTOi
50:ELSEI.FPR-10THENPR-1.1:GOTO150:
ELSEIFPR-12AN0MV-1THENPR-7:G0T01
50;ELSCirPR-i2THEMPR-13:GOTOl50-
.670 PRINT"MOVEMENT ERROR FROM RO
OH #"PR: PRINT"MOTION #"MV:STOP
680 IFHL-0THEN200:ELSEPOKE1504.9-
6:XX-X+1:YY-Y+1:GQSUB1310
690•IFHL<4THENHWfL-l:KR(HL)-PR:'
KYCHL)-YY:KX(HL)»XX:ELSE720
70S I FHL-0.THENP-214 : ELSE] FHL-1TH
ENP~230:ELSEP~198
710 POKE1024t32*KY(HL)+KX(HU,P:
HL=0:SOUND1.1:GOTO200
728 if-HL-4THENTR=PR:TX-XX-:TY-YY;
POKE 1024+TY*32+TX . 106 : S0UMD1 . 1 :H
L-0 : I FTR-1THEN740 : ELSE200
730 SW-PR:SX~XX:SY-YY:POKE1024+S
Y*32+SX . 95 ; S.0UN01 . 1 : H L-0 * GOTO200
740 PLAY"V3IT4L402CEGQ3T2C02T4AO
3T1C"
750 PRINT@480."YOU DID I T I

'
T " • C

-CK+TIME.R.

im IFINKEY$O ,r"THEN760
770 IFINKfY$-""THFN770
780 .CLS:RM-10:W(H0:GQ"SUB880 •

790 FORY-0TO7 : POKE 1039+Y*32. 102

:

FORT-0TO200:NEXTT;POKE1039+Y*32
96:NEXTY
800 FORR-'10TOSSTEP-1:FORT-6TO13:
PRINT@T*32+4 , STRINGS* 24 , 207.) ; : NE
XTT: FQRT-0TQ10*R; NEXTT :F0RT-5T0l
3:PRINT(ST*32+4,STRING$C24: .1285;:
NEXTT : FORT-0TO10*R : NEXTT., R
810 F0RT-5TQ13:PRINT@T*32+4,STR1
NG$(24.32);:NEXTT
820 PRINT@480. "GOOD HAS CQNQUERE
DEVIL AGAIN I":'

830 IFIN.KEYfr-""THEN830
840 CLS:PR3NT"Y0U FINISHED THE A

DVENTURE IN" j PRINTTNTCCK/60) ;"SE
CONDS."
850 PRINT@480, "PRESS ANY KEY.";
360 IFIMEY$-""THEM860:ELSE120
870 GOTO870
880 IFRM-30R RM-70R

' RM-80R RM-90
R RM-13THENPK-128:ELSEIFRM-10R R

M-2THENPK-223: ELSEI FRM-50R RM-6T
HENPK-239:EtSfIFRM-4THENPK«191:E
LSEIFRM-10OR RM=11THENPK-20?:ELS
EPK-175

'

890 CLS:PRINTSTRING$(32.PK.) ;PRIN
T@448 , STRI NGS ( 32 , PK) ; : F0RT-1TO13
:POKF1024+32*T.PK:POKE1024+32*T+
31.PK:NEXTT
900 IFRM-4GR RM-8IHENFORT-lT012r
PQKE1024+32*T+30.PK;NEXrT:POKF10
56,96: P0KF1 471 ,96:GOTO970
910 IERM-10R RM-5THENP0KE1487.96
:P0KE-1 488. 96: RETURN"
920 IFRM-20R RM-6THENP0KE1487 ,96
: P0KE1488 ..96 :GOTO990 : E LSEI FRH-3T-
HENPOKE1039,96:POKE1040.96:POKE1
087., 96: RETURN

. .

930 IFRH-7THEMPOKE1440,96;POKE10
' 87

1 96:POKE1039.96:POK-E1040',9fi:GO
TO1060
940. lFRM=9THENPOKE1440

f 96:POKEl2
79,96:P0KE148?.96;P0KEi488,96:G0
TO1070:ELSEIFRM-13TMEN.POKE1243,9
6 : PGKE1056 , 144 : GOTO1080
950 IFRM-10THEWPOKE1039 . 96 : P0KE1
040,96:GOTO1090
960 IFRM-1.1THENPOKE1039,9G:POKE1
040, 96: RETURN: ELSEI ERM-12THENP0K
E105&;9-6:POKE1087.96:PQKE1262,10
:P0KE1263,13:P0KE1264.8:RETURN
970 MZ-0:lFRM-i6THE«M2-l-
9.80 FORT-0TO12rPRINT@(T+l)*32+l,
MZ$(MZ.tr;;MEXT."l jREEURN
990 FORT-1T06:PRINT@T*'32+4.STRIN
G$(24,PK); :NEXTT
1000 FORT-7T09:PRINT@f*32+4.STRI
NG$(8.PK);STRING$(8,32):STRINGS(
8,PK)

; :NEXTT,
1010 IFRM-2THEN1040'
102"? I FPO0THENPGKE1231 . 144: POKE
123Z,144:ELSEPOKE1231.233:POKE12.
32,233
1030 RETURM
1040 I FCC-0TH ENPOKE 1231.144: POKE
1232, .144: ELSEP0KE1231. 217 :P0KE12
32,217
1050 RETURN
1060 FORT-10T-O22 : FORTT-5T09 : POKE
1024+TT*32+T.159;NEXT TT,T:RETUR
N

1070 F0RT-4T026;P0KE1152+T, 175:2
0KE1344+T i 175 : NEXTT : FORT-6T08 : PO
KE1039+T*32, 175: NEXTT; RETURN
1080 FORT-6TO0STEP- 1 : P0KE1167+T*
32-1,207: PQKE1 167+T*32+T, 207 :NfX
TT:RETURN'
1090 F0RT-13TO8ST£P-l!pRINT*T*32
+4.STRING$(24-.-PKi;:«EXTT
1100 F0RT-7T05STEP-l:PRINT(fflT*32+
4.STRING5C8,PK);STRIHG$C8,32):ST
Rl.NG.t(8,PK);":NEX.TT

1110 IFWC-0THENPOKE1295,144:POKE
1296, 144 :ELSEP0'KE1295, 201 :PGKE12
96.201
1120. RETURN
1130 HL-0:PR-2:X"15:Y-1I:MR(0)-1
3:MX(0)-2:MY(0)-8:PC-1:CC-1 :WC-1
1140 FORK-0TO2'
11-50 KP-RN0C1-3):IFKP~120R KP-150
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R KP-10R KP-11THEN11.50:ELSEKR(K)
-KP:RH-KR'(K)
1160 (CX{K)-RND(27)+2:KY(K)-SMD(1
1)+2:NEXTK
IIW SW-RMO(13):-IFSW-12THEH-1170
1183 SX*RND<27)+2:SY-RND(ll)+2
1 192- TR-RNIX 13 ) : 1 FTR-50R TR>8AND
TRO12THE»1200:ELSE1190
1200 TX-RND<27)+2:TY--RMD(ll)+2 ..

1210= RETURN
1220 IFMR-WORM TH£N1230:£LSEXX
-l»1X{0);Yy-MY(0):GOSUB1310:MX(0)-
XX:MY{0)-YY:POKE1024+HY(0J*32+MX
(m.iM
1230 FORK»0TO2:IFKR(K)»RM THEJIXX

-KXtK):YY-KY(K):GOSUB1310:KXiK)-'
XX:KY(K)=YY::G.0TO1250
i240:NEXTK:GOTO127»
1250 IfK-0THWK-214: ELSEIFK-1TH
ENPK-230:ELSEPK-l-98
1260 PGKE1024+32*KY(K)+KX(K) ,PK:

GOTO 1240
1270. IFSW-RM THENn-SX:YY-SY:GOS
UB1310iSX-XX;SY-YY;POKE1024+SY*3
2+SX ,9S

1280'lETR-RM THCNXX-TX .: YY-TY : 60S
1JBI310:TX^XX;TY-YY;POKE1024+TY*3
2+TX . 106
1290 IFHL^1THENPD<E1504, 214: ELSE'
IFHL-2THEHPOKEX504..-230.:EL$E1FHL-
'3THENPOKE1504.198:ELSEIFHL-4THEN
POKE15B4.106:ELSEIFH.L-5THENPOKE1
504.95 .....
1300 RETURN
.1310 IFPEEk(1024+YY*32+XX)-96THE
NRETURN

1320 YY-^Y+l;IFYY>12THEN YY~2:XX
-XX+1:IFXX->29THEN XX-2
13.30 GOTO1310
1340 GOTO 1340
1350 DATA 0000010000000000010000
0000000
1360 'DATA 1111010111111111010111
1111110
.1370 DATA
00000101000100000101000000000
1380 DATA 0101110101010111110101
1111110
1390 DATA 0101000101010001000101
0000000
1400 OATA 0111011101111101110111.
0111110
1410 DATA 0000000100000100010100
0100010.
1420 DATA 1101111111110101011101
1101010
1430 OATA 000000.00000101.01000001
0101010
1440 OATA 0111111111010101111111
0101010
1450 DATA 0001000001000101000100
0101010
"14-60 DATA 1101011111111101010101
110101k
.147.0; DATA 0001000000000000010000
0001000 . ...

1480 DATA 0001000101000100000100
0001000
1490 DATA 0101010101010101110111
1101110
1.500 OATA 0100010100010100010000
0101000

1510 DATA 0111110101111111010111
0101011
1520 DATA 0001000100000000010100
0101000
1530 DATA 1101011111110111110111
11010113

1540 OATA 0001010001000101000100
0001010 ':'

1550 DATA 0111011101011101011101
0111110
1560 DATA 0001010001000001010001
0100000 .

1570 DATA 1101010101110111010111
0111011
.1580. DATA 0001010100010001010001
0000000
1590 DATA 0111110101111101010101
1111110
1600 OATA 0000000100000001000100
0000010
1610 IFPEEK(33021)O50THEN1640
1620 WI0TH32;CLS:PRINT"ARE YOU U

SING A ( COMPOSITE OR (R)Gfi WON
IT0.R?".

1630 A$-INKEY$ : I FAI-"C"THEKCHP i

E

L5EIFA$-"R'"THENRGB:"ELSE'1630
1640 CLS:PRINT"HIGH SPEED MODE?

amy
1650 A$-INKEY$:irA$-"Y"THCN1660:
ELSEIFA$-"M ,- THEN1670:E1SE1650
1660 2FPEEK(33021 )<>50THENPOKE65
•495.0:GOTO90:ELSEPQKE-65497.0:GOT
090
1670 .l>PE-tK(33021 JO50THENPOKE66
494.0:GOTO90:ELSEPOKE65496,'0:'GOT
090

*«V

Great Christmas Gifts!

(\
T&D 880 Programs
(88 Disks & Tapes)

Only $235.00
See Page 83

v. 250 PICTURES^//;
Converted Fiom The Macintosh:

nly$ 70.00'^
See Page 123

E58

630 Public

Domain Programs
{53 Disks Or Tapes |

Only $145.00
See Page 29

SUPEfifSOET* TNC
QUALITY COLOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE

SUPEfZSC/LtMG The SOUND choice for the CoCo3.

True SOUND with SOUND two track record 1 fie. None stop

SOUND 1 ANIMATION together with CHS ANIMATED graphics.

The EASIEST ana MOST powerful 1 digital sound evailaole,

Nothing to write down or forget. Unmatched for QUALITY a

RELIABLILITY; Faster more accurate * more than double

record/Play time. Nothing extra to ouy, begmer to nacfcBr.

FEATURE
CONTINUOUS SOUND WITH ANIMATION
NUMBER OF TRACKS
CUEING
ECHO DOUBLE /BACKWARDS
ALL VARIABLES SAVED IN DISK FILE
SOUND with SOUND
FULL TIME SUPPORT OF C0C03 MODE
PROGRAMMABLE PLAYBACK VOLUME
by J.D.WALKER OML

SUPERSOUND MAX SOUND
ves NO
2 1

YES NO
YES/YES NO/NO
YES NO!
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
r S3£> . 95

• • This Month Only
Buy All 3 Sets For Only

$ 350.00 And Save $100.00

T&D SUBSCRIPTS SOFTWARE -2490 Mites Standbfl Holland. Ml 49424 616-390-9648

SUPEftSHOW The perfect mBte for SUPERSOUND.

A slide show format that supports MGE and CMS graphics

III aw mix, mtn or without sound and/or animation.
RS-DOS patches Included for double sided disk operation.

WHEEL, o ** PA 7~E Wtieel of fortune type game

.

Create your own puzzles or uae the 2 puzzles included,

by ROBERT GANTON ONL. Y * t 9 . 95
STAf?mMAX2 . O The easy to use graphics printer
utility for the STAR NX10O0 Rainbow. BiW or FULL COLOR.

Supports HSCREEN2,nOE end single or DOUBLE screen CMS.

Full a quarter size pHnts^IRRORtreversed/UPSldedown)

.

Print BSW or FULL COLOR LETTERHEADS. LOGOS and morel Now

with NEW loader/editor. The easiest. best graphics prints,

by J.0. WALKER O/VL r * T9 . 95
CCP"MAXS . O COLOR ONLY VERSION FOR CGP-770

J. D. WALKER CW/- Y S 1 & . 95
••" ALL prostatas ra<*iire 128k CoCoS.l disk •*

SUFERSOFT, INC
365 OAKWOOD AVE.
JACKSON, MI *9205
(5171 767-3610

M/C a VISA accepted
Please add $2.50 S/»

ATTENTION PROGRAMEftS top royalties
guaranteed for top qgBlity programs.
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BASIC Training

Program Shape-Up
by Joseph Kolar

Contributing Editor

You have flexed both your pro-

gramming and artistic muscles

without digging into your
pockets except for a modest
sum to buy graph paper and a

few colored pens— nor a bad investment.

Neither iiave you dished out a healthy sum
for special graphics programs guaranteed

to turn you into a Picasso. Yet your graph-

ics are unusual, though simple.

Once again this article presents a project

to tighten up the program used to create the

graphics character set. GET/PUT is our in-

strument to achieve this end.

By now you should have a comfortable

acquaintance with this graphics technique.

In this project you will draw the entire set

of elements required to display the 16

characters, or blocks, in an 8-by- 1 2 matrix.

Graph paper is as indispensable as scratch

sheets.

You have discovered, with assistance

from PRESET, that you can eliminate draw-

ing some blocks that are reverse images of

PSET blocks. You will shrink the program
in the D3AW statement section. If you locate

the elements in a tight group, you can draw
them usingonly one continuous D^AW state-

ment. Graph paper allows the luxury of

laying out the character blocks so you can
see and adjust the designs on paper before

using the CoCo.
The four graphics blocks readily re-

versed are those in which a small 4-by-6
block is reversed into an L-shaped block:

CHRK139), CHRSC142), CHR$£141) and
CHR$(135i.

On a sheet of graph paper rotated 90
degrees so that it is wider than long, at the

Florida-based Joseph Kolar is a veteran

writer CtncLprogra&ttner who specializes in

introducing beyittners to the powers ofthe
Color Computer.

first intersecting lines in the upper left

hand corner, place a dot in pencil. Label

this point (0,0). Starting at (0.0), outline in

pencil two adjacent 8-by-12 blocks with

two more directly below. Make a boundary
around each one; this should also give you
the outer, larger boundary. Make the out-

side boundary darker.

Beginning at (0,0) along the top line,

write 8 where the second box begins, and at

the end of it write 16. This horizontal line

along the top row provides the.v coordinate.

From (0,0), heading down along the left

side, make a tick mark every six lines.

These provide the y coordinates. Rule a red

guide line along the row at (0,12),

Next, make four 4-by-6 boxes in the

four corners, beginning in the upper-left

quadrant, going in a clockwise direction.

You will make CHR$C135), CHR$(139),
CHRM142) and CHRK141).

Plot this line on the graph paper;

DRAW"RMn,nND6R4D6NL4BR8MR4U6R4D6

BD12NL4D6L4U6BL8L4U6R4D6"

Can you distinguish the four oblongs'?

Carefully outline them in black ink.

To add PA I NT coordinates from the point

oforigin ofeach character, place a dot at the

first diagonal in F direction, (down and to

the right i. Mark the coordinates garnered

from the reference marks; (1.1), (13.1).

(13.19) and (1,19). You don't have to

waste time searching for them,

Look at Listing 1. Type in lines 10, 20,

140 through 170, 198 and 1000. Type in

lines 240 through 270 and end them with

PSET. At Line 30 type in the DRAW statement

you used above to rough out the blocks on
the worksheet, In Line 31 copy only the

first four PAINT statements— or you will

destroy your work. Then run the program,
Change lines 240 through 270 to PRESET

and run the program.

On graph paper rule a red line vertically

from ( 1 7,0). Note the space between panels

created thus far. You must be careful when
you PSET and PRESET so that colored por-

tions oftwo different characters don't butt

up against each color. The four (actually

eight) characters created are islands in a

background sea— thus, no problem.

On your worksheet trace in Line 30
from Listing I to reflect the shapes on the

screen and outline them in black. For prac-

liee pick up and locate the PAINT coordi-

nates. If you did the work diligently, you
can see that none of the shapes butt directly

against any other. CHR$(134) and its re-

verse mate, CHR$(137). are to be drawn
separately. Did you notice a space left open
at ( 1 7, 1 2 ). making the super-graphic stored

block one unit lower on the graph paper?

All the blocks are bunched together in

the smallest possible area with an eye toward

making a relatively .simple, long program
line.

Retype Line 30 from Listing 1 . To Line

3! add the rest of the multiple PA 3 NT state-

ments. Type in lines 100 through 130 and
200 through 230 and run the program.

Each Pin line has two blank spaces at the

right side to allow you to see each shape

clearly. The PSET variables can be looked

up in the PUT lines to identify each element
in the display.

In lines 200 through 270 change all the

PSETs to presets, then run the program.
Except forthe first two, the othercharacters

are accurate representations of mating graph-

tcscharacters.Wedon'tdiscardthe PRESET

versions of B and 31 variables. They are

useful auxiliary graphics units, [f you
counted carefully, you noted that we failed

to create two characters, the full-colored

and the empty block.

Change lines 200 through 270 to end in

NOT instead of PRESET. There areeight ways
to make CHR$( 128) in this particular pro-

gram. However, be warned: MOT. OR and
AND are tricky to use. Change lines 210,
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Window Master V2.2
The tones! new program available for [he

Color Computer 1111 Now you can have

Windows, Icons, Buiions, Pull-Down Menus, Edit

Fields and Mouse Functions built into your Basic

or Machine Language Programs easily and

quickly, without the need for OS9.

It supports up lo 31 Windows on the display,

multiple fonts in 54 possible sizes and styles.

Enhanced Basic Editing and much more. It adds

over 50 Commands and Functions to Basic to

fully support the Point & Click Window System.

In fact it has so many features it would lake

several pages lo lo describe them all.

It is completely compatible with existing Basic

programs and takes absolutely no memory

away from Basic It contains a built in Ram Disk

which is completely transparent to Basic (512k

version) fot enhanced operation.

U requires 1 Disk Drive, R.S. Hi-Res Interface &
Joystick or Mouse, Includes both the )2Sk &
512k versions for only 569,95

Window-Ware
Window Writer -A Point & Click Word
Processor, features both Mouse & Keyboard

type editing, proportional printer support,

powerful formatting capability, works with any

printer. On screen Italic, bold etc. WYSIWYG
Requires Window Master & 512k- $59 95

Window Writcr/W - for non Window Master

users includes all features as described above.

Requires 512K & Disk $79.95

Window
I
fiisie Compiler - A Basic Compiler

similar to CBASIC only it compiles all the

Window Uasie statements to create super fast

M.L. programs & Desk Accessory programs for

Window Master $99.00

Winnow KPT/ASM- A full Teamed

Editor/Assembler and Debugger for the Window

Master System $49.95

Font/Icon Edilor^ - A utility disk with the Font

St Icon Editors so you can edit or create your

own, includes Basic & M.L. versions $19.95

Advanced i
Jruj»raninn-rs Guide - A Guide for

Basic & M.L. Programmers on interfacing to

Window Masters complete system including

System Calls, Memory Map, Interrupt handling

& Extended Memory access. $24.95

The Memory Game - A Concentration like game,

lots of fun for everyone. $19.95

512K RAM UPGRADE
Give your COCO 3 all ihe power it deserves with

this easy to install (no soldering/plug in) 100%
Tandy compatible 512K memory upgrade.

Completely assembled and tested, Includes

Ramdisk & Memory Test software described

below. $159.95. 512K + Window Master $199

512K RAMDISK & TESTER
RAMDISK is an ALL Machine Language

program that will give you 2 ULTRA High Speed

Karri Disks in you CoCo-3. Plus it allows your

CoCo-3 to run at double speed all the time even

for disk access!!! It will not disappear when you

press reset like some other ramdisk programs.

The MEMORY tester is a fast ML program lo test

the 512K ram. li performs several bit tests as

well as an address test.

Requires S12K & Disk $19.95

CBASIC Editor/Compiler
The ULTIMATE Color

Computer BASIC COMPILER!!!

11 you want to write fast efficient machine

language programs and you don't want to spend

the next few years trying to leant huw lo write

them in Assembly language or with a cheap

compiler, then CBASIC is the answer!!!

CBA31C is the only fully integrated Basic

Compiler and Program Editing System available

for the Color Computer, It will allow you to Lake

full advantage of all the capabilities available in

your CoCo wilhoul having lo spend years

trying to leant assembly language

programming. CBASIC allows you to create, edit

and conver' programs from a language you arc

already familiar with Enhanced Disk Color Basic,

into fast efficient machine language programs

easily and quickly.

CBASIC supports all the enhanced hardware

available In the CoCo 2 <fe 3, Including Hi-Res

Graphics, & Screen displays, Extended Memory
and Interrupts. We even added advanced

commands not available in Basic to give you a

level of control only available lo very advanced

Machine Language Programmers. Plus we made

it exceptionally easy to use, not like some other

compilers. CBASIC is the friendliest and easiest

compiler available for the Color Computer.

CBASIC is a powerful tool for the Beginner as

well as the Advanced Basic or Machine Language

programmer. CBASIC features well over 150

Compiled Basic Commands and Functions thai

fully support Disk Sequential and Direct access

files. Tape, Printer and Screen I/O. It supports

ALL the High and Low Resolution Grapliics,

Sound, Play and String Operations available in

Enhanced Color Basic, including Graphics H/GLT.

H/Put, H/Play and H/DRAW. all with 99.9%

syntax compatibility.

CBASIC makes full use of the powerful and

flexible G1MI chip in the Color Computer 3. It

will fully utilize the 128K of RAM available and

install 2 Ultra Fast Ramdisks if 512K is available,

for program Creation, Editing and Compilation,

You can easily access all 512K of memory in a

Compiled program thru Several extended

memory commands that can access it in 32K or

8K blocks and single or double bytes,

CBASIC has its own completely integrated

Uasic Program lidilor which allows you to load,

edit or create programs for the compiler. It is a

full featured editor designed specifically for

writing Basic programs, ft has block move and

copy, program renumbering, automatic line

number generation, screen editing, printer

control and much more.

Cuco 1,2 ur 3 Disk ¥149.00

To order products by mail, send check or

money order for the amount of purchase, plus

$3.00 for shipping &. handling lo the address

below.

To order by VISA, MASTERCARD or COD call us

at (702) 452-0632

(Monday thru Saturday, Sam lo 5pm PSTJ.

CER-COMP Ltd.

5566 Ricochet Avenue
Las Vegas, Nevada 89110

702-452-0632

DataPack III Plus VIA
-SWJs'K SMART TERMINAL PROGRAM

AUTOPILUTaud AUTO-LOG Command frocrsiori

X-MOUEM DIRECT DISK FILE TRANSFER
VT.Iim & VT-S2 TERMINAL EMULATION

No lost data even at 2400 liauJ on the Serial pun.

& Selectable Display Formats, 32M0/&W columns

ASCII & BINARY Jisk file transfer via XMODEM.
Directly recoid receive data (Data Logging).

VT-100 emulation for VAX, UNIX and other systems.

VT-10WS2 cursor keys .position,, PF & All. Kbii. kuys.

Programmable Word length, Parity, Stop Bits .

Complete Full and Half Duplex operation,

Senii full 123 character set from Keyboard

Complete Editor, Insert, Delete, Change Of Add,

9 Variable length, Programmable Macro Key buffers.

Programmable Printer rales from 110 10 %00 Baud.

Send Hies from the Buffer, Macro Keys or Disk.

Display or Print the contents of the 50k Buffer.

Freeze Display & Review information On line.

Built in Command Menu (Help) Display.

Built in 2 Drive RAMDISK for 512K RAM.

Supports: R. S. Modem-Pak & Deluxe US-232 Pat.

Coco 1, 2 ur 3 Disk $59.95

"The SOURCE"
DISASSEMBLER & SOURCE

CODE GENERATOR
The SOURCE will allow you to easily & quickly

Disassemble Color Computer machine language

programs Directly from Disk and generate

beautiful, Assembler Source code.

* Automatic label generation.

* Allows specifying FCli, FDB and FCC areas.

* Disassemble programs Directly from disk.

* Automatically locales address.

Output listings to the Printer, Screen or both.

* Generates Assembler source directly lo disk.

* Built in Hex/Aseii dump/display.

* 8 Selectable Display formats 32/40/64/80 .

Selectable Foreground & Background colors.

Built in Disk Directory an Kill Tile commands.
» Menu display with single key commands,
- Written in Ultra Fast Machine Language.

Coco 1, 2 or 3 Disk $49.95

EDT/ASM HI
DISK EDITOR ASSEMBLER

EDT/ASM III is a Disk based co-resident Text

Editor & Assembler. It is designed to lake

advantage of the new features available in the

CoCo-3 with either 12SK oi 512K of memory.

It has :> display formats from 32/40/64/80

columns. There, is also a free standing ML Debug

Monitor.

EDT/ASM III has the most powerful, easy to use

Text Editor available in afly lidiior/Asserribler

package for the Color Computer.

• Local and Global siring search and/or replace.

• Full Screen line editing .

• Kasy to use Single key editing commands.

Load & Save standard ASCII formatted files,

Block Move & Copy, Insert, DeleLc, Overtype.

Create and Edit files larger than memory.

The Assembler features include;

• Supports Conditional 1F/THEN/ELSE assembly.

• Supports Disk Library file up to 9 levels deep.

• Supports standard Motorola directives.

• Allows multiple values in FCB & FDB directives

Allows assembly from the Buffer, Disk or both.

Coco 1, 2 or 3 Disk SS9.9S



230. 250 and 270 to end in AND instead of
NOT. Then run the program. You have nine

ways to blank out a character; the ninth

being do not use a PUT line to make a

CHRS ( 143 ) — just skip over the area.

However, sometimes a CHRi ( 143 ) blank is

an integral part of a program and must be

used to get proper results.

There is yet another way. The following

is jusi for information and is not part of our

program. To use the blank area on your

graph paper worksheet^ there is room to

create a blank — the CHRS( 143) block at

( 2 , 8) - ( 14 , 16 )
— and still have an island.

In Line 20 add ,a(2). To Line 30 add
BG2BL98D8BL12BU8BR12" after removing the

final quotation mark. Create Line 180:

G£t(2,8)-C14,16) .A.G.

As a review make lines 200 and 240 end
in PSET, lines 210 and 250 in PRESET, lines

220 and 260 in NOT, and lines 230 and 270
in AND. Then run the program.

What about OR? Change Line 200 from
PSET to OR. Then run the program. Nothing
new in the two-eului PK00E4 screen.

By the way, did you notice and correct

the so-called error at the end of Line 3 1 ? It

has , I , i missing. If you copied faithfully

and didn't correct it, you just learned

something new.

EDIT31 and press enter. Then press the

space bar until the cursor is under the

comma after (13.1) and press D. Then
press the space bar until the cursor is under

the ne rtXcomma after the coordinates. Press

D and repeat this to the end of the line. Then
run the program.

The acid test: Enter ED I T3 1 and remove
,1,1 in the first statement. Then run the

program. The real acid test is to replace the

color instructions to read .0.1 in the First

PAIN
-

statement only. Then run the pro-

gram. Do you see that?

By pursuing an apparent error, you
tighten up the program even more. Youjust
learned that if you are using default colors

in PM0DE4,youcan save a lot of bother and
not type them in at all. In addition, no

matter what color is in a previously defined

statement, ifyou do not indicate the chosen
colors, the CoCo uses the default colors

(, I J ) in the two-color mode.
Ifyou experiment in at least a two-color

set, PAINT works to a degree like CIRCLE.

First ED I T Line 3 1 and remove . . 1 in the

first statement. Add to the end of Line 3

1

. , 1 or . 1. Reason these out for yourself.

This is a fine example of checking out

— not correcting — harmless mistakes.

You never know what yuu will find out or

where it will lead you.

Back to the drawing board. Remove
: SCREEN 1 . 1 from Line 10 to hide the dirty

laundry. You may delete lines 200 through

270. Ifyou do not, bypass this section with:

199 GOTO 300

300 X=12S:Y=96

Whenever you plan to use GET/PUT, it is

wise to set ,v,v to some numerical value.

When you create a design, you can maneu-
ver the whole mess all over the screen. Our
plan is to use PRESET H; E; G; F; GETS to make
a four-unit cross in the middle ofthe screen.

By pursuing

cm apparent
error; you
tighten up the

programeven
more. You
never know
what you will

find out or

where it will

lead you.

On graph paper block out an area 1 6-by-

24 in size. Divide it into four equal quad-

rants with a cross-hair to make the outline

of the four graphics boxes. The first order

of business is to locate .v,y so the design is

centered. This important point is where the

cross-hairs intersect— not in the upper left

comer of the 16-by-24 block. Mark the

point in pencil. Label it.v.v. It is the point of

origin of the entire design. It is also the

point of origin of the graphics character.

Put a dot in the lower right comer of the 8-

by-12 oblong. Label the ending coordi-

nates. In large letters lightly write in the

box the name of the variable you intend to

use. (Outline the shape lightly if you de-

sire). Add PR for PRESET or P for PSET as a

subscript.Work out the otherboxes on your
own.

You are all set to calculate PUT state-

ments in lines 310 through 340. Without
looking at the listing, use the worksheet

statements to create the four put lines 310
through 340. Then run the program.

I decided to make a reverse image and
see how it looks. List lines 310 through

340, Copy the PIT statements into lines 360
through 390, and change PRESET to PSET.

Then run the program.

There needs to be a pause to digest the

cross. If you plan to make any more de-

signs, use the pause more than once. This

calls for a GOSliB routine to save memory,
typing time and possible errors that tend to

crop up in innocent program lines. Type in

lines 2000, 345 and 395. Then run the

program.

Eager to continue but lazy enough not to

want to figure out new coordinates, list

lines 360 through 390. Copy the contents of

the four lines into lines 410 through 440.

changing the lines to read 6, Bl, Bl and B

respectively > all PSET. Type in Line 445,

then run the program.

Now list lines 410 through 440. Copy
them into lines 460 through 490, using only

the C variable; the first two lines PR E SE 1 and
the last two PSET. Type in Line 495. Then
run the program.

One more and that's it! List lines 460
through 490. Copy into lines 5 1 through

540 the PUT statements from above. Use
Variable D only; first and third lines, PSET
and second and fourth, PRESET. Type in

Line 545 and run the program.

You shouldn't have copied from the

listing but from the listed PUT lines on the

screen. List Line 541. The equivalent

numbered coordinates are placed, (reverse

PRESET and PSET), in masked REM lines for

reference. Do not activate them. If you do
and decide to move your grand design

elsewhere, guess what you will be leaving

behind.

To see how this creative effort looks in

a perpetual loop, type in Line 55 and run the

program.

How would it look if you randomly
begin at any of the five routines? Who
knows, so let's tiy ii. Type in lines 305 and

550, both unmasked, and run the program.

It's a dead end so mask lines 305 and 550.

To make the guy tumble across the

screen, type in lines 303 and 547. both

unmasked. Then run the program. It is

annoying to have the residue on the screen.

Use the coordinates from the worksheet to

make things easier. To get rid of it, type in:

LINE B46,LINE(X-8,Y-12HX+8.Y + 12

), PRESET, BF

Although the units are centered around
the point of origin of the four-unit design.
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New For the 90'

s

From ORION Technologies.,,

More for less.

THE extended port interface for the Coco 1, 2, or 3.

Get more than one good thing at a time.

MORE
Slots ...

Power ...

Versatile
Mobility

Three cartridge slots.

12 volts/powers anything.
Use RS232/disk and more

. Moves out of the way for

more desk space.
Reliability.. Buffered I/O for more

signal strength.

LESS
Cost...Intro priced!..only $74.95
Cost... No need to replace what

you already have.
Cost... No need to buy special

software.
Hassle... No special addressing

to contend with.
Xport will be available for shipment on or about December 1st..., Orders are being taken now!

Brand Name
360K .$79.95
720K $89.95

Double Sided Disk Drives
Factory new 5 1/2" 1/2 ht drives

Dual Case/ Power supply $59.95
Drive cables $10.00 + $2.50/ connector

TEAC
360K $89.95
720K... $99.95

TVlpryalr TT See Review November '89 issue! {&4-Q QS
The Telepak II is fast becoming trie new standard for Color Computer RS232 communications. Baud rates

to 19,200 baud. Comes complete with 3
1 DB25 cable that will connect directly with any standard modem

or terminal. The latest in low power microchip technology. Does NOT require 12 volts. Gold connectors.

2400 bd Modem 81

cable only $139.95
3/ 12/2400 baud. Auto-dial /answer.

AT command set. 2 year warranty and
6 foot cable. (4-pin or DB25- please specify)

New 80 track-double
sided drives~-$39.95!

Full height - Bare drives. Limited quantities.

Great for OS-9, Hyper I/O. and ADOS 3
Order yours now!

up ril"IQ " Coco III DOS - What your Coco should have been born with. ONLY
<#> A-*V#0 Load/Save CM3-MGE grfx. Auto-boot even OS-9! Easy ML conTig prgm. A>r\j\ ftc

Choose Boot-up Screen width.palettes, baud rates, step rates,35/40 trk. tp^4.y

O

Alpha Software

Disk manager tree$29.95
Multi-Menu $19,95
OS-9 Level 2 BBS..$29.95
Warp One... $34.95
Presto-Partner $29.95
The Zapper $19.95
Level II Tools.. .....$24.95

V-term $39.95
version 3.02. RSDOS

Turbo 512K Ram Upgrade
'Premium 120ns RAM chips
*Complete with installation
instructions and RamDisk,
Print spooler, & Ram test!

Only..... $109.95
OK board /software $39.00

nOLOCIEE

Cables
Supercomm„$29.95
New! for OS-9 LU

4-pin to DB25...$12.95
(specify modem or printer)
DB25 M-M / MF-6'..$9.95
Magnavox RGB, ..,$14.95

Visaf MC, C.O.D. or your
personal check accepted.

Add $3.00 shpg/hldg.

CO.D. - add $3.00

P.O. Box 63196
Wichita, KS 67203

316-946-0440



it needs to be adjusted upward 6 to be

centered vertically on the screen. In Line

300 change% to 90. Then run the program.

Mask lines 303 and 547. Leave Line 300

alone. Unmask lines 51 1.521,531 and 541.

Then run the program.

The unmasked locations arc not in the

same location as the.v.v movable design. It

is spinning like a screw— that gives me an

idea. First CSAVE your work, then add;

303 FOR r-U TO 168 STEP6

Mask Line 305. and in lines 310 through

340 change the variables to Bl, B, Bl and B

respectively— all preset. Mask Line 345
and change lines 360 and 390 to end with

D.PSET and lines 370 and 380 tn end with

D, PRESET. Mask Line 395 and list lines 310
through 340. Copy them into lines 410
through 440 exactly as listed. Now add:

44 1 PUT { X - 2

.

y+3 } ( X+2 . ¥+20 ) . E . PS

ET

Mask Line 445. Now list lines 3 10 through

340. Copy them into lines 460 through 490
exactly as listed. List Line 441 and copy it

exactly into Line 491 , Mask Line 495 and

add:

497 GOTO 547

547 NEXTV:PCLS:GOSUB2000;G0T0303

Then run the program.

A drill is spinning like mad, boring

away. Note the drill-point, then list Line

44 1 . There is an error in the ending coordi-

nate. Compare it with Line 140. The X
component is only four units wide. The
result is junk. 1 was looking lor a sharp

point of some kind. 1 made a mistake and
profited from it. This is an example of

latching onto distorted junk, which is easy

to produce. There is no way to produce as

neat a drill head. That is not to say you
couldn't make a creditable drill bit using

DRAW.

If you get lost along the way, Listing 3,

a siripped-down version of Listing 2, pro-

duces the spinning drill. It requires a lot of

revising but should take only a few minutes

of editing.

Lines 303 and 547 confine the action to

the included lines. You began at (he top of

the screen and drilled down 6 units at a lime

by using STEP6. You masked all the pause

routines within the FOR/NEXT loop so as not

to slow down the apparent spin motion.

You changed only the variables and PSET/

PRESET in all of the PUT statements. Lines

360 through 390 created the shaft of the

drill. The groups of put statements— 310
through 340, 410, 440 and 460 through 490
— set the variables 3 and Bl to give a sense

of relation. Lines 441 and 491 used the

distorted PUT junk to give the sensation of

a rotating bit. Line 497 bypassed the un-

used routine.

Remember, it didn't cost you a cent -
only an inquiring mind. The drill may not

be art, but it is animation. Some program-
mers make an interesting design once in a

blue moon. You are well on your way to

making beautiful graphics all the time.

16KECB ^
T 400 ***

Listing I; FLASHES
210
b 1

PUT(110,100)-U18.112),B1,PS 410
420

PUT(X-8.V-12)-(X,Y>,B,PSET
PUTU,Y-12>(X+8.Y).B1.PSET

220 PUi (120, 100)- (128.1 12). C.PSE 430 PUT(X-8.Y)-<X,¥*i2'),Bl.PSET
'LISTINGl ] 440 PLiT(X,Y)-(X+8.Y-+l-2},B,PSET

10 PM0DE4,1:PCLS 230 PUT( 130, 100)- (138,112) ,D.PS£ 445 GOSUB'200'0
'

20 DIM B(2>,C<2),D<2).Ef2>.FU). T 450 ***
SC2KH(2>,;SH2) 240 PUTC 1 40, 100}- (148, 112) ,E,PSE 460 PUT(X-8,Y-12)-tX,Y).C

l
PRESET

30 DRAWBM0.0NO6R4ND6BR8ND6R4ND6 T 430 PUT( X. Y- 12) -(X+8.Y)i-Ci PRESET
8RND6R8HD6BRND12R4D12NL4BDND-12R4 250 PUT (150. 100)- (158. 112) . F..PSE 480 PUT(X-8,Y!-(X'.Y+L2),C,PSET
D618D6NR4BLNUSL41J12L4D6NR8BHND6L T 490 PUT(X,Y)-{X+8,Y+12) .C.PS'ET
406NR4BL8NU6L4U6N.R4BLI12R4BR8R4BR 260 PUT{ 160,100) -< 168. 112},G.PS£ 495 GOSJB2000
R8" T 500 • ***
31 PAHmia>,l.l:PAINTU3,U.l. 270 PUT(170.100)-(178.112).H.P5E 510 PUT(X-S.Y-12)-(X,Y),D,PSET
I:PAIST(13,19),l.l:PAIHTa,19).l T 511 ' PSJT(120,&4)-(I28.96) .0.PRES
.1:PAINT(18.1).1.1:PAINT(27.1>.1 300 X-128; ,'-96 ET
.lsPAINT(18,14),l,l;PAINT(22.20) 303 "FOR X-20 TO 236 STEP 18 520 PUT(X,Y-1?WX+8,Y) .n.PRFSFT
,1,1:PAINT{31.14),1.1:PAI«T{27.Z 30S 0-RND(5);0N Q GOTO 310,360.4 521 "PUT (-128, 84)- ( 136,96). t>, PSET
0) 10,.J60.S10 530 PUT(X-6,Y)-|X.Y+12),D,PSET
100 GETU7,13)-(25.25).B,G 310 PUT(X-8.¥-12)-tX,Y) ,H, PRESET 531 ' PUT( 120,96)- (128. 1B8).D. PRE
110 GFT(26.13)-(34.25),Bi,G 320 PUT(X,Y-12)-(X+8.Y).E.PRES£T SET
120 GET(17,I3)-(?5.12}.C.G 330 PUT(X-.8.,Y>-(X.Y+12),G. PRESET 540 PUT(X.Y)- (X+8;-Y+ie) ,D, PRESET
130 GET(.26.B)-(34,12),D.G 340 PUTU,Y)-(X+8.Y+i2).F. PRESET 541 'PUT(128,96)-(136,108),D,PSE
140 GET(8,0)-(16,12).£.G 345 GOSUB2000 T
150 GETC8.12W16,24).F.G 350 ****

545 GOSUB2B00
160 GETC0.12)-(8.24),G,G 360 PUT(X-&,Y-12W.X,Y),H,PSET ..S47. 'NEXTX:PCLS:GOTO303
170 GETC0,0)-(3.12).H.G 370 PUTCX;Y-12)-{X+8.Y),E.PSET 550 'GQTO305
198 PCLS:SCREEN1.1 380 PtlT('X-&,Y)-(X.Y+12) .G.PSET 655 GQTO310
139 GOTO300 390 PUT(X.Y)-(X+8.Y+12) .F.PSET 100G GOTQ1.000
208 PUT(100.100) (108. 112KB. PSE 395 GOSUB2000 2006 FOB Z-l TO 50: NEXT: RETURN

Listing 2: driui ,1 : PAI NTU8, 1 i, 1.1; PAINT (27. 1),1 T
.l:PAlNTU0,14)a.l:PAINT(22.20) 210 PUT(U0,100)-(118.112) .81. PS
il.l iPA[NT(31,14).l.l;PAINT{27,2 ET

•i 'LISTINGS 0) 220 PUT (120, 100)- (128J]?).C,PSE
10 PM0DE4,1:PCLS 100 GET(17,13)-(25,25).8,G T

20 DIN B<2),CC2).0(2),E{2).F(2). 110 GETC26,13)-U4.25).B1,G 230 PUH130.108-)- (138.112) .D.PSE
G(2).H(2),B1(2) 120 GETU7,0)-(2&,12).C.G T

30 DftAW"BM0.0ND6R4ND<5BR8NO6R4ND6 130 GET{Z6.0)-(34,12),D,G 240 PUT(140,100)- (148.112) . E.PSE
BRND6R8ND6BRND12R4D12NL4BDfiD12R4 140 GET(S,0)-(16.12).E,G T

D6L8D6NR4BLNU6UU12L4D6NR8BHND6L 150 GET(8,12)-(16.24).F,G 250 PUT(150,100)-(158.112),F,PSE
4D6KR4BL8NU6L4U6«R4BU12R4BR8R4BR- 160 GET(0,12>-(8,24),G,G T
R8" 1.70 GET(0.'0)-(8,I2),H,G 260 PUT( 160. 100) £168.11 Z), G.PSE
31 PAINT U, I), 1,1: PA INK 13, 1 5,1, 198 PCIS.:SC.REEN1.1 T

l:PAINT(13.19S,i,l:PAINT(l.ly).l. .
199 GGTO3B0 270 PUTQ70,100)-(178.112),H,PSE
200 PUT( 100. 100) -(108,1 1?}.B,PS£ T
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300
303
305
410
310
T

320
330
I

340
346
350
360
370
3S0
390

K-X£erY-12
FOR Y-12T0 168 STEP6
'O-RND(5):0N GOTO 310, 3-60 ,

460,510
PUT{X-8.Y-12)-{X,Y).B1.PRES£

puTa.v-iaj-tx+a.Tfj.e, preset
PUT{X-8,Y)-(X,Y+12).B1.PRESE

PUT{X,Y)-(X+8.
GOSUB2000

Y+I2),B,PRtStl

PUT(X-B,Y-12)-{X,Y),D,P$ET
PUT( X. Y- 12 ]--(X+8-,YJ,D. PRESET
PUT(X-8.Y)-(X.Y+12).D, PRESET
PUT(X.Y)-(X+8.Y+12} .D.PSET

400 '***

410 PUT(X-8,Y-12)-(X.Y>,B1,PRESE
t

420 PUTCX.Y- 12)- CX+8.Y),B, PRESET
430 PUT(X-S.Y) <X.Y + 12),B1.PMSE
"T

440 PUTCX.Y)-(X+8.Y+12>,B. PRESET
441 PUTU"2,Y+a)-(X+2.Y+20},E.PS
ET
445 GOSUB2009
450 '***

460 PUT(X-8,Y-12)-(X.Y},B1,PR£SE
T. .

470 PIIT(X,Y-12)-<X+8.Y>. .8. PRESET
480 PUT(X-8,Y)-(X.Y+12) .81 .PRFSE
T

490 PU.T(.X.Y)-(X+8,Y+12) , B, PRESET
491 PUT{X-2,Y+8)'CX+2.Y+20) .E.PS
ET

495 GOSUB2000
497 G0T0547
500 '***

510 Ptmx-8.Y-12WX.Y) .D.PSET
520 PlfT{X.Y-12)-(X+8,Y).E).PRESET
530 PUT(X-8.Y)-(X.Y+12).D, PRESET
540 P(JT{X,Y)-(X+8,Y+12) .D.PSET
545 GOSUB200B
S47 NEXTY:PtLS':GOTO303
550 'GOTO305
55S GOTO310
1000 GOTO1000
2000 FOR- Z-3 TO 50:)J£XT; RETURN

Listing 3:DRILL2 140 GET(8.0)-U6.12).E,<i 410 Pt)T(X-a,Y-lZ}-(X,Y) ,B1 , PRE5E
150 GETC8.12)'{'16,24).F.G T

'LISTINGS 160 GET(0,12)-(8,24).Q,S 420 PUT(X.Y'12J'(X+8.Y) ,B, PRESET
10 PK0DE4.1tPCLS 170 GET(0.0) (8,12).H.G 430 PUT( X -8 . Y

)
- { X . Y+12 ) . Bl . PRESE

. .20 DIM B-(2),C{.2),0(Z).E{Z).F<2). 198 PCL.5:SCKEEN1,1 T

6(2:KHC2).B1C2> 300 X~128:Y-96 440 PUT(X.Y)-<X+8,Y+12) ,B. PRESET
30 DRAW8M0.0ND6R4ND66R8ND6R4ND6 303 FOR Y-12 TO 16B STEP 6 441 PUT(X-2 . Y+8)- CX+2 , Y+20 ) . £ . P5
BRND6R8ND6BRND12R4D12NL4BON012R4 310 PUTCX-8.Y-12)-{X,YJ.B1,PRESE ET

D6L8D6NR4&LNU6L4U12L4D6NR8BBND6L T 450 '***

4D6NR48L8NU6L4U6HR4BU12R48R8-R4BR 320 PUT(X.Y-12)-(X+8.Y). 6, PRESET 460 PUT<X-8.Y-12)-{X,Y),81.PRESE
R8" 330 PUTCX-8,Y)-(X,Y+r2),Bl.PRESE T

31 PAIMT(l,l):PArNT(13,l):PAINT( T 470' PUT(X,Y-1H)'(X+8,Y), 8. PRESET
13,19>:PAI»Ttl.l9):PAIHT{18.n:P 340 POTtX:<T)-TX+8.Y+12),B.fRbStl 480 PUT(.X-8,Y)-(X.Y+12),B1, PRESE
AlNT(27.1):PAtNTU8,14):PAINT<22 3.50 ***

T

. 20 ) ; PAI NT( 31 . 14 ) ; PAI NT{ 27 , 20) 360 PLiTtX-8.Y-12)-(X..Y>. D.PSET 490 PUT(X,Y)-£X+8.Y+12),B, PRESET
100 GETC17,13)-(25.25),B.G 370 PliT(X,Y-12)-U+8.Y) .D, PRESET 431 PUT{ X - 2 . Y+8) - { K+2 , Y+20 ) , E . PS
110 GET(26,133-(34 t 25}.Bl,G 380 PUTCX-8,Y)-(X ,Y+12) , D, PRESET ET

120 GET(17,0)-(25,I2),C,G 390 PUT(X,Y)-(X+8.Y+12), D.PSET 547 ftfXTY : PCLS:GOSUB2000 :GOTO303
130 GET(26,0)-(34,12),D.G 400 *** 2000 FOR 7-1 TO 50: NEXT: RETURN

/^

SSi

Make Some HandyTandy
Connections.

The largest group of Tandy"' users in the world

shares its problems and solutions online every day in

CompuServe's Tandy Forums. And you can join them.

You 11 find users of every kind of Tandy computer,

who have worked the bugs out of any application

you're likely to encounter - from CoCo games and the

OS-9 operating system to the most advanced program-

ming problems for MS-DOS*' desktops and laptops.

Tandy Forums are the first place youll hear

about new products, sometimes even as they're being

developed. Find out which software is best for your

applications. And keep up with the latest information

on upgrades as soon as they're available. There's no
better way to get more out of your Tandy.

lb join CompuServe, see your computer dealer

To order direct or for more information, call

800 848-8199. If you're already a member, type

GO TANDYNET at any ! prompt.

CompuServe"
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Feature

Write your own CoCo Yellow Pages

Personal Secretary

by Dave LeBlanc

This program, CoCoMemo, was

designed to let the user enter

recipes, poems or just about

any other articles of informa-

tion into the computer and

then save them for future use. CoCoMemo
was designed to be as self-explanatory and

user-friendly as possible.

When you run the program, the screen

clears and a copyright message appears at

the top of the screen, followed by a menu
showing nine options. They are as follows:

« Display A File— Displays a previously

created CoCoMemo file to the screen.

• Create A File — Lets you create a Co-

CoMemo file, A special feature is included

here to prevent overwriting existing files.

• Modify A File— Lets you add, delete or

change lines of a previously created file.

• Delete A File — Lets you delete a file

from a work disk.

• Print A File— Prints any CoCoMemo file

from disk to the printer.

• See Directory— Displays a directory of

all CoCoMemo files on the disk.

• Check Free Disk Space— Displays the

number of free granules and bytes of a disk

to the screen.

• Copy A File — Lets you copy a Co
CoMemo tile from one disk to another.

Special features prevent empty files from

being copied and overwriting existing files

on the target disk.

¥-
Dave LeBlanc is 14 years old and lives in

Caissie Cape, New Brunswick. He is a self-

taughtprogrammer who has owned a CoCo
for over two years. He enjoys volleyball,

basketball, music and programming his

CoCo. Hecan be contacted atP.O. Box99.
Grande-Digue, NB EOA ISO, Canada; (506)

576-7582.

• Quit— Performs a cold start and returns

to Disk basic.

At any filename prompt, enter the name
of the fiie yuu want to work with. The
filename may be eight or less characters

and must not contain any colons (:'), slashes

(/), or periods (.). Pressing enter returns

you to the main menu.

If you select Option 2 or 3, a new set of

subcommands will be presented that let

you do the following:

• Save the file you are currently working on

for future use.

• Delete the line that your arrow cursor is

currently positioned on (more on this later).

• Terminate the File you're working on and

return to the main menu.

The space bar lets the user enter a 32-

character line of text into the line number
currently indicated by the arrow cursor. All

keys function normally except for the quote

(") and clear keys.

The computer keeps track of the infor-

mation through the use of line numbers (1

through 3 1 0). The UP and DOWN arrow keys

move the arrow cursor to lower or higher

line numbers, respectively. The line num-
ber that the cursor is positioned on is indi

cated by the line number indicator above

the text window.
If you don't have an 80-column printer,

the print option (Option 5) does not work
properly. Also, if your printer doesn't

support underlining, delete CHR$Q5) and
CHR$<14) from Line 1 191. This won't af-

fecttheprintoutmuch. The two bell charac-

ters (ch R$ ( 7 ) ) ar the end ofLine 1191 are to

make the printer beep when it is finished

printing. By the way. don't renumber the

program! CoCoMemo is easy to use and

should be fairly self-explanatory. Enjoy it

and use it to your advantage.

32K Disk ^

120 204
290 .16
504 38

550 76
710 98
960 ..........221

1177 72
5000 93

6080 8
9000 237
9030 118
END 106

The listing: COCOMEMO

'COPYRIGHT 1989 FALSOFT, IMC
1 DATA99.111.99, 111 ,109,101.109,
111 . 32 . 40 -, 9-9 , 4 1 , 49 , S7 ,'$ $ , 5 5 ,

3

Z . 9

8, 121, 32,1M.,97. 118,101.32.108.1
01.98,108,97,110,99 . .

5 C-0: CIS: RESTORE :FORA-1024TO105
5: READ B:IFB>96THENPRINt@C.CMR|(
S).;.:.C-C+1:NEXTELSEP0KEA.B:C-C+1:
NEXT
10 CLEAR10000
20 DTK S$(315),A$i;315),N.Ff.(.70)

25 PME2S2.1
30 PRINT@65,"MENir :PRINT
40 PRINT" <1>. DISPLAY A FILL": PR
INT" <2> CREATE A FILE" : PRINT" <

3> MODI FY A FILE": PRINT" <A> DEL
ETE A FIL£":PRINT" <5> PRINT OUT
A FILE": PRINT" <6> SEE DIRECTOR

Y": PRINT" <7> CHECK FREE DISK SP
ACE"; PRINT" <8> COPY A FILE'" :'PRI

NT" <9> QUIT"
50 PRINT" SELECT (1-9) "

6-0 POKE65494,0
70 QEI-INKEYJ
80 QES-INKEVS: IF GE$»""THEN80
81 IFQE$< ,, l"ORC;Et>"9"THEN80
82 FORA-1120+(VAL(QEi)*32)TOll20
.+ (VAUQE$)*3?>+31;P0K£ A.PEEKEA)
-64:NEXT
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90 IFQE$-"inHENI60
100 IfQE$-"2"THEN390
110 IFQES-"3"THEN6000
120 1FQE$-"4"THEN1040
130 IFQE$- ,,5"THENn60
140 IFQE$-"6"THEN7000
141 IFQE$-"7"THEN1230
142 IfQE$-"8"THEN9000
143 IFQES-"9"THEN1270
150 GOTO80
160 PR I NT0416 ,

""
; P R I N'T@4 1 6 .

" "
; ; L

INEJMPUT" FILENAME: ";QV$
170 IFG1$-""THENRU!U0-
180 lR'EN(Ql$)>80RLEN(QlS}<lTrO
190ELSE GOTO200
190 GOTQ160
200 Q1(-Q1$+STRIMG${6-LEN{'Q1$>.3
?)!?fUHWU&." SEARCHING"
210 GOSUB5000
215 POKE&HFF40.0:POKE&HFF40.1
220.-EORD-1TO DF: IF NF$(D)«Q1$ TH
EN260ELSENEXTD
230 PRINT@448," NON-EXISTENT FIL
E-":.FOftO-lTO750:NEXT:RR-FREEt0):R
UN '

260PRINT@448." FOUND": PRINT" LO
AOING"::F.ORD-lTO1000:NEXTrCLS ::

270 A$-"":OP£N"D";#2,Ql$+ H
.MEM",

THEN370

:t>RINT®41.6,

-35
.280 F-1

290 IF £>LOF{2}TH£N350
300 GET #2.E
310 INPUT#2 r A$
311" TFLEN<At)-32THENPfUNTA$i :Q0T
O3:30ELSEPRiNTA$:GOT6330
320 PRINT.AI

330 E-E+l
340 GOTO290
350 CtOSF#l
360 PRIMT"HIT AKY KEY CONTINUE":
QE$-IrJKE¥$
370 QE$-INKEY$:IFQE$'
380 run
390 REM
400 FL-0:PRIHT@416r
""::LIWEINPUT" FILENAME; ";F1$
410 IFF1$-""THENRI>N10
420 IFLEM(Fl$.)>80RL£M(Fl$)<rTHEN
430ELSEGOTO440
430 GOTO400
440 Fl$-Fl$-f-STRING$(8-LEN(Fl$),3
2 ) : PRINT" SEARCHING" :'GO'S¥B'S000

450 FORD-1TO DF:IFNFS(D)-F1$ THE
M500ELSENEXT
490 PRINT@448," READY.
500 PRINT@448." FOUND"
YOU WISH TO OVERWRITE

501 :QE$-aNKEY$
502 QE$»INKEY$:IFQE$-""TNEN502
503 IFQE$-"N"THENPRINT@480,STRIM
G$03B. 32) ;:PRIHT«4'4e. STRING* (3fl.

32);.:GOTO390
504 JFQ£$-'*Y"TH£NPRINT@480.STRIN
G$(30,32); :PRIPJT#448," READY. ":K
ILL F1$+'\MEM":GOTO510
505 GOTO502
510 POKE282.0:FORPP-1024TO1535:P
DKEPP,32:NFXTPP
520 RR-FREEC0 ) ; U-22; RRINTO12

,

"f i

lename";:"FO'RPP~LE'N(Fl$)T01STEP-l
:PRINT(9U;CHR-$('ASCfRIGHTJ(FlJ.PP)
}+32) : : U-U+.l : NEXTPP ; PQKEl'044 . 58 :

:GOTO510
PRINT" 00
IT?";,

U-lB8S:FdR{W»2T0LEN'(STR*<RR)-):S-
VAL(MID$(STR$(R.R>,QQ,l-)}:P«S+48:
POKE U,P;U-U+1:NEXTQQ.;PRI-NT®44,"
free disk space"; :POKE1072. 32
525 FORPP-1024TO1065:iFPEEKCPP)-
64THENP0KE'. PP.32.;NEXTPP F.LSENEXT
PP

530 POKE1077,32:POKE1-083,58:PRIN
T@76."l ine"; tPOKE1106 ( 35;PRINT@9
S, "select command"; :P0KE1 126, 32:
PRI NJ@128 : PRINT@160 : POKE 1249 ,49

:

POKE1281,50':.POKE1313.'51":FORPP-12
50TO13I4"STEP32:POKEPP. 45-: NEXTPP:
PRINT@228,"Sdve";
540 PRIHT@260. "delete a line";:P
RINT@292 ,

"termi nat'e f i 1 e" : t P0KE1
325,32 .

550 PRINT@32i."SPACEBAR H
;: PRINT®

331 /'enter text"; ; POKE 1353. 45; PO
KE13S0 , 32 ; PRTNT@128 ,*"*;.: PQKE1298
.32iP0KE1292.,32:IF FL-1T-HENS70EL
SE560

'

560 0PEN ,'D".#1.F1S+".HEM".35:T-1
570 PR1NT@160:PRINT@128,"> ";S$(
T)

580 U-1107:FORPP-2TOLEN(STR$(T})
:S-VAL(MID$CSTR$(TJ,P-P.n.)'*48:P0
KEU.S;PGKEU+1, 32 :U-lh-l: NEXTPP
590 GOSU8770
600 E$--"
610 PRINT@96 ."enter text"; :P0KE1
12S.32:POKE1130,32:POK£1131,3Z:P
QKE1132,32:P0KE1133»32:PRINT@T28
:PRINT@160:PRINrei28,"";:E$-"":G
SUB 10000

620 REM

LOTTERY
MADE EASY

Most people spend $5.00 to $25.00 dollars or more
on their favorite lottery. Most of this money is spent
on purchasing easy picks. The reason for this is that

most people don't have the time or they have a hard
time thinking up all the different combinations of

numbers.

If you have a Color Computer 3, one Disk drive, and
a CM8 or RGB monitor this program can help you.
(Printer optional)

This program offers several ways to play the lottery.

There is a Pick 7, Pick 7/6, Pick 8, Pick 1 2, and a Pick

20. The program is menu driven and has a Special

feature that will identify winning numbers at a glance.

Why not take the lottery challenge & play with your
own numbers?

This program is made available by the RRA & CO. at

the cost of $1 5.00, this includes postage & handling.

Send check or money order to.

(money orders shipped same day)

RRA & CO.
P.O. Box 17087
Des Moines, Iowa
zip 50317

Nine-Times
The first magazine devoted exclusively to OS-9!

Every other month you 1*7111 receive a diskjam-packed
with programs and articles oR for OS-9.

Each Issue contains: ] O helpful and useful programs to help build your OS-!)

library * Instructions, examples, and samples of Baslcoy procedures and
subroutines to help with your own programs and your understanding of Baslc09
* C programs and programming examples * Program reviews, Hints, Help
columns, and Informative articles to advance your knowledge of OS-9 * Supplied
totally or 5. 25" disk • Dound manual sent to each new subscriber for help In

getting Wine Times up and running, as well as tips on using 1t with a ram disk or

bard disk * All graphic/Joystick Interface for ease of use.

1-Year SlIOS, $34.95 Canadian postage, add Si.00

Foreign postage, add $7.00

Back Issues: Back issue* are available for the May L9B9 and July 19S9

issues. Please write for information on Back Issue contents.

Back Issue, ea. $7.00 Foreign postage, add $1.50 ea.

Magazine Source: Due to many Inquiries, the source code for the

magazine graphic shell Is being provided as an informational tool. Included Is

the actual Bask09 source code and compiled modules on disk, as well as
documentation and a printed copy of the source code.

Source, $24.95 Foreign postage, add $1.50

To order, please send U.S.

check or money order to:
JWT Enterprises £

5755 Lockwood Blvd.

Youngstown, OH 44512

echnfcal Assistance:^

[216}-7SB-7BB4 J

Sony, no C.O.D.'s; foreign orders, please use U.S. money orden
Checks, allow 3 weeks for receipt of first Issue/back Issue.
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630 S$(T>-£S
64'0-T-m:IFT<G THEN650ELSE G-T:
GOTO6-50

650 PRINT@128."> "+St(T)
650 GOTO530
'670 C10SE#1:KILL F1$+".MEH', ;0-PEN

"D"\#1,F1S+".MEM",35
675 Ihti-B'l HLH/batLSL Y-I:Z»1
680 IF 5HY)-"PSUNIA'-'Tr1EN750
690 IF S$(Y).-"-THEN730
700 WRITE #1,SS(Y)
710 PUT #1,2
720 Z-Z+l
730 Y-Y+I
740 GOTO6B0
750 CLOSE #1 . .

760 RUN
770 M$-I fi KEY $;P'RINT@96." select":
i PRI NT«03 , "command" : : POKE1 i25;3
2:

780 M$-INKEY$:IFM$- H "THEN7a0
790 IFM$-1"1"THEN860

800 IFM?-"2-"THEN890
810 1FM$-"3"THEN940
820 IFM$-" "THEN RETURN
830 IFM$«"*"THEN970
840 IFM$-C-H'R-$U0)TH£N1010
850 GOTO780...

860 FGRP-I120TO1110:POKEP.32:NEX
TP:PfiI'NT@96, "saving" ; : F0RP-L126T
01128:POKEP,46:NFXTP
870 Sf(G+l)-"PSUNIA"
880 GOTO670
890 REM.. .. .

900 S*(T)-""
910 PRINT@160
920 PRINT@128 P

"> "

930 GOTQ650
940 PR1NT@96. "deleting fi!e"::PO
KE1128,32:F0RP-1133TQ1135:PQKEP,
'46:'NEXTP

950 C" LOS E#l: KILL Flt+'VMEM"
960 RUN
970 IFT-1THEN580
980 T=T-1:PRINT@128."":PRINT@160-

990 PRIHT@128 ;

f
"> "+S$(T)

1000- GOTO 580
1010 T-T+1:PRINT@128."":PRI«T®16
0."'"

1020 PRINT@128."> "+S$(T)
1030 GOTO580
1040 PRINT@416,"":PRINT@416."";:
LINEINPUT" FILENAME: ";QS
1.050. IFQ£-""THENRUN1'0
1060 IFLEN(QU>80RLEfj<Q$XlTHENl
040EL5E1070
3070 PRINT" SEARCHING" :Q$~Q$+STR
ING$(8-LEN(Qi).32):GOSUB5000
1080-FORD-1TO DF: IF NF$(D)-Q$ TH
EN1130ELSE NEXTD
1120 PRINT@448." NGN- EXISTENT FI
LF>:FORD-l TO 1.000: NEXT: RUN
1130 PRINT#448." FOUND": -PRINT' D

ELETING":
1140 KILL 0$+-" .MEM": RUN
1160 GOTO8000
1170 0PEN"D".-#l,Ft+".MEM" 1 35
1174 CLS
1175 IFPEEK(65314)<>5THEN1179
1176 IFPEEK{653i4')<>5THENll78
1177 PRINT@32, " PLEASE GET PRINT
ER READY 'V&GTGll 76

1178 REM
1179 REM
1180 FOR CD-1TQ-LGFU):GET#1,CD:
INPUT#1,A$(CD):NEXT

1190 CLS: LINEINPUF'ENTER.APPROPR
LATE TITLE > ";BS:CLS:PR
INT : PRINTTABU2);"PRIN-TING"
1191 DV-INT(LOF(l.)/2 3+l'CLOSE#l:
PRINT#-Z,TAB{40-LEN<B$)/2)-;CFiR${-
15);S$CHR$(14);:PR1NT#-2:F0R Gl-
1T0 DV:PRINT#-2,TAB(5);A$(Gl);TA
B{42)-;A$-(-DV+Gl)-:NEXT:P'RI'NT#-'2,CH

R$(7);:FORA=lTO50;NEXTA;PRINT#-2
,CHR$C7)
1200 RUN
1210 GE$-INKEY$;IFQES=""THEN1210
1220 RUN
1230 CLS:PRINT" FREE DISK- SPACE:

1240 RR*-FREE(:0):PR1NT"1N GRANULE
S

: "RR:PR3 NT" I N BYTES : "RR*2304 : PR
INT"ROOM FOR APPROXIMAT£LY"RR"FI
LES.";: PRINT-HIT. ANY. KEY TO C.GNT

INUE":QE$=TNKEYt
1250 QE'$-INKEY$-:IFQE$-"'"THENi250
1260 RUN .

1270 POKE113,0:EXEC40999
'5000 DF='0:FOR XX-3TG11 :DSKI$0.17
,XX,Y$,Z$:FOR Xl-lT0l28STEP32:G0
SUB5-010;NEXT -X1:Y'$-Z(:F0R Xl-ITO
128STEP32:GOSU85010:NEXT XI, XX
5002 RETURN
5010 LL$'-MrD't(Y$.Xl,14);IFASC(LL
$)-2550RASDC LIS )»0TH EN RETURN ELSE
5020.

5020 IFMI0$(Ltt.9.3)<>"HEM"TH£HR
ETURNELSE5021

.

5021 DF-DF+1:NFHDF)-LEFT$(LL$.8
): RETURN
6000 FL=1:PRINT@416,"":PRINT@416
,"";: LINEINPUT" FILENAME: ";'F1$

6010 TFF1$=""THENRUN10
6020 IFLENCF1$X10RLEN{.F1$)>8THE
N6000
6030 Fl$-Fl$+STRlNGi(8LEN(Fl$),
32) :PRINT@448," SEARCH! NG" :G0SU8
5000
6040 F0RD-1T0 OF: IF NF$(D)-F1$ T
HEN6060ELSENEXT
6050 PRINT@448>" NON-EXISTENT FT

LE" :F0RO-1TO75'0':'NE'X'T:RU'N

6060 PRINT@448." FOUND" ; PRI NT@48
0," LOADING"-; -

6070 OPEN"0" ,#1 . Fl$+" .MEM" .35:T-
Lf)F{13

6075 IFL0FCIK1THENG-1 :T-1 :PR3NI
@448,"":PRINT@480,"

"i:PRINT@448,"
READY.": GO l"0-b-l@-

6080 F0RD-1T0 LOF{ 1) :GET#1-.D: INP
UT#1 .S$(D): NEXTD :.G-LOF(.l): PRINT®
448."":PRINT@4S0," ";

: PRINT@448-. " READY . " : 5010510
7000 CLS:PRINT:PR1NT" READING DI
RECTORY" :PRINT@32,"";:GOSUB5000
7010'"FORD=1TQ DF STEP3:-PRINTTAB(
1);NF$(D);TABC12);NF$(D+1);TAB(2
3);NF$(D+2):NEXTD
7020 PRINT" HIT- ANY KEY TO CQNTI
NUE":
7030 A$-INKEY£
7040 A&=INKEY$:IFA$-""THEN7040
7050 RUN
8000 PRINT@416 , "'"

: PRTNT@416 , ""
; :

LINEINPUT" FILENAME: ";FI
8010 IFFW"THENRUN10
8020 IFLEN(Ft)>80RLEN(FS)<lTHEN8
000
8030 F$-F$+STRING$C8-LEN(F$) .323
:PRINT@448," SEARCHING" :GOSUB500

8040 P0RD-1TO DFdF NF$(D)-F$ TH
EN8060ELSE NEXTD
8050 PRINT0448," NON-EXISTENT FI

LE":F0RD-1 TGI 000: NEXT.; RUN
8060' PRINT@448," FOUND" : PR-INT" L

OADING";:FORD-1TO750:NEXT:GCTO11
70 .

9000 PRINT@416. v ":PRINT^4l6.""; :

"LINEINPUT" FILENAME: ";F$-

9001 IFF$=""TH£NRUN10ELSEIFLEN(F
$)<10RLEN( F$)>8THEN90009 002
PRENT@448." SEARCHING" : F$-F
$+STRINGH8-L£N(F$),32):GOSUB500

9003 F0RD=1T0 DF: IFNF$(D )=F$THEN
90I0ELSENEXTD' '

9004 PRINT@448," NONEXISTENT FI

I F" : FORn-l.TGl 000 ::NFXTfl : RUN
9010 PRINT@448," FOUND" :PRINT@48
0," L0ADING'";':0PEN"D ,, .#1.F$+".ME
M" , 35

9015 IFLOF(1K1THEN9500 '

'9020 E-L0FU):FQRD-1T0 L0FC1);GE
T#I,D:INPUT#1.A.$(D.).:NEXT:CL0SE#1
9030 PRINT@448." INSERT TARGET D
ISK AND'*:PRINT@480." STRIKE ANY
KEY >"; :SOUND100,3:EXEC413?9
9040 PRINT@448," S£ARCHING":PRIN
T@480 ,

"

. ": :GOSUB5000
9050 FORD-1T0 DF: IFNFHD )-F$ THE
N9100ELSE NEXTD
9060 PRINT@480,".

";:PRIN!@448, " COP
Y I NG" :-OPEN"0" ,#1 , F$+" . MEM" .35
9070 FQRD-1T0 E: WRITE#1 , A '%( D) : PU
T#1.D; NEXTD ;CL0SE#1
9080' RUN
9100 PRINT@448." FILE FOUND":PRI
N[e480." DO YOU WISH TO OVERWRIT
E IT?";
9105 QEI-INKEYS
9106 QE$-INKEY$: IFQE$-" ,TTHEN9106
9107 IF'QE$«"N"THENRUN
9108-IFQE$-"Y"THEN KILL F$+".MEM
":GO1O9060ELSE9109
9109 GOTO9106
9500 PRINT@480." " ; : PRI

NT@448," NULL FILE" :CL0S£#1: FORD
=1TO1000:N£XTD:RUN
10000 PfttNTCHR$(134);:FORQE-lTQ5
0:QE$-INKEY$:'IFGE$<>""THEN10002E
LSENEXTOE
10001 P.ftIN.TEHR$(8);CHR$U37); : FO
RQE-1TO50:QE$'-INKEY$;IFQE$<> ,",

TH
ENi0002ELSENEXT:PRINTCHRJ(8): :G0

TO10000
10002 I'FASCCQE$)-8THEN10010ELS£I
FASC(QEI)«21THEN10015ELSEI0003

.

10003 IFASC(QE$)-I3THENPRINT@160
,"":PRINT(ai28,"":RETURNELSEirA5C
(QEJ}<320RA.SC.(QE.$3>1270RASC(QE$)
-34TH£NSOUND200,1:GOTO10001ELSE1
0004
10004-IFL£NCEt)->32THFNSOUNDl47,
1:GOTO10001£LSE10005
10005 E5=E$+Q£t:PRINT0HR$C8);QE$
::GOTO10000
L0010 IFLEN('E$)-<0THENSOUND14/.l
;GOTOI-0001

10011 PR.!NTCHR$(8)-;CHR$(8);:E$=L
LFi$(t$,LLN-(t$)-l):GOTO10000
10015 IFLEN(E$X-0THENSOUND147.1
:G0T01 0001 ELSE E$-"" : PRINT@160,"
"

! PR1NT@128 ,

"": PR1NT@128 . ""
; : GOT

010000

fi$\
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ftware O^ New Calligrapher Graphics Clipix! tl
Introducing 8 disks of graphics pictures I call Clipix. Each disk has over 60
pictures. The introductory price of just $49.05 (save $30) for the complete set
is available through Dec. 31st, 1989. Specify RS-DOS, OS9 or MS-DOS format.

CALLIGRAPHER
CbCo CaHigrapher - Turn your
CoCo and dot-matrix printer into
a calligranher's quill. Make beau-
tiful invitations, flyers, certif-

icates, labels and more. Includes
three % inch high fonts. Works
with many printers such as Ep-
son, Gemini and Radio Shack.
Over 135 additional IYhiLk are
available (see below). Tape/Disk
(RS-DOS); $24.95.

Calligrapher V2.0 - Prints all the
same fonts as the CoCo Calligra-
pher. It reads a standard text file

which contains text and format-
ting codes. You specify the fonts,
centering, left, right or full justi-

fy, line fill, margin line width,
page size, page break, page
numbers, indentation, multiple
columns, macros, headers,
footers and more. Includes the
same 3 fonts with additional
fonts available below. Disk otdy;
Specify OS9 or MS-DOS; $24.95.

Calligrapher Fonts - Requires
Calligrapher above. Each set on
tape or disk with 8 to 10 fonts;
Specify RS-DOS, 0S9 or MS-DOS
format; $14.95 each:

Set #1 Reduced and reversed originals;

Set #2 Old Style and Broadway;
Set #3 Antique and Business;

Set #4 Wild West and Checkers;

Set #!i Stars, Hebrew and Victorian;

Set #U Block and Computer;
Set #7 Small: Roman, Italics, Cubes, etc;

Set #8 Novelty fonts,

Set 5^0 Cialln.nl and Spartan;

Set #10 Several Roman fonts;

Set #11 Gothic and Script;

Set #12 More Roman a.nd Italic;

Sul #13 Several Courier fonts;

Set#l-f Modern and Screen;

Set #15 Tektron and Prestige.

Economy Font Packages avail-

able on disk only, with 25 to 30
fonts; Specify RS-DOS, OSS or
MS-DOS format; 29.95 for any
one or save by buying two or
more at $19.95 each:

Pkg #1 - Above font sets 1, 2 and 3;

Pkg #2 - Above font sets 4, 5 and B;

l'kg#3- Above font sets 7, 8 and 9;

Pkg#4- Above font sets 10, 11 and 12;

Pkg#S - Above font seta 13, 14 and 15.

Calligrapher Combo Package - Includes the Calligrapher
and any two Economy Font Packages (your choice) for
only $59.95. Specify RS-DOS. OS9 or MS-DOS.

New! Calligrapher Graphics Clipix
The Calligrapher may now include graphics pictures, known as Cli-
pix, along with the text it prints. There are currently 8 different Cli-

pix disks available, each one has over 60 different graphic symbols.
While the OS9/MS-DOS Calligrapher (especially V2.0) may easily com-
bine both text and Clipix, the RS-DOS Calligrapher may also print out
the Clipix. Clipix #1) Sports. #2, Miscellaneous," #3) Occupa-
tions, #4) Occasions, #5) Vehicles, #G) KidStuff, #7)
Astrology/Mythology, #8) Animals. Each Clipix disk is $9.95.
Se-e special offer above.

*BftW

The Font Massager - This pro-
gram allows you to do many
things to CaJhgrapher font and
Clipix files. Create new fonts,
modify existing fonts, invert
and compress fonts, double the
height and/or width, halve the
height and/or width and con-
vert between RS-DOS and
OS9/MS-DOS formate. Specify
OS9 or MS-DOS; $19.95. font set 115 (or package 15).

For a complete catalog of Sugar Software products and fonts, send a stamp and a label.

This is a saple of the

dot-iatrix printer

output froi the 059

KS-DQS Calligrapher set

to full-justify the text lithin a 2.2

inch fide coluin. The font used is

the i2-point Courier font froi the

RAINBOW

*TRS-8D is a trademark of Tandy Corp

SUGAR SOFTWARE
P.O. Box 7446

Hollywood, Florida 3308 (

(303) 981-121

1

Ait vravratta ran on the CoCo 1, $ and S, $2K
Extended Basic, snicjs oihenuise iwti4, Add
$1.50 per tape or disk for shipping and han-
dling. Florida residents add 6% sales tax, COD
orders add $6. Dealer inquiries invited. Orders
generally shipped in 24-48 tours. No refund!
or exchanges without prior authorisation.



Wishing Well

Learning Letters

by Fred B. Scerbo

Contributing Editor

If you have an idea for the "Wishing

Well," submit it. to Fred do the rain-

bow. Remember, keep your ideas spe-

cific ; and don ' (forget this is bas \c. All

programs resultingfrom your wishes

arefor your use , but remain the prop-

erty of the author.

After a two-month diversion

into the world of computer

games, this month we return

to reader suggestions and

educational programs with a

brand new program called Letters.

Reader Mail

Not too long ago I received a very nice

letter from a mother who is an avid CoCo
user. She was thankful for some of our

recent listings and gave me a number of

ideas to play around with.

One of the best ideas came to me when

she asked, "Please write a program that will

help my three year old identify upper- and

lowercase letters."

No problem. However, her suggestion

did bring to mind a real problem existing in

education today. This problem has to do

with some common misconceptions about

a much misunderstood learning disability

dyslexia.

What Is Dyslexia?

Ask a person on the street what dyslexia

is and the response is probably something

like, "it causes a person to see letters in

reverse or rotating around the printed page."

Fred Scerbo is a special needs instructor

for the North Adams Public Schools in

North Adams, Massachusetts, He holds a

master's in education and has published

some of the first software availablefor the

ColorComputer through his softwarefirm,

Illustrated Memory Banks.

For some reason many people believe

dyslexics look at the word bed and see deb.

Or they look at pad and instead see baq.

This is a gross oversimplification. If a

person always saw a b when a d is printed,

that would be the only reference to either

letter. A character seen as d would always

be /?, but this would not create a problem

because the reader would always see it the

same way.

When I took some graduate courses at

the American International College in

Springfield, Massachusetts, I had a number
of courses on learning disabilities with Dr.

Brian Cleary. He was one of the most

down-to-earth and practical instructors on

the subject 1 have ever met.

His explanation of dyslexia better de-

scribed the disorder as a breakdown in the

brain's processing of visual input that makes

the recognition of similar letters difficult. It

is not a case of seeing reversed letters.

Instead it is a case of not remembering

which is d and which is /}. or which is p and

which is q. This failure to consistently

recognize or identify similar letters makes

the process of reading very difficult, if not

close to impossible in many cases.

Is Your Child Dyslexic?

Not too many years ago a parent I met
suggested her five-year-old child might be

dyslexic because he reversed some letters.

Reversals do not mean dyslexia. A diagno-

sis of true dyslexia requires some lengthy

testing by specialists. 1 told the mother not

to worry yet. Most preschoolers show some
reversals when they arc just learning to

identify tetters. Most overcome this as they

mature and begin a solid reading program.

If you have legitimate fears your child

may have a learning disorder, contact your

school system and request an evaluation

under Public Law 94-142, the Federal

Special Needs Civil Rights Law.

If you find your child does have a disor-

der, it is not the end of the world. Your
school system should be able to provide a

program that helps your child learn accord-

ing to his or her needs and abilities.

The Program
Letters is designed to help nip some of

these early problems in the bud. It is de-

signed for youngsters three and up who are

just learning their ABCs. It is not intended

to be used alone by a youngster. An adult

should stand over the student while the

program is running in order to help the

student read letters as they appear onscreen.

The program reviews the twenty-six

letters of the alphabet using the format first

developed for the program Opposhcs and

later repeated in many of our other recent

educational programs.

Upon running the program, press ENTER

to advance to the menu. Press A to run

through the twenty-six letters in upper- and

lowercase. I have used some ratheT large

graphics so youngsters can easily see them,

even on a small black and whiteTV screen.

Pressing ENTER allows you to advance

through each letter-— evenathree-year-old

can handle pressing ENTER.

Both selections B and C work in the

same fashion, but each gives a graphics

quiz on either uppercase or lowercase let-

ters. Using the Opposiies quiz format, a

reverse videographics of a letter appears in

the upper left-hand corner. Three other

possible matches appear in the remaining

boxes.

The user moves the flashing cursor by

pressing the space bar, then presses ENTER

when the cursor is on the correct match.

Pressing the @ key gives you the score-

card. Pressing C returns you to where you

left off.

Remember, this program is simply a

tool. It is not intended as a cure for serious

reading problems. The best approach

,

however, is involvement in your child's

learning process. This is the way to ensure

any learning disorders or problems your

child might have are kept under control.

See you next month. Q
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16KECB

85 42
200 15
340 155
445 249
560 90
END .. 120

BY FRED B.SCERBO
COPYRIGHT (C) 1

The listing: UPLOCASE
1 REM**************
2 REM* UPPER & L

3 REM* COPYRIGHT
4 REM* BY FRED B

& REM* 60 HARDIN
6 REM* NORTH ADAMS

ASE ";

30 PRINT@422,"
": : PRIMT@454

989 ";

35 DATA61.56, ,40,52,62.60.61.48.
62,61,60.58.53.60.62.61.48,61,60
.60,58.52.62.60.60.61.48.61.60.6
0,61
40 DATA53 48 . 58 , , 48 , 48 , 48 , 53

,

48.. 48,. 58,. 48. 53. 48.. 48.. 58,. 48

7 REM**************
10 CLEAR3000
15 CLS0:PRINTSTRING
ING$(32.204);:FORI-
PRINTCHR$(A+128);:N
20 PRINTSTRING$(32.
32,211);
25 PRINT@358." AN I

"::PR1NT@390," UP

*************

OWERCASE
fC) 1989 *

. SCERBO *

G AVENUE
, MA 01247 *

*************

$(32.220);STR
1T0192:READA:
EXT
195);STRING$(

NTRGDUCTION T
PER & LQWERC

.53, .53. .,53
45 DATA53 48.59.51 53,48,,
.,58,, 48. 53. 51. 50. 48, 48. 59. 51, 51

.55, ,53,51.51.51
50 DATA53 48.58 53,48
58 . . 48 . 53 . . . 48 . . 58 . 52 . 50 . 48 . . 48

.

..53
55 DATA53,,
58, .48.53..
53

60 DATA55.51 ,51 . 58 , 49 , 59 . 51 . 55 ,

4

8.. 55. 50. 48. .49.59,48,48.55.51,5
1,58,49,59.48,48.53.48,53,51,51,
55
65 X$=I NKEVS : IFX$<>CHR$(23)THEN6
5

70 DIM P$(26,3),A$(6
26).A(26J,NC26).B<4)
(4),F(4),A0C26)
75 F0RI=1T03:READ C(

,FCn:NEXT:FORI-lTD6
EXT:F0RI-1TQ26:READP
2):NEXT
80 COLOR1.0
85 CLS:PRINT:PRINTST
);:PRINT@102,"AN INT
":PRIrJT@132. "UPPER. &
ETTERS":PRINT@199."A
TERS":PRINT@263,"BJ
SE":PRINT@327."C> QU

).B${26).C$(
,C(4).D(4),E

I),D(I).E(I)
:READA${J):N
$<!.!). P$CI.

RING$C32."="
RODJCTIQN TO
LOWtRCASE L

) REVIEW LET
QUIZ LOWERCA
11 UPPERCASE

.18.58 53,48,,,,
48. .58. .52.50, .49,,,

90 PRINT@388."<«SELECT YOUR CHO
ICE>»"
95 PR1NT:PRINT5TRINGS(32."-");
100 X$-INKEY$:X-RNDC-TIMER):IFX$
-"A"THEN355ELSE1FX$~"B"THEN105EL
SEIFX$-"C"THEN645ELSE100
105 CLS0:PMODE0,1:PCLS1
110 LINE(0.0)-(254.170), PRESET,

B

115 LI NE( 6. 4) -(122. 82), PRESET. BF
120 LI NEC 128 .4) -(248 ,82) .PRESET.
B

if TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR OSS Lvtl COLOR COMPUTER

S - SCREEN CONTROL UTILITY - $19.95 * S&H
Complete control of your belt screen in Only 510
hylfis. 34 built in mnecriOnic commands uive simple
command line control of your acpe*Tl, S gives you
control of scroen size (80 of 40 column), fore-

ground, background, and border color, montype,
cursor position, blinking, reverse video, nndr-
lino, proportional and bold printing. Ring the
hell, clear portions of th* hiwi and echo to

tHfr acreen all from Lh«s same command l;n<s r Merge
S into your BneU and forget display codes for-

M- MENUINO UTTJjFTY - $19.95 + S&H
Create: complete menuing systdin furyour OS9 Lvll

color computer. Small IDB M.l,. program merges
into your Final! to Rive you a complete memory
resident menuing system. M uses 1 simple to edit

lent file for each menu, ftach menu ip^y contain Tjp

to 12 ileum, each iteniH ftnrnmaod line can be up Li

2(10 charactivrft, inrl any Valid command lino can be
processed. fCacn menu has independent user Bel

cctod coiora and selection characters. Full para-

meter passing to command line. MULTI-VUG not
required.

Pt - POINT AND SHOOT FILE SELECTION - $19.95
Add point and Bhool file HalectiiM to any command
line based program. Pt accepts a program name,
displays current directory and allows you to nan

arrow keys to selaet file to process. Many built

in utilities; del, copy, rename, list, dump, end
and chx front within PT. Call your favorite editor

from within PT.

r3 Systems Consultants (602)745-2327

4072 E 22nd Suite #178 Pleaao add $3.00 for S&H
Tucson, Ariz 857 1

1

AZ residents add 7% tax.

Ctwitlw, Money Orders, or COD orders accepted.

S&II

J/

gibraherSoft-ware (Presents
UTILITIES AND SUBROUTINES FOR BASIC

1) DISKMEMO.BAS: Disk utility copies, renames, loads
and kills files. Write, edit and append 48 character memos
to disk filenames.

2) QD.BAS: Draw lines, rays, boxes, text, starbursts,

ovals, arcs, and more with keyboard and joystick in this

interactive PMODE4 graphics utility.

3) S&R.BAS: 36 user-defined templates search your
BASIC disk files in this search and replace utility. InsenV
delete mode too. File size is limited only by disk capacity.

4) NOTE.BAS: Notepad subroutine can be incorporated
into your own BASIC programs. Type-ahead buffer, word
wrap, printer and disk functions. 40 and 80 column
versions.

5) CALC.BAS: Scientific calculator with 10 memories
and arithmetic, trig, inverse trig, integer, PI, 1/X, +/-, square,
cube and root functions can stand alone or pop-up as a
subroutine. Plus a 4-function memory calculator subroutine
for 40/80 column screens.

*> HSCREEN UTHJTY SUBROUTINES: incorporate

these on-screen hires timer and input subroutines into your
BASIC programs Demo program included,

PROGRAMS REQUIRE 1Z8K COM3 AMD RSDOS
SEND GHECK/M.O. FOR $14.95 + $2 S&H TO:

(f^ GIBRALTER SOFTWARE CO. fi^\
rainbow 65 BLUFF AVENUE

ROWAYTON, CT 06853

HAIHBOW
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125 LINEC6,86) -(122,164). PRESET.
B

130 LINE(12a.a6)-C24fi.lfi4).PRESE
T.B
135 DRAW"BM26,188C0NU10R10NJ10BR
6R10U6L10LI4R10BR6NR10D4NR10D6R10
BR12BU6NE4D2F4BR6R10U6L10U4R10BR
6ND10R10D4NL10BR6NR10D6U10R10D10
BR6NR10U10R10BR6NR10D4NR10D6R10B
R10U10NL4R10D4NL1BD6NL14BR6J10R1
0D4NLI0D6BR6J10R10D4L10R4F6BR6E4
U2H4"
140 DATA130,6,246.80.6,86,120,16
2.130,86.246,162
145 PAINT(2.2),0.0:PCOPY1TO3
150 PMODE0.4:PCLS1
155 LINE(0.0)-(254. 170). PRESET.

B

F

160 LINE(8,6)-(120,80),PSET,BF
165 PCOPY4TO2:PMODE0.1:SCREEN1.1
170 DATA"BM2,8C1" , "BM130 ,8C0"

.

"B
M2 , 90C0"

, "BM130 . 90C0"
. "BM2 .48C0"

."BM130.48C0"
175 F0RI-1T026
180 ACn-RND(26):IFH(A(I))-lTHEH
180
185 NCAtI ))-l:NEXTI : F0RY-1T026 :

C

0LOR1.I
190 F0RI-2T04
195 Btn-RND(3)+1:IFN(B(I))-0THE
N195
200 N(B(I))-0:NEXTI:FORI-1TO4:N(
I)-1:NEXT
205 B-RND(26):IFB=AC(Y))THEN205
210 C-RND(26):IFOB OR C-A((Y))T
HEN210
215 DRAW A$C1): DRAWPJ ( AC Y ) . 1

)

220 DRAW A$(B(2)):DRAWPS(B,2):DR
AWP$(B,3)
225 DRAW At(B(.3»:DRAWP$(C.2):DR
AUP$(C,3)
230 DRAW A$(Bf4)):DRAWP$(A(Y).2)
:DRAWP?(A(Y),3)
235 COLOR1.0
240 Z-0
245 PMODE0.4
250 DRAW A$(1)+"C0":DRAUP$<A(Y),
1)

255 DRAW A$(B(2))+"C1":DRAWP$(B,
2):DRAWP$(B,3)
260 DRAW A$(Bt3J)+"Ul":DRAWPSa.
2):DRAWP$(C,3)
265 DRAW At(B(4))+"Cl":DRAWP$(A(
Y),2):DRAWP$(A(Y),3)
270 PMODE0.1.SCREEN1.1
275 LINE(8.6>-(120,80),PSET,B
280 XS-INKEY$:IFX$-" "THEN290EL5
EIFX$="@"THEN655
285 COLOR1.0:LINE<8.6)-<120.80).
PRESET. B:G0TD275
290 Z=Z+1:IFZ-4THEN2=1
295 COLOR1.0:LINE(C(Z),D(Z))-(EC
Z),F(Z)).PSET,B
300 X$-INKEY$:IFX$-" "THEN290ELS
EIFXS-CHR$(13)THEN3l0EL5EIFX$-"@
"THEN655
305 COLORI.0:LINE(C(Z).OCZ))-CEt
Z).F(Z)). PRESET. B:GOT0295
310 IFZ+1-B(4)THEN320
315 NW-NW+1:FORK-1TO5:PMODE0.4:S
CREEN1 . 1 : SOUND10, 3 : PMODE0 , 1 :SCRE
EN1.1:S0UND1.3:NEXTK:G0T0295
320 NONC+1:PMQDE0,4:PCLS1:LINE(
0. 40) -(256 .126), PRESET, B:LINE(6.
44 )-C-124, 122). PRESET, B:LIME(130.
44>-(248,122),PRESET,B:PAINT(2.4
2). 0.0
325 DRAW At(5):DRAWP$(ACY),l)
330 DRAW A$(6):DRAWPt(A(Y).2):DR

AWP*.(ACY),3)
335 SCREEN1.1
340 X$-lNKEY$:lFXfOCHRJ(13)THEN
340
345 PMODE0.1
350 PC0PY3T01:SCREENl.l:PC0PY2TO
4:NEXTY:G0TQ655
305 PMODE0.2:PCLS1:SCREEN1.1:LIN
EC0,40)-(256.126).PRESET.B:LINEC
6. 44)-( 124,122 ), PRESET, B: LINE( 13

0.44) -(248. 122). PRESET. B : PAINTC

2

.42). 0.0
360 F0R1-1T026:DRAW A$(5):DRAWPt
(1,1)
365 DRAW A$(6):DRAWP$(I.2):DRAWP
SCI, 3)

370 X$-INKEY$:IFX$OCHR$(13)THEN
370
375 COLOR1,0:LINE<8,46)-(122.120
),PSET,BF:LINE< 132,46) -(246, 120)
,PSET,BF:NEXTI
380 RUN
385 DATA"BD54BR40M+20. -40R8M+20.
+40L10M-8, -16L12M-8,+16NL10BM+ll
.-22UM+3.-6RM+3.+6DL6
390 DATA"BD54BR44R14E6D6R8U24L8D
6H6L14G6D12F6BE6R4E4U4H4L4G4D4F4
j

395 DATA"BD54BR44UfiR4U?8L4UfiR34F
4D12G4F4D12G4NL34BH6NL16E2U4H4L1
4ND10BU8R14E4U4H2L16D10"
400 DATA"BD54BR42NU40R8U6F6R14E6
U12H6L14G6BD12F6BE6R4E4U4H4L4G4D
4NF4BL8BJ8U22L6"
405 DATA"BD54BR4SH6U28E6R28F6D6L
8H4L14G4D16F4R14E4R8D6G6L28"
410 DATA"BD54BR45H6U12E6R20F6D4L
8H2L10G2D4F2R20D8L24"
415 DATA"BD54BR44J6R4U28L4J6R34F
4D32C4NL34BH6NL16C2U24H2L16D26"
420 DATA"BD54BR44R14E6D6R8J40L8D
22H6L14G6D12F6BE6R4E4U4H4L4G4D4F
4"

425 DATA"BD54BR44J40R40D8L30D8R2
0D8L20D8R30D8L40"
430 DATA"BD54BR46H6U12E6R20F6D8L
20D2R20D8L24BU16BR4R10"
435 DATA"BD54BR44U40R40D8L30D8R2
0D8L20D16L10"
440 OATA"BD54BR48U14L8U8R8U14E4R
20DBL10G4D6R8D8LBD14L10"
445 0ATA"8D54BR48H6U28E6R28F6D6L
8H4L14G4D16F4R14E4U2L10U8R18D16G
6L28"
450 DATA"BD54BR4SNR16H6U12E6R20F
6D28G4L26U8R20U6BU8U8L12D8R12"
455 DATA"BD54BR44U40R8D16R20ll6R
8D40L8U16L20D16L8"
460 DATA"BD54BR42U40R8D20E4R14F4
D20L8U12H4L4G4D12LS"
465 DATA"BD54BR54U6R6LJ28L6U6R20EI
6L6D2BR6D6L20"
470 DATA"BD54BR52U22R8D22L8BU26U
8RaD8L8"
47 5 DATA"BD54BR44H4U12R8D4F4R8E4
U22L12U6R34D6L12D28G6L22"
480 DATA"BD54BR52L)22NR8BU4J8R8D8
NL8BD4D30G4L16H4U6R8F2R4E2"
485 DATA"BD54BR44U40R10D16E16R12
G20F20L12H16D16L10"
490 DATA"BD54BR42U40R8D22E10R10G
12F16L10H12L2D12L8"
495 DATA"BD54BR48U40R10D32R22D8L
30"
500 DATA"BD54BR52L)34L8U6R16D40L8

505 DATA"BD54BR38U40R10F14E14R10
D40L10U28G14H14D28L10"
510 DATA"BD54BR34U24R4D4E4R12F4E

4R12F4D20L8U14H2L4G2D14L10U14H2L
4G2O14L10"
515 DATA"BD54BR42U40R16M+20,+30LI
30R10D40L16M-20, -30D30L10"
520 DATA"BD54BR46U24R4D4E4R12F4D
20L8U14H2L4G2D14L8"
525 DATA"BD54BR48H6U28E6R30F6DSN
D14BL10H4L14G4D16F4R14E4NJ14BR10
D6G6L30"
530 0ATA"B[154BR46H6U12E6R24F6D4N
D8BL10H2L12G2D4F2R12E2U2BR10D6G6
L24"

535 DATA H BD54BRS4U40R30F4D16G4L2
0D16NL10BU24L8R12F2D4G2L12"
540 DATA"BD688R42U38R30F4D16G4L2
0D14NL10BU22U8R12F2D4G2L12"
545 DATA"BO54SR48H6U28E6R30F6D6M
D14BL10H4L14G4D16F4R8H6R6F6E4NU1
4BR10D6G6F6L6H6L24"
550 DATA"BO6BBR78U8L4U30L30G4D16
F4R20D14NR12BU22U8L12G2D4F2R12"
555 DATA"BD54BR48U40R30F4D16G4BL
20D1&NL10BU24UBR12F2D4G2L12BD8F1
6R12H16R6"
560 DATA"BD54BR46U24R4D4E4R18D8L
12G4D12L8"
565 DATA"BD54BR46U8R30U8L30U24R3
8D8L28D8R28D24L38"
570 F>ATA"Rn54RR4?(JdR20U4L20U16R2
8D6L18D4R18D14L28"
575 DATA"BD54BR54U6R6U26L18U8R44
D8L18D26R6D6L20"
580 DATA"BD54BR52U16L8U8RBU8R8D8
R8D8L8D16F8L10H6U2"
585 DATA"BD54BR42U40R10D32R20J32
R10D40L40"
590 DATA"BD54BR44U22R8D16R8U1GR8
D18F4L8H2G2L14"
595 DATA"BDb4BR54M-20,-40R12M+16
, I32M+16.-32R12M-20.+40L14"
600 DATA"BD54BR52M-ll.-22R8M+8.+
16H+8.-16R8M-11.+22L8"
605 DATA"BD54BR38M-10, -40R10M+8,
+32M+B,-32R16M+8.+32M+8.-32R10M-
10.4-40L16H-8.-32M-8.+32L16"
610 DATA"BD54BR40M-ll,-22R8M+8.+
16M+8, -16R8M+8.+16M+8. -16R8M-11,
+22L10M-8.-16M-8.+16L8"
615 DATA"8D54BR36E20H20R12F16E16
R12G20F20L12H16G16L12"
620 DATA"BD54BR40E12H10R8F6E6R8G
10F12L8H8G8L8"
625 DATA"BD54BR55U16M-14. -24R12M
+8.+14M+8.-14R12M-14.+24D16L12"
630 DATA"BD54BR46NR12H6U18R8D16R
12U16R8D34G4L26U8R20U6"
635 DATA"BD54BR44U8E24L241J8R36D8
G24R24D8L36"
640 DATA"BD54BR46U6E12L12U6R24D6
G12R12D6L24"
fi45 CI S0!FORT-lTr)?6!TFM$=Pt(I ,1)

:P(CI,1)-P¥(I,2):P$(I.2)-TEMJ:NE
XT

650 GOTO105
655 CLS:PRINT@101,"YQU TRIED"NC+
NW'TIMES &":PRINT@165. "ANSWERED"
NC"CORRECTLY"
660 PRINT@229, "WHILE DOING'WWR
GNG."
665 NQ-NC+NW: IF NQ-0THEN NQ-1
670 MS-INT(NC/NQ*100)
675 PRINT@293."Y0UR SCORE IS"M3"

680 PRINTS357, "ANOTHER TRY (Y/N/
C) ?";

685 X$-INKEY$:IFXJ-"Y"THEN RUN
690 IFX$-"N"THENCLS:END
695 IFX$-"C"THEN270
700 GOT0685 «3i
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COCQ3'S MISSING LINK :

BIG BASIC
BASIC USERS GET FULL POWER OF MEMORY MANAGEMENT IN WINDOWS!

"Danosoft has a winner in Big Basic, and I would recommend it to anyone
wanting to get the most out of a Color Computer 3." - Rainbow, Oct./89.

Now you can access up to 472K of memory in a 512K CoCo or up to 92K in a 128K machine with

any mix of programs and/or data . At last, you can do sizable basic programming with a CoCo 3.

(Also offers simplified memory management for ML, programmers.)

Magically fast, executes one big program or database in basic; or up to 58 separate basic programs
running at once from computer memory in up to 58 separate windows! Saves programs or variables

with their currently running parameters and loads back that way as if you never left the program.

Chain in unlimited sized programs or data from disk(s) without erasing existing programming or

variables. Also works with the RGB-DOS Hard Disk system.

3 new simple basic words create the power.

Provides for variable exchange between

windows.

Programs can be saved over multiple disks or

use our BIG DISK Utility. (See below)

Modifies your basic operating system in some 70

locations but does not occupy user memory.

Includes 7 Demo Programs and Manual.

Disk use only; any version RS-DOS.

ONLY $39,95 U.S. or $46.35 CDN. + $2.50 S & H
Ontamresiderilsadd8%PST.

"BIG RAMDISK" (S12fc CoCo3 VAOor V.2.1)

> Copy or backup your programs or data to "BIG RAMDISK
and get the speed of program/data saving or loading to an "in

memory" device. ("COPYDISK" Utility included.)

* Great for use with all other programs on this page and

most, commercial software.

You can install, re-install, fonnat and reformat from direct

mode or from a program without erasing programming or

variables, It's in machine language, does not occupy user

memory, but can be user located elsewhere if needed.

• Your choice ofone big 158 granule ramdisk (80 tracks-360k)

or two 68 or 78 granule ramdisks (35-40 tracks to 360k total),

depending on your DOS. (i.e. RS-DOS, "BIG DISK",
"DOUBLE40", etc.)

• Ramdisk Tiles and directory do not erase with a reset colds&rt

(ALT/CTRL), and are preserved if a program crashes. This

lets you use some programs that need a Goldstar! to exit.

• "BIG RAMDISK" with "BIG DISK" or "DOUBLE40" (us
below) & two double-sided drives => 1 MEG. on line.

ONLY $12.95 US or $14.95 CDN + $2.50 S & H.

QnL Residents add 8% PST

For any CoCo (at least 64K) with 1 .1 or 2.1 Disk Extended Basic:

"UTILITIES PACKAGE" "MEMORY MASTER"
OUR FAVORITE PROGRAMMING TOOL6 HANDY M.L. RESIDENT UTILITIES FOR BASIC

"Must - have software for the disk user"

- Rainbow. Nov.789.

'BIG DISK"

'DOUBLE40"

'CONVERT/DISK'

Makes computer sec double-sided drives
as one 360K (80tk) drive; 158 granules.

1 Sets drives for 40 tracks each side.

Formats 40 tracks on each side of a
disk without disturbing the first 35.
Doubles all your present storage.

"QUIKDRIV/6MS*'

"QU1KDRIV/30M

"SET FEED"

Sets fast drive stepping rate.

Fast drive shut off.

Sets line spacing for printouts.

Only $17.95 U.S. or $20.80 CDN. + $2.50 S & H.
One Residents add &% PST.

"Memory Master is a unique hacker's program
offering about all you could ask for in a disk and

memory utility." - Rainbow, Sept./89.

Scan, Edit, Copy, Printout any memory in your
computer or on disk. Fix disks.

Fast entry of M.L. Listings,

Dual Windows! Runs 2 Basic Programs at once!

RAINBOW

Disk chains unlimited amounts of program
sections or data.

Includes Demo Program and Manual.

$24.95 U.S. or $28.95 CDN. + $2.50 S & H.
Oni. Residents add 8% PST

DANOSOFT
Box 124, Station "A"
Mississauga, Ontario L5A 2Z7

10% Discount
on purchase of

3 or more items

at the same time.

Order by Phone or Mail

(416) 897-0121

Shipped Airmail Same Day
(j

VISA



Turn of the Screw

RAM Disk, Part

by Tony DiStefano

Contributing Editor

In
this, the final part of the RAM disk

project, I cover the final steps before

plugging it in — the testing of the

RAM and software that makes a RAM
disk in Radio Shack DOS. (Software

for a RAM disk under OS-9 is available,

but you must get it from CRC. The drivers

are free, but there is a small shipping and

handling charge. Just ask for the Super

RAM disk OS-9 driver,)

Let's get to the bits of it. Before plug-

ging the RAM disk into the Multi-Pak

Interface. 1 suggest looking over your work.

You need the diagram supplied in Pan 2.

Go over every wire one at a time, checking

for shorts and cold solder joints. Now plug

in all the chips except for the RAM chips

and U 1 7 and U 1 8. Check for pins that are

bent. Also check to make sure all the Pin is

are in the right place. Insert a jumper from

Pin 6 to Pin 7 in the socket where U17
should be. Remove all cartridges in the

Multi-Pak and plug the RAM disk in Slot 1

.

Adjust the switch in the front of the Multi-

Pak to Number 1 . Turn the CoCo and the

Multi-Pak on, then watch the screen and

make sure the CoCo powers up properly. If

it does, you are ready for Test 1

.

You need a logic probe for this test.

Type POKE &HFF40.0 and press ENTER. This

puts all Os in Buffer U9. With the probe

check that all the outputs are 0. Now type

POKE &HFF40.255 and press ENTER. This

puts all Is in Buffer U9. With the probe

check that all outputs are 1 . or give at least

2.4 volts on a volt meter. If all goes well,

you can proceed to Test 2.

Turn the power off and change the jumper

in U17 from Pin 6 to Pin 8, Repeat the

above two pokes, this time using &HFF41
instead of &HFF40, and check the outputs

of U10. Again turn the power off and

Tarty DiStefano is a well-known early spe-

cialist in computer hardware projects He
lives in Laval Otiest, Quebec. Tony's user-

name on Delphi is DISTO.

remove the jumper. Repeal the above two

pokes again, this time using &HFF42 in-

stead of&HFF40, and check the outputs of

U14. This tests to see if the latches are

working. If not, check the circuit that in-

volves U 13, U16 and U 17.

Moving on to Test 3, turn off the power
and remove the RAM disk board. Insert

U17 and U 1 8. Plug the board in and check

to see that there is a switching signal at Pin

1 of U10 and Ull. This tells you if the

refresh signal is working. If not. check the

wiring toUtO, Ull, U16, U17 and U18.

Again turn off the power and remove the

RAM disk board. This time insert the eight

memory chips. Then plug in the board and

make sure none of the memory chips be-

come hot. If they do, turn the power off

right away and check your circuit again. If

all looks well and there is no smoke (just

kidding), you are ready for Test 4. This is

the big test. Start by typing in the following

lines:

POKE &HFF4Q.0
POKE &HFF41.0
POKE &HFF42.0
POKE &HFF43.55
? PEEK(&HFF4)

Now for the 256,000 byte question, Did the

computer print 55? If so, you are well on

your way to aRAM disk. If not. it's back to

the drawing board, so check all your work

again very carefully.

The next step is to replace all the other

cartridges in your system. Does it all still

work? Good. Let's continue.

Test 5 is written by Steve Bjork and is a

machine language program that I have trans-

ferred into a BASIC program. Listing 1,

6ENTEST. generates a machine language

program called RD1SKTST/BIN on disk. After

running GENTEST, load in the program

klhsk! s,
i and execute it. It comes up with

a menu that is easy to follow. You will

know if you have problems, in which case

it's back to the drawing board. If the test is

successful, your project works and you are

ready for the software program.

Listing 2 is for a program called GEN-
DRIVE. Type it in and run it. It generates an

ML program called DRIVER.BIN on disk.

This is the RAM disk driver. To use it, type

in this short program first:

10 CLEAR 200.&H7C00
20 L0ADM "DRIVER" : POKE 4HFF40.

: POKE &H985.1
30 EXEC

Then follow the instructions that appear on

the screen. This program was written for

my Disto 51 2K RAM disk and allows for

two RAM drives, but only one is used in

this project because you do not have enough

memory for two. Also ignore the printer

spooler for the same reason. Now, sit back

and watch your disk accesses fly.

By the time you read this, The Complete

'Turn ofthe Screw' Collectionbook will be

ready. I hope you will enjoy this collection

ofmy past works and also that you will find

it to be a handy addition to your CoCo
library. J

16KECB

160 72
1200........ 17S

1400 177
1600 237
1800 156
END 44

Listing 1: GENTEST

' COPYRIGHT 1989 FAL50FT, INC
1 ' GENTEST
10 PROGRAM TO GENERATE THE
20 * RAMDISK MEMORY TEST
30 ':. BY TONY DISTEFANO FOR
40 * TURN OF THE SCREW
50 • TEST PROGRAM BY
60 ' STEVE BJORK
100 FOR. I * &H4000 TO &H43D4
110 READ AS
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120 X - VALr&HTtAt) 13.10 DATA 26,7, SB, 4, 81, 10, 23. £8. 1650 DATA 52,45,53, 53, 20,41. 4£,

5

130 POKE I.X 4F.4D 9.20.4B
140 NEXT I 1320 DATA 26,53,17,2,28,0.0.49,2 1660 DATA 45, 59, 20. 54, 4F, 20, 45,

5

150 SAV£M"RDISKTST/BIN",&H4000,& .0,44 8,49,54
H43D4,&H4000. 1330 DATA 4F,4E,27, 54, 20, 53,45,4 1670 DATA 2E.D.0, 17,0.A5.10.FE„4
160 END 5.20,41: .0,7.
1000 DATA 20.33,50, 50.40/50,40.

5

1340 DATA 20, 44, 49, 53, 54, 4F, 20, 5 1680 DATA '86.33.B7,FF.7F,1C,EF,3
. 0,40,40 2.41,40 9.CC.4
1010 DATA 40,50,50,50.50,50,50,5 1350 DATA 20,44,49,53,48,20,49,4 1690" DATA 20, DD. 88,17 .0,85,57.4 F
0,50,50 E.0,54

, 52,46
1020 DATA 40.50,40,50,50,50,50,5 1360 DATA 48,41,54,20,53,4G,4r.5 1700 DATA 49, 4 E,

4

7

.

20, 50, 41, 53.

5

0.50 ,'50' 4.2E.20 3.20.4E .

1030 DATA 50,50,50,50,50,50,50,5 1370 DATA 50,52,45,53,53.20,41,4 1710 DATA 55.4O,42,45',52,0.F6-,40
0.50,50 E.59.20 .3.4F
1040 DATA 50, 27, 10. 3, £8,0,64.0,

A

1380 DATA 4B.,45.59,20.54.4F,?0.5 1720 DATA 17,0,BF,17,0.97.D.D,42
,0 .. .4.52,59 .49
1050 DATA 1.0,0.10,FF.40-,7,17,3. 1390 DATA D.41,47.41.49.4£.21.D, 1730 DATA 54, 20 ,'20, 20.45,52, 52,

4

31 0.17 F.52,53
...1060 DATA C,4D,4S,4n,4F,52,59,.20 1400 DATA 1,B7J6,FE-,A4,7F,40,3, 1740 DATA 20,54;4F.54,4T.4C.D,0,
,54.45 7F-,40 4F.30
1070 DATA 53, 54, 20. 46. 4F. 52. 20.

5

1410 DATA 2'.7F, 40.5,30. 80. FE, 67, 1750 DATA 80, FD, 18 ,34, 12, 86, 20,1
4,48,45 C6.2B . . 7,0.71
1080 DATA 20.44,49.53,&4,4F,20,5 1420 OATA 6F,80,5A,26.FB.17,1,C1 .1760 DATA, A6,E-4.8B,30,17.0,6A:,17
3.55,50 ,C,"54' ,0,6B
1090 OATA 45,52.D.52.41,4D,44,49 1430 OATA 45, 53, 54, 49, 4E, 47, 20,

4

1.770 DATA 20,20.20,20,0, EC, 84, 17
,53,48 1,0, B6 .0,86
1100 DATA 20, 46. 4F, 52. 20, 54. 48.

4

1440 DATA 40.4.C6,40,3D,17,1.D2, 1780 DATA 86, 20. 17,0,58.1/. 0.55,
5,20;43 17.1 EC. 88
1110 DATA 4F, 4C,4F, 52, 20,43, 4F,4- 1450 DATA AA.4B-,20.52.41.4D.20,4 1790 DATA 10. 1.7,0, -78,86.0,17.0, 4 ..

D. 50.55 3,41,52 ...A, 36
1120 DATA 54.45 . 52 . 2E , D, 50, 52 , 4F 1460 DATA 44.D.0,17,0.Dfc,30.8D,F 1800 DATA T2.'30,2,4C,81,8.25.C9.
,47.52 E.33 '17.0
1130 DATA 41. 4'D ,'20. 42. 59. 20. 53. 5--- 1470 DATA C6..10,6F,80,5A.26,FB,8.. 1810 DATA 42,0,28,55,53,45.20,42
4,45.56 E.0,0 ,52,45'
1:140 DATA 45,20,42,4A,4F, 52.4B.2 1480 DATA B6.40.2.5F.1E,1,B7.FF, 1820 OATA 41, 4B. 20, 48.45,59,20,

5

E'."ri."43' ..42.F7 4 T 4F,20.
1150 DATA 4F, 50, 59, 52, 49,47, 48,

5

1490 DATA FF,41,1E,1,F7,FF,40,B7 1830 OATA 45.58,49. 54,29. D.0.6E.
4. 20. 31 ,FF,43 9F/A0

.

1160 DATA 39.38,36.20,42,59,20,5 1500 DATA 88.17,5C.26,F5.34.2,17 . .1840 DATA 0,8D.FA,4D,27,FB,39,8D
.3.52,42 . ,1,47"

, F8 ,81
1170 DATA 20, S3-. 4-F, 46. 54, 57,41.

5

1510 DATA 81.3,10,27 0, A3. 35. 2 3 1860 DATA 3,10, 27, FF.4D, 60, 31,25
2.45.2E 0,1 ,F4,34
1180 DATA D, 50, 4C, 41, 43. 45,44,20 1520 DATA BC,40,4.25,D6,8£,0.0,B 1860 DATA .4,A1,£0,24,EE.34,2.,8B.,.
-.49,46 . 6,40 30. 8D
1190 DATA 20. 50. 55. 42. 4C, 49, 43.

2

1530 DATA 2^5F.l£.l,B7, FF.42.F7. 1870 DATA 2,35,82,6E.9F,A0,2 I 35,
0.44.4F FF.41 20, A6
1200 DATA 4D,41,49.4E,20,42,59',2 1540 DATA 1£,1,F7.FF,40.B.1,FF,43 1880 DATA A0,26.2,6E.A4,81,C,26,
0.53,52 ,27.28 .. 15,34
1210 DATA 42,2E,D,D,49.4E,20,57, 1550 DATA 34.16.B8.FF.43,31.8D,F 1890 DATA 14.8E,4 T 0,9F.88.CC60,
48,41 D.DA.44 6.0. ED
12 20" DATA 54.20.53,4C,4F,54,20,'4

, 1.560 DATA" 24.12,AE,A4,30,i,27,C, 1900 DATA. 81,8C'.'6,0,25,F9,35,14,
9,53,20 AF.A4 20. El
1230 DATA 54,48.45,20,52,41.40,2 1570 DATA AE,A8,10.30.1.27.3,AF, 1910 DATA 8D,D9.20,DD,34,6,£t.£l .

0,43.41 AS, 10 • ,25,9"
1240 DATA. 52,44, 20,49, 4E, 0,28, 31 1580 DATA 31, 22, 40, 26, E6, 17. 0,64 1920 DATA 80,03.20,20,20,20,30,0

:

,2.C,32 ,35,16 ,39.34
1-250 DATA 2C. 33.20. 4F, 52.20, 3C,

4

1590 DATA SB, 17, 5C. 26, CB, 34, 2.17 1930 DATA 30,7F,40,6,31,8D.FC,7F
2.52.45 ,0,ED ,8E.FF
1260 DATA 41,4B.3E,20.54.4F,20,4 1600 DATA 81,3.27,48.35,2,30.1,8

:

1940 DATA FF,.30,1,A3,A4;24,FA,E3
5,58.49 ..C.40 ,A4,1E
1270: DATA 54,29.3F,20,0,C6,3,17, 1610 DATA 4,25,A£,B6,40,2,8B,55, 1950 DATA 10, IF, 98, FA, 40, 6, 27. 9,
2 ,37 67,40 80,30.
1280 DATA 1A.50,8A,30.B7.FF.7F,4 1620 DATA 2,7C,40,3,10,26,FF,5B, 1960 DATA B7,40,6,SD,A4,20.4.86,

: F.B7.FF 17.0 20. 8D
1290 DATA 41, 87, FF. 40, B7 , 40,4,87 1630 DATA F6.D.41,4C,4C,20-,50,41 ..1970 DATA- 9E,1£,1,31.22,AE.A4.26
vFF.42 ,53.53 , 07,35
1300 DATA F6,FF.43.53,F7,FF.,43.F 1640 DATA 45.53,20,44,4F,4£,45,2 1980 DATA B0.fF.FF.FF,FF,FF,FF.F
I.FF.43 1,0.50 F.FF.FF
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160 ........ 204
1200 121
1400 82

1600 31

1800 ..,.,...,... 8
END 38

Listing 2: SENDRIVE

• COPYRIGHT 1989 FALSQFT, INC
1 ' GENDRIVE
10 " PROGRAM. TO GENERATE THE ..

20 * RAMDISK DRIVER
30 ' BY TONY' DISTE'FANO FOR
40 * TURN OF THE- SCREW
50

-

DRIVER PROGRAM. BY

60 * DANIEL CHOUINARD
90 'CLEAR 200.&H7C00
100 FOR I - SH7C01 TO -&H7FA6
110 READ A*

120 X. ..- VAL("&H"+AS)
130 POKE I.X
140' NEXT I

150 SAVEM"ORrVER/BTN" .&H7C01.&H7
FA6.&H7D44
160 END
1000 DATA 35.31,32,48,20.44,49,5
3.54.4F
1010 DATA 20,52,4l,4D,43.41,52;4
4,20,44 .

1020 DATA 52, 49, 56. 45,52,0, 28,43
.29,31
1030 DATA 39,38,37,20,42,59,20.4
4.41.4E

'

1040 DATA 49. 45. 40.20,43, 48, 4F,

5

5.49.4E
1050 DATA 41,52,44,D,D,4D,55,4C,
54.45
1060 DATA 20,50, 41, 40,20.5-3,40.

4

F.54.3F
1070 DATA 20.3E.0,D.D.49,4E.53.5
4,41
1080 DATA 4C,4C.49,4E,47.20.52.4
1.40.44
1090 DATA 49.53.4B.53,3A,D,45,4E
,54.45
1100 DATA 52.20,44,52,49,56.45,2
0,4E,55
ilia' DATA 4D, 42. 45, 52, 53, 20, 30,

2

D.33,20
1120 DATA 4F. 52, 0,48,49, 64,20.56
.45.4E
1130 DATA 54.45;52.5O,20,57,4&,4
5.4.E.20

1140 DATA 46. 49. 4E. 49, 53. 48, 45,

4

4.2E.D
1150 DATA 0. D, 44. 62,49,56, 45, 3F,
0,0
1160 DATA D.49.4E, 49,54. 3F.0.D.D
,49

...1170 DATA 4E,53,54,41,4C.4C,20.5
0.52,49
1180 DATA 4E. 54, 45. 52, 20. 53. 50.

4

F.4F.4C
1190 DATA 45.52.3r,0,D,D,4r.55.5
4,50
1200 DATA 55,54,20,4F,4£,20,44,4
9.53*54

1210 DATA '

4.3F.0
.1220 DATA
54.59
1230 DATA
E.54,45
1240 DATA
0,.3E,0

1250 DATA
49.4E
1260 DATA
F.4C.45
1270 DATA
C.4C.45
1280 DATA
F

. 1290. .DATA..

1300 DATA
,81,59
1310 DATA
,.A0,

2

1320 DATA
0.BF
1330 DATA
,27.14
1340 DATA
.EC, 84

1350 DATA
.25. Fl

1360 DATA
,7D,2F
1370 DATA
.BD.B9
1380 DATA
,F8,81
1390 DATA
,31.88
1400 DATA
Q.21.B7
1410 DATA
C8E..7C
1420 DATA
,81.0
1430 DATA
3,22. F0

1440 DATA
.21.27
1450 DATA
,21.20'

1460 DATA
B. 70,22
1470 DATA
.84,81
1480 DATA
86, 7E

1490 DATA
,7C,9F
1500 DATA
F.1A.50
1510 DA!

A

F.7F.86
1520 DATA
F.C4
1530 DATA
.F3.86
154 DATA
D.B9.9C
1550 DATA
.C2.BD
1560 DATA
1,26,3
15/0 DATA
9.9C,AD

IF, 20. 50, 50. 52,49, 4E,

5

D.D.S0,52,49,4F.52,49,

20, 54, 4F, 20, 50, 52, 49,

4

52.20,28,31.20,39,29.2

0,0,36,34,48,20,50,52,

54, 45. 52, -20, 53. 50, 4F. 4

52, 20, 49, 4E. 53. 54, 41,4

44 > 2E.D,D.0.0,0.0,FF,F

0. 1. 0.0.. 0,0. 0.12. 87, FF

DF,7E,FF.FF,AO,9F.A0,0

27,4,8I.4E.26.F4.A0.9F

81,.59,39,7F,80,0,8E,0,

70,26, 8F, 70, 28. 70, 80,0

1A, 50. 8E. 80.0. B7.FF.DE

B7,FF.DF,ED,81.8C,FF,0

86,45,B7.80.0.9E.72,BF'

8E,7D.2A.9F,72,BE,7C„0

9C,AD,9F,A0,0,81,31.25

34,22,F4,AD,9F,A0,2.80

30, B7, 70,20, 86, FF, 87,7

7D.22,8E.7C,49,BD,B9,9

97,BO,89,9C,AO,9F ( A0,0

27,20.81,30.25,F4,81,3

AB.9F.A0.2.80.30.B1.7O

DF./D,/D.21,2A.5.B7,7D

D5,B7,7D,22,B6,7D,21.B

81,FE.27,41.BE.C0.4,A6

7E,26,5.EC.1,FD.7D,1E,

A7.84,CC,7F,2Z.EQ,1,8E

BD.B9.9C. 80,70. 31. 26.1

Ct,FF.40,B6.7D.20.B7,F

FF,8E,0,0,C6,6,E7.42,A

A7,43.30,1;26,F8-,5A.2A

33,B7.FF.7F,8E,7C,A7,B

BD,7D.31,27,1,39,8E,7C

B9, 9C. 7 F. 7D, 23.80,70,3

73.7D,23,8E.7C,DC.BD,B

1580 DATA
,39,22
1590 DATA
.70,24
1600 DATA
E.B7.A2
1610 DATA
E.l.D
1620 DATA
,D,39
1630 DATA
.70,28
1640 DATA
6,70,20
1650 DATA
,BF. FT

1660 DATA
F,7F,81
1670 DATA
B,25
1680 DATA
87,70
1690 DATA'

.53.2A
1700 'DATA

3.7E
1710 DATA
6.27.F5
1720 DATA
,B7,FF
1730 DATA
,42., 86.

1740 DATA
0.70.23'

1750 OATA
,20.18
1760 DATA
.8.3.4 ..

1770 DATA
4 5A

1780 DATA
.9E.C6
1790 DATA
7E,A7
1800 DATA
1.27,17
1810 DATA
E,27,6
1820 OATA
,BE.C0
1830 DATA
2.30
1840 DATA.

,96

1850 DATA
00, E3

1860 DATA
0.86
1870 DATA
,FF,42
1880 OATA
0.8E.FF
1890 DATA
.D.81
1900 DATA
,1C,AF
'1910 DATA
0.5C.26
1920 DATA
7.C4.5C
1930. DATA

9F,A0,0,81.3T,25,F8,81

F4,AO l 9F,A0.2.80,30.B7

8E, 7C. FA, BD, 89, 90,86,7

BF,8E
1 7E,77,BF,A2.C0...B

8F,7E
(
C7.8E,7E,AE,BF.l

34. 17. BE. 7 0. 26. 30. l.BC

27.FB.lA,'50.Br,7D,26,F

F7.FF.7F,C6..7.F7,FF,42

40,B7,FF,43,C6.33,F7.F

D,27.8,C.9C,D6,9C,D1.9

i F.9L. 3b. 9/, 66.70,24,

25,70,7D,?3.77,7,B6,FF

B.20;6,F6.FF,22,54.24,

FF,FF,BE.7D,28.BC,7D,2

30,1 .BF.7D.28.B6.7D.20

7F,BF,FF'.40.86.7.B7.FF

FF,43,C6,33.F7.FF.7F,7

27,8.B7,FF,5.2.,B7,FF
t 53

80.1B,5F.8D,1A.C6.8.C6

4. 5F, 44. 59, 58. 80, E, 35,

26,F3,80.5,7A.7D,25.26

2.-F7-.FF.20.8D.0.9E.95,'

D3,34,76.D6,EB.F1 F
.70

J 2

F1,7D,22,27,12,7D,70,1

35.76.6E,.9F.7D,1E.86,5

4
1 6E,4,F,F0,96,EC.C6,1

OS, £0,89. 0.83, 0,1, 34,6

EB.6T.70.21.27.7.CC.2.

El. 20, 2, 35. 6, 34. 6. U,

5

7D,'20.B7,FF,7F,35,6,S7

F7. FF.41.5F,CE,FF,43,1

40.9£,EE,96,EA.S1,2,27

3, 27, 14, 86, 33, 87, FF, 7

F

35.F6.E7,A4.A6,C4,A7,8

F7.20.EC.£7,A4,A6,80.A

26, F.7, 20, El, 0,0,0,0,0,

/R\
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Feature

Get out your toolbox and saw

Custom Built for

the CoCo

by Benjamin W. Brunotte
Weathering a cold winter

can be difficult even for

ihe best of us. Of course,

as computer enthusi-

asts, we do have op-

tions to help thwart cabin fever. Still, why
not use the time constructively? This ar

tide provides instructions for building a

custom computer desk and hutch. Let's get

tght down to it,

1 selected 3/4-inch birch veneer ply-

wood when I built my desk. The birch

veneer is attractive and easily finished with

stain. Also, the screws can get a better bite

in the plywood edge than in a particle board

edge. Finally, the 3/4-inch thickness al-

lows you to build the desk as a stand-alone

piece without any bracing or additional

| construction.

Other materials to consider are 3/4-

inch birch veneer with a particle board

core. 3/4-inch particle board or 3/4-

inch wafer board. The plain particle

board and wafer board need to be

painted or covered with fonnica to

get a finished appearance.

^ Select the wood by hand to get

the best quality possible; other-

wise the loaders grab the first

piece from the top, You re-

ceive more help at a do-it-

yourself store but prices are of-

ten higher.

Bert Brunotte liven in Nederkmd. Texas,

and works in operations al a large oil refin-

ery. He is a self-taught programmer, and
the CoCo is his hobby. He can be contacted

at 3221 N, Twin CityHww, #6, Nederkmd,
TX 77627.
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Be careful while building the desk to

make sure the veneer side faces out so it can

be seen instead of the plywood back. As a

general rule, always apply glue to pieces

before joining with screws. This helps

strengthen the joints. Wipe off any excess

glue before it dries.

Cutting

The cutting guide (Figure I) illustrates

how each piece should be cut from the two
sheets of 4'-by-8' birch veneer plywood.

Make sure the veneer side is facing the saw
and use a fine-toothed saw blade to get

smoother cuts. The quality of the final

product depends on your keeping all cuts

straight so use a saw guide if possible. It is

also very important that all corners are

Quantity Item

2 3/4" x 4' x 8" birch veneer plywood
1 1/4" x 4' x 8' tempered hardboard

1 2" x 2" x 8
1

60 feet 1/4" x 3/4" screen molding

1 box 100 - Number 8x1" flathcad wood screws

1 box 3/4" brads

2 qts. wood stain

2 qts. urethane satin finish

You will also need wood glue, Plastic Wood, and plenty of fine grit sandpaper
and 00 steel wool,

Table 2: Materials List

A
B
C
D

Right side

Left side

Monitor shelf

Drawer bottoms

E Drawer sides

F Desktop

G Top
H Top center shelf

I Side shelves

J Vertical supports

Table 1: Key to the Cutting Guide

h- 48"
->l l<-

48"

|< 30" H<S— 18"—>l |«8->|«9"»|'«9>|+ 9
,,

»| k9'>|

96"

24"

7
3/4"

3/4"

Si

70 1/2"
72"

T

{

29 1/4"

29 1/4"

|*9">|< 30" >|«9"»| |*9"^|<_ 21" >|<9">|«9>|

Figure 1: Plywood Cutting Guide
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s:
: Qs£>WindowWnter 1.2 .

What we believe to be the best word processor available for OS/9just got better! You asked and we listened. We
haveadded hew features which the public has requested!

DYNASPELL 1 02K WOllD SPELLING CHECKER NOW MrVMLABLE!

More Versatile and Powerful. OS/9 Allows you Freedom and Power. The mouse
and pull-down menus give you speed and ease of use.

Multi-Tasks
Pull-Down Menus

U

MWL's Window Writer , a new OS/9 word processor.

Text Cursor

Mouse Cursor

Pg 1 Ling 1 Col 1 Insert On WWrap On File: name

Text Cursor
Position

Window Writer is

the first Color Com
puter word processor

which takes full ad-

vantage of OS/9. The
result is a word
processor which is

fully as modern and

professional in action

as those previously

available only for the

TBM and Mac. The
operating system al-

lows true multi-task-

ing with other
programs or itself.

Not limited to just

printing one file and
editing another. You
can print one file in one window while you edit files in other

windows. At the same time you can be running a small program
in another window. You can cut and paste between sections of

files in different windows.

Hi-Res Display

Window Writer uses an 80-coluinn monitor display screen for

clarity, As shown in the above screen drawing, you can quickly

sec how to access the menus and help screens. You can deter-

mine the current position by page, line number, and column. The
mouse can use this section to quickly change to a specific page
or line in the file. The text insert and word wrap toggles also are

indicated and changeable with the mouse button.

Ram Disk

A RAM disk is set up in Window Writer to make full use of

all or a user specified portion of the memory on the 512K CoCo
3. On the 128K CoCo a smaller RAM disk is set up to still allow

use of all available memory for file editing. For use of all features,

a 512K machine is required.

The RAM disk is used for storage of the file(s) being edited,

for the clipboard for cut and paste, and as a print spooler for the

file being printed. Window Writer's clipboard can be saved to

disk or pasted into any file being edited because files use the same
clipboard memory. The RAM disk also can be used with other

OS/9 programs.

Mail-Merge

With Window Writer you can create form letters and send
them out to a list of addresses in an address file. First names or

other information can be added to "personalize" these letters.

Up and Down
Arrows.—-- K

dit Format Search + Style Help l\ \t

Pull Down
Menus and

Help Screens

A full selection of pull

down menus and detailed

help screens make learn-

ing easy and are only a key

stroke (or mouse click)

away. All menus and help

screens can be user con-

figured for everything in-

cluding menu colors and
contents. You don't like

the color of a menu? You
think one help item
should be listed different-

ly? Change them!

The menus and help

screens can be reached by

cursor keys or the mouse
(or joystick) or can be accessed by control kt;ys.

• French Version:

An abridged French
translation of the Window
Writer manual is now avail-

able. This manual is written

by a Canadian CoCo user

and will aid French speak-

ing users. Only $7,50 addi-

LtinnaL

nsert Toggle Word Wrap Current
Toggle File Name

Editing is a snap with OWL's Efficient Mouse Usage!

Editing

Like most modern word processors, with Window Writer

(here is always more than one way to access any editing feature.

You can access editing by menus using

mouse, "keyboard mouse", or through

control keys. Full help screens are O^&^O
M°re

quickly available for all editing fea- A*^V^>V ^
lures. A help screen can be left visible #\ **
while needed and then quickly
removed to get back to full screen edit-

ing.

One nice feature is the price:

only $59.
For the DynaSpeM Spelling
Checker by Dale Puekett includ-

ing the 102K Word Dictionary:

only $20. additional!

P.O. BoxU6*A
Mertztown, PA 19S39— ORDER LINES (only)—

(800) 245-6228

(215) 682-6855 <PA)



Proven
On the Razor's Edge of

The Hard Drive's New Frontier:
The Most Advanced Color Computer
Hard Drive System Ever Offered!

Fast No-Halt SCSI Floppies Using Optiona
Proven Performance for Demanding Home or

I SCSI Controller

Business Users
OWL-WARE has now been supplying

Color Computer hard drive systems for

over 4 years. We have reached our posi-

tion in the hard drive; market by
providing our customers with a high

quality product that they can be proud

to own and use. Our first concern has

always been quality and sound design.

We are now announcing our most ad-

vanced hard drive system ever. Using
the optional OMTI 5200 SCSI control-

ler with our Hard Drive Interface, our
new system will support no-halt floppy

drives. You need not wait while typing

or worry about clock time losses. Why
be limited to 3 floppy drives? A com-
plete system could now consist of 1-3

standard CoCo floppy drives, 1-2 (or

more) hard drives, and 1-2 no-halt flop-

pics using standard (not just CoCo)
OS/9 formal. You can use single or
double-sided 40 or 80 track drives with

the SCSI no-halt controller.

There are several new features with this

improved interface. These include:

• Full SASI/SCSI compatible (this al-

lows many add-ons to the versatile

SCSI buss)

• IMo-Halt Floppies with optional SCSI
controller allows full type-ahead
during access

• Low factory-direct prices

• Fast Delivery from factory stock

• Optional Real Time Clock with built

in battery (3-10 year lifetime)

•With the Clock you have 240 Bytes of

battery backed up RAM for password
protection or data storage!

•Same super stable LRTech quality

Our quality is obvious when compared
to any other Hard Drive system or inter-

face. Even the box is special. Our
systems have always had a fan. Has our

competition just heard about them?

Now Available with High
Density 5*25" drives as

well as 720K!

Disk Capacity of more
than 1 Meg Formatted!

Same low price as our

720K super systems

listed below.

Interface Price only: $85.

Real Time Clock-RAM: $25.

20 Meg. 40 Meg. 80 Meg.
(2X40Meg.)

System Prices: (Includes Hard Drive, case, ft fan, SASt Controller*,

LR/OWL Interface, Software. Fully assembled and tested.)

$519, $629. $929.
Super System Prices: jlr/owl System as above but omti 5200

SCSI Controller AND 3,5" 80 Track Floppy Drive in same case)

$649. $759. $i099.(2 cases)

*SASj controller is unused surplus Add S75 for OMTI SCSI

OWL Hard Drive BASIC 3
There have been several ads in this

maga/ine about BASIC for Color
Computer hard drive systems. These

ads sometimes only tell a part of the

story. Our BASIC system price in-

cludes assembly, testing, and 3-day

burn-in period. We do not require a

Mulli-pak to operate.

Our hard drive systems are fast, reli-

able, and reasonable in price. This has

been proven by hundreds of users over

the past 4 years. We do not have to turn

off error checking for speed. We
achieve high speed BASIC from a uni-

que indexing method.

OWL HD BASIC 3 is very fast due to

our index method. Almost all BASIC
commands work normally including

DSK1N1, DSKIS, and DSKOS.

BASIC for Hard Drives

Prices: With/Without Hard
Drive

«poo*/«p t y.



Technology
the Color Computer Frontier

Floppy Drive Systems
The Highest Quality for Years of Service

Drive Systems (Half Height, Double Sided,

Direct Drives) $1 99.
Drive o systems complete with drive, controller, legal DOS, cable, case,

power supply, and manual

Drive 1 Systems (Half Height, Double Sided,

Direct Drives) $1 29.

New 3.5", 720K Drives for OS-9 with case

& Power Supply $169.
Drive 1 Systems have drive, case, power supply. (You may require op-

tional cable and/or DOS chip to use)

Special for 0/1 Combos (Drives

0,1,2,3) $295.

HALF- HEIGHT DRIVE
UPGRADES FOR RS HORIZON-

TAL CASES
Why only double the capacity, of your

system when you can triple in.,the same
ease? Kit: includes: doubie-sided toM
your case, chip to run both sidesof new
driye, hardware, and detailed instruc-

tions; Easy! Takes only 5 minutes!

Model $119. Model $129.
500 501 or 502

•'

All drives arc new and fullv assembled.

Wc ship only FULLY TESTED and

CERTIFIED at these low prices. Wc
use Fuji, YE Data, and other fine

brands. No drives are used or surplus

unless otherwise stated to you when
you order. We appear to be the one of

the few advertisers in Rainbow who
can truly make this claim. We have 5

years experience in the CoCo disk

drive market! We are able to provide

support when you have a problem.

Drives 1 YearWarranlv

V

QWJL Phones
Order Numbers {only)

1-800-245-6228
1-215-682-6855

Fax: 1-215-837-1942
Technical Help
1-215-837-1917

OWL WARE Software Bundle

Disk Tutorial/Utilities/Games

DISK TUTOR Ver 1.1
Learn how to use your disk drive from

this multi-lesson, machine language

program. This tutor takes you through

your lessons and corrects your mistakes

for a quick, painless disk drive iniroduc

tion. (This professionally written tutor

is easily worth the bundle's total price.)

3 UTILITIES
A copy verify, copy, and DOS utility.

2 GAMES
We will select 2 games from our slock.

These are sold for more than $20 each,

Do not mistake this software with cheap

"Public Domain" software which others

offer. All of this software is copyrighted

and professional in quality. The tutor is

unique with us and has helped
thousands of new users learn their disk

drive.

only $27.95
(or even better)

only $6.95 with

any Disk Drive Purchase!!

51 2K Upgrade
Again at a popular price. Fully as-

sembled and tested before shipping.

Easy to install- Uses fa.st 120 ns. chips.

Only $99.
Now.inciudes memory test, Ram Disk

Lighting, Printer Lighting, and Back-

up Lighting. All with an upgraded

manual exclusive with OWL!

Our prices include a discount for cash but

do not include shipping.

OWL-WARE has a liberal warranty policy, During the warranty

period, all defective items tfiill be repaired or replaced at our

aption ai no cos! totne Buyer except for shipping costs. Call

our tech number for return. Return of non-defective or un-

aulhoriJeo^elurnE^re&ubjgcMo^i^e^vjce^har^e^^^^

OWL-WARE
BO. BOX 116

Mertztown, PA 19539



square. This is probably most difficult while

cutting the sheet of tempered hardboard

used for the back of the desk.

Remember, once you've cut a piece of

wood, nothing short of a miracle can undo
that cut. When doing carpentry work, I

follow the motto "Measure twice before

cutting once."

Leave the 21 -inch cuts for the monitor
shelf (Q and the top-center shelf (H) until

you are assembling the desk. Then you can

measure and cut the pieces to the exact size

to fit the space when assembling.

Cut a 30-and-3/4-by-72-inch piece from
the 14-inclL 4'-by-8' sheet of tempered hard-

board. This will be the back ofthe desk. Cut
two 30- inch lengths from the 2-inch-by-2-

inch-by-8-foot board for legs to support the

center of the desk.

Assembly
Attach the top (G) to the right side (A)

and the left side (B). making sure the top

piece goes across the top end of each side.

Drill and countersink three screws through

the top into the top edge of each side.

Position the desktop (F) so that the sides fit

into the 9-inch cut-outs and the desktop
overlaps the 21 -inch edge of each side.

Drill and countersink three screws through

the sides into the desktop edge. Drill and
countersink three screws through the desk-

top into the 2 1 -inch edge of each side.

Square the assembled framework and
nail or screw the tempered hardboard to the

back of the desk. The back of the shelves

will be left open.

Lay the unit on its back and position the

drawer sides (E) and bottoms (D). Attach

the drawer sides as before, using four

countersunk screws placed through the

desktop. Drill and countersink three screws

through the drawer bottoms into the bottom

edges of the drawer sides. Bring the desk
upright, level the drawer bottoms, and at-

tach them to the left and right end pieces in

a simitar manner.

Put the two 30-inch supports in place

with the top end flush to the bottom of the

desktop and a side against a drawer side,

and fasten them in place with countersunk
screws.

Position the vertical supports (J) and the

side shelves (I), Measure from the bottom
edge of the piece above to the top edge of

the shelf. This ensures that the space be-

tween shelves is 1 VA inches so that maga-
zines, books, etc., will fit easily. Drill and

FRONT

K 24" -»K 21" >!< 24"
SIDE

60 3/4"

29 1/4"

6 3/4"

t
14"

7"

t
11 1/2"

t
11 1/2"

I 4 3/4"

9"

30"

< 19 1/4" >

< 20" ^

\<—2r—>|<- 9"-^j

\<r 24"

L<-
- 72"

-n-
I i

i
i

If

\<r 30" -H

Figure 2: How the Pieces Fit Together
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countersink three screws into the shelf edges

through the right and left sides. Fit the

vertical supports flush against the inside

shelf edges and make sure everything is

square. Drill and countersink three screws

into the vertical support edges through the

top and also the desktop. After checking the

position ofeach free shelfedge with a level,

drill and countersink three screws through

the vertical supports into the shelf edges.

Measure and cut the monitor shelf (C)

and the top center shelf (H) to fit the space

between the vertical supports. Position the

monitor shelf and the top center shelf, and

drill and countersink three screws through

the vertical supports into the top center

shelf edges. Attach the monitor shelf in a

similar fashion,

The Finishing Touches
Cut the screen molding to length and

nail it in place with 3/4-inch brads to cover

the plywood edges. I covered all the hori-

zontal edges first and then the vertical

edges. Sixty feet of screen molding should

be enough, even allowing for some waste.

Cover all nail and screw heads with

Plastic Wood. Sand the entire desk smooth

after the Plastic Wood is dry, making sure

to sand with the grain of the wood. As a

final step before applying the stain, go back

over the desk with 00 steel wool. Remove
all sanding dust before staining. Apply

your choice of stain according to the direc

tions on the can. After the stain is dry, use

the 00 steel wool again to smooth any grain

that may have been raised by the stain.

Apply the urethane finish according to the

directions on the can.

When the finish has dried, position the

desk with the computer and equipment on

it. Cut holes as necessary for electric cords,

wires, cables, etc. I cut a hole in the hard-

board back for a four-plug extension under

the desk and cut another hole so the electric

cords can reach the extension. I plugged the

monitor into the wall receptacle and plugged

everything else into the extension, 1 cut a

slot in the hardboard for the paper to the

printer. Then I put the box of paper on the

floor and ran the paper through the slot and

under the bottom shelf to the printer.

I have a 1
3 -inch monitor on the monitor

shelf. My CoCo is on the desk directly

under the monitor, and my DMP-1 10 printer

is on the right side of the desk. The modem
is on the left side underneath the shelf, and

the two disk drives are in the right desk

drawer. I have plenty of shelf space for

RAINBOW magazines, disk boxes, books,

instruction manuals, etc.

Making Changes
I built this custom computer desk to fit

a specific spot in a room, Since the desk is

30 inches deep and the door to the room is

only 26 inches wide, the desk will never

leave that room in one piece. Other people

may need to change the dimensions to meet

their own needs. The five-foot height should

not cause any problems because most doors

are at least six feet tall. To build a narrower

desk, the 30-inch dimension for the right

side (A), the left side (B). the desk top (F),

and the drawer sides (E) would need to be

changed to the smaller measurement. Also

the monitor shelf C) would have to be

shortened from 24 inches or it would stick

out too far. To build a shorter desk, the 72-

inch dimension for the desk top (F). the top

(G), and the tempered hardboard back would

need to be changed to the smal ler measure-

ment. The side shelves would have to be

shortened too. The monitor shelf should

remain 21 inches wide.

To buy a computer desk, hutch and

printer stand at a store would cost about

$200. This desk gives you more work area

and shelf space for less money. You can

also finish this desk to match your existing

furniture. And the sense of accomplish-

ment gained goes a long way in helping you

avoid those cabin-fever blues. *Wv

>E

cownfl-
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iATTENTION!!! Alpha software technologies has teamed up With COCO Devices to bring you the incredililo COMM-4 port! 4 ports in one slot! That's right* users at one time! Special

'pulsed IRQ line help* to prevent lockups! External IRQ line allows you to connect to an IRQ hack mod. Totally compatible 6651 technology, no special drivers needed!

A muathavc forANY BBS user! You'll be the talk or the town with a 4 node BBS system! A perfect match for OS9 Level II BBS! $124.93

©SB UatoI II IKB3 tRtlMM $J>

System comes coteplote and ready to run. Use the bouilt in menus' or creata your own. Run your own programs or games on-line! Complete message system included. Pile transfer system

supports Xmodem and Ymodem plus automatic validation with keyword searching! Even comes with its own terminal program Tree] Now includes ANSI graphics menus and editor! Sea

board while it runs! For a DEMO call (S04) 64*6761 (3/123400 baud). Galactic Conflict game also included! 612k OS9 l^vel II and RS-232 (or COMM-4) pak required..,. J, 29,95

IPzwsto » Dhtttetc

This is what you have been waiting for! Finally RAM Resident software for your COCO 3! Huns in Ihe background while you da other work! Includes a notepad that does automatic

number calculations, a calendar with alarm , a phone book that can auto-dial your phone, a raai-time dock and much, much, more! This program will organize your entire life!

5121c OS9 Level II Required (Hayes compatible modem required for auto-dial) 612k OSS Level II Required,.,....,..,,-........,....., *WM

Hdrwl !TH Twola
Without the right tools OS9 is dirriculL .These ARE the right tools! With these great utilities anyone can use OS9 likes pro! Complete wildcard, tree and windowing commands make

059 easy to use! [fyou want Ul start using 039, this is what you need! Ifyoualreaoy use OSS, these tools will novo you hours of limoand hsadachos! 26 groat utilities! $ 24.95

KDtaStSCsVsVBg«rTz««

This versatile utility makes your OSS life a breeie! No more fighting with complex directory structures! No more searching for Hits and typing long path nomes! Everything is

displayed using windows! Allowsyou to change, create, and delete directories with single keystrokes! Also pllowt you to cony, view and delete filesjusl aseasily! A must for the QS9

beginner. A great lime saver for the experienced OS9 user. Save hours of lime and headaches! 512k 039 trfvel 11 Required ......... „„..„..... $ 29.96

EUwM » Utanv
This great Multi - Vue utility allows you to easily create your own pop-down menus! No programming experience is required, because no programming is done! You will be able to run

any OS9 command or program from a menu! Menu creation is super simple, aupor easy! Actually see the menu ae it develop*. A must Tor Multi - Vue users! Make that non Multi -

Vue software run in Multi - Vue! 612k OS9 Level II and Multi - Vue required. ....... - —ft* 19 -95

Warp s ©b»
Finally, a complete OS9 Level 11 windowing terminal program. Many features include Auto-dial & macro, XA Y modem. ANSI graphics, buffer capture, on-line timer, chat mode,

windows, and much, much, more! Perfect tor any BBS user! More power than you'll ever need! 512k OS9 Levul II Required ..„....„ S 84.36

This wonderful utility allowsyou to patch anything! Patch commands directly on diskand fix CRCsautornatically! Patch the OS9Boot file! Save lost Tiles! Fix crashed disks! One

use of this program could be worth the price! 64k OSS Level I or II required > -s laBS

Send check or money order to: Alpha Software Technologies, 1500 1-10 Service Rd. Box 61, Slidell LA. 70461 (S04jB4g. site (voice)

Hum "M *3.M Shipping uid bandllna, ill orders shtpusd nuns iw via first dais mail. Most mtrs arrtv* in a M 3 flays. COD orders udd SZ.EOmra t-
) -

- t J
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Creating a musicafttf-tncfined
r

CoCo rvitft %/fl*DI

(PCay It !Again, CoCo
Bij Jeffrey S- barker

-^— is early in the morning.

M A gray dawn is jusl

m'§ mr
beginning to paint the

m m ^> h°ri20n> la^Uy chasing

» %T after night. You close the

door behind you with a creak and

metallic ka-chunk and nick on die

lights. The fluorescent fights buzz and

flutter as you walk around synthesiz-

ers and consoles, trying not to stumble

over the cables. You sip your coffee

and in ypiie of your best efforts not to

wake up, you hear snatches of

rhythms and melodies starting to

rouse you. A Hip of the switch and the

computer whinies to life. Another

click brings up the Korg. KaiAveil

and Casio, Now me Yamaha and the

Roland (no need for the others yet).

You toss a copy of Music & Comput-

et s on the table and throw a copy of

THE RAINBOW that someone left on the

drum machine on top of it. It's time to

make music.

Let's see. how about a 16-voice

rendition of Mozart? A little night

music? Sure, that sounds good. The

hard-drive light blinks furiously for a

few seconds, then the monitor fills

with the main screen, showing you the

title of the piece, the instruments

JeffreyS, Parker lias been involved

with computers since 1976 and CoCos

since 1981. He is the Director of

Computer Education at The Parker

Academy in Sudbury, Massachusetts,

lie is also a lecturer at Northeastern

Universiy in technical communica-

tions. A notedfreelance writer and

editor, Mr. Parker is a certified

computer professional and is a gradu-

ate of the University ofMassachusetts

in Amherst,

selected, the score, and the onscreen

slide switches and push-buttons that

control all the synths on the network.

The room swells as the ereseendos

build, and I he voices of all those

mighty digital MIDI synthesizers

throatily announce the dawn. Turning

the volume down a little, you sit back

to enjoy the music. Outside you hear a

car pull up. A few minutes later the

Studio door swings open, revealing a

bleary-eyed musician, not quite ready

for another day's work.

What Is MIDI All About

?

MIDI stands for Musical Instru-

ment Digital Interface, It is the

standard means by which digital

musical instruments communicate

with one another. It is also the means

by which a computer such as the

CoCo can control one musical

synthesizer or many at the same lime.

Pared down to its bare essentials.

MIDI is a communications protocol or

language designed to let numerous

musical instruments interface with

each other. The idea here is that if one

instrument can make good music, two

or more can make great music. Until

only a few years ago no simple means

existed that allowed different elec-

tronic instruments to work together.

MIDI answers the problems of con-

necting different instruments from

different manufacturers together. For

example, using simple, inexpensive

cables you can connect Roland,

Yamaha and Casio MIDI synths

together and direct each to perfonn

different functions for the music you

want to create, record or playback.

Amazing, isn't if? Talk about apples

and oranges!
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Tfit (Brains Refund'^ulaford andLyra

Cecil Honk has been involved

with radios and electronics for about

34 years. At the age of 16 be obtained

a novice-class amateur radio

operator's liscense and soon followed

with a general-class license.

Following high school Cecil

joined the Navy and served as an

electronics technician while earning

his amateur extra-class radio license,

After 20 years Cecil left the Navy
and began tinkering with computers.

In 1982 he bought his first 16K
Standard basic CoCo for $399. On
the same day he bought a music
ROM cartridge and outgrew it about

a week later. He toyed with the CoCo
for a year, bought a DMP- 100. and in

February of 198.1 discovered the
RAINBOW,

»()

After buying his first MIDI
synthesizer (a Yamaha DX-!00) in

1986, Cecil started working on the

Lyra Lyhrary.

About two years later he had
acquired four more synthesizers and
bad the Lyra Lybrary up to .12 disks.

By this time Speech Systems had left

the CoCo Community, and only a

few months later Cecil started up

Rulaford Research. Since then

Cecil has brought the Lyra Lyhrary
up to 18 disks and 376 titles.

Meet the Author
Dr. Lester Hands has been

fascinated with electronic gadgets

since he was a young boy. After he

finished college, Les went to

medical school and bought his first

computer called the Cosmic Elf.

Eight years later, when the Color
Computer was introduced, he

bought one for $399. It had 4K of

RAM and color. Soon after he

found a music program to play on
his Kim I with the CoCo and its

6809 chip, He realized he had a

better thing going than the 6502. In

1982 he wrote Musica i.

Later Lester encountered a

music program on the Commodore
Amiga and became fascinated by
the concept of a mouse-driven

music program. By then Cecil had
the MIDI bug and was passing it on
to Lester. According to Lester that

Amiga program was the real

inspirational seed for Lyra.

According to Dr. Hands,

CompuServe played a key role in

the development of the CoCo MIDI
program. He needed someone to

bounce ideas off and to do some
testing for him— that person was
Mike Ward (MikeyTerm). It was
not until January of (his year that

CoCo MIDI 3 came to be.
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Once a standard is created to connect the

machines together, you need something to

control the little network

you have created— even

if it is only a single syn-

thesizer and a single com-

puter. MIDI systems do

not require a computer.

MIDI instruments can
work together without

them. However, the com-
puter simplifies the re-

cording and playback of

digital music data. For

our purposes, the com
puter plays a key and es-

sential role in the whole

picture. Naturally it is

used as a controller to send information to

and from the MIDI instruments and to

handle all the signal processing and com-
municating needed to conduct business. In

this context it means making music.

It is far easier for the electronic mem-
bers of a band (the keyboards) to talk to one

another than the human members. With
MIDI as the standard and the language, it

then falls to the computer to do everything

else— the synthesizers just play the music.

Synthesizers neither create nor edit the

music scores. The computer itself is impor-
tant: the speed, the RAM memory and the

amount of storage on disk drives. Whether
the MIDI port is added on to the computer
or is built in, all of these elements are fac-

tors. Software is equally important. It must
control a multitude of functions and still be

flexible and easy-to-use.

Until recently the Color Computer has

not really had a role to play in the MIDI
universe. Other machines tike the Macin-
tosh, MS-DOS machines and the Atari ST
have taken center stage. Now software,

hardware and other accessories are avail

able for the Color Computer— under both

Disk basic and OS-9.

MIDI — A Star Is Born
In the early '70s, the first crude synthe-

sizers were developed. These monophonk
(single-note) monsters relied on analog

oscillators and filters to create notes. People

got the idea that if multiple synthesizers

could be hooked together and synchro-

nized, the system could play many voices

at the same time. As technology evolved,

analog oscillators, filters and amplifiers

were replaced with computer circuitry, their

digital counterparts. But because each
manufacturer implemented the computers'

roles a little differently, the computers could

not talk to one another.

In 1 983, almost ayear after the introduc-

tion of the first polyphonic (many-note)
synthesizers, a standard of sorts was estab-



lished. Synthesizer manufacturers met in

Tokyo and developed what is known today

as the MIDI 1.0 Specification. Since then

the standard has held true to its form — it

allows machines using the MIDI 1 .0 Speci-

fication to communicate. Now. just six

short years after its development, MID1-

based networks connect around the world.

What Makes MIDI Sing?

MIDI uses a serial communications inter-

face making connections inexpensive and

easy. The hardware usually consists of 5-

pin DIN-type male connectors, which are

basically the same as the serial I/O port (4-

pin DIN female) on the CoCo. Only two

wires are needed since MIDI uses feedback

loop signaling. The MIDI 1. Specification

recommends the use of shielded twisted-

pair wire (very inexpensive) for proper

grounding. This is essential when making

connections or the system can fall prey to

serious discharge problems and ground loops

causing the dreaded audio hum. It is critical

that there be no common electronic ground

between devices so as to prevent a ground

loop in the i .5 mA current loop that drives

MIDI devices. To control these problems,

an optoisolator is used at the receiving end

of MIDI signaling devices.

By design. MIDI signals run at 31.25

Kilobaud. The CoCo allows serial output at

about 32 Kbaud, which MIDI seems satis-

fied with. Due to slight variations in chip

speed perfonnance and the fact that MIDI
uses a feedback loop instead of normal bi-

polar RS-232 voltage, roughly 32 Kbaud

does the trick, Like RS-232. MIDI uses one

start bit, eight data bits and two stop bits.

As technology improves and produc-

tion costs are reduced, MIDI synthesizers

will become less expensive. One of two

limited but MIDI-capable keyboards on the

market today is the Casio MT-240, a four-

channel keyboard with 44 small-size keys

and 210 built-in sounds. It can function as

a polyphonic keyboard or be switched to

MIDI Mode 3 and controlled by the Color

Computer through its MIDI IN and MIDI OUT
jacks quite easily. While limited in scope

and features, it is a good gct-your-feet-wet

MIDI keyboard and is generally available

for under S 1 50 at discount stores, Another

unit to consider is the 12-voice, 16-channd

Yamaha PSS-480. Usually available for

tinder $200, it is an excellent keyboard for

the serious home/hobby user and is a step

up from the Casio MT-240. Moving up the

line is the Casio CT-630S with a full five-

octave keyboard and stereo speakers built

into the case. And at the higher end is the

Roland MT-32, a 32-voice synthesize] for

professional use— this is where the CoCo
really shines.

The Roland MT-32 is a synthesizer

Meet (Dr. Michaetj. 9(nud$en

andSecond City Software ^Present

the OS-9 Single

Mike Knudsen has always liked

music. He plays the guitar and

keyboard and in college wanted to start

a computer music group, but mini

computers were all that was available

then— quite targe and expensive.

In 1971 there were a few interesting

interfaces being developed, and Mike

tried some digital synthesis while

mentoring some grad students. In 1977

Mike bought a KIM I kit and used some
ideas he read about in Byre magazine to

write software that allowed the

playback of four-part harmony using a

digital-to-analog converter.

In 1982 Mike found the CoCo. "The

6809 was like a 6502 with the brain

damage repaired." he said, He wanted

to do graphics, and so he wrote a basic

compiler to transfer information from

the KIM to the CoCo. He actually

managed a six-voice music program on

the CoCo.
When OS-9 arrived for the CoCo, he

snapped it up. In fact, he knows he got

the first copy of OS-9 Level II in the

entire Chicago area. Along came Lyra,

which really fascinated him, even

though it was under Disk BASIC. He
continued working on UiuMusE,
realizing that he liked his own graphics

much better. Finally he rolled

UltiMasE out of the hangar and showed

it to one of the country's most active

OS-9 user groups in Chicago. It was
well-received.

In March of 1988 Mike uploaded the

original shareware version of UitiMusE

to Delphi and other BBSs. When
Spectrum Projects went out of

business.and Ed Hathaway and Dave
Barnes bought all the stock, Mike went

to Ed and discussed UltiMasE. Not

long after, at the Chicago

RAINBOW test, UltiMusE III made its

official debut and achieved

unbelievable popularity,

Mike is still not satisfied though. He
is working at top speed to implement a

32K buffer, which he hopes to have

available by Christmas, with other

upgraded features like auto-score

printing and all-graphics menus.

Second City Management
One of three founding members,

and president of the Glenside Color

Computer Club. Ed Hathaway has

been a mainstay of the Color

Computer Community for several

years now. As well as co-owner of

Second City Software with David

Barnes, he is a part-time outside

salesperson for Radio Shack in the

greater Chicago area. Ed first saw the

Color Computer while watching a

football game. It was advertised at

$499.95 for a 4K Standard BASIC

machine.

When he's not managing Second

City Software or working for Radio

Shack. Ed has a flourishing desktop

publishing business that specializes in

corporate logos and line drawings. He
uses the Color Computer extensively

in the business, relying on the PC only

when necessary. He insists he likes the

CoCo much more.

Ed is a graduate of The New
England School for the Arts. He has

been in national sales for several

publishers, including Bantam books.

Harlequin and Conde Nast. Ed tries to

put a CoCo into every network he

sells. His vision is to see CoCo
advertising in many major magazines,

and he believes that UltiMitsE III can

help get it there.
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designed to be hooked to a computer and
external keyboard. When you hook a CoCo
to this baby it is a heck of a thing to see and

hear. Of course that is what MIDI is ail

about — hooking up the CoCo to

the Roland, the Roland to the Yamaha, and

the Yamaha to the Casio can create Carne-

gie Hall results.

Stars of the Show
There are several different types of MIDI

software. It is not just a mailer ofbeing able

to edit and playback music, but also the

way in which music notation is carried oui

— how it is entered and treated by the user

and computer.

Additionally there are other types of
software important for library and utility

functions — software that sets up controls

on hardware, stores routines, settings, in-

struments, sound effects and the like. Equally

important is the fact the computer func-

tions as a sequencer or sampler; that is, an

editor/player or digital tape recorder.

MIDI is relatively new to the Color
Computer. We are lucky to have several

outstanding software packages that fill the

bill in the different arenas listed above and

that do so both in Disk basic and OS-9. In

this article we'd look at some products

presently available for MIDI on the CoCo.
CoCo MIDI software is currently dis-

tributed by two companies— Second City

Software and Rulaford Research.

UitiMitse III

Written by Dr. Michael J, Knudsen
{known as ragtjmer on Delphi), and dis-

tributed by Second City Software, UltiMusE
III is an example of a MIDI sequencer

written for OS-9.

—f j UiMlisE III al lows you to enter up
*/ I to 16 musical parts or voices on the

LX CoCo's 640-by-192 high-resolu-

tion screen. The program uses standard

musical notation, which is a blessing to

composing musicians and others who want
to enter sheet music. If you do not know
how to read music. Ultimuse III will give

you experience in the use of music nota-

tion, although it docs not teach you the

specifics of music composition and tran-

scription,

UltiMusE til features a tonal range from
four octaves below Middle C to three above.

Any voice can be edited at any time withoui

requiring the user to specify a particular

voice UltiMusE III stays in the "strike-

over" mode for all voices at all times. When
you change a score object, be it a quarter

note or a rest, the program automatically

updates the remainder of the measure with

proper musical notation. This is a sophisti-

cated music score processor designed for

high accuracy music input and playback.

UltiMusE III is not a click-and-go pro-

gram in the truest sense of the word. For

one thing, there are several important dif-

ferences in the click itself: the short click,

long click and drag. A mouse is recom-
mended, though you can use ajoystick. The
Tandy Hi-Res Interface for the mouse is

also highly recommended. Without it. place-

ment of score objects can be quite difficult.

Of course, this is a result of the CoCo's
inability to resolve the 640-by-192 screen

with thejoystick port. The Hi Res Interface

saves some frustration and is far more
accurate.

Without some familiarity with music
theory, it will be difficult to achieve a level

of proficiency. However, this should not

intimidate the prospective user as the docu-
mentation provides several hints and tips

for transcribing music. The documentation
is 46 pages and includes a bug report/

addenda sheet as well as a tutorial to get you
up and running fast. The documentation is

substantial and well-written.

One nice feature of UltiMusE is the

disappearing and relocatable toolbox of

icons {notes, rests and tools) used to enter

and edit music. You can move the toolbox

from its habitual resting place at the bottom
of the screen or even make it disappear.

You can leave only the currently selected

brush showing, or you can hide that too.

When you have eight staves on a Hi-Res
screen, having the toolbox out ofthe way is

critical.

UltiMusE III lets you control the play-

back of music in a number of interesting

ways. MIDI playback without additional

hardware (MIDI Interface Pak) is handled

by attaching a MIDI cable to the serial I/O

port of the CoCo and a synthesizer, {The
synth does not need a keyboard; a Yamaha
FB-01 or Roland MT-32 is fine.) You can
switch from the serial port to a MIDI pak
with a few clicks in the MIDI menu. Want
both? No problem, I used UltiMusE III

both ways and found it to work serially and
with a MIDI pak equally well,

MIDI output is handled via an OS-9
device descriptor named PlayMI, Dr.

Knudsen began working on UltiMusE III in

1985. He wrote it entirely in Microware C
taking full advantage of a native descriptor

and OS-9's power.

During music playback you can hold the

shift key down to "fast forward" past

sections of music you don't want to hear.

Releasing the shift key returns (he play-

back to normal. Similarly, holding down
the Ctrl key slows down playback. You
can press CTRL-C or SHIFT-BREAK at any
point to stop the music and make changes,

MIDI channel assignments are saved
with the scores. Therefore, if you save a

score, the channel assignments currently

Qiving CoCo

the Acid<Test

For the past ten years, "David"
has been composing and working
part-time as a musician in the

greater Metropolitan Boston area.

He owns several keyboards and

synthesizers, which he runs from a

Macintosh SE/30 using a variety of

software, including Master Tracks
Pro 3.0 from Passport Designs, I

introduced him to the CoCo to get

his professional opinion,

I started the ball rolling on a

5 ! 2K CoCo 3, demonstrating

CoCo Max III, The Works and then

moved into a little OS-9. By the

time we had a CoCo hookd up to a

synthesizer, he had reconsidered

his initial notion of Ihe CoCo as a

game machine.

We tried out a number of

synthesizers— Casio MT-240,
Yamaha PSS-480, Roland MT-32
and Yamaha FB-0 1 . He tried

UltiMusE III, CoCo MIDI 5, Lyra,

FB-01 CALC and FB-EDIT for a

period of five days.

He commented that overall he

"really learned a lot." He went on
to say, "I was surprised. If the

people who make the stuff put their

minds to it, they could do exactly

what the Mac can do. You would
have to pay about three to five

times as much to just get started on

the other machines. I would
definitely recommend this to

someone starting out or wanting to

play at home. I say, good show,

CoCo, you are coming on strong

and doing the right tiling. I'm glad

I got a chance to know about the

Color Computer."

set will be in effect the next time that score

is loaded. Channel control is straightfor-

ward, and in spite of a snort or two when I

first saw it, 1 found that the Nevermind op-

tion from the MIDI submenu came in handy
a few times (ahem).

Velocity (volume) control tended to be
a little finicky with some synthesizers such
as the low-end Casio MT-240, The PSS
480 handled velocity changes with style

and finesse.

The more familiar I became with Ul-

tiMusE III, the more I understood the phi-

losophy and reasoning behind it. As a result

1 pushed it to see what it could do, and I was
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FAST HARD DRIVES
AT SLOW DRIVE PRICES!

OUR SPECIAL CHRISTMAS
GIFT TO YOU!

For CHRISTMAS our 20 and 30 meg hard drive kits use

the faster 40MS access drives instead of the slower 68MS
access speed and our 40 Meg hard drive kits are now
28MS access! More than twice as fast as the others!

All drives are brand new and carry the manufacturers 1

year warranty as well as our 1 year warranty on the rest of

the system. As RAINBOW said:

"Frank Hogg Laboratories has been selling

hard-drive systems longer than any other

RAINBOW advertiser"
We have complete systems or just the pieces you need

to complete your system. Remember, when it comes to

hard drives, come to Frank Hogg. Call today!

Burke&Burke Based Kits
Burke & Burke based kil includes: Burke & Burke (B4B) XT PC interface. Hard drive

Willi controller, 3 foot ST506 cable set. Hard Drive Case with 60 watt power supply

and Ian with room and power for a second hard drive! Includes OS9 LI and Lll

software, 1 megabyte transfer in only 45 secondsl! Twice as fast as other systems.

Type ahead under osa [No halt) Complete instructions. Easy one evening

assembly. We also sell the individual parts ot the system, please call.

to run.

SALE!
450.00
495.00
590.00
50.00
30.00
19.95
29.95

All kits include everything you need
REG

20 Meg B&B Kit 40MS 408.00
30 Meg B&B Kit 40MS RLL 548.00
40 Meg B&B Kit 28MS 618.00
Assemble fmt & test any ot the above
B&B Real Time Clock (add to above)
B&B XT ROM Auto Boot from hard disk

B&B Hyper I/O DECB on hard drive

The Eliminator™ Based Kits
The Eliminator™ based kit includes Bruce Isted's new interface The Eliminator'™

the Western Digital WD 1002-05 high speed controller. Features; fastest system

available, 1 megabyte transfer in only 37 seconds! I More than twice as fast as other

systems! Supports 4 floppy and 3 hard drives, type ahead (No halt) for both floppy

and hard disk, autoboot OS9 L1 or L2 from hard or floppy disk. 2 serial ports, 1

parallel port and Real Time Cloek socket. Hard drive with WD 1002-05 controller.

ST506 cable set, 3 foot 40 pin cable, Hard Drive Case with 60 watt power supply

and Ian, OS9 software for LI and Lll with source, Complete instructions. Easy one
evening assembly. We also sell the individual parts of the system, please call

All kits include everything you need to run.

20 Meg Eliminator™ Kit 40MS 799.00
40 Meg Eliminator™ Kit 28MS 939.00
Assemble fmt & Test any of the above 60.00

Eliminator™ OPTIONS:
Real Time Clock chip 30.00

Serial cable set (2 DB25) 30.00

Parallel cable (Centronics) 30.00

Floppy Cable Int & Ext 25.00

OS/9 SOFTWARE & BOOKS

DynaStar
"DynaStar is the best, most serious word processor under

OS/9", "Now mat is word processing!" RAINBOW '89

List $1 50.00 Now On SALE for ONLY $69.95

DynaSpell
Simply the best spelling checker for OS/9

On SALE with DynaStar for ONLY $15.00

START OS/9
An Enjoyable, Hands-On Guide To OS-9 Level II

$32.95 Book and Disk

INSIDE OS/9 LEVEL II

"authoritative and comprehensive look inside OS-9 Level II

for the CoCo. -RAINBOW '89

200+ PAGE BOOK ONLY $29.95

The WIZ
"The Wiz: Unquestionably one of the finest OS-9 terminal

programs available. " , "The Wiz has it all.

"

List $79.95 Now on SALE for ONLY $39.95!
(Includes WizPro shareware disk)

Call for Software/Hardware

Frank Hogg Labs is looking for software and hard-

ware for CoCo OS/9 and OS9/68000. FHL is the

worlds oldest and largest OS/9 distributor! If your

products qualify they will have access to the worlds

largest OS/9 user base! Why wait, call now!
Call Frank Hogg at 315/469-7364

ORDERING INFORMATION

VISA and M/C, check and C.O.D. AMEX add 5%. Contential

U.S. software shipping add $3.50 Ground - $6.00 Two Day Air.

Hardware add $1 1 ground $22 Two Day Air, Please call for

Next Day Air costs and C.O.D. Foreign add 10% Shipping

{Minimum $5 USD). NY residents please add 7% sales tax.

Frank Hogg Laboratory, Inc.

Since 1976
204 Windemere Road, Syracuse, NY 13205

Call 315/474-7856 24 Hours!!



not disappointed. I also found that my own
knowledge improved some, particularly

after entering a difficult Mozart score

(whew!).

j— - ItiMusE HI reminds rne of ac-

I / counnnS softwareintliat 'talwflys

C4- keeps the score in balance. A user

made change in one place results in auto-

matic compensation in others. In this respect,

UhiMusE HI is a powerful, full-featured

program that rivals many of the best sellers

used with other computers, However, one
drawback that should not be overlooked is

its relatively limited buffer space. Expan-
sion to a 32K buffer would really enhance
the program. Other omissions appear in the

ease-of-use and useful features area. Dr.

Knudsen is already working on several

enhancements that will be released in the

very near future. Some of them include

virtual memory space to hold and play

32,000 notes, active use of OS-9 Level II

windows, and automatic printing of scores

and parts. Right now UItiMusE will make a

screen print to a Tandy printer at nearly any

point in the program other than when it is

playing a score. You can even get a screen

dump of the score layout or the scores

themselves, which makes finding problem
areas much easier. Still, the automatic score

printing will come in handy.

Dr. Knudson is also working on features

allowing you to copy, merge and move
individual voices and/or files. {This is very

important because large, multi-file scores

can be loaded from a RAM disk sequen-

tially and then played. Of course, if parts

can be transferred or copied to other files,

this cuts down on much redundancy ofdata

entry.)

In summary. UltiMusE III is an excel-

lent, high-performance score editor and
MIDI player and is geared to the serious

user who wants to put scores into the pro-

gram the way they were meant to be. It has

very good MIDI control capabilities for

playback and is relatively easy to learn. It

does not require any special knowledge of

OS-9 and comes with a tutorial to get the

userupandrunningquickly and painlessly.

Lyra 2.6.2

Now we travel across the continent to

the quiet shores of Seaside. Oregon. Here,

Dr. Lester Hands has startled the CoCo
Community with his contributions. Along
with the hundreds of song titles he has

transposed, perhaps Dr. Hands" greatest

accomplishment is the creation of Lyra.

Lyra 2.6.2 is about as Mac-like as you
can get and still have a CoCo. Lyra runs on
any CoCo with 64K or greater, with any
mouse orjoystick plugged into the left port.

Lyra's graphics interface makes it possible

to load the software and start pointing and
clicking right away. You can literally grab

a note with the cursor and click away,
entering eighth, quarter and whole notes,

triplets, rests— you name it Just grab it

from the palette at the bottom of the screen

and place it on the staff. One nice feat ure—
particularly for entries above and below the

stave — is the note indicator, which is

located below the filename on the left of the

screen above the stave. It tells you what
note you are placing (C4, D7, E5, etc).

Table 1; Definition of Terms

ADSR: Attack-Decay-

Sustain-Release envelope.

Most synthesizers have

something called an envelope

generator, which is used lo

define the way an audio signal

varies with time, Attack refers

to the amount of time it takes

the signal to reach its peak
level. The amount of time it

takes the signal to drop to a

sustained level is known as

the decay. Finally, release

indicates the time it takes the

signal to die away after

releasing the key.

Channel: A path for the

communication of digital

data. The MIDI standard

defines 16 channels: however,

not all MIDI synthesizers are

designed to use all 16

channels.

Keyboard: An electronic

controller or user interface,

that resembles a piano

keyboard. A keyboard may be

monophonic or polyphonic.

Some keyboards offer only

one instrument sound while

others offer several different

sounds.

MIDI: Musical Instrument

Digital Interface. A protocol/

hardware standard that allows

electronic musical instruments

to synchronize, communicate
with and control each other.

MIDI also allows computer
control of these instruments.

MIDI IN: An input jack on a

MIDI device. NOTE: In

MIDI cabling, devices are

always female sockets and
cables are alway small DIN
plugs. Exceptions do exist,

but this is the standard,

MIDI OUT: The output jack

on a MIDI device.

MIDI THRU: A buffered

jack that receives a mid? ln

signal and passes it on for

input into another MIDI
device.

Monophonic: The ability of a

device, such as a trumpet, to

play only one tone at a lime,

Miilti-Timbral: Indicates the

ability of a synthesizer to

reproduce several different

instrument sounds at the same

time. This allows the MIDI
musician to create some rather

impressive orchestrations

Polyphonic: The ability of a

device to play two or more
tones simultaneously. A piano
is a good example of such an

instrument,

PCM: Pulse Code
Modulation, Signal

modulation that uses sets of

pulses which have been
assigned specific meanings.

The keyboard or synthesizer

that receives this signal then

deciphers it and uses the

information to create the

different sounds and

waveforms.

Sampler: This is software

and hardware that allows the

recording, storage and

playback of digital sound.

The sound can be changed in

many ways. It is with a

sampler thai music is created

oil the computer, right from
the keyboard, and tried on the

synthesizer— or vice versa,

recorded by the computer
right from the MIDI
synthesizer keyboard.

SMPTE: Society of Motion
Picture and Television

Engineers. This society has

standardized a form of video

timing signals similar to the

MIDI standard for audit)

signals. The SMPTE standard

allows for digital video and

audio signal mixing so that

audio programs can be

accurately inserted between
very specific video program

segments.

Synthesizer: An electronic

musical instrument thai

recreates the sounds of

acoustic instruments or

creates new sounds by

altering the waveforms and

other parameters of electronic

signals. Many modem
synthesizers include a

keyboard for input, but a

keyboard is not required.
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Pressing D while over a note deletes it.

Lyra also has powerful block commands
for moving, deleting, transposing, (includ-

ing with sharps and flats) and copying, as

wel I as copying a whole voice to another or

appending it to an existing one.

Lyra uses tables to control MIDI instru-

ments and events. Staying fairly true to the

PC (program change) command, Lyra ac-

tually stores instrument descriptions and

their program numbers in a look-up table

under the MIDI pull-down section. This

allows the user to insert an instrument into

the music wherever it is wanted, using a

single byte marker. The instruments are

numbered through F, staying true to

hexadecimal notation. A simple I and the

instrument number is all it takes. Thus,

when you want to change an instrument's

description or change it in the music score,

you need not go throughout the score chang-

ing it. Just change it on the instrument

table, and you have changed it throughout.

In a similar fashion, inserting an M in the

score allows you to enter a byte in hexa-

decimal that you want to send straight to the

synthesizer (it is sent unbuffered and with-

out a channel number). You must be famil-

iar with your synthesizer's implementation

of MIDI features in order to send it direct

commands in this way.

The click-on arrow key s at the bottom of

the screen make it easy tomove through the

score. Only active voices can be edited, and

only one of the eight possible voices can be

active at a time. Rather than displaying the

voices as entirely separate staves, the voices

behind the first voice (on the same clef, of

course) fade to half-tone, as do the voice

indicators at the top ofthe screen. When the

stave becomes too crowded to figure out

what's what, you can click the voice indica-

tor box until it is clear and the notes disap-

pear from the stave— a helpful feature for

complicated scores.

-^peaking of big scores, the memory
C available to the Lyra user is big enough

^J to hold all of Ravel's "Bolero" with

room to spare.

It is extremely easy to click open the

Files menu and load a file by pointing at it.

This enables a user to enter music a page at

a time and then append successive files

until the whole work is in memory, at

which time it can be saved.

Lyra is designed to be entertaining. You
can load and play one song or play an entire

disk of songs in succession by using the

MIDI Play All option. You retain control

over the program at all times — you can

click to stop a song and return to the pro-

gram or move to the next song. Lyra out-

puts to the CoCo's serial port or to a MIDI
Interface Pak in a Multi-Pak or on a Y
cable. With Version 2.6.2 you can actually

make a MIDI Y cable and control two

synthesizers at once off the serial port!

Lyra comes with Lyr&Print, a program

designed to print your scores on a Tandy,

Epson-compatible or Okidata 92 printer. A
small amount of setup is required before

you can LQADM "LP" and execute it. After

you supply a valid filename, it comes out

on the printer.

Of course Lyra has its idiosyncracies as

well. For instance, sharp and flat signs do

not affect an entire measure but only the

note they are placed with. You must also

use the delay feature on the MIDI menu
because some older versions of Lyra for

older, slowerCoCos make the music go too

fast. But these are small points, and by and

large this is a program of outstanding value.

Nice little touches such as the Description

option of the MIDI menu (describing what

synthesizer the music was arranged for)

make life easier.

There are some options available to

interact with Lyra, such as the giant data-

base of Lyra music files in the impressive

Lyra Lybrary collection, now over 376

songs strong and growing, and also many
useful utilities.

21 st. Century Software
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scrolling windows. Has aulo dial directory tfial configures to any smart modeoi, has disk tete-clone transfer
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VT- 1 00. VT-200, VT-220. ANS I Standard . Amiga AN-5', and more ! Al transfer? am direelly to disk, so you can

transler Files ol unlimited 5iiBt 9600 baud on the serial port, and an in-between, wow! 1 9,200 baud with RS-

535 pak, and supportsmodempak completely, much more, just not enutroom to list. Type ahead at9MCJbaud
wish aeriat pott.

Complete Communications package - SS9.95

Includes - Uliii-Comm, 1200 baud internal f 002 smart modem comparable modem, serial t,'0 toH5-232f>£5

pin adaptei cable. This is all you need to be calling BBS's and CT^monicalingwrtft others at 12DO baud using

atl the great Features of UliEi-Comm 1

r.ic-l.taster a i.5 Data Base system - J61.SE

File-Master supports all the tealutes ol VIP DBS. The two hare been compared and file master has Been
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roam to list them all, Call tor mote info, A demo disk is available tor S6.9S.
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Bolth ol lh&se packages are an exeelent deal they have marry uselull ufjlitys. call For inlo

Hulfi-IJSer OS- 3 6HS . £551.95

Complete BBS .rearty torun. many transferprotoco-ls, desijfl the BBS any way you could dream includes 9600
EPS serial drive* . wilt run a hardoVive.

coco 3 Technical Information - $9,95
Forget 'Peeks, Pokes &E*ec's",Ihis is the feal info book, allaboolinterupts.MLu seel themdiskdhvessscrets.

control registers, graphics, sound, everything you ever wanted to know,

e.S.R. 1200 baud smart modem $79.95
Includes serial to RS-2320 IDB25 Pin^ adapter so you can use it with tfw* serial port, B.S.R. is a well known
electronics corporation that has a verry good reputation.

Serial to RS-232 adapter - $12.95

All products come with * complel ousei information booklet, and voice assistance is available dayllme oh

weekdays.

Orders mayoe senlseeonddayairor over nichtckrllvenr apon request, use money order in euehaease.ebaeks

must clear, before shipping.

Send check or money enter payable to , , ,

21st, Century Software

P.O. Box 4449
Princeton, Fl 3303S

For information or technical assistance

Call (305] 2582950

"Simply Better" Word Processor

*RUN 2 INTERACTING WORD PROCESSORS SIMULTANEOUSLY '

PERFORM MAIL-MERGES ' CREATE INDEXES ' CREATE TABLE OF

CONTENTS ' PRINT-FILL FORMS ' DISPLAYS FONTS IN SELECTED

COLORS * DISPLAYS UNDERLINING * PRINT SPOOLING * AUTO SAVES

FILES SERIAL/PARALLEL OUTPUT ' PRINTfSAVE BLOCKS OF TEXT .'

HEARING IMPAIRED MODE * UP TO 460K OF TEXT STORAGE * SORT

SECTIONS OF TEXT • MANY MORE FEATURES '

",
, .An excellent choice at an

/r^^ unbelievable price.

"

f$£gr — Rainbow Magazine

W* Simply Better Version 2.0 . . ^r£T
(Holiday Special thru Dec. J5ih.M9.95)

SEE REVIEW AND ARTICLE IN

APRIL '89 RAINBOW, GEE WHY . . .

When It Comes To Word Processing,

we're... "Simply Better
"

Call for a Free Brochure

-g^jAll Orders, Call... 1-800-248-8420

y^ For Color Computer 3 only. Please add $3 S/H

Simply Better Software
P.O. Box 20726

Portland, OR 97220

In Australia (07) 341906!

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
9AM-5PM

(503) 254-7225
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Lyra Lybrary

jm yra Lybrary 2,0.0 is an 18-disk li-

/ brary ofm usic arranged using Lyra.

' ^ The Lybrary is specifically arranged

in MIDI formal, with four- to eight-part

music selections. There are roughly 25
selections per disk. The Lybrary comes
supplied with LyraPlay (a "jukebox" player),

but be advised that music created with later

versions ofLyra are not p I ayed to their rull-

featured capacity with LyraPlay. That music
requires a current version of Lyra to be en-
joyed to its fullest. Also, it is likely that

users will want to change the instrument

selections for certain pieces, as they were
arranged with a particular synthesizer. Since

there is little or no consistency between
instrument program numbers, the user will

probably want to use Lyra to edit and play

the selections.

The Lyra Lybrary manual is full of

hints, tips and instructions from Cecil Houk,
who arranged most of the music included.

It seems that as his collection of synthesiz-

ers grew from one to nine over the years, lie

became more and more creative and actu-

ally established a standard of sorts for ar-

ranging music. This allows users with low-

end synthesizers to enjoy the music even
more.

Like Lyra, Lyra Lybrary runs on any
64K CoCo and requires a mouse or joy-

stick, and a synthesizer to get the full qual-

ity and features of the music, Even if you
purchase the Lybrary, for all but the most

casual music playing you'll probably for-

ge! about LyraPlay and load the music into

Lyra.

CoCo MIDI 3

In addition to FB-01 Calc (see below)
and Lyra, Lester has also gifted the corn-

Table 2: MIDI-Specifie Messages

MIDI Message: Can take a

simple form like Note On or

Note Off or can be very

complex. It's designed to send

messages through a network
that will control multiple

synthesizers, so that Note

ONv tells a synthesizer to

set the velocity of a note to

or stop making sound. (This is

often used in place of Note
Off as it requires fewer bytes

of memory.) Depending on
the address and channel of a

command, any synthesizer on

the network would pass the

message through, using a MIDI

THRU port, or accept the MIDI
message and act on it.

Omni On/Omni Off: Omni
On tells a MIDI device to

accept input and messages
from all channels while Omni
Off tells a device to accept

data only on its default MIDI
channel.

Poly Mude/Monu Mode:
Poly mode indicates a device

is to allow several notes to be

played simultaneously. Mono
mode tells a device to play

only one note at a time.

MIDI Mode 1: Sets up a

MIDI device to operate in

Omni On/Poly mode.

MIDI Mode 2; Sets up a

MIDI device to operate in

Omni On/Mono mode.

MIDI Mode 3: Sets up a

MIDI device to operate in

Omni Off/Poly mode. Most

synthesizers power up in this

mode.

MIDI Mode 4: Also sets up a

MIDI device to operate in

Omni Off/Poly mode,
however, synthesizers in

Mode 4 can change channels

as well, meaning that modern
mulli-fimbral polyphonic

synthesizers can play alto,

tenor, bass, harmony and lead

melodies all at the same time.

Pitch Wheel: A message that

changes the pitch of a note or

notes being played for effect.

Also called pilch bend, it

adjusts the pitch higher or

lower for specified notes.

Polyphonic Key Pressure:

Allows keyboards with

pressure pads under the keys
to measure how hard a key is

being pressed at any given

time. This after^touch allows

the resulting sound to more
closely simulate lhat of the

acoustic counterpart. This

feature is also important for

other percussive electronic

instruments. In situations

where a non-percussive sound

is selected, the after-touch

often controls sound

modulation parameters.

Control Change: Used to

change front-panel settings on
a MIDI device from within

the MIDI data.

Channel Pressure: Affects

the pressure at which all notes

on a given channel are being

played. It can be used to

make an accompaniment
louder or softer.

Program Change: This tells

the MIDI synthesizer to

change from one selected

instrument sound to another.

All instruments have numbers
and are referred to as separate

programs.

System-Exclusive Messages:
These messages tell the MIDI
sequencer software to load a

"sound patch" file for a

specific device from a mass
storage unit connected to the

computer. These messages are

very important as they allow

the user to manipulate and

call on libraries of sounds and
sound effects.
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munity with the only real-time interactive

MIDI sequencer for the Color Computer.
CoCo MIDI 3 (CM3). CM3 consists of a

hardware MIDI Interface Pak that plugs

into a slot of tiie Muiti-Pak or Y cabfe,

housing the MIDI IN and midi out ports that

connect the CoCo to the outsirle MIDI
world. With the hardware comes two cables,

software and a manual. Options for a MIDI
thru port and additional buffered or

switched in and out ports are available.

The CM3 software is a little confusing at

first, but then seems straightforward. Ifyou
have any familiarity with MTDI and syn-

thesizers, within a few hours you can be

using CM3 like a pro,

CM3 has more powerful features than

you can shake a synthesizer at. The basic

idea is that after choosing one of the ten

available sound tracks, you set the sequencer

(CoCo) to Record mode and play on the

synthesizer what you want to record. The
CM3 acts like a digital tape recorder, sav-

ing each keypress. When you are finished

recording (683 beats maximum per track),

you can go into the Edit mode where your
alphanumeric (not graphics) information is

displayed sequentially from the top of the

screen down. This includes duration, note

on velocity, note name, channel and more.
CMS lets you edit and change the data any
way you want, including cloning a line,

copying blocks from track to track, chang-
ing all channel numbers in a track, quan-
tizing (evening out) blocks of music for

smoother-sounding performance and more.
Two really outstanding features are Slide

and Punch In/Out. Slide lets you delay or

advance the music in a block you have
defined, meaning you can synchronize
several tracks to start at the same time if

necessary. For instance, if you have started

playing ahead of the music by 1 beats, you
can slide the music ten beats by marking the

first event you want to slide. This causes
CM 3 to clock off ten beats before the

playing begins;. Similarly you can slide the

music forward to advance it ten beats or as

many as are needed.

Punch In/Out is a feature used when you
need to rerecord a section of music. CM

3

handles this by blocking the range ofmusic
to be rerecorded, then backing up in the

music and switching to Playback mode so

you can play with the music. At the right

spot, CM3 switches to Record mode and
then again switches back into Playback
when you have reached the end of your
highlighted punch out.

CMS lets you play the synthesizer along
with the tracks you have already recorded;

you can be your own lead or accompani
meni with whatever instrument you choose.

Yott can also mute or set individual or

multiple tracks to solo in order to conlrol

what you hear as you record and compose.
The powerful block functions work very

much like a word processor, except here

they work as a music processor.

j-~fy
ecause ofall the events, every single

• At note is available for editing. In
J-J addition CM3 sends all the MIDI
control messages including program change,

control change, pitch wheel and many othei-s

— this is an amazingly flexible piece of
software. Its simple menu-type controls

and editing commands make it easy to

learn. The documentation is thorough, giving

numerous examples to demonstrate the

software's features, Dr. Hands even in-

cluded a conversion program with CM3
that allows saved files to be converted to

Lyra format.

Utilities for the Yamaha FB-01
FB-01 Cafe by Lester Hands and Joseph

Tributsch is an ingenious little utility de-

signed to help you configure the FB-Ql. It

is really designed to relieve the drudgery of
complex calculations in decimal, binary
and hexadecimal numbering systems.

Because many users are not familiar with

either MIDI or these number systems, FB-
01 Calc lets you select what to hear and

then provides the numbers to get you there.

FB-01 Calc calculates the values for 1

1

parameters plus starting configuration se-

lection. It uses MIDI system-exclusive

messages calculated by a channel and in-

strument program number to pass informa-
tion to specific MIDI devices in a chain or
network and not others.

The FB-01 has 20 configuration RAM
banks. Four of them are initially preset,

leaving 16 for configuration. The manual
for the FB-01 describes how to operate the

front panel controls to set the other 16

RAM banks, but it is in part for this reason
that FB-01 Calc exists, to make the calcu-

lations and generate event files to be stored

on disk (or in the FB-01 as configurations)

for later use. You can also customize two
voice banks to contain your favorite instru-

ment sounds. Banks 3 through 7 have 240
preset voices. FB-01 Calc can be used to

calculate the byte values for the particular

voices you want. FB-01 Calc affects the

necessary parameters and transfers them to

the synthesizer or generates event files then

placed in aLyra score event table. The files

are looked up when the event is called from
the score; instrument number, number of
notes, MIDI channel, bank number, voice
name, voice number, output level, octave
transpose, detune, stereo assignment, LFO
on/off, portamento time and set poly/mono
mode.

Two interesting features require more
description: Detune allows you to change
the pitches by slight factors when two or
more instruments of the same type are

playing the same music. If they are tuned

exactly, you cannot tell there are two sepa-

rate instruments playing. If neither one
matches the other (or several are a little out

of tune), you can tell they are there.

Stereo pan allows you to set the origin of
the sound, left speaker, right speaker or
both speakers so you can ping-pong stereo

effects back and forth as wanted. Also,
slightly detuning instruments and then

assigning them different stereo channels
gives amuch more realistic ambience to the

music.

FBEDIT for the FB-01 and CoCo 3
FBED1T requires a CoCo 3 with 128K

RAM, a disk drive and color (recommended)



or monochrome monitor. FBEDIT gets more

specific than FB-OI Calc. In Play mode,

you can actually play the FB-OI right from

the CoCo keyboard while the joysticks

change pitch modulation and pitch bend,

This has limited use due to the speed of

BASIC in the CoCo 3 and joystick resolu

tion. You must keep the pitch bend parame-

ter small, to only vary the flat and sharp a

little, Alsoyou must move the joystick, very

slowly to avoid strange effects from the

FB-OI. Be certain that the FB-OI and FBE-
DIT are set to the system channel. If you

have more than one voice active on the

system channel, all voices sound. The right

joystick is used to simulate note velocity.

All the way to the Left is zero, or no sound.

This is particularly useful if your synthe-

sizer is not velocity sensitive.

FBEDIT has a very obvious and straight-

forward menu system that is a breeze to

learn and use. Arrow keys move you to

different parameters, and SHlhT-arrow keys

change the parameter. Instead of being

limited to the 1 1 parameters ofFB-Q1 Calc,

here you have access to edit 16 voice para-

meters related to each of the four operators

in the voice algorithms. Some of the para

meters available for editing are keyboard

rate depth, AM enable, attack rate, velocity

sense, decay rates I and 2, sustain level.

release rate and frequency, using harmonic

and inharmonic multipliers to arrive at the

actual pitch of an operator. This is in-depth

editing for the serious user.

Other features ofFfl££> /"/'include print-

ing the parameters, transferring parameters

directly to the MIDI device, storing para-

meters as disk files, loading parameters,

sending and receiving voices and banks to

and from the FB-OI , and disk utilities to

handle the same transfers to and from disks.

This is a complete, easy-to-use package

well-worth the expense if you are inter-

ested in editing voice data for the FB-OI , If

you are not at this level of sophistication,

you would probably be better off starling

out with FB-OI Ca!v. In any event, author

Pierre LeBlanc has done a really finejob of

putting together a powerful and full-fea-

tured editor for the Yamaha FB 01 and

CoCo.

Coda
The Color Computer has a lot to offer to

the world of digital music. Even if you

don't play an instrument, the Color Com-
puter can give you the tools you need to get

started.

The authors and distributors of the soft-

ware we have looked at are taking strides to

better their products. When it's yourturn to

show what a CoCo can really do, give them

CoCo and MIDI together and let the good

times roll!

The Vendors:

Second City Software

P.O. Box 72956

Roselle.IL 60172

Phone 312-653-5610

BBS: 312-307-1519

U/tiMusE!IIV3AA $54.95

Rulaford Research

P.O. Box 143

Imperial Beach, CA 92032-0143
619-690-3648

Lyra

Lyra Lyhrary

CnCo MIDI HI

FB-01 CALC
FBEDIT

$ 59.95

$ 14.95/disk

SI 50.00

S 19.95

% 29.95

In addition, the MIDI 1 .0 Specification is

available from the IMA for $35. Write to

International MIDI Association, 5316 W.

57th St., Los Angeles, CA 90056.

ALL
COMMANDS
AT YOUR
FINGERTIPS

NO MORE
SEARCHING
THROUGH
MANUALS

KEYBOARD
TEMPLATES

FOR YOUR COCO
Available Now for TW 128 and TW 64

$4.95 plus $2.00 Shipping & Handling

INC Residents Add 5% Sales Tax)

SPECIFY TW 128 OR TW 64

FOR YOUR

COCO l*E/3

:«rjKWcr£K
EZ WRITER (COCO 2.3) Dur * 1 best -seller! Maxes letter

writ lie simple, fast, ft EA5Y. Automatically sets everything for

fOHi Does multiple L<;>\-: IC3 froas ma tl in R tsls end even labels, Works
on a 1 printers! Complete! y id M. 1-proflC! Disk.... St il only tl9.9*j

(rje&>LEONARDOS PAINTBOX (Coto v u»e a

joystick I o write P R g ft t graphics programs! Crtate complex lb calGf

graphics; then SAVE 8S BASIC routines which use HDRAW, HPAlttT,

H5ET commands' fcUM alone or MERGE, See review in March SQ

RAINBOW, Self -con taring jayrticfc r»q. Spec I Intro prir-l ni^k^Jf,^

V
P&M PRODUCTS

1003 SHALIMAR DRIVE, HIGH POINT, IMC 27260

(919)887-2236

SUPER GRAPHICS-16 (Colo 1,2, J) Jk budget graphics

prnerBOJ with lots of features' Draw, paint, pimki- Boxes, lines,

EeL-put, undo, magnify, shr mk-stre tch, yfrite teict. Heeds only l&K

ECB 1 DMP-I0V 106, Review in June "SB RAINBOW A bnrgjim Disk (16

MATH GAMES (CoCo LfcJ) mUB great educational

programs on I disk! For grades 7. 6 tiuen addition, subtraction.

multiplication, and diuislon. DirrBfent levels, [xcinni: animated
graphics and sounds. RAINBOW review Sept "83. D1JK Only $19.95

KEYBOARD COMMANDER < C ocu uw.^ ,.,.„

typing game is a fun way to I corn the keyboard L Teaches all the

positions uF the Fingers and the reaches, Reviewed Hov "66

RAINBOW and alsfi Jan "89 CoCo Clipboard Magazine. Bisk... Only J23.93

1 tiUU I iJIjAiXO fCoCu 2,3) Delightful educetional program
'i' i : n ?. 'Mils:, dancing bears far grades 1-3. Child uses only joystick,

asusc, of keys to point to bear who holds the correct answer,
Toucher /par en L input? quizzes. bAlNBuV rsuie-ts Se pt'flB. Disk... $19.35

tfi£v£)C_AR. "Computer Lied Auto Record" ICoCo 1,2,3) Keeps a

oTpTete record qT nil yeuf car maintenance. For any n umLjc r oT

. --in Las, Reminds V0U when to service- Printout can be valuable

for tan purposes., insurance claims, selling or trading Disk .,$1*93

E7Z~E R I E l-i D "UY""SOT TVTARE
113 Corlies Ave., Poughkeepsie NY 12601 telephone: (914) 485-8150

PLEASE ADD $1.50 S/H FOR ORDERS UNDER $50

NEW YORK RESIDENTS INCLUDE SALES TAX

Next Pay Shipping Guaranteed!
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Breakpoint

Open Sesame!
by Greg Law
Technical Editor

Breakpoint is aimed at providing users

with an insight into the techniques used
by other programmers. If you have a
short utility or application you believe

others might learn from, submit it to THE
RAINBOW to the attention ofBreakpoint
along with a short description of the

program.

Within a multi-user envi-

ronment it is often desir-

able for the superuser, the

person logged in with a

user ID of 0, to log into

the system as a regular user. Opening the

"door" to the system is often a chore, re-

quiring you to know all of the usernames
and passwords for each of the users. How-
ever, it is valuable for several reasons. Two
of the most important are to provide the

ability to check file and system security and
to trouble-shoot problems reported by other

users. An exampte of security is ensuring
users do not have access to system mainte-
nance and administrative commands such

as cobbler, config, format, modpatch and
os9gen,

As an example of trouble-shooting, let's

say Sally logs on one afternoon and then
reports that she can't run the word proces-
sor. Theilrsl step you mighttake is to check
the attributes on the executable file to en-

sure that it has public execute and public

read perm issions. The next logica I step i s to

log off and log on again under Sally's

In addition to being OS-9 Online SIGop,
GregLaw enjoysprogramming on all types

of computers and has worked on systems
ranging from the CoCo to the Burroughs
B6700 supermainframe. He lives in Louis-
vide, Kentucky.

username. Then try to run the word proces-

sor. This gives you a hetter idea of the

problem because you can see when the

error occurs. You might find that Sally has

set up the word processor to automatically

load the spelling checker, and the diction-

ary doesn't have public read permission.
Without trying it under Sally's username,

you might not even consider the dictionary

to be the problem.

Steve Goldberg has written a utility

called su that provides a much easier and
faster method of logging in under a differ-

ent user ID. In the above example you log

off of the system by pressing the ESG key,

followed by pressing enter, to get the

login prompt. You then type Sally's user-

name and password. Steve's utility exe-

cutes commands underany legal user ID by
providing, on the command line, the user
ID and optionally the command to be exe-
cuted followed by any parameters required

by that command. By default, su executes
shel 1 if no command is specified. In this

case, press ESC to return to your original

user ID.

The Microware C Compiler is broken
down into six basic components. These are

the executive (ecl), preprocessor (c .prep),

compiler (c, pas si and c. pas s2), optimizer

(c.opt), assembler (c.asm), and linker

(c.l ink). The compiler executive creates a
shell script to execute only the phases
necessary to compile the program. The
preprocessor strips out all comments, ex-
pands macro definitions, and processes all

file inclusions. The compiler then converts
the output of the preprocessor into assem-
bly language source code. The optimizer
removes all unused and duplicated sections

of code, and the assembler generates the

actual machine language instructions into

an object file. Finally, the linker merges the

startup code (cstart.r) with all of the

object files and includes the necessary
functions from the library (cl 1b, T),

The first few lines of code describe the

program:

/.*

* SU - (c) 1989 by Stephen B. Goldberg

* Use: su <newID>
* to operate as a different user
*-

* Use: su <newID> <command> [parame-
ters]
* to execute "command" as a different
user

*i

Any text beginning with /* and ending
with */ is known as a comment just as the

rem statement indicates comments in ba-
sic. Continents are used as often as you
want and are many times used to explain
what a specific section ofcode does. In this

case it includes a copyright notice and then

briefly explains what the program does and
how to use it.

The next line, //include <ctype.h>,
tells the preprocessor to include the ctype . h

file with the source code as if you had typed
it in yourself. Putting the filename in angle

brackets starts a search for the file in the /

dl/DEFS directory. Putting the filename in

double quotes starts a search for the file in

the current data directory. The ctype . h file

contains constants and macro definitions

for the character type checking and conver-
sion functions, such as the i sdigi t( ) macro
used in the chknumt ) function. Following
this, char buffer[200] ;, declares a char-

acter array that can store up to 200 charac-

ters or a string with up to 199 characters.

You lose one character because strings are

terminated with the null character (Deci-

mal 0), which is used by all ofthe string ma-
nipulating functions to detect the end of the
string. If you pass a string variable to a

function such as strcato or strepyO
without the null terminator, you are almost
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VIDEO DIGITIZER

The Rascan Video Digitizer is a state -

of -the -art image processing system

designed to take advantage of your

Color Computer 3's graphic capabilities.

The Rascan Video Digitizer connects

easily to any color or black & white video

camera, video recorder or video disc

player and captures images with

precision accuracy,

Why settle for a 256 x 256 image area

when the Color Computer can display so

much more? We asked that question

ourselves. Our only answer was to provide

an image area of 640 x 200 and
S20x 200! Say good -bye to those

useless lo resolution images created by
other digitizers on the market.

Life is not simply black & white, that's why
we added living color to our Digitizer.

Now, through the use of advanced
programming techniques, 5 1 2K Color

Computer 3 owners can capture images

from their video camera and display

them in 4096 Super Hi -Resolution

graphics!

WW*
Capture images effortlessly. Simply select

the image capture option and turn your

Rascan unit on. Within seconds your

image will be captured and displayed

on your screen, Images can be fine tuned

by use of the contrast and brightness

knobs found on the Rascan unit.

Rascan also features a professional

pop-up menu system which will allow for

easy palette manipulation and color

painting of captured images.

The Rascan Video Digitizer comes
complete with Rascan driver software,

an easy to read manual sample graphic

images disk and print driver disk (support-

ing most printers). Although no further

graphic editors are necessary to produce
quality images, Rascan images can be
easily loaded into ColorMax and
CoCo Max graphic editors.

Whether your interests are in desk -top

publishing, report generation or simply for

fun, the Rascan Video Digitizer will

provide you with images of near photo-

graphic quality!

FEATURES RASCAN
YES NO

OS-69b
YES NO

Support of 640 x 200 16 Level Grey images X X

Support ot 640 x 200 4 Level Grey Images X X

Support of 320 x 200 16 Color Images X X

Support of 4096'Hi-Res Color Graphics in 512K mode X X

Support of Multiple Image Buffers in 512Kmode X X

Control of Contrast & Brightness via Control Knobs
found on Digitizer X X

Professional, Easy to Use Pop-Up Menu System X X

Designed Exclusively to Take Advantage of the power
of the Color computer ill X X

Built in Hisfograph Utility to Aid in Image Quality X X

Easy to use Paint and Palette editing, no need for additional

Graphic editors X X

15 Day Full Money Back Guarantee X X

Interface through Joystick Ports X X

Requires additional cost of VCable or Mutti-Pak Interface X X

THE
RASCAN
VIDEO

DIGITIZER

$18995
—NO RISK GUARANTEE

~~

If you are not completely satisfied

with the performance of your

Rascan Video Digitizer, you may
return it, undamaged within fifteen

days for the full refund ofthe

purchase price plus shipping costs.

P.O. Box 6907. Burbank, CA 91510-6907
[818)566-3571 (8 18] 843 -3405

BBS: (818) 772-8890

MSCOVtfl

Personal checks, money orders, ana American COB. orders accepted
Include S3.00forS/H. S2.50 extra for CO.D. orders. (CaL res, add 6,5% tax.)

ATTENTION PROGRAMMERS: Game Point Software is looking for talented

writers. Top royalties guaranteed.



guaranteed to get garbage and it may even
overwrite important data or code, All state-

ments in C are terminated with a semico-

lon, with the exception of preprocessor

directives, function declarations, and con-

ditional and looping statements such as i f

,

for, and while.

The first function in the program is

declared as accepting two arguments, an

integer and an array of pointers to charac-

L/on t depend on
local variables to

contain the same
values on each call

to a function. They
are allocated
storage on the
stack instead of in

the data area.

ters, or strings. The function called ma i n is

the first function executed when you run

the program. It receives the command line

arguments in a rg v and a count of the argu-

ments on the command line in argc. As
explained above, if you want to obtain a

directory listing of the /hO/CMDS directory

with a user ID of 1 , type in:

su 1 di r /hO/cmds

The initialization code in rsr art . rthen

processes the command line arguments into

null terminated strings. Normally this is

done by replacing the spaces and the car-

riage return at the end of the line with nulls.

The end result looks like:

argv[0] = "su\0"

argv[l] - "I\Q"

argv[2] - "dir\Q"

argv[3] = "/hQ/cmdsW
argv[4] = "\Q"

Note that \0 is used to indicate the null

character. There are certain occasions where
this command line processing is not desir-

able. Disabling it involves placing the ar-

guments within either single or double
quotes. Alas, it isn't documented in the

compiler manual, which is why I make
mention of it here. This method is com-
monly used to pass a null argument as well

as search strings. For example, if you have

a command that searches a list of files for a

string, you might give it the following

command line:

search two words /hO/docs/chapte
rl /h0/rincs/chapter2

However, it is very likely that it will

search for the word two in the files words,

/hO/docs/chapterl and /hO/docs/chap
ter2. Putting the search string in quotes is

a way to force the correct interpretation.

For example:

search "two words" /hO/docs/chap
terl /hQ/docs/chapter2

forces the command to search for the string

two words in the files /hO/docs/chapterl
and Zh0/docs/chapter2, The lines

char *spaee = " "•

char *shell - "shell":

char *cmd;

int. i ;

declare the variables used in the function

and initialize two of them. These variables

are local in scope, meaning they are known
only within the code block in which they

are defined. It is important to remember
that local variables are initialized upon
entry to the function but vanish from memory
when the function exits. Therefore, don't

depend on local variables to contain the

same values on each call to a function

because local variables are allocated stor-

age on the stack instead of in the data area.

The next five lines work as follows:

First the argument counter is decremented
and compared to zero. Then the first argu

ment on the command line is checked to

ensure that it is numeric. If the argument
counter is zero after it is decremented or the

first argument contains a non-numeric char-

acter, then the block of code between the

braces is executed. This first beeps the

speaker, prints a reminder of the usage,

then exits with a status code of zero.

The ir/yi^e section causes the argu-

ment counter to be decremented again and
compared to zero. If there are no more
arguments, end takes on the value stored in

shell. If there are more arguments, cmd

takes on the value stored in buffer. The
for statement copies the remaining com-
mand line arguments, separating each with

a space by using the string concatenation

function. In the statements cmd=shei 1 and
cmd=buf f er, note that only the pointers are

manipulated and no actual values arc being
copied. That is, cmd takes on the address of

the value of shel 1 or buffer.

The final i f statement checks to make
sure you have permission to change User
ID numbers. First atoiO converts a rgv[l]

to an integer value, which is then passed to

setuidC
) as the desired userlD. The return

value of setuid( ) is then compared with

zero. If s et u i d ( ) returns non-zero, an error

occurred and the block of code inside the

braces is executed. This beeps the speaker,

prints the error message and terminates

with a status code of 214, which is the error

code for permission denied.

If you've ever taken mathematics in

school, you know the fundamental rule for

understanding equations is to break down
the parentheses. The same rule applies when
programming in languages such as C, with

only a minor twist. In the exi t statement

the systemt ) function is called with cmd as

an argument, and then the exit < ) function

is called. The twist is, most functions return

a value that usually indicates the success or

failure of the function. In this instance the

systemf ) function executes the command
specified in cmd and waits for that com-
mand to terminate. Upon termination, the

sy$tem( ) function returns the exit status of

the command executed. This status code is

then passed to the exit ( ) function. In its

simplest terms, the statement is written as:

int status;

status - system(cmd)

;

exit(status);

The two forms are identical, with the

only exception being the first is much shorter

and doesn't require an extra variable.

In the final section the chknum( ) func-

tion is declared with a pointer to character

as a parameter and an integer as a local

variable. The for statement in C is a little

different from other languages. In BASIC
the loop counts from the beginning value to

the ending value with an increment of one
unlessitisotherwisespecified.InCthefor

statement is basically the same as a while
statement. For example, the final for state-

ment in the listing is the same as:

1 = 0:

while£isdigit(number[i ])) \

The difference is that the for statement

is shorter in this instance, requiring only
two lines of code. Looping statements
always execute the statement immediately
following it or the statements enclosed

within braces, as shown in the while state-

ment above. However, the for statement
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above performs all of the functions neces-

sary itself. For this reason, a null statement,

indicated by the single semicolon, is used

to meet the requirements of the language.

The for statement checks each character in

number to see if it is numeric, characters

through 9. The loop terminates upon reach-

ing the first non-numeric character in n um -

ber and returns that character to the calling

function. If all of the characters are nu-

meric, it returns the null-terminator at the

end of the string. Otherwise it returns the

first non-numeric character encountered.

This return value is used in the first if

statement found in main to terminate the

program if the second argument isn't a

legal User ID.

For further reading, I suggest C Lan-

guage Programming, by Brian Kernighan

and Dennis Ritchie, and C Primer Plus,

published by Sams Books. The former

provides the original specifications for the

language, and the latter is primarily used as

a tutorial for beginning and intermediate

programmers.

OS9

The listing: su

su (o) 1989 by Stephen B. Goldberg

* Use; su <fiewID>
* to operate as a different "user
*

* Use; su <newID> <command> [parameters]
* to execute "command" as a different user
*/

include <ctype.h>

char buffer [200]

;

main (argc, argv)

int argc;
char *ar<jv [ ]

,-

1

_ H W .char *spsce
char "shell = "shell";
char *cfrtd;

int i;

if (—argc II chknum (argv [i] ) J {

printf ("IcUse; su <newID> [command] [parameters] \n", 7) f

-

printft" become a different user\n")

;

exit (0)

;

}

it (i— argc)
cmd = shell;

else {

cmd = buffer;

ford = 2; argvti]; strcat (cmd, argv [i++] ) )

strcat (cmd, space)

;

}

if (setuid(atoi (argv[l]

)

) ) {

printf {*%c**** Permission deniedW, 7} ;

exit (214)

;

)

exit {system (cmd) ) ;

1

chknum (number)
char *number)

;

{

int i;

ford = 0; isdigit (number [i] ) ; i++)

return (number [i] )
-,

/R\

TANDY COMPUTERS
Tandy 1 000-HX 256K 5 1 /4" 349.00*
Tandy 1 000-SL 384K 5 1 /4" 51 9,oo*
Tandy 1 00Q-TL/2 S40K 3 1 12" 81 9.00*
Tandy 1 1 0OFD Portable 850.00
Tandy 1400FD Portable 1210.00
Tandy 1400HD Portable 1975.00
Tandy 3000-ML 512K 3 1/2" 1275.00
Tandy 4020-LX 1 Meg 3 1/2" 2950,00
Tardy 4025 LX 2 Meg 3 1 /2" 3650.00
Tandy 4000-SX 1 Meg 3 1/2

N
1950.00

Tandy 500QMC 2 Meg 1 Drive 3825.00
Tandy 5000MC 2 Meg 84 Meg 5395.00
Tandy 1 02 24K 345.00*
Tandy Color 3 1 28K 1 1 5.00*
WP-2 Wordprocessor 249.00*
WP-1 00 Wordprocessor 425.00*

MONITORS & CARDS
VM-5 Monochrome Green 1 1 5.00
CM-5 Color RGB 220.00
CM- 11 Color RGB 315.00
Magnavox 9CM053 Color EGA 395.00
Packard Bell Monochrome TTL 89.00
Amdek 410 Monochrome 155,00
Paradise Basic EGA Card 99.00
Video 7 Vega/Deluxe 23900

DISK DRIVES

5 1/4" External Drive 1000HX 180.00
Tandy 20 Meg Hard Card 450.00
30 Meg Hardcard 39500
Welter?5 1/4" for Tandy 1400 215.00
Seagate 20 Meg Drive & Card 269.00

MODEMS
Prac. Peripherals 1200B Internal 75.00
Prac. Peripherals 2400B Internal 175.00

PRINTERS

DMP-107 Dot-Matrix 210.00
DMP-1 33 Dot-Matrix 240.00"
DMP-300 Dot-Matrix 479.00
Epson LX-810 Dot-Matrix 195.00
Epson FX-S50 Dot-Matrix 365.00
Epson LQ-510 Dot-Matrix 345.00
Epson LO-850 Dot-Matrix 585.00
Epson FX-1050 Dot-Matrix 48500
Panaonic KX-P1180 Dot-Matrix 205,00
Panasonic KX-P 1191 Dot-Matrix 265.00
Panasonic KX-Pl 1 24 Dot-Matrix 359,00

* These Hems Are On Sale Thru 1 2725/89

All pfir.es and otters may gc changed or withdrawn withoul nohco Advur-
''.i ^ I |s- .i i*h .i-i» rath [I

1

<i.i''. CO f-1 -1<:rtnri"nrt -ir' rl ''•!} |itfiinimijrn Thargig

S''0 00) hi C ,
Visa add 2 ft^ API non detatniva item* inquire ralvm

fiwenandiS* autrWiBtfiefl Call ifr AHA Number betote reluming.
Del 'j pry .5 subject la produci avarJabilily Add 1

'>:.-. lor shipping um;

hjinoiifig, 55 (JO minimum charga

TM - Registered Trademark of Tandy, Epson, &ndj J9M

Monday Ihru Friday 9am • 5pm EST.

nana
UUUQD

]™ GatJLiLFDDoaraa
IDI
in:

nnann
124 South Main Street, Perry, Ml 48872
CALL 1-517-625-4161 or TOLL-FREE

1-800-248-3823
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The Complete Rainbow Guide to OS-9
Authors Dale Puckett and Peter Dibble show how to

take advantage of OS-9's multitasking and multiuser
features. An easy-to-read, step-by-step guide packed
with hints, tips, tutorials and free software in the form
of program listings.

Book $12.95, Disk Package $19.95 (2 disks, book not
included) — a savings of up to 36%!

SAVE 38%! only $29.95

The Hamoow
Introductory^^** to Statistics

Dr. Michael Plog and Dr. Norman Stenzel give a solid
introduction to the reatm of statistical processes and
thinking for both the beginner and the professional.
(80-column printer required.)

Book $2.95, Tape or Disk $2.95 — a savings of 54%!

SAVE 62%! Bo^kand tape or disk only $4.95

A Holiday Gift Idea Welcome
on Any Rainbow Bookshelf

The First Rainbow Book of Adventures

Contains 14 winning programs from our first Adven-
ture contest, includes Sir Randolph of the Moors,
Horror House, One Room, Dr. Avaloe and more. Pius
hints, tips on solving Adventures.
Book $2.00, Tape $2.00 — a 43% savings!

SAVE 50%! Book and tape only $3.50

The Second Rainbow Book of Adventures

Featuring 24 of the most challenging Adventure
games ever compiled. Meet the Beatles and battle the
Blue Meanies, find a hidden fortune, or win the heart
of a mysterious princess. Ring Quest, Secret Agent
Man, Dark Castle, Curse of Karos and more!
Book $6.95, Tape $6.95 - a 50% savings!

SAVE 57%!



The Rainbow Book of Simulations

20 award-winning entries from THE RAINBOW'S lirst

Simulations contest. You are a Civil War Commander,
an air traffic controller, a civil defense coordinator, or

a scientist on Mars . . . your wits are on the line.

Book $3.50, Tape $3.50 — a savings of 65%!

SAVE 70^IMt#4 tape only (8

The Fourth Rainbow Book of Adventures

A gathering of 14: winning: entries in our fourth

Adventures contest. Includes Term Paper and Life: An
Everyday Adventure for the CoCo 3. Also features

Captain Rodgers, Aandark II, Superspy, Intrigue, the

Parlog Building and many more!
Book $7.95, Tape $6.95, Disk $1 1 .95 — a savings of up
to 30%!

SAVE 33%!:SP9kpttape only $13.90

SAVE OT Book and disk only $18,90

The Third Rainbow Book of Adventures

The excitement continues with 19 new Adventures.

Discover backstage intrigue at the London Theatre,

attempt a daring space rescue, or defeat evil in the year

2091 as a genetic android. Evil Crypt, Spymaster, Time
Machine, The Amulet, and that's only the beginning!

Book $6.95, Tape $6.95, Two-Disk Set $7 95 — a

savings of up to 47%!

SAVE 45%! Book and tape only $11.95

SAVE 52%! Book anddisk only $12.95

The Second Rainbow Book of Simulations

The 16 winners from our second Simulations contest.

Fly through dense African jungle, bull your way down
Wall Street, lead a bomb squad, or try your hand at

Olympic events. Test your skills and talents.

Book $4.95, Tape or Disk $4.95 — a 50% savings!

SAVE 55%! Book and tape only $8.95

SAVE 57%! Book and disk only $8.95

!

Namfi

Address I

r%
j

Stat* Zip I

LI Payment Enclosed, or Charge to:

VISA rj MasterCard Q American Express

A<tfO"itNuinbar

Hard Expiration Date

|
Signature 1

j The Rainbow Book of simulations (first)

3 Rainbow Simulations Tape (first)

First Simulations Package

J The Second Rainbow Book of Simulations

Second Rainbow Simulations Tape

LI Second Rainbow Simulations Disk

Second Simulations Package with Tape

Second Simulations Package with Disk

3 The Complete Rainbow Guide to OS-9

G Rainbow Guide to OS-9 Disk Set (2 disks)

Rainbow Guide to OS-9 Package

j The Windows & Applications Disk for

The Complete Rainbow Guide

to OS-9 Level II. Vol. 1

J The Rainbow Book ol Adventures (first)

Rainbow Adventures Tape (lirst)

First Adventure Package

UThe Second Rainbow Book of Adventures

J Second Rainbow Adventures Tape

Second Adventure Package

The Third Rainbow Book of Adventures

Third Adventures Tape

J Third Adventures Disk Set (2 disks)

j Third Adventure Package with Tape

Third Adventure Package with Disk

The Fourth Rainbow Book of Adventures

Fourth Adventures Tape

Founh Adventures Disk

Fourth Adventure Package with Tape

Fourth Adventure Package with Disk

J Introductory Guide to Statistics

J Guide to Statistics Tape or Disk (indicate choic

a Guide to Statistics Package

(indicate choice of tape or disk)

Add $1 .50 per book Shipping and Handling in

Outside U.S., add $4 per book

Kentucky residents add 5% sales tax

(Allow 6 to 8 weeks for delivery)

Mall to: Rainbow Bookshelf, The Fais

385, Prospect, KY 40059. To order t

orders only) call (800) 847-0309, 8 a.

other inquiries call (502) 228-4492.
Please note: The tapes and disks ottered by The Ra
alone products. That is, itiey are intended to be an t

books Even if you buy the tape or disk, you will still

loading and operating instructions. OS-9 is a register

Systems Corporation.

i^SS $ 3.50

S-&.9S $ 3.50

m§0 $ 6.00

S-3-.S5 $ 4.9E

$-9:95 $ 4.95

Sl&M $ 4.95

£4*90 $ 8 95

S2&90 $ 195
$4*95 $12-95

SJkOO $19,95

$4?r95 $29.95

| $19.95

4-^95 $ 2.00

SJr95 $ 2 00

$4*30 $ 3.50
I $A3t95 $ 6.95

$i£S5 $ 6.95

$2?v90 $11.95

4143S $ 6.95

&*95 $ 6.95

$14-95 $ 7.95

$24^90 $11.95

£2fc90 $12 95

^$1©35 $ 7.95

£-&9S $ 6.95

$14^5 $11,95_
42&90 $13.90

_$2^90 $18.90

$^95 $ 2.95

ej&_5c95 $ 2.95_
&&90 $ 4.95

J.S.

Total

ott Building, P.O. box

>y phone {credit card]

m. to 5 p.m. EST. For

nbow Bookshelf are not stand- i

adjunct and complement to the 1

need the appropriate book (or
1

ad trademark of the Microwave ,



1 Software^

Kyum-Gai; To Be Ninja—
A Martial Arts Mission

CoCo 3

Ninja. The very word is fraught with

mystery. It exudes power. Like the pinions

of an unseen bird of prey, beating the still

air of a dark night, the snund of it evokes

images of abilities we will never have— of

victories we could never win. What might

it really be like, . . to be Ninja?

Kyum-Gai: To Be Ninja, from Sundog
Systems, allows you to probe that question.

It runs on a Color Computer 3 with a

minimum of 128K, one disk drive and a

joystick. It isalsoextremely helpful to have

a Tandy deluxe two-button joystick, al-

though the game can be played with a

standard joystick. The program disk is copy
protected, preventing you from making a

personal backup, but it carries a one-year

warranty against failure to load.

When playing Kyum-Gai, you assume
the role of the Ninja champion Gai Dan,
greatest warrior of the order of Kyum-Gai,
and the last hope in the order' s fight against

the dark forces of evil. The Kyum-Gai
masters have resurrected Gai-Dan using

the powers of the Life Stone and have sent

him forth to do battle. The enemy, of course,

is out in force to do away with him, and
attacks en masse at every turn. While under

my inadequate control, poor Gai-Dan hasn't

a prayer, and gets slaughtered long before

the enemy can be vanquished! I am im-

proving, though.

Kyum-Gai: To Be Ninja is a remarkable

game. I have found it to be loads of fun,

although I am not normally a big fan of

karate-styfe games. It has a lot of terrific

features that have kept me flailing away at

it long after I should have been concentrat-

ing on writing this review.

One of the first things that drew me into

this game was the simplicity of the con-

trols. I've always done best at games with

one joystick and one button, but many
combat games require you to learn a pleth-

ora of maneuvers using multiple control

mechanisms in order to defeat even the

wimpiest opponents. Kyum-Gai avoids that

problem by paring the list of motions down
to the bare minimum: move left, move
right, attack and jump in any direction.

Using a two-button joystick, one button

attacks, the otherjumps,andthe stick itself

is used to move left or right.

The attack button alternates between a

kick to the head, a kick to the body and a

punch, the combination ofwhich is dubbed
the "devastating triple attack." One addi-

tional maneuver is flipping an opponent,

which is accomplished by pushing both

buttons simultaneously while moving
toward the opponent.
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All of these techniques are easily mas-

tered when using the deluxe joystick. With

a standard joystick, the attack function is

accessed through the keyboard by pressing

the F key. The space bar also serves as a

jump button, so it is possible to play with

one hand on the joystick and one on the

keyboard. I found it reasonably easy to do
this, except when rapid changes in direc-

tion are necessary. In such cases the stand-

ard joystick's inability to return to center is

a far bigger hindrance than the lack of a

second button. After a week of playing this

way I gave up and bought a deluxe joystick,

and my progress improved almost immedi-

ately.

No discussion of a video game is com-

plete without examining graphics. I played

Kyum-Gai on my colorTV for several days

and found the graphics to be expansive and

commendable, but often somewhat fuzzy. I

then switched to an RGB monitor and was
instantly impressed. The graphics are crisp

and colorful, from Gai-Dan's hood to the

combat fatigues of the enemy thugs. The

various background scenes are often intri-

cately detailed. When leaping among city

rooftops you can see TV antennae poking

above the skyline in the background, while

dilapidated posters adorn the brick walls of

the loading docks.

Scattered throughout the game are bar-

rels, crates and phone booths, which occa-

sionally contain treasures. The treasures

are obtained only by smashing the con-

tainer, which is accomplished by throwing

or knocking an opponent into it. or by being

knocked into it yourself. The containers are

all rendered in careful detail, although I

was slightly disappointed with a couple of

the treasures. This is a minor nit, though, in

the face of superlative graphics, which rival

those found in more expensive game sys-

tems.

Kyum-Gai is quite extensive, and the

terrain varies considerably throughout the

eight levels. Beyond the necessity of fight-

ing the endless horde of bad guys, you must
also thread your way through alternative

routes on each level, seeking the path of

least resistance. I have only very recently

(like right after 1 wrote that last paragraph)

made it as far as Level 5, where many
promising paths lead you right into an

abyss. I can't wait to see levels 6, 7 and 8!

In addition to the multiple levels, there

are also two basic types of villains to fight

(at least through Level 5), but sometimes

they are quicker than at other times. The
technique for defeating the stick fighter on

Level 1 fails miserably on Level 3. You
have to be alert not only to the type of

opponent, but also to where he is and how
many other scoundrels are with him. And if

you sit and think about it for Loo long, there

are suddenly lots of opponents closing in

on you.

Perhaps the most delightful single fea-

ture of Kyum-Gai is the sound. When you

load the game, it asks if you are using an

RGB monitor and then instructs you to flip

the disk over. (The disk is a "flippy," with

the program on one side and the graphics

data for the various levels on the other. It is

only necessary to flip it over once, where-

I love to play video games. I've been

hooked on {and gotten extremely good

at) a succession of arcade games over

die years. In addition, five of the seven

computer systems in our house are used

exclusively for games. That turns out to

be just barely enough to satisfy my 7-

year-old son and me. Writing programs

is something I enjoy as well. It seemed

logical to me, then, to try my hand at

writing my own video game on my
CoCo. After spending about 50 hours on

it over the course of a year, I finally had

to admit that I am far better at playing

videogames than at writing them.

Glen Dahlgren nf Sundog Systems

likes to play video games too. He also

likes to write programs. Fortunately for

us video game addicts. Glen is far better

at writing games than I am. He also

readily admits that he is betterat writing

games than at playing them. In talking

about his latest marvel, Kyum-Gai: To
Be Ninja, Glen described one particu-

larly difficult sequence that took him
many tries to get through, "I always

have to tell people," he explains, "just

because I wrote the thing doesn't mean
I'm good at it!"

Master of the Ninjas

Glen began his work in commercial

game writing as a freelance program-

mer. He did contract work for a number
of software companies, including Prickly

Pear Software, Mark Data Company
and Saguaro Software. For the past two

years he has been marketing his work
directly as the sole proprietor ofSundog
Systems, "The people at Prickly Pear

Software supported our beginning,'' Glen

says. "When they decided to get out of

the business, I was able to reclaim a lot

of my software, and they helped me to

get set up onmy own." Although he now
farms out certain tasks. Such as copy-

protection routines and marketing tasks,

Sundog Systems is essentially a one-

person operation.

In addition to Kyum-Gai. the Sundog
lineup includes the immensely popular

Hal! ofthe King Adventure game trilogy,

Kung-Fu Dude (another combat action

game) and several newcomers: Sinis-

taar, an arcade game requiring 512K;

Paladin's Legacy, a role-playing Ad-

venture game for the CoCo 1 , 2 and 3;

and a sound sequencer called Sound-

Trax. In all, there are over a dozen

products to choose from.

Despite having dabbled in a number
of different martial arts, Glen says he

has "never been serious about it," and

the motivation for creating both Kung-

Fu Dude and Kyum-Cai is largely a

combination of his own love of playing

such games and what he sees as an

unfilled niche in the market. "There is

really no one else creating combat ac-

tion games for the Color Computer," he

explains, "Yet if you go to the arcades,

most of the games there are of this type."

Development of Kyum-Gai went

along smoothly, even though Glen con-

fesses it involved a lot of programming
techniques he hadn't used before. Ac-
commodating the use of the two-button

joystick was a new concept, as was
integrating the superb digitized sound

effects into the background sounds. The
end result, he points out, is "the best

thing I've ever written."

Not content to rest on his laurels,

however. Glen is already working on

new projects, and he emphasizes (hat

Sundog Systems is dedicated to serving

the CoCo Community.
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upon it is left in the drive until you are

finished playing.) Once the disk is flipped

over, a full-screen rendition of Gai-Dan
appears onscreen, accompanied by a deep,

resonating voice that booms out, '"Kyum-

Gair to be Ninja!" My 7-year-old son nearly

jumped out of his chair the first time he

heard it, and now he makes me keep the

volume low until after it's over, because,

"It really scares me, Dad!"

Next, there is a very short wait while the

data for Level 1 loads, and then you're on

your way. As Gai-Dan fights the enemy,

each time he (or an enemy) lands a blow a

realistic Thwack! is heard. He grunts with

exertion as he leaps over enemies or chasms,

and groans in pain when hit. IfGai-Dan or

an enemy is knocked or thrown into a crate

or other object, it is smashed into pieces

with an appropriate splintering noise.

Now, lots of games have good sound.

The ones in Kyum-Gai are far superior to

most not only because of the realism but

also because of the way the individual

sounds are integrated into the action, Noth-

ing is truncated or scratchy, no matter what

is happening onscreen. The noises are

blended with the action in a completely

natural way.

The documentation accompanying
Kyum-Gai is both clear and complete. It

opens with the sad tale of the order of

Kyum-Gai, setting the stage for your ex-

cursions. Following this is a thorough

explanation of how to insert and flip the

disk, load the program and play the game.

The manual not only describes the basic

mechanics of game play but also some
general hints on strategy and objectives,

yet does not reveal things that are more fun

to discover on your own.

In balancing my commentary, there are

a couple of annoying things about Kyum-
Gai: To Be Ninja. While trying to learn a

reliable method for disposing of a closely

packed gang of opponents, I often found
myself being pummeled from two direc-

tions at once, with absolutely no chance of

recovering. This is probably sour grapes on
my part, and a better player might not have

to endure it as often, but I hate feeling

helpless and hopeless while my onscreen

character is literally beaten to death.

A more serious gripe is that there is no
indicator on the screen telling you what
level you are on. The only clues are the

brief whirring of the disk drive at the end of

a level, and the resetting of the timer when
you begin a new one. After playing the

game for two weeks, I felt quite frustrated

not being able to get past Level 2. Then
quite by accident I noticed the timer being
reset at one transition point. 1 had thought

Level 2 had several stages, but suddenly

realized I was consistently getting to Level

4, At least, 1 think that's where I was— I'm
still not entirely sure.

Sundog Systems has another clear mas-
terpiece in Kyum-Gai: To Be Ninja. It is a

high-caliber product at a very reasonable

price.

(Sundog Systems, 21 Edinburg Drive, Pitts-

burgh, PA 15235, 412-372-5674; $29.95)

—Jim K. Issel

OU 1 1Well

Jack Rabbit

Story Writer—
Electronic Muse
for Children

It wasn't until I was almost 30 that I

discovered I love to write. Writing gets into

your blood. I've found I have to write even
ifnoone is willing to pay me foril. My only

regret is that I didn't start writing earlier,

because I'm sure I would be a better writer

today.

I don *t remember any ofmy elementary

instructors teaching us much about creative

writing. Of course, teaching creative writ-

ing to a large group of children is a formi-

dable task, but now there is a way to make
the job easier. E.Z. Friendly Software has

created a program cal led Jack Rabbit Story

Writer that helps children learn how to

write short stories. This program was de-

signed for and runs best on a CoCo 3, but

will also run on a 64KCoCo with Extended
Color basic. The program requires a disk

drive and printer.

Although you can use any kind of printer,

you must use continuous-feed paper. Be-
fore using the Jack Rabbit program you
need to configure your printer by running

another program on the disk called

COMF I GJR . BAS, which allows you tochoose
your printer's baud rale and set up the

printer for underlining. You need to run

CQNFIGUR.BAS only the first time you run

JackRabbit, orif you change printers. 1 was
pleased to see this configuration program
because I have used a number of programs
lately that don't allow the baud rate to be

set. Often I am ready to print only to find

that the baud rate is incorrect. Sometimes

this means aborting the program with a loss

of data. A simple routine like CONFIGUR.BAS

takes care of the problem.

Although Jack Rabbit Story Writer is in

part a simple word processor, it is also

much more. What makes it outstanding is

that it helps young people to develop story

ideas. Everyone who writes has experi-

enced writer's block — even the young
writer.

If the "Thinking Up a New Idea" option

is chosen from the simple five-option main
menu, the child is asked if he or she wants

to write about a person, animal or thing. If

the student chooses an animal, for example,

25 different animals are presented to write

about. Children are not limited to animals

on the list— they can type in anything they

want, Then the young users are prompted to

type three things about the animal. For
example, if the child chooses to write about

a horse, he or she might say that the horse

is brown, that he runs in races, and that last

year he won a trophy.

Children are then presented with nine

tilings that might happen to the story's

main character. Afterchoosing one ofthese
suggestions, they have to tell why the main
character might have this experience. After

the student answers all questions, the

computer puts everything together and forms

the story idea. It displays the story idea

onscreen and asks the child if it is a good
one. If the child agrees that it is, the story

idea is printed out. If, after reading over the

idea, the child decides he or she doesn't like

it, he can press N and start working on
another one.

Another excellent feature of this pro-

gram is its ability to help its users develop

an outline. When students choose this op-

tion, they are prompted for several main
ideas. The program then asks the child to

decide what order the ideas should be in.

Jack Rabbit Story Writer

is excellent, I have been
unable to find another

commercial program like

it in the Color Computer
worlds

After entering all the main ideas, the stu-

dent has to back up each of them with one

or more supporting ideas. When the student

is finished, the outline is printed out with all

the ideas in order.

After the story idea is created and the

outline is prepared, the child can select

Option 1 on the menu and begin typing the

story. A simple word processor is pro-

vided; it has a 32-column display and lim-

ited editing capabilities, though it does

support underlining. The word processor

has deliberately been kept simple to make
it easy for a child to use.
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The word processor comes with a dic-

tionary, which is accessed by pressing the

@ key. The dictionary contains 7000 words

between four and 10 letters in length, If

young people are unsure of how to spell a

word, they can press the first letter of the

word after pressing the @ key, and then

scroll through the words. Only three words

appear onscreen at a time.

A story can be saved to disk at any time

during a writing session, and a backup of

the story can be made at the same time. It

can be loaded back in at a later date by

choosing the Checking A Saved Story

option. After the story is loaded in. two
lines at a time are displayed on the screen.

If there are any errors, the child will have to

retype the two lines displayed. JackRabbit

Story Writer allows for only minor editing.

If there is any major editing to be done, the

story has to be retyped. After correcting all

errors, children are asked if they want to

add more to the story, If they agree, they

enter the word processing mode and begin

to write.

After the story is finished, the child can

review it again, make corrections and then

print it out. When I first received jack

Rabbit Story Writer, I had trouble getting

anything to print out. I contacted E.Z.

Friendly Software and within a couple of

days received a new version of the pro-

gram, which worked flawlessly. I had the

chance to talk with both the author and his

wife on the phone and was impressed by

their courtesy and professional attitude.

Although the documentation states that

the program is for grades 2 to 8, some 7th

and 8th graders may find it too simple for

them. The author of Jack Rabbit advises

parents and teachers to guide the student

through the program the first time. This is

especially true for students in the lower

grades. The 10-page manual is more than

adequate, and some students in the upper

grades might be able to run the program
without help the first time.

Although there is always room for

improvement in any program. Jack Rabbit

Story Writer is excellent. I have been un-

able to find another commercial program

like it in the Color Computer world. My
children find it not only educational but fun

to use. Because I enjoy writing and think it

is important for children to leam to write

well, 1 am excited by this program. My
mother, a 2nd grade teacher, thought it

would be a useful tool for any classroom as

well as the home. She did comment, and I

agree, that students should know some
basics about writing prior to using the

program. For example, they need to know
how to write a complete sentence and what

constitutes a paragraph.

You want your children to be able to

communicate intelligently with other people.

Jack Rabbit Story Writer can help them
learn to communicate effectively by teach-

ing them how to organize their thoughts in

a logical way. All writing is creative, and

learning how to write short stories will

improve writing skills in other areas as

well. After your children use Jack Rabbit

Story Writer for a while, maybe you will

even be able to understand the notes they

leave you. The price is well worth it when
you consider that you will be helping your

child build skills that will last a lifetime.

(E.Z, Friendly Software, 118 Corlies Ave.,

Poughkeepsie, NY 12601, 914-485-8150;

$24.95 plus $1.50 S/H)

—Dan Weaver

Erirmware CoCo 1 & 2

Telewriter Keyboard
Templates—
No-Hands References

for Telewriter

To repeat an old saw. "Build a better

mousetrap and the

world will beat a

path to your door."

How many times

have you wished

you had "thought

of that"? Me. I

can't count them.

Recently I had

cause to lament a

missed opportu-

nity when I re-

ceived for review

simple, clever and

yet inexpensive

products for those

of us who use the

Telewriter-64md

Telewriter-128
word processing

programs on our

CoCos — key-

board templates

for Telewriter, one

each for the two
versions of

Telewriter.

I was delighted

to get a chance to

review these tem-

plates from P&M
Products. Each
template is a

14.75-by-6 inch

rectangle of laminated paper, with a cutout

for the CoCo keyboard; it fits nicely around

the keys. When positioned on your key-

board, the template offers an at-a-glance

reference to the commands and features of

Telewriter.

Everything you need to know is right

there in front of you — beautifully and

boldly typeset— so you no longer have to

resort to the manual to find the information

you need during a word processing session.

The template contains simple, abbreviated

descriptions for all the various function

keys, commands and control keys. Every-

thing is covered, including Control-key

conanands along with Editor, Fonnat Menu,
embedded format. Main Menu and miscel-

laneous commands.

ARIZONA SMALL COMPUTER
PERIPHERALS

HARD DRIVES SYSTEMS $225 to 525
5 to 40 MEG KITS $160 to $450
Systems and kits include a Disto interface,
WD-1002-SHD controller, and choice of Hard Drive,

cabled and burned in with pre-loaded Public Domain
Utilities. Burke and Burke interface and controller or
SCSI controller are optional. Ydu oi we insLall tbe HD
interface in a Super Controller or in an adapter for the
Multipack. You plug in the power cord and boot OS-9
with drivers, which we install on a copy of your boot disk.

Systems include a ease with switch and cooling fan.

Choose either a compact Vz height case or an XT/AT
case large enough for your entire system. We will

install your floppy and motherboard at no charge.

Use your new IBM style case as a monitor stand and
relax in an easy chair with our external keyboard.

EXTERNAL KEYBOARD (w/adapter) $125

Gain freedom from your computer/MPI with a full

width 105 key, sculptured keyboard. 6' cord, Auto
Menu-Default Boot OS-9, reset keys, programmable
keys, numeric keypad, 2 stroke commands — Basic
and OS-9, no software required.

FLOPPY DRIVES DS40T/80T

MODEMS

512KMEM
UPGRADES
COMPUTER
REPAIR
ADD S5-S8 S&H
(602) 829-8028

1200 Bd. Auto Ans.

2400 Bd. Hayes Comp.
Disto Board installed

Fast Cool w; Software

Complete repair

facilities on-site.

$75/$85

$50
$125

$110.00

CALL

624 W, Broadway, Suite 226 - Rear

Mesa, AZ 85210
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These keyboard templates are really

handy, and I use the Telewriter-128 version

constantly during my word processing

activities. Both the Telewn'ter-64 and -128

versions are sure to be hits with CoCo
users.

(P&M Priiilucts, 1003 Shaltmar Drive, High
Point,NC 272<50, 9 19-2790091; $4.95 plus $2
S/H each for Telewriter-64 and 128 versions)

—David Miller

Software
CoCo 1 , 2 & 3

A Diamond
in the Rough—
To Steal the

Tandy Diamond

If it's been a while since your last graph-

ics/text adventure fix., you might want to

take a look atA Diamond in theRough from

JR. & JR Softstuff, the same company that

publishes the excellent arcade game Re-

venge ofthe Mutant Miners. In Diamond in

the Rough you play the part of an appren-

tice to a "master thief for hire," searching

for— what else — the Tandy Diamond.

You wander around Tandy mansion, at-

tempt to pick up clues, grab abite to eat, and
try to keep from falling into the pool.

1

1
Huh

U RKL IN THE LUHCUtFP ROOM
BECTJOHB' B, U

U S£E-
IH1HI. ur IHTE1

HI Ml V I

.06 :'!

You start out in the study, where you see

a desk and a picture on the wall. From the

study you can go into the kitchen, and from

there into nine other rooms. Rather ordi-

nary rooms they seem, except for the pool

room — not as in billiards but as in water.

Whoever lives in the Tandy mansion must
be rich. One room that particularly caught

my attention is the computer room. In there

is a computer that looks quite a lot like a

CoCo. After LOO King at it, I attempted to

access it. Rather rudely, it requested a

password from me, then promptly denied

me access when I failed to guess correctly,

hi another room I encountered a robot.

Requirements to play A Diamond in the

Rough include a disk drive and a CoCo 1 ,

2

or 3 having atleast32K. The PM0DE4 graph-

ics are rather nice. CoCo 1 and 2 users are

instructed to go through the standard rou-

tine of pressing the Reset button if the

X ou start out

in the study,

where you see a

desk and a

picture on the

wail. From the

study you can go
into the kitchen,

and from there

into nine other

rooms.

screen is blue and pressing ENTER if the

screen is red. (CoCo 3 RGB users need to

run an RGB patch program if they don't

like black-and-white graphics.) The play-

ing screen is divided vertically into two
areas: Graphics occupy the upper half, and
the lower half is reserved for text display

and command entry. The game comes on
two disks; dual-drive systems are supported.

This adventure is of the standard verb/

noun genre. Verbs such as LOOK can be

shortened to just one letter (L, in this case).

For example, you can type L DESK to look

at the desk. Also following text adventure

game standards. A Diamond in the Rough
permits you to abbreviate directions, such

as N for NORTH. You'll need to take advan-

tage of abbreviations because text entry is

limited to nine characters.

As you might guess, the game does not

understand elaborate and complex com-
mands. To commands it does not under-

stand it responds with "It is beyond my
power to do that," or occasionally. "You
must be kidding!" I find the verb list to be

limited and unimaginative. There's no frus-

tration factor here. Kicking things yields

neither results nor pithy comebacks.

Sour grapes, maybe? OK, I admit I

didn't solve the mystery. I have LOOKed at

everything in all 1 1 rooms. I truly did GET

everything there was to be got, I think. Of
course 1 am missing something. Probably

something embarrassingly simple and

obvious. So far I've acquired a paper clip,

baby oil and some food. Maybe I should try

feeding the food to the robot.

The program is written in Basic, though

enhanced with machine-language subrou-

tines. I got the brilliant idea of listing the

BASIC file. Unfortunately, a tangle of GOSUBs

made it nearly impossible to learn anything

of value — all part of the author's plan. I

suppose. I did happen across a mention of

a car— since 1 did not come across a car in

the house, there must be a way outside, at

least to a garage. I will leave the task of

finding the car to a better adventurer. I

guess when I'm desperate enough I'll order

the $3 hint sheet from JR & JR.

(JR & JR Softstiiff, P.O. Box 1 18, Lompoc.
CA 93438, 805-735-3889; $19.95 plus $3 S/H)

—David Gerald

Software
CoCo 3

Wheel ofFate—
Another Spin Into

Familiar Territory

"Spin the wheel, buy a vowel, solve the

puzzle on the Wheel of Fate."

Sound familiar?

Wheel ofFate, from Robert Gatton, is a

computer simulation of the popular TV
game show Wheel of Fortune, requiring a

CoCo 3 and one disk drive. The program is

supplied on one disk along with two files of

puzzles and two companion utility pro-

grams. The disk is not copy-protected.

Since there are at least two other ver-

sions of this game available from advertis-

ers in the rainbow, as well as one that

appeared as a listing in the magazine. Wheel

ofFutemust be very good if it is to measure

up to its competitors.

One to three people can play this up-

dated version of Hangman and accumulate

scores, the 1 highest of which are saved to

disk, But is it worth the asking price of

$19.95? A brief description of my experi-

ence may help answer this.

The program is supplied with one-and-
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ANew High
In Printer Performance!

FONT PRINTER

^1000
ow a Blazing

A

180 characters

>er second! ^s

The NX-10G0II gives you

plenty of print options for

attractive printing.

Four typestyles

Four pitch sizes,

in standard

and italics

for a total

of 32

NLQ
modes,

TheNX-
1000 Rainbow

gives you all these features plus

online access to 7 color printing and graphics.

Black, blue, red, yellow, green, violet, and

orange, Both models have a 1 year warranty

and a 30 day online trial.

NX-IUCGll SPECS: iBOcps Drall.« cps NLO (18 1 23dotmatrix).

4 NLQ Fonts, Italics, Sub & Superscripts, EmptiataM, Eou-

Uwtrike. Proportional, Condensed, IntSfrational, Downloadable,

Quad Tall, Doubts Tall, Underline, 9+ Pitcns.Forward and Reverse

riEIG" Line Feeds, ADSoluls Of Relative Vert. & Hon Tabs, Left,

Cwitnor Rtgtil Justification, 8 Graphics Modesto 1920dpi. Macro

Instruction. BidirecMn, Adjustable Tractor Feed, 200* Printable

Characters, Semi Auto Sbeel Faed, Front Panel Soft Touch

Contra), Epson and IBM Emulate. 41 Data Buffer, Hen Dump

NX-moo Rainbow:w cos Draft. 36 cps NLO. rest same as NX,

100011 plus color

88

NX-10Q01I SYSTEM INCLUDES:
. Star NX-100QII Printer

• Blue Streak Ultima

Software Support Trio +$10 Shipping

COMPLETE

$208

The Smallest, Sleekest,

Fastest Serial To Parallel

Converter You Can Buy!

7 Switchabel Baud Rates

300 -600 •1200*2400 •

ft 4800 '9600 '19200

Use this "smart" cable to con-

nect a Centronics parallel printer

to any version CoCo or use it to

improve performance of your

current printer. The

cables are long-life,high

quality shielded cables

with moulded plugs for

extra durability.

Try a Blue Streak Ultima on

yoursystemfor30days RISK

FREE. One year warranty.

The Blue
Streak Ultima

NX-1000 RAINBOW SYSTEM

INCLUDES: $ORQ95
• Star NX-1000 £\)U
Colour Printer +$10 Shipping

- Blue Streak UltimaCOMPLETE
• Software Trio

« Color Super Gemprint

Software
Support Trio
Type Selection/Tutorial

Online instructional program that will select 24

special features of your printer or display mcth

ods to incorporate them into your

programs,

Super Gemprint
Will transfer Pmode 0, 1 , 2, 3 ,

or 4 picture screen

to printer 8"xH" hardcopy. Black/white, white/

black or grey level shading for color.

Hi-Res Super Gemprint
Disk softwarethat will transfer a Hscreen 1,2,3,

or 4 picture screen to printer. Grey level shading

for color.

^ FREE ^
with purchase of any

NX-1000 Printer

All Three

Programs

$ig95

Powered version

add $6.00.
$39

95

+S2 Shipping

with purchase of any

NX-1000 System ,

Color Super
Gemprint
Print your Graphics Screen
in Color on your NX-1000
Rainbow!

Use yourfavorite program to create a

pmode or hi-res graphic image, but

don't stop there I Run our color graph-

ics software and print a color image

using a palette of 81 + colors on your

NX-1 000 Rainbow from a CoCo 1,2,

or 3. Requires 32k ECB Disk,

Price, availability and specifications

subject to change without notice.

Order Your System Today... Call (513) 885-5999

DAYTON ASSOCIATES ^", INC.
9644 Quailwood Trail • Spring Valley, Ohio 45370

Shipping charges to Canada, P.R., HI, AK. APO. FPOare double. Triple charge to all other couniries.

Visa & Master accepted within

the continental U.S.

Ohio residents add 6.5% sales tax

COD add $3.00



a-half pages of documentation, which does

not include loading instructions. I had to

look at the directory to determine that I

needed to type run"fate" in order to begin

the game.

Next a screen appears asking what file to

use, defaulting to puzfilei if none is se-

lected. No indication is given at this time of

what files exist on the disk. You must cither

write them down as they are created or type

in dir before beginning the game to see

what is available, Once the file is selected,

the user indicates whether a TV or RGB
monitor is being used, and the game begins

after a short pause. The blank letter area is

well done and looks like theTV game show
board. Following the onscreen prompts,

you can now play the game.
When I received the game for review

and noticed it was written for the CoCo 3,

1 had high hopes for the sound and espe-

cially the graphics. Vanna, who does stand

at the side of the game board and clap as the

wheel spins, looks like Raggedy Ann.

During game play, a multicolored wheel in

the lower-right comer uses the palette

command to revolve, and the background

of the game board changes colors. The
sound is particularly annoying, consisting

as it does of various permutations of a

singie-pitchedbeep. After a couple ofrevo-

lutions of the wheel accompanied by a

string of such beeps, you reach frantically

for the volume control.

There are glitches in the play of the

game itself. Although the TV version al-

lows hyphens and apostrophes, Wheel of
Fate does not. You find this out for yourself

after creating a new data file and watching

the game crash during use of that file. If a

player guesses a vowel during a turn when
a consonant is called for. which is not an

unusual occurrence among young players,

the game beeps. If the vowel is guessed

again, the game accepts it on the used-letter

board, but will not recognize it in the puzzle.

On at least one occasion the game put a

consonant on the used-letter board without

using it in the puzzle, only to accept and use

the same letter many guesses later.

To be fair, the categories in puzfile2

include computer and science terms, mythi-

cal creatures and dinosaurs. The categories

are extremely challenging, but unfortunately

many words are misspelled.

Two utilities are included on the disk.

makedata lets you make your own puzzle

fdes. The utility clearhi is supposed to

clear the file containing the high scores—
but it doesn't work very well. Doth utilities

must be loaded and run separately from the

game— not particularly user friendly.

Children enjoy this game, provided a

puzzle file exists containing subjects fami I-

iar to them. Considering what is available

in the CoCo market for $ 1 9, Wheel ofFate
doesn't seem to be in the same ballpark.

(Robert Gatton, Route 1, Box 93, Olin, NC
28660, 704-546-2423; $19.95)

—Richard Gordley

CoCo 3

Z'89—
Stalking the

Robot Overlord

Query: What game sends you hurtling

through the airspace of a hostile space

fortress, searching out an evil enemy who
throws missiles in your path? What game
gives you 3-D graphics that let you zoom
up and down in addition to left and right?

What game has phaser/blaster sound ef-

fects so realistic you think you're in a

movie theater watching a screening of the

next Star Wars saga?

Answer: Zaxwri? No— Z'89, a brand

new arcade shoot-'em-up-fest from Game
Point Software.

Some of you may remember a similar

game out for the CoCo a few years ago.

Z'89 is its big brother — a 100-percent

machine-language adaptation of the arcade

game Zaxxon, written in 100-percent ma-
chine language by Steve Bjork to take

advantage of the CoCo 3's graphics and

sound capability. With this game you hear

every zoom, vroom and boom, A digitized

voice even greets you on startup, asking in

a theatrical tone for you to select your

monitor type. You'll need a CoCo 3, a

joystick, a TV or RGB monitor, a disk

drive, and perhaps a partner. Z'89 supports

one or two players.

I played the game using an RGB moni-

tor and was pleased with the graphics.

Z'S9's graphics easily

equal the quality you'll

find on a stand-up arcade

version oiZaxxon. Z'89\

animation, however, is a

little slower — but still

very playable.

For those who aren't

familiar with Zaxxon, the

scenario goes like this:

As you're spacing

through the galaxy, bank-

ing left and right and

exercising your ability to

engage in limited verti-

cal movement (a few

inches on your screen—
a high/low bar indicates

your height), you find yourself on a colli-

sion course with a brick wall. The wall, of

course, is your introduction to a hostile

space fortress ruled by a robot overlord.

There is an opening at the top of the wall,

and you takeaimforit, because "there ain't

no turning back."

With the arcade version of Zaxxon, to

make it through that opening I usually pull

back the stick to reach the highest altitude

possible and maneuver myself through the

gap at the top. This gets me nothing but

crashed with Z'89, After about 10 times of

smashing into the wall and spreading my
ashes among the stars I gave up in frustra-

tion and turned my attention to the docu-

mentation, which though well-written was
of no help to me with my immediate prob-

lem. When I happened to glance at the

screen, I saw that somehow, miraculously,

1 was in the fortress, flying over what
looked like Exxon City, and about to be
demolished by a red missile bearing down.

I was demolished, but T had proof that

getting in could be done; so I set to experi-

menting. I found that to get over the wall,

you don't have to squeeze through the

opening. Just drift as far right as possible

and pull back on the joystick to go as high

as you can, and you'll sail right over.

You are drawn on a path through space

and the fortress on what looks like an

upward 40-degree path. The perspective is

up in the air and to the right, back about a

hundred feet or so. While in the fortress you

can easily determine your height by watch-

ing the highAow bar or your shadow: The
higher you are, the farther away the shadow.

The perspective takes some time to get

used to. It might help to tilt your head 40

degrees to the right.

Your job in the fortress is to blast any-

thing and everything (by pressing the joy-

stick's firebutton). There are planes, radar

towers and things that look like holding

tanks for gasoline (there are a lot of these

things, hence "Exxon City"). There aTe
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also missiles. Vertically launched white

missiles shoot out of holes in the ground,

and red homing missiles come straight at

you, following your every movement. You
can shoot the missiles if you're fast enough.

And you can maneuver around the white

missiles, but not very easily around the red

ones. The red missiles plagued me until 1

discovered an easy way to deal with them:

Stop moving left and right— when you do,

they do, and then they are easy targets.

And that's the end of the tips you'll get

from me, because I am not very good at

arcade games, even though I like them a lot.

My best score so far is 7500, but I have not

been able to make it past Level 1. I ran

make it out of the fortress into space, but

some weird, dodging and diving red space-

ships usually make mincemeat of me. If I

had more time, maybe I could figure out

how to avoid them,

I know that much, much higher scores

are possible, because the game comes al-

ready "broken in": Steve Bjork is on the

scoreboard with 100,000 (attaining Level

8); Game Point's Pete Ellison comes in

second with 75,000 points (attaining Level

6); and Nikolas Marentes, the programmer

of Rupert Rhythm and Space Intruders,

comes in third with 50,000 points (attain-

ing Level 4). Guess who came in fourth?

(By the way, guys, how do you manage to

get your scores so nice and even?)

I highly recommend Z'89. especially to

Zaxxon fans who own & CoCo 3. Wonders

await you. Who knows what lies in Level 2

and beyond?

(Game Point Software, P.O. Box 6907, Bur-

bank, CA 91510, 818-843-34115; $29.95,

$24,95 introductory special)

—Carol Hartman

Software
CoCo 1 . 2 & 3

Disassembler—
Cracking

Machine Code

Writing programs in assembly language

is a lot like digging a fence post hole with

a tablespoon. It takes a lot of steps, but you

have complete control over all the dirt.

Once you've written such a program, it

must be translated into machine language

(biliary instructions) by an assembler. A
disassembler, then, is a program that trans-

lates in the other direction. That is, it takes

amachine language program and translates

it back into assembly language. Fortunately,

that isn't as difficult as getting all the dirt

back into the post hole in the same configu-

ration it started in.

Disassembler from BDS Software is a

no-frills program to do such a reverse trans-

lation. It comes on a non-copy-protected

disk, and runs on any Color Computer.

Accompanying the disk is a two-page write-

up on how to use the program.

Upon running Disassembler, you are

asked to enter the name of a file you want

to disassemble. If no filename is entered,

the program allows you to disassemble

code already in memory (including system

ROMs). You are then asked if you want the

display in decimal or hexadecimal format.

Although you are prompted for this choice

at the beginning of the program, you can

change it as often as you want during the

disassembly process.

If you do not enter a filename, you are

asked for a starting address at which the

disassembly is to begin. If a filename is

provided, disassembly begins at the execu-

tion address ofthe file. The first instruction

at that address is displayed. Pressing the

down arrow key causes the program to

move on to the next instruction, disas-

semble it and display it. The up arrow key

[Q £L DISTO SUPER RAM III 512K UPGRADE $90 (free software included)

CRC COMPUTERS

®SS&

4 IN 1 MULTIBOARD ADAPTER 130$
Parallel printer port, real time clock, Serial port, hard disk adapter

Mini Controller
The only floppy disk Controllers that

ELIMINATES the need of a Multl-Pak

The No Extra-Cost Controller
2 DOS Switcher (switch included)

MO clumsy jumpers to move
Accepts 24 or 28 pin EPROMs

r*S$DOS included (add 10$ for 2nd DOS}

See page 123. March 39 Rainbow tor more info

RS-232 SuperPack 55$
• A Stand-Alone (Multi-Pak rqd .) adapter thai gives

the user a true RS-232 Serial Port, Completely
compatible with OS-5's AClA soltware.
• Compatible with software that requires

the Tandy Deluxe RS-232 Pack.
> DB-25 cable included.

Super Controller

"

Along with the included DOS.
plug-in three more software selectable DOSes
or 2764 or 27128 EPROMs burned to your lining.

The internal M.E-B (Mini Expansion Bus) lels you add
DISTO's incredible Super AfJtf-ons.

99$/110$(2DOSes)
See page 122, March 89 Rainbow for more infg

/
RADIO SHACK (R) which has more experience
with COCO controllers than any other supplier

now carry trie DISTO SUPER CONTROLLER 1

SUPER ADD-ONS

Super Controller TC
kljT%lJlJ ft WAN ADI C AT \If\% ID i

MEB Adapter II 35$
To plug in your DISTO Super
Add-Ons (Mulli-Pak required)

Super RAM 3
ZeroK Board 25$

F fee software included

RGB to Monochrome 35$,
Video/Audio Adapter
Sec page 123 March Rainbow 69

Under OS-9:

NOW AVAILABLE AT YOUR
LOCAL RADIO SHACK STORE

Part no: 90-2009

B .ffered Read-Write sector achieved wrlhoul halting |he CPU.
Continual use of keyboard even while reading or writinq to disk

System's clock no longer looses time during Read & Write

NMI is blocked & transferred 10 IRQ in software

lor low CPU overhead. • Completely Interrupt driven for last

& smooth Multi-Tasking operations, -fin*
Drivers written by KEVIN DARLING ' JU>

Don't let anyone tell you otherwise, the WD 1773
does not have any problems with COCO 3s. ,

!! Only bed designs do !! A

3 in 1 Multl Board Adapter
Parallel Printer Port, Real Time Clock

and a true RS-232 Serial Port.

External DC adapter required.

(OS-9 Driver included)

Real Time Clock & Printer Interface
OS-9 Driver (20$)

Mini EPROM Programmer
Hard Disk Adapter
Works wilh SASI S SCSI interface

No Multi-Pak needed if used with SCi or SC2.
Compatible with RGB DOS and Burke & Burke,
Hyper I/O, OS-9 Driver included,

Hard Disk Adapter with RS-232

CRC COMPUTERS INC.

11 Bou I. Des Laurentides, Laval, (Quebec), Canada H7G 2S3

Call far Canadian Prices Include S&H of $4 or $8 if order exceeds $75 Master Card and Visa Accepted
1-514-967-0195
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moves the disassembly in the opposite

direction. Pressing E exits the program and
returns you to Disk BASIC.

There are a number of straightforward

conventions adhered to in the disassembly

process. Unknown opcodes, for instance,

are displayed as ??. When a branch instruc-

tion is displayed, the destination is dis-

played as an absolute address, rather than a

displacement. Push, pull, transfer and ex-

change commands are displayed with the

registers they act on, ratheT than simply the

raw postbytes. Also, the documentation

specifies which instruction is displayed for

those opcodes that translate into more than

one instruction mnemonic, such as BUS and
BCC. I find these conventions clear and
workable.

This program is quite simple to use, but

rather disappointing in its lack of features.

There is no provision for printing the disas-

sembly, although I suspect it isn't too dif-

ficult to patch it to do so. Once the program
has a starting address, youronly choices are

to go up or down one instruction. Jumping
toa different address requires restarting the

program from scratch. There is no key

repeat, so to advance a number of instruc-

tions, you must keep tapping on the down
arrow,

But Disassembler offers one very im-

portant consideration: For $5 it is a heck of

a lot better than writing a disassembler of

your own!

(BDS Software, P.O. Box 485, Glenview, IL
60025, 312-998-lfiSfi; $5 disk only)

—Jim K. Issel

Software COC0 1.2&T]

OS-9 Pascal 2.0—
A Pascal Compiler
for Levels I and II

Pascal is the current language of choice

in many colleges and universities for teach-

ing structured programming methods. It

has also become popular on MS-DOS
machines because of packages such as

Borland's Turbo Pascal.

This is a review of the OS-9 Pascal

compiler— not the Pascal language. How
well the language is implemented is of
primary interest. Because the Pascal lan-

guage has a standard (several, actually), it

is fairly straightforward to compare the

language as implemented to the selected

standard. Microware Systems Corporation

(from whom Tandy licensed OS-9 Pascal)

chose to implement ISO Standard 7185.1

Level 0.

It so happens that I own a copy of the

Pascal "bible" referenced by the

"be OS-9 Pascal.'

compiler is a little un-

usual in that it pro-

duces executable

pseudocode that can
then be Further trans-

lated into 6809 assem-

bly code* The pseu-

docode is executed by
one of two runtime

modules, one for

smaller programs and
the other for very

large programs.

documentation. OS-9 Pascal compares
Favorably lo the Pascal described in this

book by the creators of Pascal (Pascal User
Manna! and Report by Kathleen Jensen

and Niklaus Wtrth). There are differences,

mostly nonstandard enhancements and
machine-dependent implementations. The
few differences do not appear to have seri-

ous drawbacks in using standard Pascal

with this compiler.

An important aspect of any compiler is

its ease of use. You don't want to spend

more time fooling around with the com-
piler than it took you to write the program.

Ideally you should not have to pay much
attention to thecompileratall. OS-9 Pascal
does not quite meet this ideal state.

This implementation of Pascal does not

have an integrated environment such as is

found in BASIC09. Programs must be cre-

ated and corrected in a separate text editor

(such as e d 1 1 or DynaStar). The source file

is then used as input for the compiler to

create the compiled program. Once it is

successfully compiled, the program can be

executed from OS-9.

The OS-9 Pascal compiler is a little

unusual in that it produces executable pseu-

docode that can then be further translated

into 6809 assembly code, The pseudocode
isexecutedby one of two runtime modules,

one for smaller programs and the other for

very large programs (in which swapping

code in and out of memory is required).

This swapping allows Pascal programs to

be executed that would not otherwise fit in

memory. The assembly code version, once
assembled, should run faster but is apt to be
bigger (so says the documentation). I no
ticed no real speed difference in the small

test program I used. A special linkage edi-

tor is provided to combine machine and

pseudocode modules into one execution

package. This allows libraries of common
functions to be built and used.

The required assembler is part of the

OS-9 Level I package for which this com-
piler was developed. While I still have
Level I and a CoCo 2, 1 also have a Level JJ

and a CoCo 3 — so I decided to see how
well OS-9 Pascal would do on the new
stuff. The results were not promising until

I scrounged around and found the follow-

ing patch (courtesy of Greg Law via the

OS-9 Forum on CompuServe):

Offset Old New
0607 21 2D

1692 21 25

The changes are made to the Pascal

module so that it can properly locate some
of its files. Remember, if you choose to

make this patch, never make changes to

your original source disks. Always make
these changes to a working copy.

After I installed this patch, 1 had no
problem using the compiler with OS-9 Level

II, although I did not try to translate the

pseudocode to assembly. There are other

patches for OS-9 Pascal available, but I did

not try any of these for this review.

The compiler package is delivered on
two 35-track, single-sided disks (standard

for the CoCo). While the package is usable

in this format, I copied it to a single 40-

track, double-sided disk. This was much
more convenient.

The documentation included with the

compiler is a reference manual. As it states

in the introduction, "Either you know Pas-

cal oryou don't." If you don't, this manual
won't help you learn and you will need to

supplement it with other sources. If you do
know Pascal, the manual does cover the

basics on using the compiler and provides

a reference to Pascal as implemented for

Tandy OS-9.

OS-9 Pascal 02.00.00 is comparable to

MS-DOS versions of the same language in

features and list price. Unlike the MS-DOS
versions, discounts are harder to come by.

Your best bet pricewise is to find a copy as

a "managers special" at a Radio Shack.

Support is provided by Tandy through the

Radio Shack stores and computer centers.

OS-9 Pascal 2.0, which is not copy-

protected, runs on any machine that sup-
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ports OS-9 Level I or OS-9 Level II (with a

patch to Pascal), Requirements include a

Color Computer 1 or 2 with 64K or a Color

Computer 3 with 128K. a text editor and

two or more standard CoCo disk drives.

Effective use requires a printer. A hard

drive nr high-capacity floppies (360K or

720K) will make life easier. To make full

use of its features requires the assembler,

which is supplied with OS-9 Level I but not

with Level II.

{Tandy Corporation, 1700 One Tandv Cen-

ter, Fort Worth, TX 76102; $99.95: Available

through Express Order at Radio Shack stores

nationwide. Cat. No. 26-3034)

—Jesse R. Strawbridge

GSoftware CoCo 1 , 2 & 3

Trythis—
A Game of Reflexes

Trythis is an arcade game that works on

most anything— tape or disk, CoCo 1,2 or

3 (32K required). CoCo 3s need lobe in the

CoCo 2 mode (32-column width) for it to

run, though. Using your right joystick or

the keyboard, you manipulate shapes as

they fall from the top of the screen. The

object is to fill up your screen with the

shapes and build your points. The more

shapes you can place, the higher your score

goes. The game ends when the shapes have

nowhere to go.

If you are an adult who doesn't know
what you are doing, the screen fills up

really fast. As you get better, or if you are

a child, or familiar with the game Tenia,

you can sit and play Trythis all day. As soon

as you fill up a single row completely, it

disappears and all the other rows of shapes

"settle" to the bottom (kind of like what

they say your cereal does in the box). As
long as you keep filling rows and having

them disappear, you can play forever.

There are three skill levels, and the only

difference I can see among them is the

speed with which the shapes fall. Not only

do you manipulate the shapes into place left

and right with the arrow keys or joystick,

but you can also turn them in 90-degree

increments.

Tiythis is for all players. It will keep a

preschooler occupied and also develop hand-

eye coordination, but don't tell them that.

They'll just think it's fun. The simple shapes

and bright colors fascinate ihem. I also

recommend the joystick for the preschool-

ers. Anyone from the elementary age up

had better have a "Try-This Anonymous"
phone number handy (hough. . . the game is

very addictive, even for those playing on

the advanced skill level . It'sa simple game,

doesn't require much thought, and is per-

fect for any executive or student trying to

relax afLer a hard day at the computer. I took

it to my users group meeting and had a

difficult time prying the joystick away from

the eager line of players so I could do our

scheduled demo.

The manual is short, hut then this game
is so easy to play you don't need a lot of

instructions. The manual does not mention

telephone support, providing only an ad

dress. The main thing that disturbs me
about the manual is that there is no mention

•
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INTRODUCTORY OFFER ?!

" PHONICS FUN
"

i

f

A PRESCHOOL TO GRADE 1 EDUCATION
PROGRAM THAT WILL PRESENT YOUR
CHILD WITH HOURS OF LEARNING FUN.

This prepan {fives practice in associating tlie initial sounds of mfa
tiitli the letters that rake those sounds, Ej,c1i of the four categories

presents ten piotoes, each fepictinjf a different mi There m nw 40

liijli resolution 15 color- pictures with 4 uoris to choose f reti for- each

wim The first letter of each mi is lisMited mi choices are naie \>y

twins letters in,

Works on COCO 3 only.

Disk only *

sis us, / m
Pitts 52.00 t/l

After HOV 30

51? US, /w
plus $2,00 S/K

;

•

Swhi ito COD's

Send CHEQUI w
"

W.B.D. SOFTWARE

P.O. BOX 1077
ESTERHASY, SASK.
CANADA SOA OXO
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TAZMAN

Flight Deck

*3>

Soar through the universe with an old ship and a
small cargo, searching for inhabited planets on
which to market your goods. Shop for the latest

and most efficient upgrades for your ship. Stay
clear of space hazards and sidestep planetary

storms as you seek your fortune among the stars!

512KCoCa3
One Disk Drive
Requires OS-9/H

16 Color Graphics
Joystick
$24,95

^LrmcfiairAdmiraC
Hie time-honored game of Battleship, enhanced by

Intelligent computer opponents, comes to your
CoCo3 complete with sloops and galleons. Up to 8

players, any mix of human or computer.

71

12SKCoCo3 Tape or Disk $14.95 \

Checks, money orders, MasterCard & Visa.

All orders add $2.00 shipping & handling.

CO-D. please add an additional $2.00.

Washington addresses add 7.5% Sales Tax.

Eversoft Games Ltd
P.O. Box 3354

Arlington, Wa 98223

(206) 653-5263
10am to 6pm PST
|/""x~\)
i MoH*rCan4
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of any kind of guarantee. Since the disk is

not protected in any way, backups aren't a

problem. My concern would be a case in

which a buyer received a disk that had
somehow gotten mangled by the postaJ

service. However, when contacted, Bruce
Gregory of Gregory Software assured he

would be "more than happy to replace any

damaged magnetic media" for bona fide

customers who request such replacement.

As an added bonus, Gregory Software

includes a joystick-driven menu program
with TrytMs. The price of this game, at

$9.95, is certainly reasonable, especially

considering its entertainment value. Just

don't look to the manual for any help with

strategy. . . ask a kid,

(Gregory Software, Box 573, Kirkland, IL
60146, 815-522-3593; $9.95 for tape or disk)

—Gail Allore

Software CoCo3

Window Writer—
Word Processing

With Windows

Window Writer from Cer Comp is a

powerful word processor and text editor

written for 5 1 2K CoCo 3s with a disk drive.

It utilizes a point-and-click aser interface

that supports either a joystick or mouse
connected to a high-resolution joystick

adapter. Window Writer runs under Cer-

Comp's Window Master environment and
makes full use of Window Master's out-

standing features, including excellent graph-

ics, lots of windows, pull-down menus and
icons— all of this without OS-9. It uses a

screen-formatting system that lets you
embed various commands in your text file,

resulting in printed output of professional

quality, limited only by the features ofyour
particular printer.

If you don't have Window Master, you
can still run this powerful word processor

by purchasing Window WriterlW for $20
extra. Window Writer is not copy-protected,

so be sure to make yourself a backup of the

disk for safekeeping.

Starting up Window WriterlW is simple.

If you want to boot it up from a cold start,

just type in RUN "WWRITER" and press EN-

TER. This automatically loads in a runtime

version of Window Master before it loads

Window Writer. If you are already running

Window Master and want to boot up Win-
dow Writer, just type in R U hiM "WUIRITER"

and press enter. After a few minutes of

disk activity you will see the Window Writer

title screen. You'll also notice a black-and-

white menu bar at the top of the screen and
below that three rows of blue boxes with

the names of commands in them— these

boxes are called buttons. Both the menu bar

and buttons are activated by moving the

pointer arrow to the appropriate command
and pressing the mouse or joystick button.

Wiindow Writer is- si

powerful word processor

that is fun to use, very

user-friendly and has a
price tag that represents

an outstanding value.

The powerful Window
Writer environment

compares favorably to

that of Microsoft

Windows under MS-DOS.

The Menu Bar
The menu bar holds six options. When a

menu option is selected, adrap-downmenu
appears. The six menu selections are:

Files

Edit

Display

Misc.

Format

Printer

The Files Menu
A wide variety of I/O options are ac-

cessed from the Files menu; most are self-

explanatory. Options available from the

Files menu include the following: New,
Load File, Save File, Save As, Append
File. Directory, Roll Text to Disk, Get

More Text, Open Output File, Kill File,

Backup Disk and Quit.

The Load File option calls up a direc-

tory/file selection window from which you
can point and shoot to select a file. This is

a very professional and user-friendly way
to go about file I/O, and is reminiscent of

the MS-DOS Windows environment.

Save As saves the buffer to a filename

you specify . Window Writer has quite a few
commands that pertain to buffers. I have
nut seen so much attention paid to this in

other word processing programs and was at

first wondering what all the fuss was about.

The buffer commands, it seems, help you
handle files larger than memory allows. In

essence, although the graphics environ-

ment places a large overhead on Window
Writer, you are not limited to skimpy,
small files.

Append File simply lets you add onto

the file currently displayed— if the buffer

will be overfilled, you are prompted to

open an output file to store the excess. Roll

Text to Disk is used when you want to send

part of the buffer todisk to make more room
or get additional text from the input file.

Get More Text is used in conjunction with

an input file that is larger than memory; it

allows you to fit more of the input file into

the buffer. Open Output File opens output

files for text storage. It is used when the

buffer is almost full and you need more
space for adding text. (Ifyou load a file that

is larger than the buffer, you are prompted
for an output file identification and drive

specifier.)

1 find the Backup Disk command a very

handy feature. Window Writer forms its

own cozy little environment; you'll find

few reasons for leaving it.

The Edit Menu
The pull-down Edit menu is where blocks

of text are dealt with, and also where search

functions are initiated; in Window Writer

these functions are called Find Next and
Find & Change.

When selected. Find & Change pops up
an Edit box that asks you for the string you
are looking for and the string you want
instead. You can specify case-specific

matching, and you can also select a match
for whole wards only. For example, if you
were searching for the word areand had not

selected this option, the computer would
slop at the word housewares; otherwise it

would stop only at the word are.

Block functions supported under the

Edit menu include Undo along with Copy
Selection, Move Selection and Delete Se-

lection. The method for selecting text is

extremely easy, requiring the mouse or

joystick. The mouse pointer is in the form
of a text I-Beam. You can move this pointer

anywhere on the screen and then click to

place the cursor. Selecting text simply

involves pressing and holding a button at

the beginning of the block to be selected
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and then "dragging" to the end. When the

button is released, the selected text is high-

lighted and ready for action, whether it is to

be copied, moved or deleted.

Text can be highlighted and copied/

moved/deleted without resorting to the Edit

menu, Three "buttons" below the menu bar

are labelled Copy Text. Delete Text and

Move Text. With the buttons, you can do a

lot of editing without having to lay a finger

on your keyboard.

The Display Menu
The Display menu contains commands

to toggle blinking or solid cursors and to

select color composite or monochrome

monitors. What is most impressive about

this package is thai onscreen type size can

be changed — from 58 to 2 12 characters

per line!

This support for such a wide variety of

onscreen type sizes is most unusual and

unique in the CoCo world — with the

exception of TextPro, another word proc-

essor from Cer-Comp. (TexiPro may lie

more powerful than Window Writer, but it

is also much more difficult to use and more

suited to a programmer than a beginner or

the average user.)

When type size is changed, the lines

automatically readjust for display size. The

display size commands, by the way, are for

the screen only; they have no effect on

printouts (standard printed default is 80

characters per line).

The Miscellaneous Menu
The Miscellaneous menu (or Misc. menu,

as it's called onscreen) is the grab-bag

gateway to macros, the default settings

menu and the Status window. The Status

window tells how muchmemory is free and

used, and also reveals the cursor's current

position in the file. Additionally, it offers

word and line counts. (A Status Info button

can be clicked for a shortcut.)

The pop-up Defaults box lets the user

select the default disk drive, line length,

margins, justification, spacing, etc. Even

the cursor's auto-repeat rate can be set.

As for macros, what Window Writer

callsfunction keys, you can program a key

function, display key definitions and save a

key set. Upon start-up Window Writer auto-

matically saves the current function key set

and loads a set of keys called WORDKEYS. KEY.

Also from the Miscellaneous menu are

the Goto Page #, Kill Help File. Split Screen

and Un-Split Screen commands. Goto Page

#is pretty self-explanatory; if a document

has been formatted, it moves you to a

specified page — a fast way of getting

around in a document. The Kill Help File

option is provided for freeing up more

space in the buffer for a text file by killing

the Help file (if you think you can do

without it). The Split Screen command
divides the text screen into upper and lower

halves, handy for when you want to edit

one section of afile while viewing another.

The Printer Menu
From the Printer menu you can set baud

rates from 300 to 19200 baud, and also

toggle linefeeds. By default, linefeeds are

disabled. When you click to enable line-

feeds, it causes a normal CoCo printer to

print in double spacing. Other options from

the Printer menu include Print Screen and

Print File.

The Style Menu
The Style menu lets you insert com-

mands for plain, bold, italics, underlining,

wide, superscripted and subscripted text

into your document. I found it very handy

to be able to click on a style when I wanted

to go to italics,but as the manual points out,

resorting to the Style menu does get to be

slow — when you become familiar with

Window Writer, it becomesjust as easy and

a lot faster to type the commands yourself.

The function keys really help out with this.

?—OS9- File — utilities— Games — Hardware— BASIC— Support-

Games ".".".".V-V.

» Level 2 OS9 scrambled- letter

VP'tt TJSXP1 1 W"' fl
ame ,or 1 "16 players.

i $19.95 15,000 word dictionary or
' friends. Requires 256K.

•**
/fflfr«.*«!'

Hagjjorpatcfj
Don 'I be afraid ol the dungeons

DAGGORPATCH puts the thrill back Into your Dyna
Mero Dungeons of Daggorath™ game cartridge by

patching it to run From disk. Includes disk load & save,

auto-repeat command, pause, OMP-100 screen dump,

Special: While supplies last, get both
Daggorpatch and the Dungeons ol

Daggorath cartridge for only J 19.951

".".'Hardware.

QoCO'XT Hard Disk Interfaces

NO HALT 1 or 2 hard drives 30% faster than SASI Uses PC-type

hard disk drives & controllers 5 Meg to 120 Meg per drive Doe* not

use interrupt* Wulli PAK recommended Includes EZGen boot tile

editor for easy Installation • CoCo XT-RTC inclldea real-time clock

CoCo XT $6995 CoCo XT-RTC $99.95

XT-flOM AUTO-BOOT ROM , , . Automatically boote OSS from your
Burke * Burke hard drive at power-up. Use XT-ROM as & convenience,

or For lail-asfe CoCo operation in unattended BBS, home security, etc

BASIC

UVDCD I //"I tOQ OK Modifies disk BAStC to use hardn r '^^ t1 'lfV 0«-33 diikft (CoCo XT, DISTO. LR), F»LR)
Fully RESET

(COCO
disks, and any mi* of 35-160 tracfc floppy disks,

protected, 16K EPROM-able.

t-S trrjco ill Hn nq RAM disk and print spooler farn rpen 111 y I 4..V*) HVPER-UO & S12K CoCo 3.

$21.95

XT-ROM $19.95 f *' hard disk cable set $1 7.50
j

A New Breed of CoCo 3 Memory Expansion
Uses your CoCo 3 64K * 4 memory chfost

Our revolutionary QuarterMeg circuit adds four new 64K
X 4 memory chips to the memory chips already in your
12BK CoCo 3. Doubles your OS9 and BASIC memory >o

25GK, Moat of the advantages of 512K, at half the cost!

Bare board $39.95; with 4 chips $69.95

HYPER-l/O Utilities

Kevin Berner's wildcard copy, delete, and fite

search utilitiea for HYPER-l/O.

HYPER-l/O Disk Doctor $17.95

Utilities &
Disk Doctor

Kevin's second utility package. Find bad sectors, edit FAT, etc.

R.S.B. (Real BASIC for OS9) $39.95
Burke a Burke's R.S.B. is a complete. Level 2 OS9 compatible
vcniran nf Dink extended Color BASIC. Loads and saves BASIC
programs In OSS format. Includes BASIC-OS9 file transfer utilities.

Require* 2S6K, Level 2 OS9, RS-DOS ,' ADOS 3 I CDOS ROM.

TiTi

WASHINGTON BESEDENTS
PLEASE ADD 6,1% SALES
TAX. U.S. COD"* add sa.75.

Minimum U.S. ihlpplng &
handling 53,00,

14,00 minimum ihlpplng to

Cfidimdfl. Plcasa allow 2 watks
tor dallvtry. Overnight or

2-dfty dallvary avall&Ma for

In -.stock Hems.

Saftwart. upgrades 55.00 oach
*V Facatpt, Including U.u.

shipping.

Talaphan* orders, cm 1

1

1 (BCD) Z37-240B

Technical support call

1 (200) 235 0917

RAINBOW
CERTIFICAnCN

HStt.

File System

Your OS3 disks are suffering from a bad case of

fragmentation, and ($29,95} we've got the cure.

Aa 059 modifies files, It breaks them Into many small pieces spread across your disks,

new File System Repack program examines each file on your hard or floppy disk. It

reverses the effect* of fragmentation by gathering up and combining piece* of files. In

addition in Ih* immediate benefit at a tsater system, our program also reduces disk head
movement - in the long term, decreasing wear on your system's mechanical parte.

Our

OS9 Utilities'

Wild & MV Version 2.1

Use "wildcards" with mostOSQ commands, or

rearrange your directory tree. Features recursive

directory searches. A hard disk must! $19.95

EZGen Version 1.06

Powerful OS9 bootlile editor. Change module names,
add or delete modules, patch bytes, or rearrange
modules. Works on other files, too. $19.95

JBuvkt & JBurfc*
P.O. Box 58342 Ren Ion, WA

98058
(206) 235-0917
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The Format Menu
The Format menu is used to "text-proc-

ess" your document for output to the printer,

the disk or the screen. Options include Start

Text Process, Format to Printer, Format to

Disk and Format to Screen.

When you're typing along in the editor,

you ' II notice codes for such th tngs as italics

and bold. You do not get a WYSIWYG
view until you format the text— then bold

text appears as bold onscreen, italics as

italics, etc. Embedded commands are usu-

ally inserted at the beginning of each text

line (although certain commands can be
placed in the middle). They begin with a

period (.) and are followed by a two-letter

mnemonic code, such as .CE for centering

text This text formatting is the most diffi-

cult part of learning to use Window Writer,

and even this is not so difficult once you
read over the text formatting section of the

manual.

At first, embedding all these codes may
seem kludgy when compared to the point-

and-cJick case of use in the rest of the

program, but soon you realize the power
available in such a system. Besides, macros
can be designed to automate the process of

embedding commands. Codes are avail-

able for margins, line/page lengths, pagina-

tion, headers/footers, footnotes, fonts.

character til Is. tabs, field records, tables of
contents, programmable printer control

functions, spacing and much, much more.
There are even nine user-programmable

functions.

Window Writer allows a great deal of

flexibility when using different font modes,
but care must be exercised. You must al-

ways use a left margin of or you will get

varied results when centering or using col-

umn formatting. This is because the dot

width of a space character is usually differ-

ent from font to font, and the left margin is

printed in the last font used at print time.

Therefore, you will be better off if you use

your printer's commands to set the left

margin. (Although many printers are al-

ready supported and appropriate files are

on the supplied disk, you may want to

consult your own printer manual to take

advantage of all it has to offer. Once you
have your printer file on disk, you can have
it imported during boot-up.)

Wrapping Up
"Smooth" is the way I'd describe Win-

dow Writers point-and-shoot technique. I

was impressed with the operation and speed

of Window Writer. It capitalizes on the

WYSIWYG idea so that you always know
exactly what your document is going to

look like. The 50-page spiral-bound in-

struction book is full of helpful hints and
illustrations.

The shortcut buttons are an ingenious

feature that saved me a lot of time. The
buttons I found I used most were the Delete

Text, Move Text, Copy Text, Find Next,

Change Next. Del Word and Undo Line
buttons. The buttons are just one example
of the thought and planning that went into

this program.

Wind&W Writer is a powerful word proc-

essor that is fun to use, very user-friendly

and has a price lag that represents an out-

standing value. The environment compares
favorably to that of Microsoft Windows
under MS-DOS.

I wish someone would figure out how to

add a good spelling checker to this pack-
age. And I also wish there were some way
to shoehorn this excellent program into a

128K machine. For you 512K CoCo 3

owners, Window Writer is a must-have

program. Don't pass it up.

(Cer-Comp Ltd., 5566 Ricochet Ave., Las
Vegas, NV 89110, 702-452-0632; $59.95,

$79.95 for Window Master/W runtime ver-

sion)

—Robert Gray

PHuC.fi iU*. PEftfPHEHJlS- SUPPdfS S(SVICf

Fast Delivery...

Friendly Service

Now in our 7th year!

j4v4fcx 7H6defiH4,

A VA TEX 2400e just $125!
Avatex 1 200e

with Coco Cable

$79
89

Avatex 2400e $125
with Coco Cable 135
(Coco 3 only)

^i, with RS-232 Cable" 140
RAINBOW \ S

ln^^
== 3r^V

Avatex I200e, Cable

AUTOTERM... $119
Avatex 2400e, Cable

AUTOTERM.. . $165
"Coco 1,2 requires Deluxe RS-232 Pak

moaeeeoeooeeooooooo*

(THE SOFTWARE HOUSE Hfls'fl NEW NAME)

10/*4.95
10/*7.95

OI SKS
FLIRPY DISKS
(FACTORY PUNCHED - USE BOTH SIDES)

SENTINEL COLOR DISKS DS/DD 10/*9.95
(10 ASSORTED COLORS IN CLEAR PLASTIC 6IFT BOX)

ALL DISKS CERT. ERROR FREE. W/SLEEVES, LABELS, H.F.

3.S" DISKS DS/DD 10/*15.95
MAILING LABELS, PIN FEED $5.00/H I15.95/5H

FILE CftflDS 3X5 " J3.50/250 tf. 95/1888

POST CARDS 4X6 " 13. 95/208 $8,95/588

PRINTER RIBBONS
GEMINI il/I/ifi BLACK 12.00 Eft.

COLORS R-8R-BLU-GRN-PUR $2,50 EA.

R.S. DNP 110 BLACK $4.95 EA.

R.S. MP 130 BLACK $6,95 EA.

COLORS RED-BLU-GRN $7.95 EA.

STAR NL/NX10 BLACK $7,95 EA.

STAR mm BLACK $5.95 EA.

12/122.00

5/111.

M

3/$22.M

SEND CARD I * EXP. DATE

ALL ITEMS 1007. GUARANTEED
ADD $2.50 S/H IN USA. CANADA ADD $3.50 $i.00/LB.

MICHIGAN RESIDENTS ADD 4* SALES TAX

SEND CHECK-HONEV ORDER PAYABLE TO:

DATAMATCH, INC.
9020 HEMIN6MAV, BEDFORD, MI 49239

(313) 937-1313
MIN. CHARGE ORDER $20.00
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The following products have recently been received by THE RAINBOW, examined

by our magazine staff and issued the Rainbow Seal of Certification, your assurance

that we have seen the product and have ascertained that it is what it purports to be.

Airwar Plus, a collection of three arcade-

style aerial combat games: Airwar, An-

war! and Spacebar. Requires a CoCo 3, a

disk, drive and a joystick. SPORTSware,

1251 S. Reynolds Road, Suite 414. Toledo,

OH 43615. (419) 389-15/5: $15.

#"C.R.T. Connection Public Domain
Collection, a set of 97 disks in six catego-

ries: utilities, music, graphics, education,

games and telecommunications. A sam-

pling sent for review includes jokes and

insults disks, games (Caves of Xlaxx), a

label program, and files for the Speech/

Sound pack. C.R.T. Connection, 3625

Orange Ave., Ft. Pierce, FL 34947, (407)

464-9873; $3.50 per single disk, $194 for

the 97-disk set.

DSKLBL Versiun 1.1, a menu-driven

program written in BASIC, designed to print

disk directories on labels,jacket inserts and

custom disk jackets. Requires a 32K CoCo
with Extended basic, a disk drive and a

pnnter. King Cottage Industries, 1814 Valley

St. N.E., Poulsbo, WA 98370. (206) 697-

5576; $5.

Eagle Keyboard and Adapter, a key-

board/adapter unit that lets CoCoists use a

105-key Eagle-compatible keyboard with

CoCos 1, 2 or 3. The unit Fits inside the

CoCo and requires opening the computer.

It offers compatibility with the built-in

CoCo keyboard while allowing use of

function keys, a numeric keypad and mac-

ros. Includes a 6-foot cord. Arizona Small

Computer, 930 W. 23rd St., Suite 26, Tempe,

AZ 85282, (602) 829-8028; $125.

Eldus, an arcade-style adventure game
featuring 101 graphics screens. The object

of the game is for the player, as King

Ralum. toexplore the multi-tiered world of

Barthen and find Eldus, the pool of life.

Requires a CoCo 3 with disk. SPORTSware,

1251 S. Reynolds Road, Suite 414, Toledo,

OH 43615, (419) 389-1515; $16.

HAWKSoft Dual Hi-Res Joystick

Adapter, an adapter that allows the use of

programs that require the Tandy Hi-Res

joystick adapter or the Colorware adapter,

as well as programs that require nojoystick

adapter at all; dual toggles set the modes.

Includes a cassette port. HAWKSoft, P.O.

Box 7112, Elgin. 1L 60121 , (312) 742-

3084; $40.

KJV on Disk #3, the book of Exodus 1 -2

1

on disk in ASCII files for CoCos 1 , 2 and 3.

BDS Software, P.O. Box485, Glenview, 1L

60025, (312) 998-1565; $3.

4^ M-Menuing System, an OS-9 machine-

language version of the R-Menu system

written in C for UNIX. For CoCo 3s and

OS-9 Level II. r
3 Systems, 4072 E. 22ndSt„

Suite 178. Tucson, AZ 85711, (602) 745-

2327; $19.95 plus $3 SlH.

Rorke's Drift, a strategic war game based

on the battle between the British and Zulu

forces in Africa in 1879. The player con-

trols the British forces; the object is to stay

alive until the troops' reliefcolumn arrives.

For the Color Computer 3 with a disk drive

system. SPORTSware, 1251 S. Reynolds

Road.Suite414, Toledo, OH 43615. (419)

389-1515; $16.

^S-Sereen Control Utility, a 509-byte

machine language program designed to be

merged with OS-9's shell. It orrers 37

mnemonic commands for text screen con-

trol, and also includes the small machine

language program S09, aBASlCtw interface

that allows users to call S from within a

BASIC09 program. For CoCo 3s and OS-9
Level II. )

J Systems, 4072 E, 22nd St. , Suite

178, Tucson, AZ 85711, (602) 745-2327;

$19.95 plus $3 SlH.

Simply Better 2,0, an upgraded word proc-

essor for the CoCo 3. New features include

word counts, repeat-last and invert-case

commands, and a Cray-o-lator (a pop-up

floating-point calculator for decimal, bi-

nary and Hex). Also, old commands have

been modi fied to use mnemonic keystrokes

(e.g., alt-ctrl-m formail merge}. Version

2.0 also includes a French supplement, a

condensed version of the manual written in

French, which also shows how to generate

French characters. Simply Better Software,

P.O. Box 20726, Portland. OR 97220. (503)

254-7225; $34.95 , or $29.95 through Dec.

15, add $3 SlH.

® Utilities/Subroutines for BASIC, a set

of subroutines, utilities and programming

aids for Disk basic programmers. Includes

QuickDraw, an interactive drawing pro-

gram for PMODE 4, a search-and-replace

utility for data files, an electronic notepad,

programming and scientific calculator

programs, and more. Requires a 128K CoCo
3 and Disk basic. Gibralter Software, 65

Bluff Axe., Rowayton, CT 06853. (203)

335-0581; $14.95 plus $2 SlH.

^ First product received from this company

The Seal of Certification is open to all manufacturers of products for the Tandy

Color Computer, regardless of whether they advertise in THE RAINBOW.

By awarding a Seal, the magazine certifies the program docsexist — that we have

examined it and have a sample copy— but this does not constitute any guarantee

of satisfaction. As soon as possible, these hardware or software items will be

forwarded to THE RAINBOW reviewers for evaluation.

—Lauren Willoughby
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They call it Flipper

Flipper09
m

:

WMmSi

•

by Stephen J, Page

ost people have heard of

the games \ikcFlipper09.

1 Many have played the

uame in one form or an-

;;,. ::: :
,;;. orhcr. Some may even

Imvf ii'K'd 10 program it

on their computer. The object is to have
more pieces on the board with your color

than your opponent by the end of the game.
This is done by placing one of your pieces

in an unoccupied square so that one ormore
of your opponent's pieces are in between
the piece you put down and The pieces you
already have on the board. The pieces of
your opponent between yourtwo pieces are

turned to show your color. This may sound
complicated, but it is really very simple, es-

pecially when done on the computer.

Drawing the board in basic, as well as

making moves indicated by two human
players, is simple. The real difficulty comes
when you want the computer to play —
speed is a problem. With Extended Color
BASIC, to get any realistic playing capabil-

ity takes about two minutes per move. This
is why I chose to write FlipperW in BASIC09.

Stephen J. Page, a 23-year-old mechanical
engineer, works for Bristol Aerospace
Limited, in Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, He
has been using a CoCofoi overfour years
and has written a large number ofgames,
practical programs and utilities for his

Color Computer. He can be reached at 331
Elmhurst Road, Winnipeg, MB, Canada
R3R 0T6; (204) 775-8331 ,ext. 3175.

OS-9 *
The listing: F1ipper09

PROCEDURE Flipper09
0000 DIM sLim4, sum2.suml,sum3, coll. col 2, total : INTEGER
001F DIM move. 1 i ne.l 1 ,player,xx,yy. enter, ei-mum: INTEGER
0042 DIM x0,y0,ax,dy.xl,yl,x2.y2,x3,y3.tb:INTEGER
0071 dim scor(3),xa(Z0).ya(20),aaU0,10):BrTE
009C DIM vad0,10): INTEGER
00AC DIM [imiie(3):STRING
00B8 DIM edge.str,nm(3):STRlNG[]]
0001 DIM board. left:STRrNG[2]
00E1 DIM note:STRING[37]
00EO DIM bottom :STR1NG[ 17]
00F9 DIM nout.Dlarlk:STRING[6]
0109 DIM nogo,good,rjoint;BOOLEAN
0118 5 line-5
0122 PRINT CHR*(12)
0X27 PRINT TABC12); "OTHELL09"
0137 PRINT TABC9): "COPYRIGHT 1985"
014D PRINT TABC7); "BY STEPHEN J. PAGE"
0167 PRINT TABC9): "OTTAWA. CANADA"
017D HR1NI
017F left-CHR$(2)+CKR*(32)
0168 note-left+CHR$<45)4"
01C1 blank-" *'+CHRJ(8)+CHR»(8)+CHRt(S)
01D7 ON ERROR GOTO 60
01DD nogn-FALSE
01E3 BASE
01E5 INPUT "FIRST PLAYERS NAME: ".named)
0204 INPUT "SECOND PLAYERS NAME: ".nameC2>
0224 IF name CI)-"" THEN ranted W'COCO"
023F ENDIF
0241 IF nameCS)-*"' THEN name(2)-'

,

coco"
025C ENOIF
025E PRINT "COLOR DISPLAY? (Y/N) ":

0278 GET #0 f str
0281 PRINT
0283 IF str-"Y" OR str-"y" THEN
0299 FOR X0-1 TO 4
02A8 PRINT " ": x0; ":";
02B7 str-CHR$(127+16*x0}
02C6 PUT #0.5tr
02CF NEXT X0
02DA PRINT
02DC 10 Hne«T0
02E6 REPEAT
02ES PRINT lflft.+tHR$(43)+"FIRST COLOR;"!
0301 GET #3,str
030A coll-VAL(str)
0314 UNTIL coll<5 AND coll)0
0326 20 Hne-20
0330 REPEAT
0332 PRINT left+CHR$(44)+"SEC0ND COLOR:'*;
034C GET #0,str

"+left+CHRt{45)
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0355 C0l2-VALCstr}
035F UNTIL col2<5 AND COl2>0 AND eoUOcol2
0379 PRINT
037B edge-CHR$U28)
0383 bottom-""
038A FOR xfl-1 TO 17

039A bottom-boUom+CHR$ < 195

)

03A6 NEXT x0
03B1 nm(0)-CHRtU95)
03BC nm(l)-CHR$U15+16*coll)
03CE tJm[2)-CHRt(115+16*C0l2)
03E0 ELSE
03E4 edge-" "

03EC- nm(0 )-"+'

03F7 nirKD-named)
0404 nmC2)-name(2)
0411 ENDIF
0413 REPEAT
0415 REM INITIALIZE ARRAY
0428 FOR X0-0 TO 9

0438 FOR y0-0 TO 9

0446 aa(x0,y0)-0
0456 NEXT y0
0461 NEXT x0
046C aa(4.4)-l
0478 aa(S:.S>-l
0484 aa(4.5)-2
0*190 aa(5.4)-2
049C FOR X0-1 TO 4

04AC FOR y0-l TO 4

04BC READ rtn

04C1 va£x0,y0)-nn
04D1 va(x0.9-j, 0)-nn

04E4 «a(9-x0.y0)»nn
04F7 va(9-x0.9-y0)-nn
050D NEXT y0
0518 NEXT x0
0523 DATA 2000.-100,50.40
0535 DATA -100.-250, 21.15
0549 DATA 50.-21,5.2
055A DATA 40.15,2.1
056B REM PRINT OUT BOARD
057D tb-S
0534 PRINT CHRIU2): TABUb); " 12 3 4 5 6 7 8"

05A3 FOR X0-1 TO 8

05B3 PRINT TAB(tb): X0;

05BE str-edge
05C6 PUT #0.str
05CF FOR y0-l TO 8

05BF boa rd-nrn(aaU0.y0> Hedge
05F4 PUT #0, board
05FD NEXT y0
0608 PRINT x0
0690 NEXT X0
0618 IF l1ne-20 THEN PRINT TAB(tb+l):
0620 PUT m. bottom
0636 PRINT
0638 ENDIF
063A PRINT TAB(tb): " 12 3 4 5 6 7 8"

0654 PRINT left: CHRK47); "ENTER 0,0 IF UNABLE TO MOVE";

067C FOR x0=l TO LEN( named))
0690 nout-CHRJ(2)+CHRtc34)+CHR$(x0+31J+nmd)+MlDt(name{n.x0,l)+nni(l)
06BC PUT #0,nout
06C5 NEXT x0
06D0 FOR x0-l TO LEN{name{2>)
06E4 nout-CHR${2)+CHRt(60)+CHR*(x0+31)+nniC2)+MIO*(natne(2),x0 > l)+niii(2)

0710 PIT #0.nout
0719 NEXT x0
0724 player-1
072B mc-ve-4
0732 WHILE m0ve<64 DO

073E line-30
0745 30 REM prompt for move
075A PRINT left: CHR$(42+player); nameCplayer) ; "'S MOVE CX,Y)i"; blank:

0784 IF narne(piayer)-"COCO" OR name (player)-" coco" THEN
07A5 GOSUB. 70

07 A9 ELSE
07AD GET #0.str
07B6 xx-VALCstr)
07C0 PRINT ".";

07C6 SET #0.str
07CF yy-VAL(str)
07D9 ENDIF
07DB IF xx-0 AND yy-0 THEN
07FE IF nogo THEN 40
07 FA PRINT note: namcfpl aycr) i

" CAN'T GO"

0812 nogo-TRUE
0818 pi ayer-3-pl ayer
0823 GOTO 30
0827

'

ENDIF
0829 IF aa!xx,yy)-0 THEN polnt-FALSE
0840 ELSE PRINT note; "POSITION TAKEN"
0859 GOTO 30

basicw is much faster than Extended Color

basic and can handle more variable types.

The program is designed so two people

can play, or one person can play against the

computer — the computer can even play

against itself, The program starts by asking

you the name of the first player. Simply

type in your name and press ENTER. If you

press enter without a name, the computer

plays for the first player. The computer

then prompts you for the name of the sec

ond player. Again, ifyou press ENTER with-

out a name, the computer decides the moves

for the second player.

If you press ENTER at both prompts, the

computer plays itself. Next the program

asks if you are using a colorTV. The game
was originally designed for a color TV,

where the players' pieces are shown in

color. However, I realized that not every-

one has a color TV, so I added a routine for

a black and white TV or monitor. If you

select color by pressing Y, you are asked

for the colors of the pieces of the first and

second players. Just enter the number cor-

responding to the color shown. If you se-

lected black and white by pressing any key

except Y, the pieces are represented by the

first letter of each player's name. Note: In

this mode do not input first and second

players' names that have the same first

letter because it's impossible to distinguish

between players' pieces.

Now you are ready to play. All you have

to do is indicate the position of your move

by pressing two numbers on the keyboard;

first the v position (1-8), which is across the

screen, then the y position (1-8). which is

down the screen, The program makes sure

the move is legal, then makes the move and

Nearly 200

Color Computer

Software Titles!

Call today ro ger your new 1990

Express Order Software Buyer's

Guide. Choose from popular games,

educational packages, productivity

software and more. It's the fast and

easy way to get the software you

really want.

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

1*800-321-3133
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prompts the next player to move. If the

computer is required to move, it does so in

an average of nine seconds. If a player is

unable to make a legal move by not being
able to turn over at least one of the oppo-
nent's pieces, (hat player must forfeit the

move by entering 0,0 as the x and y coordi

-

nates. The game ends either when ail the

spaces are filled or neither player can make
a move, at which time the score is calcu-

lated and the players are offered another

game.

While writing this program, I had to

decide whether to have a really fast game
with an unintellectual computer player or a

fairly long game with a competent com-
puter player. Because of basicoq's capa-

bilities, I was able to reach a compromise
— the game is fast and the level of play is

challenging.

Due to Time limitations the computer is

only abie to look two moves ahead: its

move and its opponent's next move. That
is, the computer checks every possible space

on the board to sec if it can move there. If

it can, it does {remembering each piece it

turns over). Then it looks at each possible

move its opponent can make, determines
the best one, then calculates a score of its

own move based on the worst case out-

come. The computer then returns the board
to its original state and searches for another

move. This continues until the computer
has looked at and scored all possible moves.
It then looks at all the scores and makes the
move with the best score. The score is not

simply based on the number of pieces turned

over, but rather on the values of the pieces

lost or gained — with each position as-

signed a value based on its importance.

Two-Liner Contest Winner . . .

Grab tlie rope, plant your feet and get

ready for a game of Tug ofWar. Two players

battle it out by pressing the A and L keys,

respectively. Winning is accomplished by
pulling your opponent into the mud pit

The listing:

10 PMUUL0 , 1 j PCLSS : SCREEN1 . 1 : DRAW
•C0BM0.100R2b4BM!18.10?R20G2L16"
:P$C0>-"C0D2C5D2C0D6NF4U6R60D6l; 2
D?Bl.4U2E2U8C5J2C0U2CSU"

; P$ ( 1 J-"C
0D2C5D2C0D6F2D2BL4U2E2U6R60D6NG4
U8CSU2C0U2CSLJ":PCOPY1TO2:PCQPY1T
03:A=98:Dn>— 3 : DC2)-l : nRAW"BM88
.84:"+PSOhSOUND100,?0
20 EXEC44539:lJ-INKEYi:M=lNSllt<"
AL" .!$):! FM=01 HEN20ELSEA=A+D(M)

:

PMODE0.2:DRAW" ,

BM=A: .W+PUI): 1
=

If; PC0PY2T01 : PC0PY3T02: I FA-820R
A-115THENPiAY"V3H4L403Go4CL3EL4
CE":CLS:PRI»T"PLAY[R"I+l"WinS!":
END CLSE GOTO 20

Arron Becwar
Mt. Sterling. Wisconsin

I Fat ihii winning iwo-lincr conies) Wiry , the au rtior has Se* n sent
copies of both The Fourth Rainbow Book ofAtkaitura and. its

Companion The Fourth Rmnhuw Aihtnturt Tapt.i

085 D

0B5.F
087
0881
089F
0.9A8
08B7
08BE
08C0
08CC
08DS
08E3'
08 F8
0910
091 1

091

E

092A
0935
0939
-.0944

094&
'0948

msz
095E
0983
0987
098B
0993
0996
099F
09A8
09 A E

09B9
09C4
0900
09E0
09F0
S9FE

0A14
. 0A16
0A29
0A3C
0A4E
0A60
0AS4
0A82
0AA0
0AA2
0AA4
BAB 7

0ACA
0ADC
0AEE
0AF2
0B10
0B2E
0B30
"BB32
0B34
0B38 40'

0&4D
0B57
0861
0S7I
0881

. 0B9F'
'

0BAA
'08B5

0BE7
0C06
0C0F
0C11
0C25
0C27 50
0C49
0C66
ira
0C7A.
'0C89
"0C8B 60
..0.C9E

'

0CA4.

0CBE
0CD9
ar.oFi

'flCFf

0008-

0020
0D45
0D49
0D4B
0D74

ENDIF
FQR..<j*~-l TO 1 ..

'.'."'.' FOR dy--l TO 1

IF aa(xx+dx,yy+dy)~3 -player THEN-
xl-xx+dx
yl-yy+dy.
11-0
REPEAT '

xi-xl+dx
yl-yi+dy

.

It-It +1
until aacxi.yuoj-playsr

.

IF aa{xl,.yl)-player THEM point-TRUE
REPEAT

xl-xl-dx
yt-yl-dy
11—11-1
S0SUB 50

UNTIL 11-0
EN0IF

ENDIF
NEXT dy

NEXT ik
IF NOT(point) THEN PRINT note; "MOVE-GETS NO POINTS'

GOTO 30
ELSE
xl-xx .

yl-yy
GTJSUB' 50
PRINT rote: '* "

nogo-FALS.E
srtove j»mo.ve+l
pi ayer-3- player
IF tnove-60'THEN

FOR X0-1 TO 6

FOR y0»l TO 8
vaU0.y0)-10

NEXT y0
NEXT X0

ENDIF
IF itl-1 OR xl-fl THEN'

IF yl-1 OR yX-8-THEH
va(xl,yl-lJ-500
vaUl.yl+n-500

ELSE
va.(xl,'yl-l-)-vd'(xl,'yI.: l)+lB0
va(xl,yl+l)"°v<a(xl..yl+l)-t-200

ENLUF
EN0IF
TF yl-1 OR yl-S' THEN

IF xl-1 OH xl-8 THEN
va(xl-l ,yl )-500
va(xl+l,yi)-500

ELSE
vafxl-UyD-vatxl-I . yl)+20B
va(xl+l.yl)-va(xl-t-r,yl)+l00

ENDIF
ENDIF

ENDIF
ENDWHTLE
REM CALCULATE SCORE
SCOr<l)-0
scdr(2)-a
FOR X0-1TO 8

FOR y.0-1 TO 8
' $CQr(aa(.x0,y0))-5cor(aa(x0

( y0) )+I
NEXT y0

NEXT x0
.PUT NT note; named J; " WON " :• scor'C 1) "

PRINT "DO YOU WANT ANOTHER GAME?. "'
:

GET #0,str
' 'PRINT
UNTIL str-"n" Oft <;tr-"IT
END
REM TURN ON BOARD POSITION XI. Yl
PRINT CHRIC2) : . CHR$(xl*2+tb+31) ; CHR$(yI+3Z)

;

str-ntn(player)
PUT #0.str
aa(xl,yl->-player
RETURN
REM E'RROR ROUTINE
errnum-E'RR
IF errnunp-2 OR errnum-3- OR e'rrnum-211 THEN

IF ermunr*2 OR errrttat-3 THEN GET #0,str
ENDIF'

'

PRINT note: "DO YOU REALLY WANT TO QUIT?"'
GET #0,str.
IF str-"y" OR str-"'V"'THEM 40
PRINT note: "WELL DON'T PUSH THAT KEY THEN"
GOTO 6S

ES0IF-:;;

IF errnum-55 THEN PRINT note; "X OR. V IS OUT OF RANGE
GOTO 30

.

rtaffle(?J
; W\ scor(2I
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0D78 EMOI-F

BD7A IF ermum-67 THEN PR-INT note; "INPUT "NUMBERS ONLY!'

0DA6 GOTO' 65
0DA4 ENOIF
0DAb" PRINT note: "ERROR NUMBER "

; errnum
0'BBF 6& REM RETURN FROM ERROR
0DO6 IF T'ine-6 THEN b

GOES IF .Une-1B THEN 10'

0OF1 IF line-20"THEH 20

.0EH3 GOTO' 30
0E07 70 REM COMPUTER MOVES
0E1B total— 10000
B£23 xx-S5

0F?A yy=0
BE31 . FOR. xl-1 TO 8

0E41 FOR yl-1 TO 8

0E5I IF aa(xl,yl)=0 THEN enter-
0E69 suati«va(xl,yl)
0E77 FOR dx- 1 TO 1

dt&& FOR dy~ :
'i TO I

SE95 IF aa(xl+dx,yl+dy)'~3-player THEN

0CD7 x2-xl+dx
0EC3 ' y2-y'l+dy

mm- " 11-0
0ED6 REPEAT
0EO8 x2-x2+dx.
'0EE4 y2-yZ+dy
0E.F8 11-11+1 ....
0EF8 UNTTt aa tx£i.y2-)<>3- player
0F10 IE aa<x2;y2)-player THEN
0F23 REPEAT

•-0F26 x2=x2 : .dx

0F.31 y2.-y2-dy

0F3O sumi»suml+vaU2,y2)*2
0f52 .

cnte.r-cntertl

0F5O xa(cnter)-x2
0F69 ya-<enter}-y2
0F75 11-11-1

grata aa<x2,y2)«-playep
"0F8F UNTIL 11-0

0F9A ENDIF
0F9C ENDIF

' 0F9E NEXT' dy

0FA9 NEXI dx
0FB4' IF enter>0 THEN
0FC0 aaUT.yDrrpTay.fer
0FCF sutii2-'l&0B0

BFU7 FOR X2-1 TO B

0FE7. FOR yZ-.l/.JO 8
0FF7 IF aaU2.y2)-0 THEN sum4=vaU2 ,y2)
101-6 good-FALSE

-101C FOR dx—I TO 1

102.D FOR dy— 1 TO l

103E IF aa(x2+dx,y2+dy)-player THEN

1659 x3-x2+dx
1065 y3-y2+dy
1071 sum3-0
1078 REPEAT
107 A suhi3-5um3+2*va(J<3,y3}

108F x3*-x3+dx

109B. y3-y3+dy
. 10A7 UNTIL aa(x3,y3K>player
10B9 IF aa(x3,y3l!r*3- player THFN

'"
10CF smti4«sunrl+suni3

.. 10DB good-XRlJE
. .

10E1 ' FNOIF
. ..

10E3 ENDIF
10E5 NEXT dy

10FS3 NEXT dx
10FB .

£F good THEN.

1104 IF SLtm4>sum2 THEN 5imt2-suirt4

1118 ENDIF
11 1A ENDIF
111C ENDIF
HIE NEXT yj
1129 NEXT X2
1134 REM COMPARE SCORE TO TOTAL
1HD IF suinl-sum2>total THEN
11.5E total"Sumi-suni2
-116A xx-xl
1172 yy-yl
U7A ENDIF

. H7.C WHILE. cnter>0 DO
1183 aa(xa(cfi.ten;ya{cnter))~3-player
11A0 cnt&r-cnter-l
11AB ENDUHTI.F

11AF .
aa(xl,yl)-0- .

.

11BD .
ENDIF

11BF ENOIF
::1IC1" NEXT yl
11CC NEXT Hi

-':''

11D7 PRINT xx : ","; yy
11E4 -RETURN

tS

/R\

MORE BAUD
LESS BUCKS
Sava Tim* and Monay with • Surprisingly

Affordable 2400/11007300 BPS Hayaa -

Compatible Madam for any Computer.

Don't be fooled by the low cost of these 2400 baud

modems. These are high quality modems made in Ihe

USA, with performance features unmatched by

competitors costing three times as much.

This is lull-featured Hayes compatible modem thai

works with any computer. It features superior Hayes

compatibility, advanced digital signal processing, and

adaptive equalization lor great performance and

roPabltrty. All of this in a compart, attractive flO-

anywhere package mars not not much larger than a

paperback book.

Convenience feature* lika call progress tons detection.

auto-dial and auto-answer, a call progress speaker with

volume control, a second jack tor a local phone, on

board diagnostics.

Money saving premiums for sign-up and connect time

for Delphi, The Source, CompuServ, etc. Software

available: ProcComm (PC) + S; QuickUnk (Mac) + 5;

WizPro is free (shareware).

Backed by two year mlg. warrantee, sn yn» ran ruiy

with confidence tJiat comes with 1 1 years ol

telecommunication experience,

2400/1200/300 8PS modem *1S5.00

{Please add 2.50 shipping and handling)

Dealer inquiries welcome.

GCS FILE TRANSFER UTILITIES

See: Review - December Ftainbgw,

Dale Puckelt November rTainbow.

The GCS Fil* Transfer Utilities provide a Simple

and quick method to transfer text and binary files from

and to a variety of (loppy disk formats.

Just place the PC (MSDOS). RSDOS, FLEX or

MINI-FLEX disk Into your disk ddve - enter a simple

command and the file is copied into a OS-9 file- File

transfer back is just as simple. Under Multi-Vue

version, just select command from one of Ihree menus,

Commands DIrol PC, HS or FLEX disk

Dump disk sector of PC. RS or FLEX
Head file from PC, RS or FLEX disk

Write file to PC. RS or FLEX disk

Rename file on PC disk

Delate File from PC disk

Format PC disk

Extensive Single. Double sided disks.

Options Single, double density disks.

35, 40 or 80 track floppy drives.

8 or 9 sectors (PC).

First level sub directories (PC),

Binary files. Use pipes for direct

and multiple transfers.

Requlrea OS-9, 2 drives (one can be hard or

ramdisfc - orve floppy 40 T DD DS).

Multi-Vue for Multi-Vue version.

SDISK (SDISK3 tor COCO III).

GCS File Transfer Utilities for CoCo

Multi-Vue v»ralon $54.95
Standard version S44.95
SDISK or SDISK3 129.93

Standard diskettes are OS-9 format (5,25
-

)
add $2.60 tor 3 5-

Orders must be prepaid or GOD. VISAfMC. Add |1.75 S&H.

COD Is additional.

GRANITE COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Route 2 Box 445 Hlll-boro, NH 03244

(603) 464-3850

OS-9 ie a trademark of Mlcroware Systems Corporation and

Motorola Inc. MS-DOS fa a trademark of Mtsrosoft Corp.

FLEX Is a trademark el TSC. Inc.
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Kissable OS-9

OS-9 Takes Bean Town
by Dale LPuckett

Contributing Editor

Another decade draws ro a

close this month. Changing
calendars gives us cause to

pause and reflect on the

recent past as we search for

developing trends— and celebrate accom-
plishments. Wc look forward to the future

as we seek answers to lingering questions.

Where is OS-9 headed?" What does the

crystal ball hold in store for our favorite

operating system as we move toward the

turn of the century?

Kevin Darling Bullish on OS-9's Future
Kevin Darling, the OS-9 Uscts Group

president, had just returned from BusCon
in Boston when I asked him where he
thought OS-9 was headed. He was bullish,

and with good reason— OS-9 made a big

splash in Bean Town at this large gathering

of Motorola and VME-bus companies.

"Six months ago 1 really didn't hold

much hope," Darling said. "I told a few of

my friends last summer that we were des-

tined to be married to the world of control

system operators and hobbyists forever, I

didn't expect OS-9 would ever become a

mainstream operating system. We would
continue to be an underground classic."

Dale L. Packets, a freelance writer and
programmer, serves as director-at-iarge

of (he OS-9 Users Group and is a member
of the Computer Press Association. His
username on Delphi is DALEP: on packet-

radio, KOHYD @ H4QQ; on GEme.
DPUCKErri; and Oft CIS, 71446.736.

But Darling changed his mind this fall.

Why? "Because of OS-9000 Intel 80386-
based and Motorola 68020-based systems,

OS-9/68000 on the ST, Amiga, and Macin-
tosh, and OS-9 running concurrently with

MS-DOS on a card plugged into an IBM
clone! These are just a few of the indica-

tions that OS-9 may break into the open,"

Darling said. "Very high interest in OS-9
has been evident at several major trade

shows. Many MS-DOS companies are

asking me a lot of questions.

"Software companies need standards

transported across many machines," Dar-

ling said. "UNIX is too big. OS/2 is too big

and a mishmash— it has everything thrown
in but the kitchen sink. But most impor-

tantly, many software companies now know
that OS-9 works well. When you look at all

these events and reactions together, you
begin to get excited about OS-9 moving
into the mainstream, With the addition of

OS-9000, a portable version of OS-9 that

works across many computing platforms,

all we're lacking is a standard graphics

interface and a better price,"

Darling noted that he may just write that

standard graphics interface, He's tired of
waiting. He stressed that we should not get

discouraged because there are only a few
new OS-9 products in the 1990 Tandy
Catalog. "I don't feel the present drought of
new products indicates a lack of interest in

Fort Worth," Darling said. "I just think it

takes time for a large company to plan and
develop a broad and comprehensive prod-

uct line."

Darling worries that those who com-
plain too loud before doing the proper

homework are making it harder for the

Color Computer community to move for-

ward. He feels that many promising third-

party hardware and software developers

are being driven out of the market.

"Most of the developers take phone calls

all the time," Darting said. "They create

new products out oftheir love for the Coior
Computer and OS-9. They put in a full day
at work like the rest of us, then come home
at night and work half the nighr soldering

circuit boards in the basement. They're not
getting rich. In fact, they're probably barely

turning a profit. Yet, they believe in their

product and take almost all calls — calls

that return very few dollars and keep them
from their families for hours.

"What really gets my goat is that the

people who have a problem with a product

struggle on their own for a while and then

start complaining in a public forum that

XYZ doesn't work for them "Darling said.

"Most of the time they haven't taken the

time tocall the author or manufacturer. Un-
fortunately, many potential new authors

and manufacturers — and many existing

entrepreneurs — read these complaints on
the forums and come to believe that it just

isn't worth the hassle."

OS-9000 for the 1990s

What is OS-9000? Does it look like the

OS-9 we've grown to love on the Color
Computer? Many people on CompuServe's
OS-9 SIG answer, "a portable OS-9" and
"yes." They also like what they see.

Normal OS-9 system calls are present

and accounted for as are several new calls

that let you set the priority of the various
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processes. The new release also lets you

store the modules you have loaded into

memory into module directories. This means

several people can test arid use modules

with the same name on the same machine,

without contusing each other, New com-

mands include an MDi r with directory names

(mdi r mymodules), as well as makmdi r and

del nidi r commands.

I/O operations with the new OS-9 are

much faster because interrupt-driven SCF
devices don't use the read/write driver

entries. Rather, they share a common buffer

with the driver's IRQ routines. This speeds

up serial transfers dramatically. Originally

OS-9movedjustonebyteatatimebetween

the SCF file manager and driver.

OS-9000 line editing is more advanced

too. It emulates the SCF patch for OS-9

Level H on the Color Computer 3, which

Kevin Darling uploaded to both the Compu-

Serve and Delphi OS-9 SIGs several years

ago. It's about time! The non-CoCo OS-9

world has missed and needed this feature.

RBF bit map sectors have also been broken

up and placed closer to the rest of the files,

speeding up disk access. And there's no

longer a file descriptor segment count limit.

Overall, OS-9000 was a big hit in Bos-

ton. It was the first time the non-Motorola

crowd had the chance to exercise OS-9.

That's good news for those who have worked

with OS-9 on the Color Computer during

its long underground history, In the words

of Mark Griffith, a prolific and talented

OS-9 programmer, "It looks like all these

years of mucking about with OS-9 might

finally pay off for us die-hards. Imagine

what it might be like in a year or two if the

whole computer world decides it wants

OS-9 and demands OS-9 expertise? We
can all name our price."

Then there's the $64,000 question ev-

eryone is asking on the SIGs. Will Tandy

offer OS-9000 for its 386 systems now? If

the answer to this question is yes, it will be

a real boon for OS-9 programmers who
want to move into any of the many vertical

software market opportunities in the worid

of the IBM clones.

The down side of the equation is that

there will most likely never be a port for the

less powerful Intel 80286 systems — bad

news because these machines have finally

come down in price to the point where

regular users can almost afford them.

However, if we wait long enough, maybe

the price of the 386 systems will come
down io where the 286s are today. After all,

I just saw an article in Byte heralding the

first 486 system.

It will be very interesting to see how
Microware deals with the different levels

of 386 hardware on the market, There's no

way to count the video, disk, keyboard,

serial and printer differences it'll run into

before OS-9000 matures. In any case, our

fraternity hastaken anothcrgiantstepinthe

right direction. Stay tuned!

Killing the4-in-i Hiccups

If you own a Color Computer 3 with one

rOfferingyou more\ot:whatyou're looking for:

• A full range of well supported music programs that are compatible with with each

other.
.

'
rV

• Good programs that don't skimp on delivering what counts flj\
the most-performance and sound!

:
. m'i

* Knowledgableahd friendlysales personnel who can

give: you help -after the sale!

• Great prices for the holiday season. Mention you "saw it in the Rainbow" and take

: 10% off! Sale good from December i through December 31, 1989.

Lyra, the full featured music editing program. Enter and hear music you never thought you could play!

Super easy to use. Put notes on a music score with a mouse. Play 8 voices on your TV or connect to your

MIDI synthesizer (comes with a MIDI cable). Print program included. Only $59.95

Lyra Lybrary, a full featured collection of music for Lyra. 17 disks (over 350 titles) for $125 or $14.95 per

disk. During our sale, the special Christmas disk packed with 52 minutes of favorites is only $5,95!

The Lyra Companion, a 100 page book filled with everything you wanted to know about Lyra. Just $9.95

CoCo MIDI 3, the pro quality MIDI sequencer that lets you record from your MIDI synth and edit the

music. See the October 1989 Rainbow review. $150.00 complete

(program and MIDI interface pak)

Hot CoCo, a 45 minute professionally recorded audio tape of

original compositions by CoCo artists. You'll love ill $9.95

Rulaford Research
P.O. Bos 143

Imperial Beach, CA 92032

h

J W(61?) 690-3648 (evenings: 6-10 FT)
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of [he older givie chips and have recently

installed one of ihe fantastic Disto 4-in-l

disk controllers from CRC, you may have
noticed that your printer has developed a

case of the hiccups. If your parallel port

appears to send random linefeeds under
OS-9 while you're not using the printer, we
have the fix direct from Tony DiStefano.

• On the solder side of the circuit board cut

the trace that goes to Pin 2 of the 74HC 123

(74HCTLS123).

• Solder a jumper from Pin 2 of the 74HC123
to Pin 9 of the 74HC 157 (74HCTLS1 57).

That's it. If you would rather not per-

form this surgery yourself, contact CRC
Disto for details about having it done at the

factory.

Bug Fixes from Burke and Burke
Chris Burke does an Outstanding job

when it comes to supporting his Color
Computer hardware and software.' prod-

ucts. For example, he often provides us

with the solutions to common problems so

we can let you know. He is also very good
about posting this information on the elec-

tronic SIGs.

Many of the problems only affect people

with hybrid systems, but that includes most
of us in this community. For instance, if

you are using Burke's new Repack utility

and format your hard disk drive with D.P,

Johnson's format utility, it may set the

cluster size to something other than I . As
stated in the manual, Repack does not work
on drives that have DD.BIT in the device
descriptor set to anything other than 1 . To
solve this problem you must use a file-by-

file backup utility and reformat the hard
drive with the Tandy format utility.

Chris also reported problems caused by
media defects while running his CCheck,
HDB and HDR utilities. Call or write him to

find out about a new release of these pro-

grams that promises to solve the problem,
If you purchase a copy of RSB Version

1.3 that displays a 1988 copyright message
at startup, you'll discover that the HDRAW
command doesn't work right. Call or write

Chris to request the latest version, and
Burke & Burke wilt send you the 1989
version free of charge. In the new version
you'll also notice the tones generated by
the PLAY command are a bit more accurate.

Here's a tip that applies to OS-9 utility

commands from just about every manufac-
turer (if you are using the new Shell+ from
the OS-9 Users Group. If you're not, you
owe it to your sanity to download it from
CompuServe, Delphi or order it from the

OS-9 Users Group): You must disable

She 1 1 +'s wildcard enhancement by issuing

a - V command prior to using HOi r, HCnpy or

H Del. Chris mentions this in his documen-
tation, but many people have missed it.

Burke also wants to make sure users

know that when you use QS9ify, a utility

that makes a floppy disk readable by both
BASIC and the OS-9 HCopy utilities, the

program does not create an OS-9 directory

on the floppy, nor is it used to transfer files

between BASIC and OS 9. First you must
use 0S91fy from BASIC. Then you can use

HCopy from OS-9. Don't forget you must
use different disks for the source and desti-

nation if the source disk was created by
0S9ify.

Common Problems
While 1 was talking to Kevin Darling

about OS-9CHX), we discussed some of the

common problems that people are running
into with their CoCo Level II systems. He
suggested I take a little space to review a

few of the many solutions and tips I have
passed along in earlier columns. Good idea.

Following a quick review of the SIGs. I

decided installing and starting GShell , the

Boot Failed Error, out of memory errors

while running BASIC09. and using Control
to wake up your mouse would make good
topics for this month.

If you have a short attention span while
looking over a listing of the install proce-

dures that come with the Mulri-Vtte distri-

bution disk from Tandy, you may become
overwhelmed. But if you stop to think

about it, it's ready not that hard to install

Mitlti-Vue,

In the words of one SIG member. "I just

put the commands in the CHDS directory,

edited env.file and went from there."

Since this solution is a bit too simplified,

let's recap.

Before you copy the commands to the

CMOS directory, etc., you must make one
step toward mouse-based computing. You
must remove the Grf I n t module from your
0S9BoQt file and replace it with Windlnt.
This is the OS-9 module that supports the

mouse and windows.

The operative word above is, your. I say
this because your QS9Boot file has most
likely already been customized to match
your hardware and computing preferences.

And if you have already customized your
DS9Boot fde, you probably still have the

bootlist file that you used to manufac-
turer your custom system. If so, you need
only edit this file and run OSSGen again to

make your new Multi-Vue boot disk.

After you delete the Grfint module
from your bootl i st file and add Mi ndl n t,

you must also add the other modules in the

modules directory from the original Muhi-
Vue disk. Needed modules include the device

descriptors for /w and the additional device
windows /wS through /wis that weren't
available in the original OS-9 Level II

release.

After running 0S9Gen you must create a
CMOS directory on your boot disk and copy
the Shel 1 and GrfDrv files into it. If this

directory and these two files are not pres-

ent, you will soon be reading the dreaded
Boot Failed Error message.

If you are running a hard disk system,
OS-9 loads She] 1 from your boot disk and
links to it. It also loads Grf Drv into mem-
ory. It then makes the device /hO the cur-

rent data directory, and the directory /hO/
CMDS the current execution directory. This
switches control to the hard disk and you're
off and running.

Ifyou use the hard disk exclusively, you

00021 MENU 1.0.1, "Files" : REM OPEN HEW MENU

00024 MENU 5,Q.1."0N":MENU 5. i , 1 ."1 -2 3*4'5-6"
00025 MENU 6.0,1 . "OUTPUT": MENU 6,1,1 "1 -2 '3U 5-6"
00026 MENU 7 <)

7.l.l."l:2:3;4;5;6;7:e:9:l0:ll:l2;l3:1d
: lR:l6-l7-l8-l9-20"'

00027 EDIT MENU 2 ; REM ENABLE EIT MENU

TYPE":MENU

00028 MENU 3.0,1. "Cursor
00029

'

00030 ON BREAK
00031 ON MENU
00032 ON DIALOG
00033 ON MOUSE

:MENU 3, 1,1, "Arrow: I beam; Cross : PI us ; Watch'

GOSUB "BREAK EVENT"
GOSUB "MENU EVENT"

DIAL0GEVENT"GOSUB
GOSUB "MOUSE EVENT"

00034 ON T1MER{3) GOSUB "TIMER EVENT"
00035 -00036 BREAK ON ; DIALOG ON : MENU ON
00037 DO
00038 UNTIL LOOP
00039
00040 BREAK OFF 1 DTAI 0G OFF : MENU OFF ; TIMER OFF
00041 STOP

TIMER ON : MOUSE ON

>»>>> Main Event Loop!

mouse orr

Figure 1: Dream Code
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Label Designer
Everything you'd want a label program to do and more!

No other program lets you make great labels so easily.

• Print Labels With Text And Graphics: use Label Designers

fonts and pictures or any of Zebra's optional Picture & Font Disks.

• Zebra Systems' Graphics User Intertace: Puii down menus,

scrolling-window file selectors, dialog boxes, radio Buttons, the worksl

• Standard Features: Click and drag picture placement, up to 4 pictures

per label, 3 different picture sizes, powerful text editing with variety of type ionls

and sizes, prints 1-999 copies, templates for standard & large address, iile fold-

er, disk, and cassette label sizes.

f MR. & MRS . COCO USER 1 *\

M&^ 64K FLOPPY D I SK DRIVE {\H3
v

¥r\ SOMEWHERE .. PA LE345 Vm
Merry Christmas from the Zebra family! "*

4

• Mail Merge Option merges name and address or other text file data

for printout onto your custom label templates with graphics and other text.

Great for club mailings, Christmas card lists, membership name tags, etc.

S z *-
5 o u
S o «

• Disk Directory Option pastes the names of your disk Tiles onto the la-

bel text editor screen for inclusion on your labels.

• Serial Numbering Option for making sequentially numbered admis-

sion tickets, product numbering, inventory labels, etc.

• Hardware Requirements:
CoCo II 64K, or CoCo 3, disk drive, mouse or joystick, compatible printer (com-

patible with same printers as CGDP).

• Includes disk, laser typeset user's manual <J^O/| O P\
and sample quantities of different size labels. Price: «p0^i»*/*#
We stock white and colored labels in a variety of address, disk, and cassette siz-

es at competitive prices.

fr >V

f|

§8 '.

nv DISK LRBEL j-^tj

LIGHT TNT SERIF .FHT ShNJERF FHT

HO .FWI LBJONT .FHT 0WN5ERF TUT

Tift nil shadow TNT ETHEL SGN

SCRIPT TNI SCRIPTS TNT hRChBl FHT

COMPUTER. FNT KIM 3Gh HESTOT TUT
EETHi .SGN EETtE SGt) LBLF0t,'T .SAL

k_ /

Banners, Signs & Greeting Cards

The CoCo Graphics Designer Plus, produces

beautiful greeting cards, banners, and signs for holidays, birth-

days and other occasions.

The CGDP features an easy-to-use point and click graphical

interface with windows, scroll bars, radio buttons, and joystick

or mouse control. Text can be used in up to 4 sizes and 16

fonts per page. Picture, Font, and Border collections are in-

cluded. Signs and cards can be previewed on screen.

Head the review in May 89 Rainbow,

CGDP Disk & 64 page typset manual. $29.95

Picture Selection Screen

Requirements: CoCo II 64K or CoCo

III. disk drive, RSDOS, joystick or

mouse. Printers supported include: Ep-

son RX/FX/LX, Gemini 10X, SG10,

NX10, NX1000, DM P1 05/106/1 107120/

130/132/200/400, Panasonic KXP1080 /

90 £1/92, Prawriter, C.lloh 8G10,

Okidata 92/93/182/183 & more.

Label Designer & CGDP
Optional Picture,

Font, and Border disks.

$14.95 each.
Picture Disk #2 4 sets of 30 pictures ea„ Sports,

America, Party, Office, Total 120 pictures,

Picture Disk #3 4 sets of 30 pictures ea. Animals,

Nature, Religion, Travel, Total 120 pictures,

Picture Disk #4 120 Holiday Pictures: Christmas,

Chanukah. Thanksgiving, New Year's, Easter, Hallo-

ween, etc.

Font Disk A 10 Fonts: Western, Stencil, Banner,

Shadow, Variety, Type, Stripes, Digital, Bold3, Object

Font Disk B 10 Fonts: Arcade, Circle, Alien, Cube,

Baroque, Deco, Block, Gray, Computer, Script

Border Disk #1 Contains 176 High resolution bor-

ders, great variety from simple to ornate. (The border

disk is for use with the CGfiP. hut not with the Label

Designer).

These are a few samples from the 120 Holiday

Pictures on Picture Disk#4 for the CoCo Graphics

Designer Plus and Label Designer. Merry Christmas!

HARDWARE
Color Computer Mouse (Quantities Limited)...19.95

Atari-To-CoCo Joystick Adaptor 12.95

WICO Trackball Controllers 29.95

HDS Floppy Disk Controllers with RS ROM.. 59.95

Disk Drive Case & Power Supply .....35.00

Wildcard Cartridge Emulator 109.95

SOFTWARE
Car Sign Designer 14.95

Disk Utility 2.1a 14.95

Printer Font Generator 14.95

Multi-Pak Crack ...14.95

Telepatch 111 ...14.95

Tape/Disk Utility 14.95

Ordering Instructions: All orders add $3.00 Shipping & Handling, UPS COD add $3.00. VISA/MC Accepted. PA residents add

sales tax Hours 9-5 Monday to Friday . We offer comprehensive sales and customer support for Zebra Systems Products.

Paul & Tonv's Stereo • 121 S. Burrowes Street- State College, PA 16801* (814) 237-2652



may want to edit the CC3Go module, using

ModPatch to change the hO to dd. Before

you do this, ensure that you have installed

a /ddhO device descriptor. This descriptor

points to the actual physical device / hO but

renames the device /dd. Since most mod-
ern OS-9 programs are written to search for

files on the default drive, your programs
will always be able to find your data.

Here at DaleSoft we use the RGB
Computer Systems SCSI hard disk system
and are able to boot directly from the hard

disk. Because of this we also edited the

I nit module to tell OS-9 that the .startup

device is named /dd instead of /hO. Nice
touch.

Back to GShell. First, get a copy of

Watch from (he OS 9 Users Group, a local

bulletin board system or one of the national

networks like CompuServe, Delphi or

Genie. This single effort will enhance your
enjoyment of'Multi-Vue 200 percent guar-

anteed! While you're at it. get Ron
Lommardo'sS^e//+. You'll never regret it.

A recent letter from a reader reminded
me that I use shel 1+ exclusively. He took

me to task and informed me that the com-
mand line below will not work if find is a

packed BASIC09 program:

0S9: find max

He was right — if he was running the

original Shel 1. fa that case, the command
should have read:

0S9: find ("max")

I never could stand to type those convo-
luted command lines with the parentheses

followed by the quotes. After I installed

Shell+, I never had to. So this reader was
right and his lettermade it particularly clear

how dangerous it is for a writer to operate

on the cutting edge of technology. It sure is

fun though.

Let's move now to starting GShel 1 . Tandy
gives you a file named AutoEx. It is a copy
of Multi Start, and if you have it in your
CMDS directory when you start your Color
Computer, Multi-Vue runs automatically.

However, not everyone wants to run GShel 1

at startup. And many don't like to use
Multi Start since it's sort of a black box
module, and they really don't know what it

does. To find out, type:

QS9: gshell

In a few seconds you' II see a new screen
and the familiar Multi-Vue icons pop in the

new windb\v. However, if you reach over
to the mouse and try to move the mouse

pointer, you'll notice that it refuses to move.
The mouse hasn't been initialized. And that

is one of the main reasons Multi Start
exists. It initializes the mouse so it is ready

for Multi-Vue.To get around the problem,

you can use the Multi-Vue program named
Con tro 1 to start the mouse, Just before you
run Multi-Vue (actually I put it in my startup

file), type:

059: control -e.

ThissinglelinerunsControl andcauses
it to read the file env.file in your SYS
directory. This initializes your windowing
system and mouse for you. This is a great

trick, but the only place I've seen it docu-
mented is online.

After you run Control, you can take

several approaches to running Multi-Vue.

If you want the Multi-Vue window to be

created in the place of /term, simply type:

0S9: gshpll

However, if you are running GShel 1 +

and want to leave /term available for your
use via the CLEAR key, type:

0S9: gshell <>>>/w&

This command line runs Multi-Vue
concurrently in the background and returns

you to /term. To work with Multi-Vue,

simply press the CLEAR key until you arrive

in the Multi-Vue window.

A common problem may pop up while
you 're programming in BAS1C09. It's a nice

language and you're probably becoming
quite prolific. Your program is singing,

running with 32K ofworkspace. Then all of

a sudden the program outgrows the work-
space, and you decide its time to pack a few
of the finished modules while you finish

the source code. Enter Error 43 or Error 32— both caused by memory errors. You've
accidently discovered that every OS-9
module uses 8K of memory when it is

loaded— even if it is only 16 bytes long.

This design problem is compounded by the

fact that when a process is running, it can
only use 64K of memory. Thus a working
process {remember an OS-9 process is a

program that is running) can easily run out
of the memory allocated to it if it loads

more that two or three 8K modules.

There are several ways to approach the

problem. First you can make sure your
RAStrm program always kiils a module
after it runs it. This removes it from your
program's 64K process space. For example:

Run Xtest

Kill Xtest

You can also lessen the impact of the

problem by merging a number ofyour short

modules into one file. OS-9 then loads

them all in one 8K block, assuming of
course that their total length is less than 8K
bytes. A series of commands like this will

do the job:

end /dd/emds

merge gfx2 inkey syscall > gis

attr gis e pe

After you make the file, gis, you can
automatically load it into your CoCo's
memory when you start OS-9. Once gi s is

loaded, gfx2, inkey, and syscall are

ready for use at a moments notice. Don't
overlook the command line attr gis e pe.

Ifyou don't run this command, you will not

be able to load the gis file. Here's an
alternate approach that many people take:

chd /dd/emds

rename gfx2 temp

merge temp inkey syscall >gfxZ
attr gfx2 e pe

This short review should help you sail

past some common stumbling blocks on
the path to OS-9 success.

Finally, I promised a holiday wish list

for OS-9. So before we close, let's take a

quick look at a few short lines of BASIC
code that creates windows and menus and
follow mice on another computer {see

Figure 1),

Wouldn't something like this be nice? It

sure would beattyping those long data TYPE
definitions we have to deal with now, Maybe
something like:

run gfx2("menu".windowname.l,Fil

es,8,4,menuname. Enable

or

run gfx2C'
-

button",ButtonNo,Butto
nLoc.Xsi z.Ysi 7.rsn,0ff )

While we're dreaming, wouldn't it be nice

if we could put two or three windows on a
screen and switch between them by simply
clicking on them with a mouse? Or maybe
we could move them around or change
their size. Now that would be nice.

Stay tuned and we'll see what 1990
brings. That's it tor December. Have a

happy holiday season and a prosperous
new year. See you in January for the first

beginner's issue of a new decade!

69k
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Expanding Horizons

Take your CoCo beyond the

limits of floppy diskettes—
connect to DELPHI, your

complete online business

and personal resource.

With your modem and a local

phone call, select from tens of

thousands of downloadable

programs, meet friends from

across the globe, or tap into the

world's most comprehensive

databases to expand the

horizons of your CoCo.

Your Resource for

Color Computers

DELPHI'S special

group for owners of

Tandy Color

Computers is sup-

ported by the people

who bring you RAINBOW
Access extensive databases

where you can upload your

favorite fries and download

programs written by other

personal computer enthusiasts.

Chat with other members and

resident experts in Conference,

use electronic mail, and post or

respond to messages in Forum.

OS-9 Online

In OS-9 Online, DELPHI'S
interest group for fans of the

OS 9 operating system, you'll

meet other members, download

files, and get tips to help you

make the most of your CoCo.

What
your CoCo
was really

meant
for.

RAINBOW Online

DELPHI is your online connection to

RAINBOW. You can renew your

subscription, meet other

Color Computer owners,

order software or hard-

ware, or inquire about

products. You can even

download programs pub-

lished in RAINBOW.

Wallet-Friendly

You can access DELPHI with a local

phone call from almost anywhere in

the United States. There is NO extra

charge for using Tymnet or Telenet,

NO monthly minimum, NO
premium for 1200 or 2400 bps, and

connect rates are a low $7.20/hour.

FREE Lifetime Membership

As a RAINBOW subscriber, you

get a FREE lifetime DELPHI mem-
bership ($29.95 value) which in

eludes a credit worth one evening

hour of usage ($7.20).

If you don't already subscribe to

RAINBOW, just request a subscrip-

tion when you sign-up to DELPHI,

and, for the $31 subscription fee,

you'll get the same great deal

!

Sign up now - Online!

With your CoCo and modem:

1. Dial 1-6 17-576-2981.*

2. Once connected,

press RETURN once

or twice.

3. At Uscrnamc:, tvpe

JOINDELPIlf

4. At Password:, type

RAINBOW, if

you already subscribe to

RAINBOW.
Type SENDRAINBOW, if you

do not yet subscribe and wish io

do so.

5. Have credit information ready.

* Or call DELPHI Member Services

by voice at (800)544-4005 to

obtain a local access phone

number.

No Risk

With DELPHI there is no risk. Yon
can cancel your membership within

30 days and pay only for your usage

beyond the initial one-hour credit.

DELPHI
/*-.

The World's Premier Online Information Service

General Videotex Corporation Three Blackstonc St • Cambridge MA 02139
800-544-4005 617-491^3393



Barden's Buffer

Take a Gamble
by William Barden, Jr.

Contributing Editor

Even though I'm not much of a

gambler, when they took away
the penny slot machines on Main
Street in Las Vegas. I cancelled

all my future plans to visit that

city, except for the COMDEX trade show.
At COMDEX I'B buy a roll of nickels and
find some nickel slot machines. I usually

quit after that roll is gone. James Bond can

have his chemin defer and Amarillo Slim
his high poker stakes. There is, though, a

little bit of a gambler in all of us.

I'd like to show you the true guts of

gambling — odds and luck. With a little

computer magic on the CoCo you can
simulate almost any gambling game with-

out ever breaking a roll of pennies. But
before throwing dice, shuffling cards and
simulating slot machines, you should take

a took at random numbers and pseudo-
random numbers.

Random Thoughts
Suppose yon have a single die (one of

two dice) that has six faces numbered one

to six. What are the odds that you'll throw
a one? If the die is perfectly balanced,

you'll throw any given number, one through

six, about one of every six times. If you
throw the die 60,000 times, the distribution

is about 10,000 ones. 1 0,000 twos, 10,000

threes, i 0.000 fours, etc.

Being a skeptic, I decided to throw a die

to see for myself. Unfortunately I didn't

have any dice, so I used M&M candies.

M&Ms come in different colors so I se-

lected six different-colored candies (red,

yellow, orange, green, brown and light

Bill Barden has written 27 books and over
100 magazine articles on various com-
puter topics. His 20 years' experience in

the industry covers a wide background:
programming, systems analysis and man-
aging projectsfor computers rangingfrom
mainframes to micros.

brown) and threw the rest into my mouth,

supplementing the Twinkie I had eaten ear-

lier. I put the six M&Ms into a paper cup.

Then shaking thecup, I withdrewone with-

out looking and recorded the color on the

CoCo. I repeated the process for a total of

300 times. The sequence I came up with is

as follows:

f rybybyrl logrbolooryvorggrobbl-

golgbybbbgbgol g or gory

1

oorgblly

rgglborrorlrblogrbgrlgyrblobyo

rbobyllbboDbgyol Ibbrr-gyl 1 rrbly

Ql rgrybgrrryggrggybrolgbrgogl

r

yrryogoggylglrrqlyqyoyoyyglybb

99Sl olyyybyoyogoolygrorrorbbyl

yooybrobybgbyyrrl rl rl 1 g.Tgr'1 or r

borgooglyblbbrybggyrbytygyrolQ

yrorggoybbybobrrolbygl ggyyylor

I carefully shook the cup before with-

drawing each new M&M. There should

have been an even or close number of reds,

Oranges, yellows, greens, browns and light

browns, representing the numbers on a die,

I wrote a short basic program to count
the colors and came up with 57 reds (die=l),

49 oranges (die=2). 5 1 yellows (die=3), 5

1

greens (die=4). 47 browns (dte=5) and 45
light browns (die=6). These figures were
close to an even distribution— a real set of
random numbers!

On die average, distribution is about the

same although not exactly evenly distrib-

uted on each turn. Figure 1 shows a plot of
my 300 M&M selections. The number of

times increases as you go to the right on the

plot. "The vertical scale represents the frac-

tion of times each number appears, starting

with red (1) on the lop. Note that by the

300th selection, the fraction appears to

converge to more of a straight line (see

Figure 1).

Of course there is a chance that 1 could
have selected all red M&Ms in the 300
selections. (One chance in six to the 300th

power, which is about one chance in 28
followed by 234 zeroes!) If you consider

shorter runs, however, the odds are much
better. First of alt — hear me now and
believe me later— dice and M&Ms have
no memory! If I select 10 red M&Ms in a
row, the odds of my selecting another red

M&M are one in six, the same as before.

Viewed after or before the fact, you can
say that the odds of selecting three red

M&Ms in a row are six to the third power,
or one in 2 1 6. The odds of selecting 10 red

M&Ms in a row are six to the 10th power,
or one in 600,466,176. In other words, the

odds of selecting the first redM&M are one
in six. The odds of selecting the second red

M&M are still one in six, making the odds
of two red M&Ms in a row 1/6 x 1/6 or one
in 36. The odds you will select three red

M&Ms are 1/6 x 1/6 x 1/6 = one in 2 16, and
so forth.

The CoCo and Random Numbers
I'm mentioning all of this as ground

work before discussing the CoCo's ability

to generate random numbers. Such random
numbers can be used to simulate games and
real-life situations, which we'll describe in

a moment.As a matter of fact, books on the

use of such random numbers have been
published.

One way to generate random numbers
on the CoCo is to shuffle a list of numbers
very rapidly. Here's some code:

100 r F A=9 THEN A-0

110 A-A+l: IF INKmO"" THEN PR-
INT A: GOTO 100 ELSE GOTO 100

This short program continually loops and
increments a variable from I to 9 and then
restarts from I again. When I tried the

program 73 times, I got 13 sevens, ten

sixes, nine fives, eight ones, eight twos,

eight fours, six threes, six nines and five

eights. I believe over the long run you get a
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fairly even distribution of ones through

nines, although there's a built-in bias in the

program when A-9 as the variable is reset to

0. This very probably results in a larger

number of ones being generated. (Just

change the A-9 to A-XX X to generate a larger

range of numbers.)

Pseudo What?
Except for a few games, you can't sit at

the CoCo pressing keys every time you

want a random number. As a result, CoCo
basic has a built-in random number gen-

erator. Actually it's a pseudo-random

number generator (pseudo as mfalse). The

numbers it generates are not really random

at all but look like random numbers. If you
know the algorithm, you can actually pre-

dict precisely what the next number will be.

but the distribution of numbers resembles

numbers picked at random by using paper

cups full of M&Ms. In the following dis-

cussion I'll say random even though [ re-

ally mean pseudo-random.

The command for random numbers in

basic is RNDCO) or RND(XXX). In the first

format RND generates a pseudo-random

number between and 1 . In the second

format RND generates a pseudo-random

number from 1 to XXX. Here are some
examples:

100 PRINT. RND(Q)

110 GOTO 100

RUN

.315462959

.136370894

.654325616

.447284298

100 PRINi RNIK1U).

110' GOTO 100

RUN

2 1
"8 "6-

6 3 10 9
"8 5' I 10

Note thatrandom numbers of the second
type are more usable formost applications.

Also the numbers generated in the second

case are from 1 to the number specified in

the parentheses of the RNDC ) — in this case

from 1 to 10.

WINNING

l~,*SS^ * - -«.*»

LOSING

Figure 2

How Good Is RND?
Just how good is the distribution of

numbers generated by RND? To test it we
can use the program ofListing 1 to generate

random numbers from I to 20 and count

how many are generated after 10,000 times.

The results are:

10000

493 529 513 494

496 452 492 502
561 518 522 517

506 467 521 489

471 501 497 459

The lowest count is 452, the highest count

is 561 — a typical distribution. Although

an ideal distribution of 1 through 20 is 500
counts for each, a deviation of 1 percent is

not unusual. Don't forget that the distribu-

tion is continually changing. For example,

in the code:

100 FOR 1-1 TO 10000
.

' 110 PRINT RND(2)
' 120 NEXT

10,000 occurrences of the numbers 1 and 2

are produced. Ifyou were to plot the occur-

rences of 1 and 2, you'd find that the

random walk meandered back and forth

across a line that represented an equal

number of ones and twos many times dur-

ing the 10,000 turns. In such a plotting

program I came up with 28 such crossings

over 10,000 random numbers (see Figure

2), The same thing happens with the gen-

eration of more than two numbers — the

proportion ofeach number meanders back

and forth across the even distribution line.

This meandering represents a gambler's

runs of good and bad luck.

Another element of good random num
ber generation is the length of the sequence

before any repetition occurs. All pseudo-

random number generators repeal sooner

or later. The random number generator in

the CoCo, though, uses a four-byte number
and probably generates about 2.1 billion

numbers before a repeating sequence oc-

curs. (I haven't tested this though.)

More About RND
A few more facts about RND and we'll be

able to open up the RND function and see

what it'll do. The RND function starts from

the same seed value on power up or restart.

The program:

.100 FOR I-

li'O PRINT

'.120 NEXT.

1 TO 100

RND (1.2)
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After 1000 tosses: Actual odds:
2: 33 times out of 1000-3.3% 2.78% (1 in 36)
3: 48 times out of 1000=4.8% 5.56% (2 in 36)
4: 97 times out of 1000=9.7% 8.33% (3 in 36)
5: 108 times out of 1000=10.8% 11.11% (4 in 36)
6: 139 times out of 1000=13.9% 13.89% (Bin 36)
7: 1 63 times out of 1 000=1 6.3% 16.67% (6 in 36)
8: 131 times out of 1000=13,1% 13.89% (5 in 36)
9: 93 times out of 1000=9.3% 11.11% {4 in 36)
1 0: 1 02 times out of 1 000= 1 0.2% 8.33% {3 in 36)
1 1 : 54 times out of 1000=5.4% 5.56% (2 in 36)
12: 32 times out of 1000=3.2% 2 78% (1 in 36)

Table 1.

upon the -3 seed in the first

RND statement. Changing this

seed value produces new se-

quences:

Reel 1 Reel 2 Reel 3
Orange Cherry Bell

Me ion Pium Orange
Plum Cherry Plum
Cherry 7/Orange Bell

Plum Cherry Orange
Orange Bell Lemon
7 Plum/Bar Bell

Bell/Bar Bell Melon/Orange
Orange Cherry Bell

Cherry Orange Plum
Bar Bell Lemon
Plum Melon/Orange Plum
Plum Bell Bell

Melon Cherry 7&Bar
Plum Bar Lemon
Orange Orange Bell

Plum Cherry Melon/Orange
Bar Bell Bell

Plum Melon/Orange Lemon

Here are the payoffs:

Cherry - - pay 2 coins

Cherry Cherry - 5

Orange Orange Bar 10
Orange Orange Orang 3 10
Plum Plum Bar 14

Plum Plum Plum 14
Bell Bell Bar 18
Bell Bell Bell 18
Melon Melon Bar 100
Melon Melon Melon 100
Bar Bar Bar 100
7 7 7 200

Table 2,

generates the same sequence of n umbers

6, 4, 2, 8, 6, 4, , . ,
— whenever the system

is powered up (your system may have a

different sequence, but it wilt be repeated).

If an adventure game starts up with the

same random numbers, you can memorize
the sequence of actions. For this reason.

RND allows you to reseed the random number
generator by using a negative value in the

RND statement. The program:

100 A-RNDC -3)

no FOR I-1- TO 100

120 PRJNT RNDC12).

130 NEXT

.

100 INPUT A

no A^RNDt -A)

120 FOR I- 1 TO 100

130 PRINT RND (12),

14Q NEXT

OK

RUN

1 u >..

8 3 9 1 12 * »

OK

RUN

1 1 8 5 5

OK

produces anew sequence of numbers based

As long as you change the seed value, a

new sequence of numbers is generated.

This is handy because it allows you to use

the new sequence to try different paths in

games and simulations.

Another case that comes in handy is a

random starting point. You can do this by
using a random seed value:

100 A-RNDC rP.EEKC&Hl 13))

110 FOR 1=1 TO 100-

120 PRINT, RND<12)

130 NEXT

A new sequence is displayed each time

the program is executed. The secret here is

that the seed value is the contents of the

lower-order byte ofthe TIMER variable used

by BASIC in Location &H 1 13. This value is

incremented every 60th of a second. As
long as the time between rcsceds is not

constant, a new sequence is generated for

each program restart.

Using Random Numbers for Gambling
With a little knowledge about random

number generation, it's easy to apply them
to gambling simulations. I'll show you a

few examples here.

Throwing Dice

The previous examples have been for

one die, but throwing two dice is just as

easy, Here's a short program that throws

the dice for you:

'AND A"

This program displays the value of each
die and the total points. After 1000 typical

100 D1-RNDC6): 02 -RNDC6)

110 PRINT "THREW A"; 01;

; d;.; "TOTAL IS"; D1+D2

120 GOTO 100

tosses the statistics are as shown in Table 1

.

Card Gaines

A poker deck has 52 cards plus two
jokers. Generating random numbers with

cards is a little different than with dice

because you draw from a pool of cards

rather than rolling the dice each time. One
way to handle this is to shuffle the cards by
using an array of 54 entries. This technique

is shown in the card shuffle program below,

which is a subroutine you can use for your
own card games or research:

IPO' DRIVER PROGRAM FOR SHUFFLE
110' GQSUB 1000.0

120 FOR 1-1 TO. 54

130 IF V${ I)-"J0KER" THEN PRINT* .

-2. "JOKER" ELSE PRINT*-?/

¥*<!):" OF ";S*m
.140 NEXT

150 STOP

10000 * .SHUFFLE A POKER DECK INT

ARRAYS V,S,V$,SI

;

10010 DIM VC5.4),S(54)',V$(54),S$C

54)

-10020 FOR .
1»1 TO 54: V(I)»0: S(

I

)-Q;NEXT

"10030 FOR 1-1 TO 54

10040 VA-RNDC54H3
1O05O FORI J-l TO. 54: IF V(J)-VA
THEN GOTO 10040 ELSE NEXT

- 10060 VCTl-VA

0070 PRINT ".";

100.80 NEXT

100'90 FOR 1-1 TO 54'

10100 IF
"__
y< I »S5 THEN GOTO. 10130

10X10 SUMVU) AND 3)

10120 VCIWNKVU 3/4)
- 10136 NEXT .

10140 FOR T-l TO 54

10150. IF VU)>55 THEN V$.(r>-"J0*

ER": GOTO 10180. ELSE IF Vfl)-1
THEN V$U)->"ACE ,p

;G0TO 10170

10160 IF U(IK11 THEN V$(I)=STft$

(VU» ELSE IF ¥{l)-ll THEN

V.t(l)-"JACK" ELSE IF VUJ-12 THE
'.''¥ VttI)-"QUEEN" PL SE

V$(I)-"KING"

10170 IT S(I)-1 THEN Sim-"CLUB
S" ELSE IF SU)-2 THEN

S$U)«"HEARTS" ELSE IF SM)-3 TH

EN S$U)-"5PADES" ELSE '

'

'"

S*U ^"DIAMONDS"

1018D NEXT

10190. RETURN

The program consists of two parts: a

driver program that calls the card shuffle

subroutine at Line 10000 and then prints

results, and the shuffle subroutine itself.

The card shuffle subroutine shuffles a

poker deck — 13 cards each of clubs.
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Cherry 2 "C XXXX"
Cherry Cherry - 5 "C C XX"
Orange Orange Bar 10

uO O 7-"

Orange Orange Bar 10 "O X07-"
Orange Orange Orange 10 "O O O "

Orange Orange Orange 10 "O XOO "

Orange Orange Orange 10 "O O XO"
Orange Orange Orange 10 "O XOXO"
Plum Plum Bar 14 "P PX7-"

Plum Plum Plum 14 "P PXP

"

Bell Bell Bar 18 "B~B 7-"

Bell Bell Belli 8 "B-B B

"

Melon Melon Bar 100
UM MXX-"

Melon Melon Melon 100 "M MXMX"
Bar Bar Bar 100 .,_ _ JH

Bar Bar Bar 100 "- X-7-"

Bar Bar Bar 100 "X— 7-"

Bar Bar Bar 100 "X-X-7-"

7 7 7

Table 3.

200 "7 707-

"

hearts, spades and diamonds, pins two

jokers. The result!; are in four arrays. Each

array has entries numbered from I through

54. The V array holds the numeric value of

each card, 1 through 13. The S array holds

the numeric value for the suit, for dia-

monds, I for clubs, 2 for hearts and 3 for

spades, The V$ and 5$ arrays hold the same

results but in string form. V$ holds strings

for ACE, 1,2.3, 4, 5, 6,7,

8,9, 10, JACK, QUEEN, KING

and JOKER. S$ holds

DIAMONDS, CLUBS, HEARTS

and SPADES.

The subroutine takes

about a minute to shuffle

the cards and provides a

good random deck. You
might want to change the

seed to give you a new
sequence each time you

use the program. Delete

Line 10070 if you don't

want to see a period dis-

played while each new
card is shuffled.

The printout from the

program above looks like

this:

s OF HEARTS'

I OF DIAMONDS

7 OF HEARTS

6 OF CLUBS

JACK OF CLUBS

QOEEr. 'OF' DIAMONDS

J0KEF
..:....:...,:......

Slot Machines

There is a wide variety of slot machines

in use today, but even the ones with the best

odds keep about 5.5 percent of what goes

into them. In other words, ifyou have $ 1 00

in quarters and play a quarter slot, pulling

the handle 10 times per minute, you'll lose

about $.01375 per pull, giving you 7,272

pulls and 12 hours of gambling before the

last quarter is gone! Just take a few extra

bucks to buy that tube ofBen-Gay on your

way home.

An excellent book on gambling odds,

cheats, scams and con men is Scame' sNew
Complete Guide w Gambling. It's indis-

pensable for computerized gambling games.

According to Scame a three-wheel nickel

slot (which can still be found if you look

hard enough) consists of symbols on each

reel (see Table 2).

Scame goes to some length to explain

the odds— there are 7556 coins paid out of

every 8000 coins used. With the informa-

tion you have on RND, you can easily simu-

late a slot machine on your CoCo. I've left

off the fancy graphics because I don't have

room in this article — and besides that,

doing so would take about 1100 hours

of work. Instead I've used the following

abbreviations

:

MLBASIC 2.0 - BASIC Compiler
ifyoLi warn, .your BASIC programs to run up to 50 times faster1

, or want more
programming features without learning another language. MLBASIC is for you.

MLBASIC is the most compatible BASIC compiler available for Hie Color Com-
puter. WHY? Because MLBASIC fully supports:

- Low- and high-resolution graphics

-All types of I/O (dl3k, screen, printer, BS2S2)
All available commands offered with BASIC
- Floating point functione and expressions

- Integer, floating point and string type variables and arrays
- Use of all available 513K RAM In the COCO 3

- 80,40 or 32 column text displays

MLBASIC not only contains everything that you would expect a BASIC pro-

gramming language should contain, MLBASIC has features that offer flexibility

of nthsr languages like C, Pascal, HIRTRAII and even assembly language. These
features will allow programmers ta directly access the CPU registers on the

COCO, produce modular program code with SUBROUTINES, manipulate memory
in blocks, and even call BOM routines In otheT areas of memory.

MLBASIC revision 3.0 has incorporated all enhancements that were
suggested by MLBASIC 1 ,0 users and mors. Revision £.0 did away with all the in-

compatibility problems that existed with revision 1,0.

MLBASIC allows for the first time user to quickly compile a program using
default compiler settings. The advanced user has the capability of controlling

over a dozen settings which control where the program is compiled, which
medium to compile to (memory or disk), string apace, compiler listings and
more.

With an this going for MLBASIC. your might expect the cost to be a little out

Ofyour budget, After looking at prices of other BASIC compilers for the COCO 3
you might be correct. But look again at this ad; for only S59.95, you can have a
programming language that will spark your interest once again in the COCO,

Before you buy another BASIC compiler foi* the COCO, und out if it supports
evsrything MLBASIC supports. Then look at the price tag We feal that it won't be

long before you place an order for MLBASIC.

"MLBASIC is a fine program for any serious programmer, "

said David Gerald In the December 2 9S7 RAINBOW.

C0G0 3 WITH DISK REQUIRED -Add 44.00 Postage
Check, Money Order or COD accepted

Foreign orders use US MONET 0RI1ERS only.

WASATCHWARE
7350 Nutree Drive

Salt Lake City, Utah 84121
Phone (OOI) 943-1546

r -\

BURIED BUXX
Crashin' for Cash

It's here. Buried Buxx for the CoCo 111.

Better Graphics, more Color, non-stop action.

Pilot your Chopper into enemy territory and recover

the loot. Game configuration screen, high score

save and more. Joystick required. $24.95

FREE SHIPPING
on orders recieved prior to

December 15, 1989

:;: : Many more programs available.

Call or write for a complete listing.
'•'•'•'•'•"*"— »'-

'"-' '— : .
'' '-•

' '
----

, ;

: ; : :
;

JR & JR SOFTSTUFF
P.O. BOX 118 Lompoc, CA 93438 • (805) 735-3889

Orders Accepted 24 Hours a Day.

All Programs on Diskette Only.

VISA

All orders add $3.00 shipping. C.O.D. orders $4.00 additional.
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c Cheny
Orange

B Bell

M Melon
P Plum
7 .Seven

L Lemon
- Bar

B Bell & Bar

70 Seven & Orange
MO Melon & Orange
P- Plum & Bar
7- Seven & Bar

Simulating the slot is really just a case of

selecting three random numbers 1 through

20 like this;

170 R1-RNDC2.0.) : R2-RNDC20): R3-R

ND<20)

Once you've done that, you can convert

the numeric value into the proper symbols
for each reel. One way to do that is to keep

three strings representing the 20 symbols

per reel:

BO R1$="0 M :P C P 7 B-0 C - P

P M P P - P "

190 R2$-"C P C 70C 8 P-b' C B M

OP B C • C B TO"

200 R3t="B QPBOLBMOBPLB
P 8 7-L B MOB L "

Note that each of the 20 entries has one

character and a space, or two characters.

The next step is to construct a single

string representing reels 1 through 3. For

example, if the random numbers were 8.14
and 3, you'd have "B-B P ":

Z10F$=MID!CR1$,R1*Z-1.2)+MID$(R2

f.R2*2 1.2)+MID$(R3$.R3*2-1.2)

You can now look at the final string to

see if there are any payoffs. The payoffs

and strings representing them are found in

Table 3.

In these strings X stands for a "doivt

care" character. The payoff logic uses the

final string in one horrendous bit of code:

230 PO— 1

240 IF M1D$(FS',1,4)-"C C " THEN .

P0-5: GOTO 320

250 IF MID$(Fi.l,2)-"C " THEM. PO
-2: GOTO 320

260 IF MIDt(F$,l,2)-"0 " AND (MI

rj$-CF$ > 3 r
10-"0" OR

'

MIDSCF$,4,n-"0"> AMD (MlDt(F$ r 5

,U-"0", OR HID${F$,6,l)-"0"

OR MID$iF$.5.2H"7'") THEN.PG-1Q

: GOTO 320

270 IF MID$(F*.1.3)-"P P" AND -CM- •

ID*<-F$.5.2')-"P " OR

MI0$(F$,5.2)-"/-") THEN PO-14: G

0T0 320

280 IF MI0$CF$,l f 4J-"B-B. " AND (

MIQt<F$.5,2>-"7-" OR

MI0$<F*.5.2>-"B ") THEN PO-18: G

0T0 320

290. IF M1D$(F$,1,3)-"M H" AND CM

TD$CF$.5,1)~"M" OR

MIQt(Ff,6,l)-"-") THEN P0-100.: G

0T0 320

300 IF (MIFJt(F*,1 ,1}-"-" OR MID$

(F$. 2.1 )-"-") AND

(MI0*(F$,3.1)-* * OR MI0$(F$.4.1
>-"-")• AND MID$(F$ ,5 ,2 )-"?-"

THEN PO^-100; GOTO 320

.310 IF. WiO${F$,l,6]-"7 70?-" THE-

N PO-200: GOTO 320

This code logically implements the payoff

table.

Finally some code is added to display

the results. The complete program is shown
in Listing 2. The format of the display is:

PRESS ANY KEY TO PULL LEVER

•0 P B

PAYOFF: -1

TOTAL COINS: 262

TOTAL PULLS: 15908

I changed the code slightly to play auto-

matically, and after 15908 simulated pulls

I was 262 coins ahead. During that time I

had 1095 two-coin payoffs, 513 Five-coin

payoffs, 220 ten-coin payoffs, 132 four-

teen-coin payoffs. 88 eighteen-coin pay-

offs, 33 100-coin jackpots, and two 200-

coin super jackpots. This corresponds to

the predicted payoffs of 1 120, 480, 250.

168, 90, 36 and 2, based upon averaged

combinations.

Other Simulations

Virtually any gambling game can be

simulated on the CoCo. Of course when
you get into the logic of two-player games,

the rules for winning may become some-
what ill-defined and complicated. For ex-

ample, it's easy enough to shuffle a deck of

cards by computer but not as easy to impie-

mem an expert system that can beat Amar-
illo Slim at poker. However, now that you
know some of the basics aboui random
number generation, try some of your own
simulations. They're a lot less expensive

than dollar slots on the Las Vegas Strip.

See you next month with more CoCo
topics!

Listing 1: RANDOM

100 DIM NC20)
110 FOR 1-1 TO 10000
120 NC0)=N(0)+1
130 RN-RNDC20)
140 N(RN)-N(RN)+1
150 IF tl AND 255)=0 THEN PRINT
I

155 NEXT
160 PRINT
170 FOR 1-0 TO 20
180 PRINT USING "####"; NCI);
190 IF (I AND 3) - THEN PRINT
200 NEXT

Listing 2: SLOTS

100 ' SLOT MACHINE
110 CT-0
120 TA-0
130 CLS
140 PRTNT "PRESS ANY KEY TO PULL
LEVER"

150 At-INKEYt: IF At-"" THEN GOT
150

160 TC-TC+1
170 R1-RNDC20): R2=RND(20): R3=R
NDC?0]
180 Rl$-"0 H P C P 7 B-0 C - P

P M P P - P "

190 R?t-"C P C 70C B P-B C B M

OP B C - C B M0"
200 R3S-"B QPBOLBMOBPLB
P B 7-L B MOB L

"

210 H-M1DS(R1*,R1*Z-1.2)+HID$(R
2$ . R2*2- 1 . 2 J+MI D$ C R3$ , R3*2 1,2)
220 PRINT Ft

230 P0—

1

240 IF MID$CFI.1.4)-"C C " THEN
PO-5: GOTO 320
250 IF MID$CFt,l,2)-"C " THEN PO
-2: GOTO 320
260 IF MIDtCF$„l P

2)-"0 " AND (MI
DtCF$,3,l)-"0" OR M1D$(F$,4,1)-"
0") AND (MIDtfFt.fi. l)-"0" OR MTD
tCFt.6,l)-"0" OR MIDS(F$,S,2)-"7
"J THEN PO-10: GOTO 320
270 IF MIDtCFJ,1.3)-"P P" AND CM
IDt(F*,5,2)-"P " OR MID$(FS.5.2)
-"7") THEN PO-14: GOTO 320
280 IF MIDS(FS,T,4)«"B-B " AND C

MIDt(F$.5,2J-"7-" OR MID$(F$,5.2
)-"B ") THEN PO-18: GOTO 320
290 IF MIDtCFS,l,3)-"M M" AND CM
ID$CF$.5,1)-"M" OR MIDJ(FS.6.1)-
"-") THEN PO-100; GOTO 320
300 IF CMIDSCFS, 1.1)-"-" OR MID$
CFt.2,1)-"-") AND (MIDKFt.a.l)-'" OR MID$(F$,4.I)-"- M

) AND MID
$CFt,5,2)-"7-" THEN PO-100: GOTO
320

310 IF MID$CF$.1.6)-"7 707-" THE
N PO-200: GOTO 320
320 PRINT "PAYOFF:"; PO

330 TA-TA+P0
340 PRINT "TOTAL COINS:'*; TA
3t>0 PR1NI "I0TAL PULLS:"; TC
360 PRINT

370 GOTO 140
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Feature
,ii ; rm; .

-
.
y^»,-;.

•

.!.;.,..
:

i;j '-;;;:;::;

Us/ng arguments to get the job done

Printing the

&#!*X&
Unprintable

h happens all the lime— you're

I |^b going through some files tore-

move the ones you no longer

need and you see one marked

^B "temp." Wondering what's in

there, you try to list it, only to watch as your

screen goes crazy with funny characters

and beeps, then freezes entirely. You've

just tried to list a binary file.

read was written to alleviate this prob-

lem. Written in C and translated to BASIC09,

it prints a file or series of files to the

standard output. If, however, read finds an

unprintable character, it replaces that char-

acter with a period. This makes read a

member of a family of programs called

fillers.

Filter programs, like their namesakes in

the real world, remove unwanted items—
in this case, unprintable characters, read

replaces the character with a period so you

can see that the file isn't empty.

A Description of i ead.b

If you try to run a BAS1C09 program

without the proper number of arguments,

you get an error. Because you don't know
how many files will be listed, use a trick

and send the list of programs as one argu-

ment and split them later. The parameter

line is set to a length of 80 characters. The
program reads through the list, separating

Richard Ries is an embedded systems pro-

grammer, working for a Long Islandfirm.

His Delphi user name is rries; his Compu-
Serve user ID is 76057,3534. He can be

contacted ai 361 Deauville Blvd., Copiague,

NS 11726.

by Richard Ries

names at each space character. It tries to

open each file and, if successful, passes the

path number to Fi 1 e_Copy. If it can't open

a given file, read.b halts with an error

message. When File_Copy is finished,

read . b closes the file and if there are more
names, goes on to the next in the list.

For its part, F1le_Copy reads a character

from the path it was given, and if printable,

it writes the character to the standard out-

put. If the character is not printable,

F1le_Copy prints a period instead. This

continues until the end of the file is reached,

at which point control returns to the calling

program,

Huw read,c Wurks
When it comes to arguments, C does a

much better job than BASIC09. Alt you do is

tell the compiler to expect arguments and it

does the rest. The argument count is placed

into argc, and the arguments are stored in

the argv array. Because C treats the pro-

gram name as an argument (argv[0]J, the

argument count is one more than the num-
ber of arguments you pass, read . c tests the

argument count, and if it is more than one,

loops through the argument array, opening

each file in order. If a file cannot be opened,

an errormessage is printed and the program

halts. After the file is opened, the path

number is passed to the File_Copy func-

tion. Then the file is closed and the next file

is listed.

Like its counterpart in read . b, Fi l e_Copy

reads a character from the path and prints

that character or a period to the standard

output until the end of the file is reached.

Control is then transferred to the calling

program.

To make comparison of BASIC0O and C
easier, similar operations have identical

comments, indicated by Roman numerals,

A note on translation: While a C compiler

might possibly be fooled into converting a

BAS1C09 program into a C run-time module
by using a lot of #define statements and

writing some string manipulating com-
mands (such as RIGHT!}, it would be awk-
ward at best. Translating the other way,

from C to BAS1C09 is a problem— BASJC09

has nothing like C's preprocessor, which is

Listing 1:

PROCEDURE
' '0000

000B
:000E . ...

001C
003C
003D
0049
004A
W51
0.05B

;p5; ?::: ;
;

: ^K;r ::E:E; :

;;Jj£!

:::: ::: :; .. :!'
.

::J
: 7'

; '... : '...

read.

b

Read
h -

Inc.

(*

. < * . b.y R.J. Ries
(.* Copyright 1939 FalSQft,

PARAM Parm:STRING[S0]

DIM FilePtr: INTEGER
DIM ErirJPtrsINT£fi£R
DIM STQIN: INTEGER

•
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The CoCo
Picture Show

Don'1 let

told feel slow

you down. Stuff

those stockings

!

We've got just the

thing with CoCo Gallery

On Disk. This heartwarm-

ing collection of graphics

goodies will brighten any-

one's holi'

CoCoGalleryOnDisk^
an enjoyable gathering of

the best from past issues

of CoCo Gallery thai

you can enjoy on your

own Color Computer.

Volume I is available in \

\
a CoCo 1 and 2 version \

(25 pictures ) and a CoCo 3

|
version ( I ! pictures). The
Gallery winners offered

in each version are dif-

ferent. If you tire W^
considering Coco

Gallery On Disk
f

for a CoCo 3 user,

get both versions

for a total of 36

pictures.

/
/

Yes! Send me Volume 1 of CoCo Gallery
on Disk for

CoCo 1 or 2 ($7.95)

Name

Address

City

. CoCo 3 ($7.95)

State ZIP

Kentucky residents add 5% sales tax.

My check in the amount of

Bill to:

VISA MasterCard

Account Number^

Exp. Date ,

is enclosed.

D American Express

Bkanaiure

Mail to: CoCo Gallery On Disk. The Fa I soft Building,

P.O. Box 385, Prospect, KY 40059 For credit card
orders call (800) 847-0309, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. EST All J

other inquiries call (502) 228-4492.
i

; 1

005F
0066
006D
0079
007A
0031
0088
008F
0090
00C9
00D7
00 F3
00FA
010D
0120
0135
0143
016C
0179
018E
fllAl

01 AC
01B0
01B4
01E3
01EF
01 FA
01 FB
0221
0227
0247
0253
0256
0262
026C
0282
0288
028C
028E 100
02A2
02C5
02C7

PROCEDURE
0000
0033
004C
0053
0054
0060
0067
0063
006F
0070
00A3
00AE
B0C5
00CF
*)
0118
0126
013B
0157
015F
0161
0163
0183
0189
018D
01A5
01A7

DIM STDERR: INTEGER
DIM Filename; ST RING
DIM Ctl:STRING[l]

EndPtr:-l
STDIN:-0
STD£RR:«2

C* Parameter 11st splitting is done automatically in c *)
WHILE EndPtr<=LEN(Parmj DO

(* clear file name string *)

FIleName:-""
{* get file name *)

FOR EndPtr-EndPtr TO LEN(Parm)
(* get a character *)

Ch:=MID$(Parm.EndPtr.l)
(* If It's a space, hop out of FOR loop*)

EXIIIF Ch~" " THEN
(* Go to next name *)

WHILE HIDKParm.EndPtr.l)-" " DO
EndPtr:-EndPtr+l

ENDWHILE
ENDEXIT

(* It's a character, add ft to the file name *)
Fi 1 eName-Fi 1 eName+Ch

NEXT EndPtr

(* (II) file opening error. Hop out *)

OH ERROR GOTO 100
(* (I) open file for reading. *)

OPEN #FilePtr, FIleName: READ
OH ERROR
{* All OK *)

RUN FilcCopyfFnePtr)
(* (III) close file *)

CLOSE tfFilePtr
EHDWHILE
END
(* fopen error *}
PRINT #STDERR."read: can't open file "; FfleHame
END

F1 1 e_Copy
{* (IV) copies the contents of a file pointed to *)
(* by filptr to stdout *j

PARAM FIT eP.tr-: INTEGER

DIM Ch:STRIMG[l]
DIM STDOUT: INTEGER

STD0UT:-1

(* (V) read a character until we get to file end *]
WHILE NOT(E0F<#F1lePtr)) DO

<* get the character *)
GET #FilePtr,Ch

(* (VI) if the character is not a carriage return, and is unprintable.

II- ChOCHR$(*0D) THEN
IF Ch<" " OR Ch>"2" THEN

(* (VII) make 1t a period *)

Ch:-","
ENDIF

ENOIF
<* (VIII) print the character *)
PRINT Ch;

EHDWHILE
(* (IX) end file copy *)
END

Listing 2: read.c

f*
** read.c

** by R.J.Ries
** Copyright 1989 Falsoft. Inc.
*/

^Include <stdio.h>

main(argcargv)
Int argc:
char *argv[];
[

FILE *F11ePtr. *fopen();
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/* allow for mjltiple file names */

wh1Te(--argc > 0)
/* (I) open file for reading. */
/* foper will return if It couldn't do it. */

1f((F1lePtr-fopen(*-H-argv."r"))—NULL)
{

/* (II) file opening error. Hop out */

fpMntftstdenVread: Can't open %s\n".*argv}:
exittl);
)

el se

f

/* All OK */

F1le_CopyCFtlePtr);
/* (III) close file */

fcloseCFilePtr);
1

ex1t(0);
}

F11e_Copy(FllePtr3
FILE *F11ePtr;
/* (IV) copies the contents of a file pointed */

f* to by FilePtr to stdaut */

(

int Ch;

/* (V) read a character until we get to file end *7
while(( Ch~getc(FilePtr))!-EOF)

{

/* (VI) if the character is not a carriage return, and Is unprintable. */
if! Ch !- '\n')

1f( Ch<
1

'

|

| Ch>'z' )

/* (VII) make it a period */

eh'-'.'j
/* (VIII) print the character */
putchar(Ch);
} /* end while */

) /* (IX) end File_Copy */

what deals with Ictefine statements. A
translator must decide if the closing brace

means NEXT, ENDIF, ENDWHILE, etc, What I

did was write the C program, add com-
ments, and then translate based mostly on
the comments.

Getting It Going
The C version of read is run as:

read filel [file! . . .filen]

where the braces denote optiona! filenames.

The BAS1C09 version is run as:

run read ("filel {file2 filenV)

where the braces again denote optional

filenames. In this case there can be no more
than eighty characters, including spaces, in

the list of files. If you've packed the pro-

gram, it can be run from the prompt as:

read ("filel {file! filen}"}

with the same precautions as in the un-

packed version. 1 hope this article will help

you see some of the similarities and differ-

ences between C and BASiCcwrooreclearly.

We'Ve Just Converted Over 250 Macintosh Quality Pictures For The Color Computer.
Each Set Includes An Excellent Graphics Editor!

Set#1

Clipart

Space Pictures

Animals

More'

Set #2

Celebrities

Cartoon Characters

Great Graphics

More

Set #3

Adult Only

R-Rated

Beautiful Women

Each Set Of 10 Disks

Only $35.00

!

Buy 2, Get One Free!
Coco 1 ,2 And 3
32K Minimum

Disk Only

T&D Subscription Software • 2490 Miles Standish Dr., Holland, Mi 49423 • 616-399-9648
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Wrapping the RAINBOW

OS-9: Room for Growth

Hustle and bustle is the name of

the game as I write this

month's column — today is

the day before RAINBOWfest
and we are making final prepa-

rations for the show. Things would not be

as hectic ifthe rainbow weren't on dead-

line as well.

Another highly active topic these days is

centered around OS-9, As Dale Puckett

reported in "KIS Sable OS-9," thanks to

some fancy footwork we can use OS-9000
on current 80386-based MS-DOS machines.

I think we can expect to see some high-

power applications for this progression of

OS-9. What does this mean to the CoCo
user? I hope it will spark new interest and

motivate innovative programmers to pro-

duce the quality applications we demand
for our computers.

An example of such a creation is Utri-

MiisE UI, (previewed in our MIDI Primer,

Page 74 of this issue}. This program repre-

sents a bold step in the CoCo market— a

step away from the ordinary surplus of

utilities that seems to pervade the OS-9
community, Kevin Darling said it well

when he spoke of OS-9 as "destined to be

married to the world of control systems

operators and hobbyists."

Most of the software available for OS-9
falls under the utility/system programmer

category. Indeed, we have relatively few

OS-9 applications submissions in our files.

Still, early returns from our reader survey

(November 1989, Page 123) tell us you are

hungry for OS-9 programs that perform

useful functions not directly related to the

computer. You want applications for busi-

ness, finance, education, games, graphics

and more.

To lend credence to these statements we
again look to UltiMiuE. The first version of

this MIDI music editor was originally

uploaded to the OS-9 SIG on Delphi, The

download count for these files jumped to

nearly 100 in just one week, and the result-

ing music library is growing steadily.

Reader feedback via the phone and mail

also indicates many current Disk BASIC

users are willing to explore OS-9 if more
applications are available. Sure, there are

some fine programs under OS-9; DynaStar,

DyuaCak. Sculptor and Leisure Suit Larry

immediately come to mind. But the general

consensus still seems to be, "Why use an

operating system that doesn't offer more in

the way of unique, practical software?"

We are in a Catch-22 situation. On the

one hand, you want to see these orFginal

applications in the magazine. On the other,

few are able (or willing) to write them for

publication. Many areas of computing

remain relatively untapped in the OS-9
community. I believe we can fill the need,

but only through your courage in making
submissions — so go ahead and submit

your ideas and programs. Let us know what

you want and then give us the tools to work
with. We don't mind the increased activity

here in Prospect if it means serving you

better.

Cray Augsburg
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Dr. Preble's Programs

Since 1983

Pyramid
This fascinating CoCo 3 game continues

to be one of our best sellers. Pymaix is

l % machine language written
exclusively 1o take advantage of all the

power in your 128K CoCo 3, The Colors
are brilliant, the graphics sharp, the

action fast. Written by Jordan Tsvetkoff

and a product of ColorYenture.

The Freedom Series

Vocal Freedom

I've got to admit, this is one nifty
computer program. Vat*/ freedom lu rtij

your computer into a digital voire
recorder. The optional Hacker's Pet lets

you incorporate voices ot sounds that you
record into your own BASIC or ML
programs. This U not a synthesizer.
Sounds are digitized directly into
computer memory so that voices or

sound effects sound very natural, One
"off-the-shelf" application for Vocal
Freedom is an automatic message minder.

Record a message for your family into

memory. Set Vocal Freedom on
automatic. When Vocal Freedom "hears"

any iiuise in the room, It plays the pre-

recorded message! Disk operations are

supported, VF also tests memory to take

advantage of from 64K up to a full

S12K. Requires low cost amplifier (RS
cat. *277-lO0S) and any microphone.

Mental Freedom

Would your friends: be impressed if your
computer could read their Kindt? Mental
Freedom uses the techniques of
Biofeedback to control video game action

on the screen Telekineiis? Yes, you
control the action with your thoughts and
emotions. And, oh yes. it tilti in a

perfectly natural voice without using a

speech synthesizer! Requires Radio
Shack's low cost Biofeedback monitor.
Cat. *63-675.

BASIC Freedom

Do you ever type in BASIC programs,
manually? If you do. you know it can
b* a real Chore, Basic Freedom changes

all that. It gives you a full screen editor

j u 5 1 like a word processor, but for

BASIC programs. Once loaded in, it is

alway* on-line. It hides invisibly until

you call it forth with a single keypress!

This program is a must for programers

I
or aityuiie who types in programs. By
Chris Bibcock and a product of
ColorYenture.

Lightning Series

These three utilities give real power to

your CoCo 3.

Ramdist Lightning

This is the best Kamdisk available. It

lets you have up to 4 mechanical disk

drives and 2 Rem drives on line and is

fully compatible 'with our printer spooler

below.

Printer Lightning

High capacity print spooler for CoCo 3.

Load it and forget [(--except for the

versatility it gives you. Never wait for

your printer again! Printer runs at high
speed while you euntinue to work at the

keyboard! Will operate with any printer

you have already hooked to your CoCo.

Backup Lightning

This utility requires S12K. Reads your
master disk once and then makes
superfast multiple disk backups or all

your drives! No need to format blank
disks first! Supports 35. 40 or 80 track

drives.

COCO Braille

Produce standard grade 2 Braille on a

Brother daisy wheel printer. Easy to use

for sighted or blind user, No knowledge
of Braille it necessary. Call for free

sample. The raised dots produced are

easily touch readable by the blind. The
print-to-braille algorithm is robust with

errors rarely being made*--and, it has the

ability to learn!

Prices

CoCo 3 only

Emm Visi Lightning. Bisk Si 9.95

Printer Lightning Bis*. $1 9.95
Bsctap Lightning, B£t± $19,95
AH three. Bisk , ,,....$49.93

Pyrtnsix, But $24.95

CoCo 1,2, or 3

Votmi freedom. Disk. , $34.93
ytfcsl Freedom /lifters Pre $14.95
COCO Brittle. ,..$69.95

CoCo 2 or 3 only

Meats/ Freedom Disk. , $24.95Aw Freedom, Dim: $24.95

CoCo 1 or 2 only

VBOS, The l/mdisk. a menu operated
ramdisk for the CoCo 1 or 2, LOAD,
SAVE. KILL. DIRECTORY, are all

supported. Tape S24.95
VDVMF. backup Undisk filet to tingle

tape file. Tape $14.95
YPMINT. Print Undlsk directory.
Tape $9.95

We Ship FASTI
Add $2.50 shipping/handling

in USA or CANADA
Add $5.00 to ship to other

countries

Dr. Preble's Programs

6540 Outer Loop

Louisville, KY 40228

24 Hour Order Line

Visa. MasterCard, COD. Check

5 (502) 969M8 18*



Racksellers

The retail stores listed below carry therainbow on a regular basis andmay have
other products of interest to Tandy Color Computer users. We suggest you
patronize those in your area.

ALABAMA FLORIDAfcon't) IMARYLANpfcon't)
Birmingham Jefferson New* Co, Plantation Bpoksiop Ocean Sly Haiftis Books

Little Professor Book Center Starke 'Record Junction, Inc. Silver Spring Capital Classics

Brewton McDowell Electronics
'

Radio Shack Deafer

Florence Anderson News Co, Sunrise Sonny's at Sunset MASSACHUSETTS
Greenvilte MSB Electronics Tallahassee Anderson News Co. Boston Eastern Newsstand
Montgomery Trade 'N" Books West Palm Bdach Great American Book Cambridge Out of Town News " .

Tuscaloosa Turtle's Records and Tapes Greenfield Wurld Eye Bookshop
GEORGIA Ipswich Ipswich News

ALASKA Atlanta Border's Lenox Book Maze . .

Fairbanks Baker and Baker Booksellers U.S. News Inc; 'Lexington ColoniaiPharmacy
Bremen Bremen Electronics/Radio Shack Littleton Computer Plus

ARIZONA Clayton Allen's Books V Crafts Lynn North Sti.ore News Co.

Cottonwood AS W Graphics Co. Gomells' Electronic Connection Maynard Paper Store, inc.

Flagstaff McGaugh's Newsstand Forest Park Eliera News Center Swansea Newsbreak, Inc.

Phoenix Houle Books Rivei-dai'e

'

Riverdale Book 4 News
' Litlle'PrCfessor Book Center Savannan Home Run Video MICHIGAN
TRI-TEK Computers Allen Park Book Nook. Inc.

Sierra Vista Livingston's Books IDAHO Battle Creek- Mickey"© Newsstand
Temps ASU Bookstore Boise Bonk Shelf, Inc. Birmingham Border's Bonk Shop

Computer Library Moscow Johnsgn-News Agency Dgranei: Robbins Electronics

Tucson Anderson News Co, E. Detroit Book Center o! E. Detroit

Software, ate. ILLINOIS Merit Book Center

Belleville Software ,gr Systems .Grand Rapids SphutefBooks 1,*,

ARKANSAS Centralis Books & Co., inc. Hillsdale Electronics Express/Radio Shack
Eldorado Howard's Newsstand Champaign Bookmark Holland Fris News Company
Ft. Smith Hot Off the Press Newsstand Pages for An Ages. Inc. Interlochen Interlochen Bookstore

Little flock Anderson News Co, Chicago Parkway Drugs
Redig's Book Market

Kaiamatoo The Book Rait

. Michigan. News Agancy
CALIFORNIA U.I. C. Bookstore Lansing Readmore News Center

flenicia Ryno Computer Systems Book Markel Lowell Lowell Electronics

Berkeley Dave's Smote Shop/Lyon Enf. World News Midland MoCandiess, Inc,

Whentan's Smoke Shop E. Pe'oria Books 'n Sluff ML Clemens Key B6ak Shop
Citrus Heights Software Plus- Evanslon Nprns Center Bookstore

.

Muskegc.i First Edition Bookstore

Hollywood Levity Distributors Glencoo Rchn Heurbinger Pharmacy "The Eight Sit' Comer
"'

Slef-Jen,'!nc. Lisle Book Nook " ... . . . Miles .. Michiana News Service

Universal News Agency Lombard
.
Empire Periodicals Nevi Borders Bookshop.

Los Angeles Center Fold Newsstand Orlando Park Book Link, Inc. Oscoda Readmore Book Store

Circus' of Books {2 Locations) W«si Frankfort

.

Paper Place . . Pern/ . Perry..Computers :

Software, etc. Pomiac Waterford Bookshop
MarysviHe Bookland INDIANA Portage John -Rollins- Bootee-liars

Napa Bodkends Bookstore • Angola D&.D Electronics Riverview The Book Stop

Norfhrldgs North ndge Newsstand Radio Shack RdseViile New Horizons Book Shop
Oakland DeLauer's News Aoency Berne While Cottage Electronics Sterling Heights Booklover's Shop
Rancho Murieta Software Pius Blooming(on Book Corner

Sacramento Tower Magazine ' 'Franklin ' Galfefy Book Shop MINNESOTA
San Diego Seventh rtear b Ft. Wayne Mlcjiiana-News Service Bjaine Shinders Northcpiiri Comm,.
San Francisco BooKsmith Garrett Finn News Agency. Inc. Burnsviile Shinder's Burnsvilfa

Gookworks Greenwood Community Newscenter Crystal . . Shinder's Crystal Gallery

GastroKiosk Indianapofis Borders Bookshop. Edina Shinder's Leisure Lane
The Kios! on Clement Community Newsletter Minneapolis Easter's Books

San Jose Computer Literacy' Bookshops Indiana News Shinder's (2 Locations)

Santa Clara Computer Literacy. Soulhsitfa News Mlnrefonka Shinder's Ridge squar

Santa Mui it a Midnight Syetial Bookstore Lebanon Gallery Book Shop RoSevilfe Shinde^sRosevilie

Santa Rosa Sawyer's News, Inc. Martinsville Radio Shack St. Paul Shinder's Annex
Stockton Harding. Way. News Nappannea Richard's K-40 Electronics' ' Shinder's' Mapiewood'

:

'

Sunnyvale Computer Literacy RichmgrKf Voyles-News -Agency, Inc. ShirKfer's St; Pauis

COLORADO IOWA MISSOURI
Aurora Aurora Newsstand

Eads- News St-Smoke Shop
'Davenport

Oes Moines
Interstate Book Store
Thackery's Books, Inc.

Farmington Ray's TV & Radio Shack
Boulder Fiat River Ray's TV A Radio Shack
Colorado Springs Hathaway's Florissant Book Brokers Unlimited

McKinaey-Wliite Books KANSAS Jefferson City Cowiey Distributing

'Delta Roundhouse Books Leawood Leawoed Book Gallery Kirksville' T&H Electronics ;
Glenwood Springs Trie Book Train Liberal :'. CQS Ventures St, Louis Book Emporium

Topeka Palmer News, inc. World News— wesfpprt

DELAWARE Wellington Dandy's'Radio-Shack Dealer

Dover Pia;a News, Inc. NEBRASKA
Newark Newark Newsstand KENTUCKY Lincoln'' Nebraska BrJOksfore

Hazard Daniel Boone Gulf Man Omaha Nelson News
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA Hopkinsvillc Hobby Shop

Washington, D,C. Centra! Penodicals Louisville' Hawley-Cooke Booksellers NEVADA
News Room {2 Locations) Carson City Bookcellar

The Mews Work), inc. Las Vegas Hurley Electronics

World News, Inc. LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge City News Stand

Steve's Books & Magazines

FLORIDA Lafayette Oil Center Newsstand NEW HAMPSHIRE
Boca Raton Bookslop New Orleans Bookstore Newington Winehaum's Smoke Ring II

Cocoa The Opart Poor Oliver's Newsstand Salem " Bookgmith'

Dania Dania News & Books Sidney's News Sta.r«d Uptown West Lebanon Verham News Corp.

Davie Boohs Unlimited' Siidell The Book Shelf

Software Pius More NfirlhshotB News NEW JERSEY
Delanfl trie Family Bookshop Atlantic City AfianSc Ctiy News.Agency
Ft, Lauderdale Bookstop MAINE Cedar Knolls Viilag'e Computer & Software

Ctarks Out of Town News Bangor

'

Magazines, Inc. . CiirfBkla.P.ark '.. Garden Sfale.News
Gainesville Soaring Book Center Bro.cktpn Voyager Bookstore Clinton Micro Wo rid 11

Miami Backstop Caribou Radio Shack Hackettstown Bach's Orug-S Surgical

Joe's News'

'

Oxford Books-N-Things Morristown Magarinas Pius

Noriti Miami Beach Almar.BookstOre Sanford Radio Shack PtainsDoro •• CoveMo- :Cover Books. Inc.

Orlando Bgokstop
Phoenix Books MARYLAND NEW MEXICO

Pensacoia Anderson News Co. Baltimore Gordon's Booksellers Ai&uquafnue .. Page.One..News:Stand

Pinellas Park Wolf's Newsstand- Gailhersburp. News £ U Santa Fe Downtown Subscription
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HEW YORK
Amherst
Brooklyn

Buffalo

Cortland

Dansvllle

Elniira Heights
,

Fredonla

..Hudson Palls

Huntington

Mamaroncek
Now York

Troy

NORTH CAROLINA
Cary.
Chapel Hill

Charlotte

Commons
Gaffney

Hickory
Highpoint

Kernersville

Lexington

Marian

Wafcertown
Winston-Salem

OHIO
Akron

Canton
Chagrin Falls

Chardon
Cincinnati

Cleveland
Columbiana
Coiumbus

Dayton

Village Green -Buffalo Books
Crc-mland. inc.

Elmwood Buffalo Books
Reading Worki
Book Deh

..Southern Tier News Co., inc.

On Line: Computer Access Center
G.A! West &- Co.
Oscar's Bookshop
Rea<Jer's Market
Bamoc £ Nobie Sales Anne»
Coliseum BOOKS
Eastern Newsstand
GrandCsntral'StaSofii Track 37
200 Park Ave., (Pan Am #1)

5.5 Water Street

World Trade Center #2
First Stop News
idle Hqurs Bookstore

International Smoke Shop
Jortif Smoke
Penn Book

.

State News
Wortrf Wide Media. Services
Mieroeom Software

Tandy Users Gruup
Rochester Books, inc.

Village 'Green"

World WidB.Nsws
.

The Book End

News Center in Gary Village

University. News ^-Sundry
Newsstand Int'i

Omnibus
Papers & Paperbacks
KSS Newsstand
Gaffney Bpoksiore
CBobksi Comics
KS, S. Newsstand
K & S Newsstand
Martin's News Stand
Boomers.Rhythm Center

K a S Newsstand
Booh Nook
K & S Newsstand (3 Lccajions)

Rainbow News Ltd.

ChurcWJ News s Tobacco
Manhattan Music, inc.

Little Professor Book Center
inside Story . .

Thrasher Radio & TV
Cinsolt

Erieview News
Fidelity Sound £ Electronics

Beechcraft Newsstand
6S Software
Headline Newsstand
Tha Newsstand
Books & Co.
Huber Hetghts Book & Card
Wifke News

Dublin • Book Barn
Sibert Enterprises

faiiborn News-Readers
Sandbox Micro Systems
Wilka's University Shoppa

FinrJtey Ope rvBook
Fremont The Open Book
Lakeworjd Lakewbod International News
Miamisburg Wiike News
Tiffin Pape rand Ink

Toledo Owl's Bookstore
Warren Rook Nook Inc. .

Xenia Fine Prim Books
Yourtgstown Piaia Book & Smoke Shop

OKLAHOMA
Bartlesvitle Betty's Boo*s Ffaek
SlilSwaler Caravan Books
TaKlequah

. . .
Thomas Sales, Inc. d&a Radio:

Tulsa Steve's Book Store

OREGON
Beairerton Tech Books
Eugene Libra Books Book Mark

' Newport Sea Towne Books, inc..

Portland Fifth Avenue News
Salens Capitol NewsCenier

Checkmate Book

PENNSYLVANtA
Allen town Owl Services
AJtoona Newborn. Enterprises
Ambler Ambler News Center
Feastervilie Global Books
King of PrussiE i Gene's Books .

Laurekfale ; Software Comer
Philadelphia Popl, Inc. (2-locations,

West Cnastsr Chester County Book Co.
Wind Gap Micro Worid
York The Computer Center of York

Toiigate Bookstore

RHODE ISLAND
Newport Bellevue News

RHODE ISLANDfcarft)
Pawtucket Paperbacks Plus
Warwick Reader's Market
West Warwick A Novel Place; Inc.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Charleston New Life Bookstore
Charleston H5$. Software Haus, Inc.

Clemson - • Clemson Newsstand
Columbia Capital Newsstand
Florence Raysm
Greenville Palmetto News Co.
'Spartanburg . Pic-A-Bookv inc. .

Software City

TENNESSEE
Brentwood .BpQkworJd *.5

Chattanooga Anderson News Co,
Guild Books 8 Periodicals

Goodlettsville Bookwwld
. . .

Knpxviile Anderson News Co.
DaviS-Kkld Bookseller

' Memphis Computer Center
Nashville BookworW (locations)

Davis-Kidd Booksellers

Floppy's Disc Software
Mosko's Place

R.M. Mills Bookstore
Smyrna . .Delker Electronic*

TEXAS
Amariito Hastings Books a Records
'Aflingttirt Boekslop
Austin Bookstop
Big Spring Poncho's News
Dallas

:

Bookstop
Maxwell' Books' "

Desoto Maxwell Books
Elgin ...The Horning'Pigeori

Ft, Worth Trinity News
•Houston Bookstop
San Antonio Bookstop .

.

VERMONT
Essex Juneijon Gingeric.tTD
Manchestar'CBnter Northshire; Bookstore

VIRGINIA
Alexandria

. King Street'News

MTV Central Newsstand.
Falls Church Skyline Newsstand
Franklin The Bookhaven .'

.

Hampton : . Benders
Lynchburg Self Serve Software
Richmond Book Gallery

' Volume 1 Bookstore
Springfield Springfield' Central

Wood bridge' Potomac Mill Central News

WASHINGTON
Port Angeles Port Book & News
Seattle Bulldog News
Tacoma O'Lsarys Books

WEST VIRGINIA
Huntington N:Ck SNOWS
Parkersburg Valley News Service

South Charleston Spring Hill News

WISCONSIN
Applo'lon' Badger Periodicals

Cudahy.
. Cudahy News*' Hobby

Green Say Basse's, inc.

Kenosha R.K, News. inc.

Madison Pic.A Book
20th Century Books
University Bookstore

Milwaukee Schwartz Bookshop.

.

Racine East Side Emporium
U-W-M Bookstore.

Waukesha Holt Variety

Wausau Janke Book Store

AUSTRALIA
Blaxland BlaxJand Computers
Kinytrrord Paiis Radio ElecHonles

CANADA:
ALBERTA

Banff Banff Radio Shack
Bonnyville Paul TerciBr

Brooks Ooubte "D" A.S.G.Radio Shack
Calgary Billy-S News
Ciaresholm R'adid'Shack Associated Stores
Drayton Valley Langard Electron iCs

Edmonton CfVtS Micro

ALBEHTA^eon't)
Faiiylew D.N.R. Furniture & TV
Fox Creek Pok City Color & Sound

A.S.C, Radio Shack . . .

Ft. Saskatchewan 'Ft. Ma!i Radia Snack, A.S.C.
Grande Cache The Stereo Hut
Grande Centre The Book Nook
Hinton .Jim Cooper
Inrtisfaii L S S Stereo
Leduc Radio Shack Associated Sides
Lethhndge Datatron

UoydiuinisSei Lloyd Radio St sack

Okotoks Okotoks Radio Shack
PfJaci? Rtver Radio Shack Associated Stores

Tavener Software
St. Paul Walter's Electronics-

Stealer Statlier Radio Shack
Strathmore Wheatland Electronics

"

Tnber Pyrsewood Sight & Sound
Wostlock Wastfock Stereo
WstasKiwin Radio Shack

BFilTlSH COLUMBIA Surnaby Compoiit
.
BprnsLake' VT. Video Works
Campbell River TRS Electronics

Chillrwack Charles Parker
Coqmtia.m Cbfjy Brooks LTD
Coorlenay Rii.*' s Music & Stereo
Dawson Creek Bell Radio & TV
Golden Taks Home Furnishings
Lang ley Langtey Radio Shack
Nelson Oliver's Books
New Westminster Cody Books LTD
Parksville Parksville TV
Penticton DJ.'s-

Four CornerG rocery

Sidney

.

SidhSy Elaclronics

Smrthers Wail's Home Furniture
Squamish Kotyk Elecl/onics

Vancouver Active Components

'

FrierKttyware Cornputers
Granville Book Co,

SiticorWSClions.Book's LTD
100 Mile House ' TipTopftadioa TV

MANITOBA
.
Altona LA Wretjr Ltd.

Lundar Goranson Elec:

Morden ' Cehtrat Sound
The Pas Jodi's Sight & Sound
Selkirk G.L. Enns £lec.

Virden Archer Enterprises

NEW BRUNSWICK
Moncton Jeffries Enterprises

Susssk Oewitt Elec,

NEWFOUNDLAND
Botwood Seaport Else
Carbonear Slade Realties '

NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax AHantic News

ONTARIO
Angus Micro Computer Services
Aurgra

\
Conrpu Vision

Concord Ingram Software
. Exceter J. Macfeane & Sons
Hanover

.

Modem' Appiianca Centre
Kunfarville lluntiville'Clec.

Kingston T.M, Computers
Listowei Modem Appliance Centre
South-River Max TV '

' Dennis TV
' Toronto Gordon and.GotCh

QUEBEC
:. . lasaite Messageries cte Presse Benjamin

Pont. Rouge Boulique Bruno Larcche

SASKATCHEWAN
Assiniboia Teistar News
Estevan Kotyk Electronics

Moose Jaw DaS Computer Fiace
Nlplwan

'

Cornerstone Sound.

.

Regtna Regina CoCo Outi
Software Supermarket

Saskatoon Everybody's Software Library

Sheiibrgpke Gee. Laberge Radio Sliack
Tisdale"" Paul's Service

. Unity Grant's House of Sound

YUKON
Whitehouse HSO Holdings

Also available at all B. Dalton Booksellers, and
selected Coles and W. H. Smith in Canada, Waldenbooks,
Pickwick Books, Encore Books, Barnes & Noble, Little

Professors, Tower Book & Records, Kroch's & Brentano's,
and Community Newscenters.
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Advertisers Index

We encourage you to patronize our advertisers — all of whom support the Tandy Color
Computer. We will appreciate your mentioning the rainbow when you contact these firms.

21st Century Software . ,.,;., 81

Alpha Products 21

Alpha Software Technologies.. 73

Arizona Small

Computer Company 95

Burke & Burke 103

Cer-Comp 51

Cinsoft 104

CoCo Gallery on Disk 122

Gdldrware 18

Colorware .19

Computer Island -..,;.. 25

Computer Plus 3

CompuServe ....,„,,, 55
CRC/Disto .....99

Danosoft.... .............63

Data Match, Inc. 104
Dayton Associates

ofW.R. HalUnc 97

Delphi 1 15

Dr. Preble's Programs 125

E.Z, Friendly Software 85
Eversott Games, Ltd 101

Frank Hogg Laboratories 79

Game Point Software „. 87
Giibralter Software 61

Gimmesoft. . 31

Granite Computer Systems 109
HawkSoft, Inc 47
Howard Medical 130
Howard Medical IBC
JR & JR Softstuff 119
JWT Enterprises 57
Metric Industries 37

Microcom Software 7

Microcom Software 9

Microcom Software , 11

Microcom Software.. 13

Microcom Software 15

Microcom Software... 17

Microdeal BC
Microtech Consultants, Inc. 23
Oblique Triad 43

Orion Technologies 53
Owl-Ware 69
Owl-Ware ., 70

Owl-Ware .71

P&M Products 85
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Paul & Tony's 113

Perry Computers 89
r3 Systems „ 61

Rainbow Bookshelf .90

Rainbow Bookshelf 91

RRA & Company 57
Ruiaford Research ill

SD Enterprises
, 25

Second City Software 129
Simply Better Software 81

SpentroSystftms ,, 47
SPORTSware...; 41

Sugar Software 59

Sundog Systems 1FC

Supersoft, Inc. ....,„ 49
T & D Software 29
T & D Software 49
T & D Software 83
T& D Software ......... 123

Tandy/Radio Shack , 33

Tandy/Radio Shack 107

Tepco .........; 39
True Data Products 45

Wasatchware ... 119

WBD Software ..„..„, 101

Zebra Systems 1 13

....

Call:

Belinda Kirby
Advertising Representative

(502) 228-4492

Call:

Kim Vincent
Advertising Representative

(502) 228-4492

The Falsoft Building

9509 U.S. Highway 42
P.O. Box 385
Prospect, KY 40059
FAX (502) 228-5121

<***«^



^ The Ultimate Music Editor for the CoCo 3 -^

"What if...

all CoCo music programs were this good?"

UltiMusE III is a MIDI 'Notation Sequencer'. It lets you write and edit

sheet music on a 640x1 92 graphics screen using the mouse, play it on
ANY MIDI-equipped synthesizer(s), and print out the score... Written

by an experienced computer professional who is also a serious ama-
teur musician and composer. With UltiMusE III, there is no more 'faking'

to play what you want to hear! PerfRct for the trained musician,

UltiMusE Ill's natural notation also heips a beginner to copy a favorite

piece of sheet music just as it looks. Why should your music sound like

a machine? UltiMusE III has a wide pitch range, from 4 octaves below

Middle C to over 3 above. Each staff has a 4-octave range centered on
one of four clefs - Treble, Guitar, Bass, and Double Bass. Staff place-

ment, clefs, and part and MIDI channel assignments can ALL be
edited... Professional software should use a professional Operating

System. UltiMusE III uses the advanced features of OS-9 Level II and
does not interfere with its windowing and/ ^"^<iQgin any way.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: CoCo 3
with at least 256K memory, OS-9 Level 2,

Mouse or Joystick (Hi-Res Joystick Adapter
recommended), Synthesizer(s) with MIDI-

ln jack, plus a Serial to MIDI cable. Tandy's

DMP printer, a MIDI Interface Pak. and a

Muhi-Paif are optionaLfifluipment.

§5*

w®
&.

(CASIO MT-240 MIDI KEYBOARDS 149.95

A/C POWER ADAPTER $14.95

SERIALTO MIDI CABLE........ $19.95

Newspaper^
FINAL EDITION

DeskTop Publishing forthe CoCo 3 just got

better! With the ALL NEW NEWSPAPER
PLUS - FINAL EDITION, you can create

complete and sophisticated Banners,

Headlines along with Text Columns and
Graphics. Bring in different pictures, fonts,

fill patterns, and textfrom disk and create a
publication with that pro-look to it. Comes
complete with 22 fonts, 50 NewsArt pic-

tures and fill patterns. 128k or 51 2k Disk

STILL ONLY $48.95

x
'FINAL EDITION' isjustanews

print slogan meaning the very

latest published issue. In the

case of Newspaper Plu3- Final

Ed ition , it mean s the latest up -

grade is NOW available. Here

are some of the added tea

tures being offered;

*Text import with Lett, Right,

Centered & Justification

* Ram Disk Utility (512k)

* Stretch, Shrink & Com-
press picture utility

*A new 'Design Your Own'
layout feature

*Full Font import ability

*Textto Picture wrap-around

*Oisk Transfer Utility (512k)

WORD SEARCH: $22.95
A Ward Search Puzzle Generator Utility

program. CoCo 1.2.&3 Disk

MORSE CW: $19.95

A complete Morse Code Totori a I program.

CoCo 1.2.&3 Disk

SPACE RAIDERS: $16.95

A FAST ACTION ARCADE GAME. Test your
skills! CoCo 1,2,&3 Disk

STARPIC UTILITY: $19.95

DMP-PIC UTILITY: $19.95

GEM-PIC UTILITY: $19.95
A complete Graphics Printing Utility pro-

gram for the Star NX-10O0or Tandy's DMP
or the Gemini Dot Matrix printers. Works in

an easy to use Point 'N Click pull down
menuenvironment.AMUSTHAVE printing

utility. CoCo 1,2,&3 Disk

CheckQ9MV: #2.1 $25.95
Check09MV interacts with MultiVue for

FAST & EASY checkbook balancing. No
more waiting for your bank statement for

an ending balance. Check09MV will pro-

duce a check-by-eheck running total of

ynuraceount in aneasy to use format. End
those monthly surprizes! 512k

MASTER CATALOG: $1 9.95

MASTER CATALOG 3: $1 9.95

Organize your floppy disks with Master
Catalog. Supports single & double sided

drives, alphabetize, sort, and search & find

up to S.OOOfilenames, Program supports a
Column Format Hard Copy and is 100%
MLfor lightning response. When ordering,

please specify CoCo 1,2, or 3 version.

START OS-9 $32.95
An Enjoyable. Hands-On Guide To OS-9
Level 2 On The Color Computer 3. Work
from a step-by-step easy to follow tutorial

book and program disk. Requires 2 drives,

512K and an 80-column monitor.START I

OS-9...NOW NO MORE EXCUSES.

BasicScreen Editor $19.95
ADOS 3 $34.95
MY-DOS.... $14.95

EPROM BURN SERVICE $15.00
Ram Disk Lightning ., $16.95

Printer Lightning $1 6.95
BackUp lightning $16-95

VIP Library $1 49.95
VIPWriter III $79.95

VIP Caiclll $29,95
VIPDataBase III $69.95

OS-9 Solution ,.,...., , $24.95
Schematic Drafting Processor $24.95
Tapeto Disk/DisktoTape $19.95
Multi-Pak Crack $24.95

TelePatch $24.95
Blackjack Royale $16.95

CoCo Calender Deluxe $19.95

NewsArt A thru Z
26 disks filled with useable clip art for I

Newspaper Plus & Newspaper Plus - Final

Edition. $100.00 for the complete set.

APBBS Ver: 300.00 SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE OF $39.95
QUESTION; Have you ever wondered how someone can sell and support two different BBS
programs whiie claiming both to be the BEST? Good question you ask.. .we think so too!!! With
the exclusive SCS commercial release of Mike Guzzi's APBBS program we end a yearsquest for

a POWERFUL, HIGH QUALITY, and AFFORDABLE BBS program, Besides these three require-
ments, we also demanded full author assistance to help answer your questions and lend
technical support. Mike Guzzi has not onlywritten such aprogramin APBBS but has also offered
his expertise and knowledge as the programmer and a SYSOP. Giving you FULL SUPPORT
AFTERTHE SALE! APBBS requires a GoCo3 w/512k memory, at least two double sided floppy
drives (a hard drive is strongly recommended), OS-9Level2, and RS-232pak. APBBSis not for

everyone. It is designed and intended forthe SYSOP who demands performance and support.

MASTER CARD -VISA

C.O.D.- MONEY ORDERS

ADD $2.50 SHIPPING
($4.50 FOREIGN) AND
AN ADDITIONAL $2.50

FOR C.O.D. ORDERS

Allow 1 to 3 weeks delivery

wm
i)

(c.
J

r
W7

toV!

A

P.O BOX 72956

ROSELLE, IL

60172

ORDER
708^53-5610

BBS
312-745-1387



STAR NX-1000L COLOR
• Built in back tractor paper feed

converter Bdd $40
$24g (6ship)

%

DRIVE PLUS
• Double sided 360KM PI 52
• Disto Controller and cable

$178.45 (5ship)

DISTO DC-7
• Mini Disk Controller for CoCo 1, 2, 3
• includes RS 1 .1 Modified to access

Double-sided Drive $75 (2 ship)

VIDEO AMPLIFIER VA-1
required in CoCo 1 or 2 to drive

monitor $29.45 (2 ship)

MAGNAVOX 7622 AMBER
80 Column OR 7652 GREEN
Built in Speaker *nD „ ., ,$9o (7 ship)

RS1.1 DOS
ROM Chip for Disk Controller

! Works for CoCo 2 or 3

$25 (2 ship)

HARD DRIVE
20,000.000 Bytes or the equivalent to 1 25
R.S. 501 'son line are packed into this hard
drive, pre installed and ready to run. This
complete easy to use package includes a
Seagate 20 Meg Hard Drive, a DTC 5150
Controller and interface.* heavy duty case,
power supply and fan and a 1 year war-
ranty. This 20 meg Hard Drive will also
work with Tandy and IBM clones. Basic
driver, $29.95, lets you access this hard

drive without need for OS-9

See Rainbow Reviews 8/89

{9 ship)

HD-1 10 Meg** $349
HD-2 20 Meg $499
HD-3 30 Meg $549
HD-4 40 Meg $598

*Burke & Burke "CDC drive

DOUBLE DRIVE +

Two double side 360K Teac 55B
Disto controller & cable

$310(8ship)

\ IITI""*>.--.-;•-. .-" - ;.v ••; --' _*

-

-

PAL UPGRADE PAL-1 or 2

Makes multi-pack interface work
with CoCo 3. Specify 26-3024 or

26-3124. $14.95 (2 ship)

30 Day Money Back Guarantee

Howard Medical's 30-day guarantee

is meant to eliminate the uncertainty

of dealing with a company through

the mail. Once you receive our

hardware, try it out; test it for

compatability. If you're not happy
with it for any reason, return it in 30

days and we'll give youryour money
back (less shipping.) Shipping

charges are for 48 states. APO,
Canada and Puerto Rico orders are

higher.

IT

Howard Medical Computers
1690N. Elston

Chicago, Illinois 60622

Order Status and Inquiries

312-278-1440

Show Room Hours

8:00- 5:00 M-F
10:00 -3:00 Sat.

Order Line

800-443-1444



STAR NX 1000
Dot Matrix; 144CPS

• Back Tractor & Friction Feed
Weeds SP-C $109 (5 ship)

HOWARD SP-C
• Serial to Parallel Converter

• Connect CoCoto Parallel Printer

$68.45 (2 ship)

DISTO DG3
1 Original Disto Controller

1 2 ROM Slots; Gold Platted Contacts

$98 (2 ship)

A. DISTO 3in1 Board $69.45

B. DISTO MEB $30.00

C. DISTO RS-232 $49.95

MULTI-PACK INTERFACE
MP -II

Too newfora picture, this freshly designed

interface is the same size as the DISTO
DC-3 Disk Controller. It fits directly into the

CoCu expansion port and features three

slots that allow packs like the DC-3, the

Burke & Burke Hard Drive interface or the

RS-232 pack. The MP-I! draws it's power

from theCoCo however the B & B requires

an optional AC power adapter. Designed

by Chris Hawks.

MP - II $89.45
AC Adapter AC -9 $14.95

BURKE & BURKE BOX

Hard disk interface

with clock

RSBver 1.3

Hyper I/O ver 2.6C
XT-ROM ver 2.3

File repack

69.45

99.45

39.45

29.95

19.45

29,45

Dual Hi - Res Adapter

Combines joystick part, Radio Shack high

resolution adapter, CoCo Max high resolu-

tion adapter into one unit with switches.

$39.45

MICRO WORKS DIGITIZER
> DS-69B 1 5 Second/Pictu re $1 50
. DS-69 B&W 2 Second/Picture $1 00

DISTO ADD ONS
MULTI BOARD ADAPTER $70
EPROM PROGRAMMER $49

DC-3C CLOCK CALENDAR
PARALLEL PORT $40

:

TEAC55B
36DK Double Sided Half Ht. Floppy

Fits R.S. 501 &502
CA-2 cable $29.50 $98 P Ship)

L
MAGNAVOX 8CM51B COLOR

• 80 Column
* Use with Coco, Tandy 1000's, IBM PC|
CC-3 RGB cable 1995 A___

$259 f14ship)

i Jjfmj/m

wr '''^B

MEMORY
t

I

• 51 2K Bare Board $40
• Populated 51 2K & Software $89
• 64K8ChipforCoCo2 $30

Howard Medical Computers

1690 N. Elston

Chicago, Illinois 60622

Order Status and Inquiries

312-278-1440

MasterCard Visa • Discover

American Express

C.O.D. • School P.O.'s

Order Line

800-443-1444



Slots 8c Cards / /
i

VGA Graphics Depicted
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576 S. Telegraph

Pontiac, MI 48053
** (313) 334-5700

Did >ou ever dream of visiting VHCAS, but vuu weren't sure what tnexpe-
would be able to afford it? Well, now you can play your favorite slot m
down at the blackjack table without even leaving the comfort of your h<

through different stjlcslnt machines (main different Multiplierslots), Vi:

booth if - or is that when? - you run out of cash, without feeling a pain in

Walk around the corner and sit down at any of a number of different style

Enjoy video five card draw poker - where it takes jacks or better to w
Blackjack against the e% er treacherous house dealer. Play Hi-I.ow and wi
every chanceyou get. Doyou like Keno? Ifso, choose your numbers, then
wait to see if thev are drawn!

All versions displav vivid true to VKGAS grap
Cards has it for yotl! Slots &. Cards is availal

Commodore Amiga. Atari ST and the CoCo III.

s. Whatever your gt

for the IBM PC & (


